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GSC 5728 92: A NEW W UMa VARIABLE
REA, ROBERT D.
1
; WALKER, W. S. G.
2
1
Regent Lane Observatory, Nelson, New Zealand, email: reamarshihug.o.nz
2
Wharemaru Observatory, Kaitaia, New Zealand, email: astromanvoyager.o.nz
Name of the objet:
GSC 5728 92
Equatorial oordinates: Equinox:
R.A.= 19
h
40
m
08
s
DEC.=  10
Æ
22
0
26:
00
J2000
Observatory and telesope:
Regent Lane Observatory, 0.35-m Shmidt{Cassegrain telesope;
Wharemaru Observatory, 0.25-m Shmidt{Cassegrain telesope
Figure 1. Phase diagram of GSC 05728 00092
2 IBVS 5001
Detetor: Santa Barbara Instruments Group ST6B
Filter(s): None, roughly R
Comparison star(s): GSC 5728 410; GSC 5728 248 (for observations on Ot. 9
and Ot. 16, 2000, with 0.35-m Shmidt{Cassegrain)
Transformed to a standard system: No
Availability of the data:
Upon request
Remarks:
The variability of GSC 5728 92 was initially notied while reduing data obtained
on Otober 9th, 2000 while monitoring V1432 Aquilae as part of the Center for
Bakyard Astrophysis program of investigating CV stars. GSC 5728-92 was be-
ing investigated as a possible hek star for CCD photometry, but the measured
standard deviations indiated it was unsuitable, and further investigation showed it
delined in brightness by about 0.3 magnitudes over a time period of approximately
two hours. Data aquired previously (September 27) at Wharemaru Observatory
onrmed the variability.
Further data was gathered on when weather permitted until Otober 31.
Analysis of the data yields an ephemeris:
Minimum = HJD 2451814:642 + 0:
d
4636 E:
The t is reasonable and the star is ertainly a W Ursae Majoris binary.
The amplitude measured at Regent Lane Observatory is similar but oset from
than that obtained at Wharemaru Observatory. The data are in the natural tele-
sope/CCD systems, hene the oset. No extintion orretions have been applied
hene the slopes on the dierent nights do not math.
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BVR PHOTOMETRY OF THE W UMa STAR
V2388 OPHIUCHI IN 2000
YAKUT, K.,
_
IBANO

GLU, C.
Ege University Observatory, 35100 Bornova, Izmir, Turkey
email: yakutastronomy.si.ege.edu.tr, ibanogluastronomy.si.ege.edu.tr
Name of the objet:
V2388 Oph = HD163151
Equatorial oordinates: Equinox:
R.A.= 17
h
54
m
14:
s
21 DEC.= 11
Æ
07:
0
9 2000
Observatory and telesope:
Ege University Observatory, 48-m Cassegrain Telesope
Detetor: Hamamatsu, R4457 (PMT)
Filter(s): B, V and R lters of Johnson UBV system
Comparison star(s): HD166095 = HIP 88862
Availability of the data:
Upon request
Type of variability: W UMa
Remarks:
In this paper we present BV R light urves of V2388 Oph, whih was disovered to
be a W UMa type system by Rodriguez et al. (1998). This system was observed
photoeletrially with the 48-m Cassegrain telesope from 7 May 2000 to 23 Au-
gust, 2000. The phases of the observations were alulated using the light elements
given by Rodriguez et al. (1998):
HJD
min I
= 2449890:5045 + 0:
d
80230 E:
Table 1 lists the dates of observations and the orresponding phases overed. The
derived light urves for B, V and R olours are illustrated in Figure 1.
Aknowledgements:
This work was supported by Ege University Researh Fund (Projet No.
99/FEN/016).
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Table 1
Date Phase Date Phase
07 May 0.99{0.55 02 Aug. 0.31{0.45
04 Jun. 0.85{0.06 03 Aug. 0.53{0.66
10 Jun. 0.43{0.54 08 Aug. 0.77{0.99
27 Jun. 0.51{0.68 09 Aug. 0.01{0.22
08 Jul. 0.19{0.41 12 Aug. 0.81{0.92
18 Jul. 0.64{0.87 23 Aug. 0.44{0.64
23 Jul. 0.87{0.31
Figure 1. The light urves of V2388 Oph
Referene:
Rodriguez, E., et al., 1998, A&A, 336, 920
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ON THE VARIABILITY OF F1{F9 LUMINOSITY CLASS III{V STARS
ADELMAN, S.J.; COURSEY, B.C.; HARRIS, E.A.
Department of Physis, The Citadel, 171 Moultrie Street, Charleston, SC 29409, USA
email: adelmansitadel.edu, ourseybitadel.edu, harriseitadel.edu
This paper onsiders Hipparos photometry (ESA 1997) of luminosity lass III{V F1{
F9 stars from the Bright Star Catalogue, 5th edition (Hoeit & Warren 1991) and the
Supplement, 4th edition (Hoeit et al. 1983). These stars inlude 
2
CVn stars, Æ St
pulsators, elipsing binaries, irregular variables, mirovariables, RS CVn stars, SX Phe
stars, periodi variables of unspeied types, unresolved variables, and onstant stars.
Table 1 lists the mean amplitudes, whih indiate the mean variability, of spetral types
with at least 3 lass members. We omit stars with spurious variability due to dupliity.
The Hipparos photometry does not onrm the reported variability of some stars whih
might indiate a hange in their stellar behavior or reet the quality of the previous
photometry.
Table 2 (available eletronially from the IBVS site as 5003-t2.tex and 5003-t2.txt)
ontains the individual star information inluding those of stars not used in ompiling
the means. For eah star it lists the HR number (if any), names (Bayer, Flamsteed,
and/or variable star designation), the V magnitude from the Bright Star Catalog or its
Supplement, the spetral type, the Hipparos number, the standard error (mag), the
amplitude (mag), and omments (type of variable and the NSV number if there was not
spae in the Names olumn). The F stars are not partiularly variable with their means
being similar to those of B6{B9 III stars (Adelman, Gentry, & Sudiana 2000), A0{A2
III{V stars (Adelman, Flores, & Patel 2000), A3{A7 III and A3{F0 IV stars (Adelman
2000a), G0{G9 stars (Adelman, Davis & Lee 2000), and K0{K4 III stars (Adelman 2000b).
The luminosity III star variability is onsistent with the trends seen in the F supergiants
(Adelman, Cay, Cay, & Koer 2000).
Table 3 lists stars with amplitudes of 0.04{0.08 mag. Some are well-known variables
while others are in need of additional observations. As a 0:
m
07 amplitude found for Proyon
is questionable, this star was omitted. Those with amplitudes greater than 0:
m
08 are
usually well-known variables: the irregular variable V1401 Aql (F1III, 0.21); the Æ St
stars 
2
Cae (F1III, 0.09), Æ St (F2IIIp, 0.17), 1 V474 Mon (F2IV, 0.31), and 44 IM Tau
(F2IV{V, 0.10); the Algol systems MX Hya (F2IV, 0.49), R CMa (F1V, 0.40), and V1143
Cyg (F6Va, 0.11); the W UMa stars " CrA (F2V, 0.26), CN Hyi (F6V, 0.26), and 44 Boo
(F9{G1Vn, 0.15); the SX Phe star AI Vel (F2V, 0.57); the  Lyr type stars 
1
BG Ind
(F3V,0.21) and V2388 Oph (F5Vn, 0.30); and the 
2
CVn star DW Eri (F4IIIpSr, 0.09).
HD 134646 (F4III, 0.09) and HD 81734 (F7V, 0.17) are unresolved variables while  TrA
(F4IV, 0.09) and HR 6844 (F2V, 0.11) are periodi variables.
Aknowledgements. SJA wishes to thank the Citadel Development Foundation for their
support. Cadets Coursey and Harris are US Navy ROTC sholarship reipients.
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Table 1: The mean amplitudes of various types of F1 through F9 stars
Spetral
Number
Mean ampl.
Comment
lass (mag)
F1III 16 0.041 0.049 0.023 0.008 without 3 stars
F2III 26 0.030 0.031 0.021 0.005 without 4 stars
F3III 13 0.022 0.006
F4III 15 0.039 0.024 0.028 0.008 without 3 stars
F5III 23 0.024 0.014 0.021 0.008 without V784 Cas
F6III 11 0.025 0.007
F7III 3 0.040 0.017 HR 8269's amplitude 0.06
F8III 4 0.022 0.005
F1III{IV 10 0.024 0.014 0.020 0.007 without BZ Gru
F2III{IV 9 0.027 0.013
F3III{IV 9 0.027 0.017 0.021 0.006 without AL CVn
F5III{IV 3 0.020 0.000
F6III{IV 4 0.025 0.010
F7III{IV 3 0.023 0.006
F1IV 17 0.028 0.011
F2IV 20 0.055 0.110 0.023 0.013 without 1 Mon & MX Hya
F3IV 20 0.024 0.008
F4IV 15 0.029 0.022 0.022 0.07 without  Leo &  TrA
F5IV 31 0.025 0.008
F6IV 20 0.022 0.005
F7IV 12 0.026 0.009
F8IV 8 0.025 0.005
F9IV 3 0.020 0.000
F2IV{V 7 0.044 0.025 0.035 0.005 without IM Tau
F3IV{V 9 0.029 0.008
F4IV{V 5 0.026 0.005
F5IV{V 9 0.028 0.018
F6IV{V 8 0.022 0.007
F7IV{V 5 0.026 0.005
F8IV{V 3 0.023 0.006
F1V 21 0.043 0.082 0.026 0.010 without R CMa
F2V 54 0.042 0.081 0.026 0.010 without AI Vel, HR 6844, & " CrA
F2.5V 4 0.025 0.010
F3V 39 0.030 0.031 0.024 0.006 without HR 3936 & BG Ind
F4V 40 0.023 0.006
F5V 85 0.026 0.031 0.022 0.007 without AR Dor & V2388 Oph
F5{6V 3 0.023 0.006
F6V 80 0.021 0.029 0.007 0.031 without CN Hyi & V1143 Cyg
F6{7V 4 0.028 0.005
F7V 80 0.027 0.018 0.025 0.008 without HD 81734
F8V 75 0.026 0.008
F9V 31 0.025 0.013
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Table 3: F stars with amplitudes of 0.04{0.08 magnitudes
Name
HD Spetral HIP SE Amp.
Comments
number type number (mag) (mag)
CG Gru 214441 F1III 111833 0.0017 0.06 DSCT
BB Phe 2724 F2III 2388 0.0015 0.05 DSCT
 Phe 4919 F2III 3949 0.0024 0.07 DSCT
LT Vul 177392 F2III 93603 0.0010 0.04 DSCT
 Dor 27290 F4III 19893 0.0020 0.07 EW
HR 3325 71433 F4III 41452 0.0010 0.04
V947 Cen 113537 F4III 63849 0.0028 0.04 P
HR 5817 139478 F4IIIp 76384 0.0016 0.04
V784 Cas 13122 F5III 10141 0.0041 0.08 DSCT
33924 F5III 24658 0.0012 0.04
HR 8269 205877 F7III 106978 0.0009 0.06 U
BZ Gru 208435 F1III{IV 108347 0.0018 0.06 DSCT
11  Cas 432 F2III{IV 746 0.0017 0.04 DSCT
54 Hya 129926 F2III{IV 72197 0.0013 0.05 U
4 AL CVn 107904 F3III{IV 60467 0.0017 0.07 DSCT
HR 6890 169268 F6III{IV 90174 0.0010 0.04
NSV 488 8391 F0/2IV 6418 0.0013 0.05 U
HR 4803 109799 F1IV 61621 0.0021 0.04 U
DK Vir 115308 F1IV 64769 0.0015 0.04 DSCT
HR 5079 117281 F1IV 65698 0.0014 0.04
159340 F0/2IV 86119 0.0012 0.04
189307 F2IV 98577 0.0013 0.04
QQ Tel 185139 F2IV 96721 0.0035 0.07 DSCT
87638 F3IV 49434 0.0010 0.04
207826 F3IV 107710 0.0045 0.04
78  Leo 99028 F4IV 55642 0.0007 0.07 SV
85821 F5IV 48483 0.0011 0.04
HR 5537 131040 F5IV 72508 0.0052 0.04 MV
HR 6375 155078 F5IV 83962 0.0005 0.04
HR 8363 208177 F5IV 108144 0.0064 0.04
HR 2072 39937 F7IV 27737 0.0014 0.05
ZZ Boo 121648 F2IV/V+F2Iv/V 68064 0.0011 0.04 EA/DM
140130 F2IV/V 77067 0.0016 0.04
HR 8945 221740 F2IV{V 116399 0.0009 0.04
135208 F3IV/V 74593 0.0010 0.04
HR 5766 138498 F3IV{V 76407 0.0007 0.04
26 Cet 6288 F1V 4979 0.0022 0.04 MV
HR 6849 168092 F1V 89401 0.0014 0.04
39 Peg 213617 F1V 111278 0.0018 0.05 U
HR 1470 29364 F2V: 21619 0.0016 0.04 NSV 1676
HR 2384 46273 F2V 30953 0.0009 0.04 U
HR 4686 107192 F2V 59767 0.0017 0.05 P
KQ Lup 137785 F2V 75818 0.0020 0.05 E
V949 So 158741 F2V 85839 0.0022 0.04 DSCT
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Table 3 (ont.)
Name
HD Spetral HIP SE Amp.
Comments
number type number (mag) (mag)
HR 6786 166114 F2V 89099 0.0011 0.04 U
NZ Peg 206043 F2V 106897 0.0018 0.06 DSCT
HR 9106 225233 F2V 357 0.0010 0.04
HR 3874 84447 F2{3V 47762 0.0012 0.04
HR 3936 86358 F3V 48895 0.0022 0.07 I
HR 8507 211575 F3V 110091 0.0014 0.04
HR 673 14221 F4V 10830 0.0013 0.04
AR Dor 34349 F5V 24221 0.0010 0.08 E:
172416 F5V 91732 0.0021 0.04 U
184151 F5V 96081 0.0007 0.04
NSV 1614 28406 F6V 20948 0.0016 0.04
152923AB F6V 83174 0.0012 0.05
102357 F7V 57488 0.0019 0.05 MV
HR 4533 102634 F7V 57629 0.0013 0.05 U
HR 5779 138763 F7V 76233 0.0020 0.04 U
 Tel 177171 F7V 93815 0.0014 0.04 U
HR 8843 219482 F7V 114948 0.0010 0.04 MV
HR 1179 23856 F8V 17689 0.0008 0.04
111 V1119 Tau 35296 F8V 25278 0.0014 0.04 P
63008 F8V 37718 0.0011 0.04
17 Vir 107705 F8V 60353 0.0186 0.04
116156 F8V 65159 0.0009 0.04
HR 5148 119124 F7{9V 66704 0.0012 0.04 U
128563 F8V 71510 0.0018 0.04
HR 5583 132375 F8V 73309 0.0013 0.04
157466 F8V 85007 0.0007 0.04
108147 F9V 60644 0.0010 0.04
112196 F9V 63008 0.0022 0.04 U
V819 Her 157482 F9Vn: 84949 0.0009 0.08 EA
DL Eri 24832 F1V 18455 0.0021 0.04 DSCT
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NOVA VELORUM 1999:
LIGHT CURVES AND SPECTROPHOTOMETRY
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In May 1999 Peter Williams and Alan C. Gilmore independently disovered a bright
nova in Vela (Green 1999), now designated as V382 Velorum. As we have done in the
past, the authors arried out photometri observations, Jones visually and Liller with a
CCD and a \minus-IR" lter. As noted elsewhere (Liller & Jones 1996), this ombination
of CCD and lter results in a broad band V system whih extends from a wavelength of
about 420 nm to 730 nm and thus inludes the H line. Additionally, Liller reorded low-
resolution CCD spetra of the nova using a 10-degree objetive prism with a 20-m f=1:5
Shmidt amera. The spetrograms overed the range from H to the higher members of
the Balmer series, at times reahing beyond HÆ at 410 nm. At the wavelength of H, the
resolution is 27

A/pixel and improves to 6.6

A/pixel at HÆ.
The light urves are shown in Figure 1 and inlude some pre-disovery magnitudes
on various systems taken from IAUC 7176. Our own observations, depited as lled
irles (Jones) and rosses (Liller), are in general agreement showing a rapid deline in
brightness for the rst 50 or 60 days after maximum, and a slow, smooth fall-o afterwards.
Assuming that peak brightness ame at JD 2451320.8, we measure the quantity t
3
, the
time it takes a nova to deline by three magnitudes from peak brightness, to be 12.3 days
in the visual and 17.5 days with the CCD. As we have explained before (Liller & Jones
1999), this dierene an be understood by remembering that the strong H emission
makes the nova appear relatively brighter with the CCD than visually sine the eye has
low sensitivity at this wavelength. In either ase, the nova an be lassed as \fast" and
quite similar to Nova So 1998 (Liller & Jones 1999a) but not so fast as Nova Oph 1998
or Nova Mus 1998 (Liller & Jones 1999b).
Perhaps the most interesting feature of Fig. 1 is the ross-over of the two light urves
that ourred at about JD 2451490. The reason for this hange an be readily explained by
onsidering the spetrograms. Figure 2 shows sans of the nova spetrum taken just when
the ross-over was beginning at JD 2451468 (Ot. 16), and then at JD 2451526 (De. 13)
when the ross-over was omplete. H, at pixel number 128, ontinues strong, but in
the later san the blended [O III℄ lines (496 and 501 nm) are beginning to dominate the
spetrum and overpower neighboring H. Sine the dark-adapted eye is at peak sensitivity
near 500 nm with the CCD peaking in the red, it is apparent that the eye will see the nova
fading less rapidly as the [O III℄ lines strengthen relative to the hydrogen lines. Another
onspiuous hange is the blend of lines appearing at wavelengths around 464 nm. This
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Figure 1. Light urves of Nova Velorum. The lled irles depit Jones's visual observations while
rosses indiate Liller's broad band V measurements. Some pre-disovery observations taken from the
IAUC are also inluded, and shown by dierent symbols
Figure 2. Low-resolution sans of the spetrum of Nova Velorum taken at (a) JD 2451465 and
(b) JD 2451526. The wavelengths range from approximately 450 nm at the left to just beyond the
wavelength of H at the right. Lines of interest are labelled. The sale along the horizontal axis gives
the CCD relative pixel numbers, n; the vertial sale shows the relative number of ounts per pixel, N
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blend is made up primarily of permitted lines of N III around 460 nm whih weaken as
the nova enters the \nebular stage". However, at this wavelength both the eye and the
CCD have loss onsiderable sensitivity. Finally, note that the ontinuum, best seen in the
viinity of pixel 75 and just shortward of H, has faded relative to the stronger emission
lines.
As always, it is a pleasure to thank Dr. Nikolai Samus for his interest and his enour-
agement to publish light urves of novae.
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UBV PHOTOMETRY OF THE SYMBIOTIC STAR Z And
DURING ITS 2000 OUTBURST
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Z Andromedae is onsidered as a prototype symbioti star. This system onsists of an
M4.5 giant and a hot ompat star of T
?
 10
5
K (Nussbaumer & Vogel 1989, Murset et
al. 1991). The orbital period of the binary is 758.8(2) days (Mikolajewska & Kenyon
1996). The inlination of the orbital plane was determined by Shmid & Shild (1997)
to 47 12
Æ
. Photometri ativity of Z And has been reorded sine 1887 (Mattei 1978).
The top panel of Fig. 1 shows its historial 1895{2001 photographi/B-band/visual light
urve (LC). The LC is haraterized by phases of ativity with up to 2-3 mag inrease of
the star's brightness, alternating with periods of quiesene. Sharp brightness osillations
of even larger amplitude are also often present during outburst phases (also Formiggini &
Leibowitz 1994). The mid panel of Fig. 1 shows the Z And LC in the last 20 years. This
portion of the LC is dominated by the 1984 ative phase, whih lasted about 2 years and
onsisted of two onseutive outbursts. The seond one peaked around 9 mag in U and
V . During this outburst an optially thik shell was ejeted at moderately high veloities
of the order of 200{300 km s
 1
(Fernandez-Castro et al. 1995). The quiesent phase of
Z And is haraterized by a omplex wave-like brightness variation as a funtion of the
orbital phase, well pronouned in the U band. The nature of this type of variability was
reently disussed by Skopal (1998) and Skopal (in press). The bottom panel of Fig. 1
shows the most reent evolution of the LC, whih indiates that Z And has entered a
new bright outburst at the end of August 2000. During the urrent ative phase, Z And
reahed its maximum around 8.4 mag in U , and is thus brighter than in the 1984-85 main
outburst.
Our U; B; V measurements of Z And were performed in the standard Johnson system
using single-hannel photoeletri photometers mounted in the Cassegrain foi of 0.6-m
reetors at the Skalnate Pleso (hereafter SP in Table 1) and Stara Lesna observatories
(SL). The results of our photometri measurements of Z And (HD 221650, BD +48
Æ
4093)
are in Table 1. Stars SAO 53150 (V = 8:99, B V = 0:41, U B = 0:14) and SAO 63189
(V = 9:17, B   V = 1:36, U   B = 1:11), were used as a omparison and a hek star,
respetively. We obtained the magnitudes of both standards by their long-term measuring
(1997{1999) with respet to the previous omparison star (SAO 35642, V = 5:30, B V =
 0:06, U  B =  0:15). The measurements were onduted in short yles `omparison{
hek{Z And{omparison{Z And{. . . ' in U; B; V lters for eah star individually and in
total duration approximately of 60 minutes. The data in Table 1 represent means of suh
measurements and are shown in Fig. 2. Their inner unertainty is  0:
m
01 and  0:
m
02
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Figure 1. Top: The historial 1894.5{2000.9 photographi/B-band/visual LC of Z And. It is ompiled
from photographi data (Payne-Gaposhkin 1946), visual AAVSO estimates (Mattei 1978), smoothed
visual data gathered by the VSNET and AFOEV observers, and B-band photoeletri measurements as
published by Belyakina (1965, 1992), Hri et al. (1991, 1993, 1996), Skopal et al. (1992) and
Mikolajewska & Kenyon (1996). Middle: A part of the LC from 1980. In addition to the data referred
above, there are U -band measurements of Belyakina (1985), and between 30/07/97 and 26/11/99 there
are some our unpublished UBV data. Visual LC in these panels represents smoothed data (VSNET +
AFOEV) by the lter with the resolution of 40 days and the step of 20 days (40/20). Bottom: A detail
of the LC from 2000 overing the urrent outburst. Here the visual data were smoothed by the 10/5
lter. Note a very good agreement between the photoeletri V and the smoothed visual LC. Parts of
the LC from the broken vertial line to the end of the panel are shown in the following panel in detail.
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Figure 2. A detail of the LC overing the urrent outburst, whih began on 2000 August
31:0 1:5 UT. The solid line onnets the means of visual estimates in 1-day bins, in order to see better
the beginning of the outburst, t
0
. From JD 2451818, only the VSNET data were available. The latest
brightening, at the end of November 2000, indiates a strong outburst of Z And, whih reahed over
that observed in 1984-85.
in V; B and U band, respetively. For a omparison, we used also the visual magnitude
estimates gathered by the VSNET observers and the members of Assoiation Franaise
des Observateurs d'Etoiles Variables (AFOEV).
Timing of the last U; B; V observation prior to the brightening (made on 20/8/00) and
the rst one during it (6/9/00) dene the beginning of the outburst, t
0
, to JD 24517868
d
(f. Table 1). However, a very good agreement between the photoeletri V and the visual
magnitude estimates (f. Figs. 1 and 2) enable us to determine the t
0
time more preisely.
Combining the visual data available on CDS (AFOEV data), on the VSNET web site and
those of Mattei (2000), we determined the beginning of the urrent outburst of Z And as
t
0
= JD 2451787:5 1:
d
5
i.e. on 2000 August 31.0  1.5 UT (see Fig. 2). An interesting feature of the urrent
outburst is a asade prole of the LC observed in the period from the beginning of the
outburst to its maximum. The asade nature an be learly seen in the visual and U
data, but it is less denite in V and it is marginal in B (f. Fig. 2). Between Otober 13
and November 13 brightening has stopped and Z And stood at the plateau of U  9:05,
B  9:54 and V  9:10, whih was omparable with the brightness maximum of Z And
during its last major outburst in 1984-85 (Fig. 1). However, our observations made at the
end of November indiate a further inrease in the star's brightness up to U  8:4, B  9:3
and V  8:8. These values reahed over those of the 1984-85 outburst. Therefore it is
possible that the duration of the urrent outburst will be omparable with the previous
one, and thus we an expet its ontinuation in 2001/2002.
Z And is urrently inluded in the observing programme of the Skalnate Pleso Obser-
vatory. The further data will be published in Contrib. Astron. Obs. Skalnate Pleso.
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Table 1: U; B; V observations of Z And during the urrent outburst.
Date JD 24. . . U B V Obs.
Nov 26, 1999 51509.430 10.867 11.530 10.388 SP
De 22 51535.364 11.078 11.620 10.532 SP
Jan 8, 2000 51552.321 10.984 11.684 10.610 SP
Aug 20 51777.449 11.590 11.933 10.777 SP
Sep 6 51794.368 9.645 10.485 9.783 SL
Sep 7 51795.531 9.691 10.438 9.748 SP
Sep 8 51796.555 9.689 10.383 9.691 SP
Sep 9 51797.363 9.711 10.396 9.695 SL
Sep 10 51798.612 9.635 10.202 9.532 SP
Sep 27 51815.331 9.658 10.054 9.436 SP
Sep 28 51816.510 9.555 9.952 9.350 SP
Sep 29 51817.263 9.562 9.970 9.367 SP
Ot 13 51831.276 9.094 9.524 9.013 SL
Ot 20 51838.286 9.163 9.533 9.015 SL
Ot 21 51839.369 9.135 9.495 8.998 SL
Ot 22 51840.475 9.131 9.455 8.991 SP
Nov 9 51858.360 9.106 9.533 9.064 SP
Nov 11 51860.249 9.029 9.610 9.122 SL
Nov 13 51862.372 9.068 9.627 9.167 SP
Nov 22 51871.313 8.601 9.408 8.944 SL
Nov 28 51877.428 8.410 9.252 8.832 SP
Aknowledgements: This researh has been supported through the Slovak Aademy of
Sienes Grant No. 5038/2000.
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UBV PHOTOMETRY OF BX And
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The short period elipsing binary BX And (BD+40
Æ
442) is the brighter omponent of
visual binary ADS 1671 and was disovered as an Algol type elipsing binary by Soloviev
(1945). Photographi studies by Ashbrook (1951) using 200 Harvard patrol plates on-
rmed the binary nature of BX And with a  Lyrae type light variation. Sine then, the
system has been observed frequently by many observers (see Rovithis et al. 1984, and
Bell et al. 1990). Gulmen et al. (1988) published a period analysis, summarising the time
of minima observed by many authors. Their analysis onrmed the ourrene of a pe-
riod hange about 0:
s
25 already reported by Ahnert (1975) and suggested another hange
around 1981.
The system onsists of a primary with spetral type F2V and a K type seondary. It
has been lassied as a near ontat binary by Bell et al. (1990). To study the light urve
variation, it has been inluded in our observing program. UBV photoeletri observations
of BX And were made in Otober 1996, 1997, 1998 and 2000, at Khajheh Nassir Addin
Observatory of Tabriz University (Iran). The observations were arried out using a 40-m
Cassegrain telesope. A single hannel photometer equipped with an unrefrigerated pho-
tomultiplier tube RCA 1P21 and Johnson's standard UBV lters were employed during
the observations. The output of the photometer was fed to a miroomputer enabling
rapid data aess. Two stars BD+39
Æ
476 and BD+39
Æ
480 were used as omparison and
hek stars, respetively. The data were orreted for dierential extintion and light time
eet.
The phases were alulated using the elements given by Derman et al. (1993):
Hel: JD(Min I) = 2447538:2967 + 0:
d
61011355 E:
During the observations three primary and three seondary minimum times were obtained
in eah olor. These minima are given in Table 1 where O   C residuals have been
omputed with the elements given above. Figures 1 and 2 show the light urves of BX
And in U , B and V bands where m = Var:  Comp: have been plotted versus phase.
There is no asymmetry in the proles of the minima and no displaement in the seondary
minimum, and the maxima are equal.
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Figure 1. 1998 light urves of BX And
Figure 2. 2000 light urves of BX And
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Table 1: Time of minima of BX And
Hel. JD
Filter O   C Remark
O   C (average
2450000+ of three lters)
0392.4069 U  0:0007 Min I
0392.4045 B  0:0033 Min I  0:0019
0392.4030 V  0:0048 Min I
0731.3224 U  0:0034 Min II
0731.3220 B  0:0039 Min II  0:0028
0731.3258 V  0:0001 Min II
1105.3228 U  0:0027 Min II
1105.3214 B  0:0039 Min II  0:0033
1105.3221 V  0:0034 Min II
1109.2954 U  0:0012 Min I
1109.2950 B  0:0037 Min I  0:0025
1109.2940 V  0:0027 Min I
1823.7294 U  0:0047 Min II
1823.7251 B  0:0090 Min II  0:0046
1823.7338 V  0:0003 Min II
1824.9516 U  0:0028 Min I
1824.9516 B  0:0028 Min I  0:0027
1824.9518 V  0:0026 Min I
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COMMENT ON THE RADIUS OF THE COOLER COMPONENT
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There appears to be a disrepany between values of the rotational v sin i for the ooler
omponent of the RS CVn system CF Tu, as measured by Donati et al. (1997) from a
high signal-to-noise ratio line prole using Least Squares Deonvolution (LSD), and as
derived by tting the photometri light urves, by for example Budding & MLaughlin
(1987) and Anders et al. (1999). The stellar radius implied by the LSD tehnique does
not appear to give a satisfatory t to the light-urve of this well observed system.
CF Tu is an elipsing RS CVn binary, of period of 2:
d
7978. Many light urves have
been obtained of this system by various workers, and basi stellar parameters have been
dedued from these data (see for example Budding & MLaughlin 1987; Anders et al.
1999). The only published radial-veloity data for CF Tu are those of Balona (1987) and
Collier Cameron (1987), from whih we alulate the result a sin i = 10:06 R

. Assuming
that the stars are in synhronous rotation with the orbital period and have rotation axes
parallel to the orbital axis, we have used the stellar parameters dedued by Budding &
MLaughlin (1987) and Anders et al. (1999), together with the result for a sin i, to derive
the data in the rst two rows of Table 1. (Other reent measured values for v

sin i for
CF Tu, based on the same observed spetrum, are 35 km s
 1
by Pallaviini et al. 1992,
and 65 km s
 1
by Randih et al. 1993.)
Table 1: Parameters of CF Tu derived from various soures
i a R

v

sin i R
h
v
h
sin i
Soure
[
Æ
℄ [R

℄ [R

℄ [km s
 1
℄ [R

℄ [km s
 1
℄
69.3 10.8 3.26 55 1.80 30 Anders et al. (1999)
71.4 10.6 3.05 52 1.58 27 Budding & MLaughlin (1987)
64.5 11.2 4.29 70 2 1.53 25 1 Donati et al. (1997)
We derived the results in the third row of the table from measurements of rotational
(v sin i)
LSD
by Donati et al. (1997). The value for i was estimated from the phases of
ontat at primary elipse, as desribed later. The three values of R
h
agree reasonably
well, but for the ooler star the (v sin i)
LSD
datum leads to a muh larger radius.
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Figure 1. v sin i from Donati et al. (1997) versus  for the tted Gaussians. The points marked as
lled-in squares are for the omponents of CF Tu, the irles are for the other stars. The line is the t
given in the text
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Figure 2. Gaussian ts to the overlapping proles of Fig. 16 of Donati et al. (1997). Eah Gaussian
has about the same width, approximately equivalent to a v sin i of 30 km s
 1
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Figure 3. As for Fig. 2, but with Gaussians of widths implied by (v sin i)
LSD
values of 70 and
25 km s
 1
from Donati et al. (1997), and radial veloities of 10.9,  12:9 km s
 1
The high preision of the result (v

sin i)
LSD
= 70  2 km s
 1
obtained by Donati
et al. (1997) led us to examine its onsequenes. The implied absolute radius for the
ooler star is signiantly higher than that to whih the light-urve tting proedures
onverged (Budding & MLaughlin 1987, Anders et al. 1999). It is diÆult to see how
suh a radius ould yield a good t to the light urves. As a possible solution to this
problem, Collier Cameron (private ommuniation) suggested that the ooler star may
have a large number of small, dark spots, whih redues its surfae brightness signiantly
below the value implied by the photometri olours. Hildith & Collier Cameron (1995)
found evidene for similar behaviour in the RS Cvn system XY UMa, in whih the depth
of primary elipse varies with overall mean light level over many years, in just the way
expeted if the long term variation is aused by uniformly distributed spots.
So we assumed uniform maulation of the ooler star, as suggested by Collier Cameron,
and attempted to t the light urve of CF Tu using the relative stellar radii implied by the
rotational speeds obtained by Donati et al. (1997). We seleted the light urve of Budding
& MLaughlin (1987), whih was measured at an epoh when there were almost ertainly
no large starspots on the ooler star, and thus no signiant maulation wave on the light
urve. Firstly we used the v sin i measurements of Donati et al. (1997) to derive R sin i
for both stars. Then, using the program Binary Maker 2.0 (Bradstreet 1993), we adjusted
the inlination i to give the orret times of ontat at primary elipse. This yielded
i  64:
Æ
5, as in the third row of Table 1 above. However we found it impossible to adjust
the surfae brightness of the ooler star to obtain a t to the light urve within primary
elipse. The tted urve was always too shallow, even when the surfae brightness of the
ooler star was redued to unrealistially low levels, at whih also the light urve outside
the elipses was learly too at. Similarly we were unable to obtain a t by adjusting the
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surfae brightness of the hotter star.
We are left with two possibilities. Firstly, the value of (v

sin i)
LSD
for the ooler star
is orret, and phenomena at present not understood explain the form of the light urve.
Seondly, the value of (v

sin i)
LSD
for the ooler star may be in some way anomalous.
To investigate the seond possibility, we sanned most of the line proles published
in Donati et al. (1997), digitised them and tted Gaussians to the lines. A plot of the
(v sin i)
LSD
values from Donati et al. (1997) versus the standard deviations, , of the
orresponding Gaussians gives a reasonably tight linear relationship whih, without the
data for CF Tu, is tted by (v sin i)
LSD
= 1:477 + 1:85 km s
 1
. However the point for
the ooler omponent of CF Tu falls far from this line: hene the anomaly. See Fig. 1.
Our t to the proles of Fig. 16 of Donati et al. (1997) is shown in Fig. 2. The residuals
are small, as an be seen in the lower part of Fig. 2 whih is at the same sale as the t.
 for eah of the Gaussians orresponds to (v sin i)
LSD
values of approximately 30 km s
 1
.
The radial veloities of the hotter and ooler stars at the time of the observations were
10.9 and  12:9 km s
 1
aording to the radial veloity data of Balona (1987) and Collier
Cameron (1987), together with the ephemeris 2444219:270 + 2:797715 E of Anders et
al. (1999). The Gaussian ts of Fig. 2 indiate radial veloities of 12.9 and  47:4 km s
 1
for the hotter and ooler stars, the latter value again being anomalous. A possible ex-
planation of the anomalies is that the lineshape for the ooler star is strongly distorted
by the presene of starspots. However the t using Gaussians has small residuals, so this
explanation does seem unlikely. We examined this a little further by onstraining the
radial veloities to be 10.9 and  12:9 km s
 1
and the values of (v sin i)
LSD
to be 25 and
70 km s
 1
, as in Donati et al. (1997), and then tting two Gaussians to the prole. The
result, shown in Fig. 3, is not a good t. While our method is admittedly rather rude, the
results show that the value of (v

sin i)
LSD
of 70 km s
 1
is almost ertainly not onsistent
with the overlapping line proles for CF Tu in Fig. 16 of Donati et al. 1997.
We onlude that there are still problems to be solved in the ase of CF Tu. Perhaps
a subtle maulation proess is onfounding the tting of the light urves. On the other
hand, the value of v sin i for the ooler star of CF Tu as found by Donati et al. (1997) is
open to some question. The method of Least Squares Deonvolution is so powerful that
this partiular ase where it may fail is well worth further study.
We are grateful to A. Collier Cameron for his suggestions and B. Carter for advie.
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ON THE VARIABILITY OF O4{B5 LUMINOSITY CLASS III{V STARS
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This paper onsiders the Hipparos photometry (ESA 1997) of luminosity lass III{V
O4{B5 stars in the Bright Star Catalogue, 5th edition (Hoeit & Warren 1991) and the
Supplement of the 4th edition (Hoeit et al. 1983). These stars inlude 
2
CVn vari-
ables,  Cep stars, elipsing binaries inluding Algol and  Lyr types, rotating ellipsoidal
variables,  Cas variables, irregular and slow irregular variables, mirovariables, slowly
pulsating B stars, semi-regular variables, SX Ari stars, spurious variables due to dupli-
ity, unresolved variables, and onstant stars. Table 1 lists the mean amplitudes, whih
indiate the mean variability of those spetral types with at least 3 lass members. We
exluded stars with spurious variability due to dupliity. The Hipparos photometry does
not onrm the reported variability of some stars whih might indiate a hange in the
stellar behavior or reet the quality of the previous photometry. The mean amplitudes
of the luminosity lass III stars exluding the larger amplitude variables are equal to or
greater than those of the orresponding supergiants (Adelman, Yue & Engin 2000). The
values in Table 1 are generally greater than those of ooler stars (see, e.g. Adelman, Gen-
try & Sudiana 2000) indiating that variability is greater among these stars than among
ooler stars.
Table 2 (available eletronially from the IBVS site as 5008-t2.tex and 5008-t2.txt)
ontains individual stars values inluding those whih were not used in ompiling the
means. It gives for eah star the HR number (if any), names (Bayer, Flamsteed, or variable
star designation), the V magnitude from the Bright Star Catalog or its Supplement, the
spetral type, the Hipparos number, the standard error (mag), the amplitude (mag), and
omments (type of variable and the NSV number if there was not spae in the Names
olumn). Table 3 presents seleted stars with amplitudes of variability whih are  0:
m
10,
whih is signiantly greater than the mean amplitude values. The majority of the well-
known variables are  Cas variables. A few others and many stars with amplitudes
between 0:
m
05 and 0:
m
09 listed in Table 2 need further observations.
Aknowledgements: SJA wishes to thank the Citadel Development Foundation for their
support. MRM has a LIFE s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Table 1: The mean amplitudes of various types of B6 through B9 stars
Sp. lass No. Mean ampl. Comment
07.5III 3 0.027 0.006
B0III 7 0.101 0.198 0.027 0.008 without HR 1260
B0.5III 15 0.034 0.011 0.031 0.005 without V1012 So
B1III 10 0.042 0.013
B1.5III 11 0.055 0.064 0.030 0.013 without MX Pup & LS Mus
B2III 19 0.096 0.092 0.055 0.034 without AX Mon, HP CMa, V767 Cen, & BW Vul
B3III 29 0.054 0.082 0.036 0.019 without NSV 4879 & V3792 Sgr
B4III 9 0.058 0.054 0.033 0.022 without  Tau & EW La
B5III 31 0.034 0.015 0.032 0.012 without V757 Mon
B2III/IV 3 0.020 0.010
B3III/IV 4 0.045 0.017 0.037 0.006 without MX CMa
B0IV 6 0.075 0.088 0.025 0.010 without V750 Mon and FY CMa
B0.5IV 8 0.079 0.098 0.030 0.013 without V1294 Aql & AH Cep
B1IV 6 0.033 0.020
B1.5IV 12 0.043 0.046 0.024 0.008 without  CMa & NSV 6943
B2IV 44 0.049 0.049 0.032 0.020 without 6 G Cas stars & KP Per
B2.5IV 25 0.042 0.056 0.027 0.010 without FW CMa & NT Peg
B3IV 44 0.035 0.033 0.028 0.014 without V817 Cen, 
1
Aps, & 6 V382 Cep
B4IV 15 0.043 0.039 0.030 0.018 without V3894 Sgr & V2148 Cyg
B5IV 29 0.032 0.019 0.030 0.014 without HR 1772
B2IV{V 52 0.040 0.051 0.028 0.016 without V960 Tau, 28 o CMa, V955 Cen, & IN Peg
B2.5IV{V 3 0.027 0.006
O6.5V 4 0.030 0.014
O9V 5 0.042 0.029 0.030 0.014 without LZ Cep
O9.5V 4 0.060 0.045 two stars onstant, two variable
B0V 9 0.091 0.170 0.035 0.022 without SZ Cam
B0.5V 8 0.038 0.030 0.027 0.010 without EM Cep
B1V 30 0.063 0.065 0.035 0.020 without 6 stars with amplitudes of 0.10 or more
B1.5V 21 0.038 0.046 0.029 0.015 without V436 Per
B2V 77 0.050 0.050 0.032 0.016 without 11 stars with amplitudes of 0.10 or more
B2.5V 49 0.046 0.040 0.030 0.015 without 8 stars with amplitudes of 0.10 or more
B3V 107 0.039 0.029 0.033 0.016 without 6 stars with amplitudes of 0.10 or more
B4V 33 0.066 0.063 0.038 0.020 without 7 stars with amplitudes of 0.10 or more
B5V 110 0.043 0.050 0.032 0.016 without 8 stars with amplitudes of 0.10 or more
Table 3: O4{B5 III{V stars with amplitudes  0:
m
10
Name HD Sp. type HIP SE Amp. Comment
AO Cas 1337 O9IIInn 1415 0.0101 0.18 ELL
HR 1260 25638 B0III 19272 0.0420 0.55 U
MX Pup 68980 B1.5IIIe 40274 0.0079 0.23 GCAS
LS Mus 113120 B1.5IIIne 63688 0.0040 0.11 GCAS
48  Eri 29248 B2III 21444 0.0064 0.12 BCEP
AX Mon 45910 B2IIIpeShell 31019 0.0077 0.16 I
10 FT CMa 48917 B2IIIe 32292 0.0043 0.11 GCAS
HP CMa 49131 B2III 32385 0.0140 0.35 GCAS
V767 Cen 120991 B2IIIe 67861 0.0085 0.26 GCAS
BW Vul 199140 B2IIIe 103191 0.0091 0.22 BCEP
DD La 214993 B2III 112031 0.0049 0.11 BCEP
NSV 4879 91188 B3IIIe 51444 0.0066 0.12 EB
V3792 Sgr 165814 B3III 88905 0.0241 0.46 EB
123  Tau 37202 B4IIIpe 26451 0.0118 0.13 E:
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Name HD Sp. type HIP SE Amp. Comment
EW La 217050 B4IIIep 113327 0.0023 0.16 GCAS
CC Cas 19820 O9IV 15063 0.0033 0.12 EB/DM
V750 Mon 53367 B0IVe 34116 0.0094 0.24 GCAS
FY CMa 58978 B0IV:pe 36168 0.0034 0.11 GCAS
V1294 Aql 184279 B0.5IVe 96196 0.0106 0.25 GCAS
AH Cep 216014 B0.5IV* 112562 0.0082 0.25 EW
13  CMa 50013 B1.5IVne 32759 0.0037 0.15 GCAS
NSV 6943 133738 B1.5IV* 74147 0.0046 0.13 GCAS
KP Per 21803 B2IV 16516 0.0029 0.11 BCEP
FV CMa 54309 B2IVe 34360 0.0035 0.27 GCAS
V374 Car 66194 B2IVpne 38994 0.0042 0.11 GCAS
V345 Car 78764 B2IVe 44626 0.0041 0.10 GCAS
QY Car 88661 B2IVpne 49934 0.0042 0.11 GCAS
Æ Cen 105435 B2IVne 59196 0.0067 0.13 GCAS
7  Oph 148184 B2IV:pe 80569 0.0033 0.15 GCAS
FW CMa 58343 B2.5IVe 35951 0.0079 0.28 GCAS
NT Peg 203699 B2.5IVne 105623 0.0071 0.15 GCAS
V817 Cen 105521 B3IV 59232 0.0097 0.15 GCAS

1
Aps 137387 B3IVe 76013 0.0031 0.10 GCAS
6 V382 Cep 203467 B3IVe 105268 0.0016 0.17 GCAS
V3894 Sqr 161756 B4IVe 87163 0.0072 0.15 EB
V2148 Cyg 201733 B4IVpe 104483 0.0015 0.10 EA
HR 1772 35165 B5IVnpe 25007 0.0031 0.10 EW:
120 V960 Tau 36576 B2IV{Ve 26064 0.0052 0.10 GCAS
28 o CMa 56139 B2IV{Ve 35037 0.0011 0.25 GCAS
V955 Cen 114800 B2IV{Vnep 64578 0.0036 0.11 U
31 IN Peg 212076 B2IV{Ve 110386 0.0094 0.29 GCAS
Æ Cir 135240 O8.5V 74778 0.0016 0.15 EA
V1081 So 158186 O9.5V 85569 0.0012 0.12 EA
SZ Cam 25639 B0V 19270 0.0393 0.54 EA/DM
EM Cep 208392 B0.5V* 108073 0.0055 0.11 EW
V801 Cas 19243 B1Ve 14626 0.0036 0.10 I
25  
1
Ori 35439 B1Vpe 25302 0.0048 0.15 GCAS
W Ori 36695 B1V 26063 0.0086 0.27 EB
FR CMa 44458 B1Vpe 30214 0.0020 0.13 GCAS
NN CMa 58011 B1Ve 35769 0.0143 0.25 GCAS
V357 La 212044 B1Vpnne 110287 0.0043 0.13 GCAS
1 V436 Per 11241 B1.5V 8704 0.0008 0.23 EA/D
 Per 10516 B2Vep 8068 0.0031 0.11 GCAS
V777 Cas 11606 B2Vne 8980 0.0066 0.17 SR
56 DX Eri 30076 B2Ve 22024 0.0041 0.10 GCAS
105 V1155 Tau 32991 B2Ve 23883 0.0074 0.14 U
V434 Aur 37657 B2Vne 26872 0.0051 0.14 I
GU CMa 52721 B2Vne 33868 0.0064 0.22 EB
OT Gem 58050 B2Ve 35933 0.0022 0.19 GCAS
V387 Pup 62753 B2Vne 37675 0.0055 0.12 GCAS
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Table 3 (ont.)
Name HD Sp. type HIP SE Amp. Comment
66 V2048 Oph 164284 B2Ve 88149 0.0067 0.17 GCAS
V2119 Cyg 194335 B2Ven 100574 0.0025 0.10 GCAS
66  Cyg 202904 B2Vne 105138 0.0037 0.27 GCAS
11 BV Cam 32343 B2.5Ve 23734 0.0033 0.12 GCAS
V695 Mon 65875 B2.5Ve 39172 0.0029 0.12 GCAS
V375 Car 67536 B2.5Vn 39530 0.0042 0.11 BCEP
CO Cir 129954 B2.5Ve 72438 0.0021 0.13 GCAS
CX Dra 174237 B2.5Ve 92133 0.0086 0.17 GCAS
12 V395 Vul 187811 B2.5Ve 97679 0.0043 0.11 GCAS
28 V1624 Cyg 191610 B2.5Ve 99303 0.0021 0.10 SXARI
39 " Cap 205637 B2.5Vpe 106723 0.0086 0.16 GCAS
OW Pup 60606 B3Vne 36778 0.0073 0.15 GCAS
V462 Car 66768 B3Vn: 39310 0.0067 0.17 EB
V438 Pup 71302 B3V 41250 0.0010 0.17 EA
HR 6274 152478 B3Vnep 82868 0.0031 0.10 I
V543 Lyr 176502 B3V 93177 0.0043 0.10 BCEP
V378 And 217543 B3Vpe 113640 0.0030 0.10 L
LQ CMa 52356 B4Vn 33673 0.0044 0.14 GCAS
PQ Pup 67888 B4V 39866 0.0016 0.16 GCAS
AI Pyx 75112 B4V 43114 0.0069 0.13 GCAS
PP Car 91465 B4Vne 51576 0.0076 0.23 GCAS
V518 Car 92938 B4V 52370 0.0113 0.16 GCAS
 Cir 131492 B4Vnpe 73129 0.0126 0.27 GCAS
V532 Lyr 171406 B4Ve 90970 0.0013 0.10 GCAS
37  Per 22192 B5Ve 16826 0.0058 0.11 GCAS
15 DV Cam 34233 B5V 24836 0.0013 0.12 EA
V1369 Ori 34959 B5Vp 25011 0.0020 0.21 I
V420 Pup 67698 B5Ve 39834 0.0073 0.27 GCAS
78190 B5V 44545 0.0022 0.10 SV
V716 Cen 124195 B5Ve 69491 0.0091 0.41 EB/KE
QS Aql 185936 B5V 96840 0.0014 0.11 EA
V379 Vul 187640 B5V 97572 0.0008 0.11 GCAS
V2163 Cyg 204860 B5.5Ve 106145 0.0046 0.13 SR
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V807 Cas IS AN ECLIPSING BINARY STAR
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Name of the objet:
V807 Cas = HIP 114552 = GSC 4010 285
Equatorial oordinates: Equinox:
R.A.= 23
h
12
m
13:
s
0 DEC.= +59
Æ
35
0
59:
00
2 2000.0
Observatory and telesope:
Esteve Duran Observatory, 0.6-m Cassegrain telesope;
US Naval Observatory Flagsta Station, 1.0-m Rithey{Chretien telesope
Detetor: CCD in both ases
Filter(s): B, V , R

, I

Comparison star(s): GSC 4010 463
Figure 1.
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Chek star(s): GSC 4010 1201
Transformed to a standard system: Johnson{Cousins
Standard stars (eld) used: Landolt standards (Landolt, 1992)
Availability of the data:
Upon request
Type of variability: EB
Remarks:
V807 Cas was disovered as a variable star by the Hipparos mission (ESA, 1997).
It was lassied as a periodi variable with a 0:
d
97463 period, a mean V magnitude
of 10:
m
79, and an average B V = 0:
m
340 without speifying variability type. V807
Cas is in the enter of PK110{0.1, whih was initially lassied as the planetary
nebula We 1{12. Reent spetrosopi data by Kimeswenger (1998) indiate that
V807 Cas has a B1V spetral type, and that We 1{12 is not a planetary nebula but
an isolated H II region, as was also suggested by earlier works (e.g. Zijlstra et al.
1990; Kaler and Feibelman 1985). Kimeswenger also laims that V807 Cas is the
only soure of exitation of the H II loud.
Our analysis of the satellite data suggested that V807 Cas was atually an EB
elipsing binary star with a period lose to twie the one given in the Hipparos
atalogue. To investigate further about the variable nature of V807 Cas, this objet
was observed in a ollaborative program between Esteve Duran Observatory and
the U.S. Naval Observatory Flagsta Station. This star was monitored in the V
band for 17 nights, from July to September 1997. Table 1 (available eletronially
through IBVS Web-site as 5009-t1.txt) lists the standard V magnitudes and olor
indies of eld stars near the variable.
Observations show that V807 Cas is in fat an EB elipsing binary system with
a period lose to two days (Figure 1). The phased light urve presents a primary
minimum with a depth of 0.18 magnitudes, and a seondary minimum during whih
the star fades 0.11 magnitudes. At maximum light, V807 Cas has a V magnitude of
10:80 0:01. It was also found an average B V = 0:319 0:003. After ombining
our data with HIPPARCOS photometry the following ephemeris was omputed:
Min: I = HJD 2450652:428 + 1:
d
949189E:
0:006 0:000015
If V807 Cas is atually the soure of exitation of PK110{0.1, additional photo-
metri and spetrosopi data might help to solve the system, and obtain a more
preise measurement of the H II region distane and its properties.
A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HD 264300 IS A LOW AMPLITUDE RED VARIABLE
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Name of the objet:
HD 264300 = BD+05
Æ
1417 = GSC 156 1457 = SAO 114441
Equatorial oordinates: Equinox:
R.A.= 6
h
48
m
30:
s
12 DEC.= +5
Æ
00
0
26:
00
92 2000.0
Observatory and telesope:
Mollet Observatory, 0.41-m Newtonian telesope;
U.S. Naval Observatory, 1-m Rithey{Chretien telesope
Detetor: CCD
Filter(s): B, V , R

, I

Comparison star(s): GSC 156 1475
Chek star(s): None
Transformed to a standard system: Johnson{Cousins
Standard stars (eld) used: Landolt standards (1992)
Availability of the data:
From the IBVS Web-site as 5010-t1.txt
Type of variability: L:
Remarks:
While performing observations of the new elipsing binary star GSC 156 1365
(Gomez et al., 2000) it was found that HD 264300, with a V magnitude of 9.39
(B   V = 1:31) and K5 spetral type, was slightly variable. The star was ob-
served in the V band for 89 nights from 1997 to 1998. Additional observations
were also obtained in the BR

I

bands. Data show that during this period the V
magnitude of this star utuated between 9.32 and 9.42 with an apparent irregular
behaviour (Figure 1). The following olor indies were obtained for HD 264300:
B   V = 1:298 0:016, V  R

= 0:668 0:032, and R

  I

= 0:609 0:023.
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Figure 1.
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1994 BV PHOTOELECTRIC OBSERVATIONS OF CG Cyg
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Photometri observations for CG Cyg have been reported previously by Dapergolas et
al. (1994); Hekert (1994); Zeilik et al. (1994) and referenes therein. The star is among
the most peuliar ones of the short-period hromospherially ative binary stars. As noted
by Dapergolas et al. (1994) the system presents irregularities outside of the elipses and
the depths of the minima hanges with time. All these suggests that CG Cyg is a omplex
system, with hanging ative regions, due probably to photospheri ativity.
CG Cyg was observed for the period 4{16 August 1994 with the 1.2-m Kryonerion
telesope and a single hannel photon ounting photometer desribed by Dapergolas and
Korakitis (1987). The photometer employs a high gain 9789QB phototube and onven-
tional B, V lters. Its output is fed to a miroomputer enabling rapid data aess. The
data redution method is the standard one and as a omparison star BD+34
Æ
4216 was
used. The onstany of the omparison star was veried by Milone et al. (1979). The
data presented here were obtained with an auray of 0:
m
015. Table 1 lists the dates of
observations and phases overed and number of points obtained. Our observations where
nearly simultaneous with those of Hekert (1994).
In Table 2 the times of minima and the O C values are listed for the V and B bands,
respetively. Times of minima are alulated using the method desribed by Kwee and
van Woerden (1956) whereas the O C values were determined from the linear ephemeris
HJD
min I
= 2439425:1221 + 0:
d
631141 E, given by Milone and Ziebarth (1974).
The data are modeled using the Information Limit Optimization Tehnique (ILOT)
desribed by Budding and Zeilik (1987). The main assumptions of the ILOT are: (1) the
ativity in general is most apparent in the hotter (primary) star, (2) maulation eets are
separable from proximity and elipse eets, and (3) a ool irular spot model adequately
represents the key parameters of stellar magneti ativity{these are longitude, latitude,
size (area), and temperature of the ative (spotted) regions.
The derived residuals from the initial t of Fig. 1a are plotted in Fig. 1. Then into
the distortion wave a irular spot of 0 K temperature was tted. The results are seen in
Table 3. The ts are performed independently for both olours V and B. The results of
the spot tting agree, within the errors, to those found by Zeilik et al. (1994) and Hekert
(1994). It is found that the spot for CG Cyg tend to luster in Ative Longitude Belt,
around the 270
Æ
as it is notied by Zeilik et al. (1994). We tested several times to t a
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Table 1: Dates of observations and phases overed
JD
Date Phase
Points
2440000+ V B
9569 04 August 1994 .77 .12 95 81
9570 05 August 1994 .36 .78 113 110
9572 07 August 1994 .56 .84 92 93
9577 12 August 1994 .45 .88 111 113
9578 13 August 1994 .01 .48 134 132
9579 14 August 1994 .67 .09 112 112
9581 16 August 1994 .78 .14 92 91
Table 2: Types and times of minima
V olour B olour
Date Type HJD
O   C
HJD
O   C
2440000+ 2440000+
4/8/1994 I 9569:4836 :0002 0.051 9569:4837 :0001 0.051
5/8/1994 II 9570:4324 :0012 0.554 9570:4323 :0004 0.554
12/8/1994 II 9577:3740 :0006 0.553 9577:3742 :0005 0.553
13/8/1994 I 9578:3197 :0003 0.051 9578:3199 :0001 0.051
14/8/1994 I 9579:5821 :0001 0.051 9579:5821 :0001 0.051
16/8/1994 I 9581:4758 :0002 0.052 9581:4758 :0002 0.052
Table 3: CG Cyg spot parameters
V band B band
Longitude 
1
276.7 8:0 286.6 7:6
Latitude 
1
56.2 33:6 62.1 20:3
Radius 
1
10.4 4:8 12.0 4:5

2
84.6 87.
Table 4: CG Cyg lean parameters
Filter L
1
k = r
2
=r
1

0
r
1
i (deg) L
2

2
V 0:689 :030 0:936 :056  18:37 0:1 0:240 :006 82:2 :4 0:288 :046 80.5
B 40:707 :023 0:956 :045  18:37 0:1 0:237 :005 82:1 :3 0:273 :004 80.8
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Figure 1. Initial, lean and spot ts. Phases are given in degrees
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seond spot with xed latitude at 45
Æ
, as it is desribed by Hekert (1994), but the results
were very unertain. This result means that our data sample with S=N  75 is unable
to detet small spots. This is in agreement with a series of veriation tests of the ILOT
programs reported by Rhodes et al. (1990). However, a small distorsion in the observed
light urve of the star is seen toward the rst quadrature of the system (see spot t in
Fig. 1). This distorsion was more evident a few days later when the star was observed
from Mt. Laguna with the 61-m telesope (Hekert 2000) and learly showed a seond
spot.
The results of spot tting where inserted in the initial t model and a lean ts was
made (Fig. 1b). So the distortion wave was removed and the lean parameters are seen
in Table 4. The values of L
1
, k, r
1
, i (deg), and L
2
agree with those found by Zeilik et
al. (1994) and Hekert (1994). From the results presented in Table 4 assuming onstant
inlination i and phase orretion 
0
the mass ratio q = m
2
=m
1
of the system an
be derived. For V olour and for B the values of mass ratio are q = 0:571  0:108 and
q = 0:6470:089 respetively. These values are in agreement with those found by Hekert
(1994) and Popper (1993), and strengthen the hypothesis that the mass ratio of CG Cyg
is lower than 1.0.
From our data set it seems that CG Cyg hanges its spot struture rather rapidly and
probably is one of the most ative RS CVn type binary system.
The authors would like to aknowledge the Greek General Seretariat of Researh and
Tehnology for nanial support and one of the authors, D. A., wishes to express his
sinere thanks to Dr. P. Hekert for his helpful suggestions.
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NSV 24505: A SEMIREGULAR VARIABLE
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NSV 24505 (GSC 1578-1162, 18
h
33
m
47:
s
58, +19
Æ
02
0
14:
00
7, V = 11:2) was found to be
variable during the photographi survey onduted by Collins (1992) as part of the UK
Nova Searh Programme, and reported under the name TAV 1831+19, assigned by The
Astronomer group. It is not reorded on the True Visual Magnitude Photographi Star
Atlas but does appear on the Atlas Stellarum. The NSV designation was given in the
reent supplement (Kazarovets et al. 1998) on the basis of Collins' report overing the rst
three years of observations. Photographi observations have ontinued up to the present
time and an analysis of these, together with additional observations by Takamizawa and
Haseda, is presented here.
The variable is the northern omponent of a lose ( 5
00
) N-S pair with the slightly
fainter star, GSC 1578-1746 (V = 12:1). The GSC and USNO A1.0 atalogues give similar
positions but the pair does not appear in USNO A2.0. The variable is also identied with
the weak infrared soure FSC 18315+1859.
Collins' observations were made with a 135-mm  f=2:8 lens and reorded on gas
hypered Kodak TehPan 2415 lm. Takamizawa and Haseda's observations were both
made with 10-m f=4 twin patrol ameras using Kodak T-Max 400 lm. The band pass
of all the systems givingm
pv
is very broad. The magnitude of the variable was determined
by visual inspetion of the lms, relative to nearby stars with GSC magnitudes.
The data were analysed using a least-squares sine periodogram, whih is shown in
Figure 1. The only signiant peaks appear at a period of 163 days and its 1-year and
1-day aliases. A t to the data with this period gives an amplitude, m  0:
m
7 whih is
not unexpeted for a semiregular variable. The phase diagram for this period is shown in
Figure 2. After subtrating this variation from the data a searh for seondary periods
revealed nothing. The quantity of data merits a loser look at the light urve, whih
is shown in some detail in Figure 3. Dierent types of behaviour are learly visible at
dierent times. A strong ylial, pattern onsistent with the 163 day period an be
seen (JD  2447600, 2449000) but there are also very rapid variations, where the whole
magnitude range is overed in  30 days (JD  2448350, 2449850), and yles with only
marginal variation (JD  2448000, 2451300). Reent visual observations disussed by
Collins et al. (2001) suggest more rapid variations, although their extent is diÆult to
assess.
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Figure 1. The least-squares sine periodogram of all the photographi data, showing the relative
standard deviation with frequeny. The main feature lies at a period of 163 days, while the seond
feature is the 1-year alias. Other than the 1-day aliases there are no signiant features above 0.1
yles day
 1
Figure 2. The phase diagram of the photographi data folded with a period of 163 days, with the data
of Collins (lled irles and upper limits), Takamizawa (lled squares) and Haseda (lled triangles)
identied
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Figure 3. Light urve of NSV 24505 for 1989{2000, from the photographi observations. The same
symbols are used as in Figure 2. Eah panel shows 1200 days and the dierent phases of ylial,
marginal and rapid variation an be seen. The mean light urve from Figure 2 has been over plotted
4 IBVS 5012
NSV 24505 is shown to be a semiregular variable with a basi period of 163 days, whih
has remained viable through over ten years of data. Signiant additional variation in
the form of larger and more rapid variations are superimposed together with periods of
redued ativity. There do not appear to be any signiant seondary periodiities.
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H OBSERVATIONS OF T CrB
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The reurrent nova T Coronae Borealis is lassied as a symbioti star with one of the
shortest orbital period, as well as the longest period atalysmi variable. H observations
have been obtained by Anupama & Prabhu (1991), Anupama (1997), and Hri et al.
(1998). Variability and orbital modulation of the equivalent width were reported in these
papers.
Here we present new H data aquired during the last years. The H observations of
T CrB were obtained during the period February 1993{September 2000 with the Coude
spetrograph of the 2.0-m RCC telesope at the Bulgarian NAO \Rozhen" using dierent
CCD detetors. The data proessing has been done with the IRAF software pakage.
The equivalent widths (EW) of the H emission lines are measured relatively to the loal
ontinuum and are summarized in Table 1. The typial error of the measurements is
about 10 per ent.
Hereafter, we will use the spetrosopi ephemeris T
0
= JD 2447918:62+227:
d
5687E
of Fekel et al. (2000). The zero epoh orresponds to a time of maximum veloity of the
red giant.
The long term behaviour of the EW(H) is presented in Fig. 1a. The data before
JD 2448500 are from Anupama & Prabhu (1991). The data after it are our observations
and four measurements by Miko lajewski et al. (1997). A new maximum is observed
sometimes between JD 2450600{2450900 when the EW(H) reahed values  20

A. It
dereased slowly to values < 5

A after this maximum. This behaviour is more or less
similar to variability observed around JD 2447000. In both ases the EW reahed values
 30

A and dropped to < 5

A on a time sale of about 1000 days, although the evolution
in the former one seems to be slightly steeper.
The highest values in our data set are EW(H)  30

A. It deserves to be noted that
our highest values are at phase 0.36 of the 227:
d
5687 period. Anupama & Prabhu (1991)
observed extreme values at a lose orbital phase, i.e. EW(H)  35

A at JD 2446860,
orresponding to orbital phase 0.35. Analyzing photographi and visual light urves, Peel
(1990) disovered a tendeny for short lived brightenings to our at phases 0.33 and
0.20 (realulated in terms of the ephemeris used here). The are like events of 1963
and 1975 (see Palmer & Afriano 1982 and referenes therein) are at phases 0.55 and 0.38
respetively. All these results support the idea that short lived eruptions our sometimes,
most probably around phase  0:35.
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Table 1: H observations of T CrB
HJD EW
HJD EW HJD EW HJD EW
2400000+ [

A℄
49024.62 7.5 50244.29 16.9 51007.41 13.4 51247.41 10.3
49027.62 6.4 50321.35 14.6 51028.28 14.9 51247.49 11.2
49180.49 3.1 50564.52 18.4 51028.37 13.9 51441.30 5.9
49225.43 6.8 50565.48 20.4 51029.28 14.9 51441.31 6.5
49353.63 5.7 50566.36 21.2 51029.35 14.9 51632.53 7.3
49353.65 5.8 50618.34 28.4 51030.35 15.1 51632.55 7.0
49356.64 4.4 50705.23 18.2 51030.36 14.6 51681.31 4.3
49376.54 3.7 50705.24 17.8 51031.26 14.0 51681.33 4.5
49491.51 3.2 50732.19 30.0 51031.28 14.4 51717.38 6.5
50115.55 5.3: 50732.21 31.3 51091.23 11.5 51742.30 4.2
50181.47 15.4 50881.48 13.8 51091.24 11.0 51742.32 4.6
50182.40 19.6 50919.45 20.8 51096.25 9.8 51774.27 5.4
50182.54 18.3 50919.50 21.0 51096.26 10.1 51774.28 5.5
50211.39 12.8 50923.48 20.7 51184.59 6.4 51775.31 4.7
50212.48 17.4 50969.30 13.4 51184.61 7.3 51805.27 2.4
50242.32 13.3 51004.29 12.7 51185.63 8.4
50243.31 14.0 51005.40 11.9 51185.66 9.5
50244.44 17.4 51006.43 13.6 51186.58 7.6
It is diÆult to say what an be the reason for this short are like events. Most probably
they are resulting from inrease of mass transfer. However, the orbit is assumed to be
almost irular, with eentriity e < 0:02, and perhaps this is a spurious eentriity,
result of tidal eets (Kenyon & Garia 1986; Belzynski & Miko lajewska 1998). In any
ase it is remarkable that the majority of the brightening events (of the EW(H) and the
optial magnitude) takes plae around  0:35.
In the previous investigations, a modulation of the EW(H) with the orbital phase has
been supposed (i.e. Hri et al. 1998). We performed periodogram analysis applying PDM
(Stellingwerf 1978) and CLEAN (Roberts et al. 1987) algorithms. We used the whole data
set and dierent subsets, with and without subtration of t to the data. The ts were low
order polynomial over the whole data set or over the lower values only. Very weak traes
of the orbital period are visible only when we use our data after removing the highest
values, i.e. using only the points with EW < 25

A. The orresponding periodogram is
plotted in Fig. 1b.
In Fig. 1 we plotted our data folded with the orbital period of 227.5687 days. In this
panel the irles represent values less than 25

A, and the rosses refer to EW > 25

A. As
the rosses are very dierent from the other measurements, we suppose that the extreme
values above 25

A are aused by short lived brightenings. If we have in mind the irles
only (i.e. EW < 25

A) two maxima appear to be visible. One is at phase about 0.9{1.2
and the seond at 0.6. They are shifted relatively to the maxima deteted by Hri et al.
(1998), even if we use the same ephemeris. It is worth noting that in Fig. 1 the data
are plotted without subtrating any t. The fat that our maxima are shifted relatively
to those deteted by Hri et al. (1998) points out that the variability of the H indued
by the binary rotation, is not very stable, if it exists at all. Hri et al. (1998) suggested
that the orbital modulation of H might be a result of the presene of two other emitting
IBVS 5013 3
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Figure 1. The EW(H) variability of T CrB. a) The long term behaviour. Two maxima are visible
about JD 2446800 and about JD 2450700. b) Periodogram for the EW(H) using only our data and
values less than 25

A. The asterisks indiate the orbital and half orbital period. ) Our EW(H)
observations folded with the orbital period. The irles refer to EW < 25

A, and the rosses refer to
EW > 25

A
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regions (whih emission is superimposed on the emission of the aretion disk) | one
identied with the gas stream through the inner Lagrangian point (L
1
) and the seond
fed by matter rotating around the hot omponent but not aptured by the aretion disk.
The shift of our maxima as well as the big satter indiate that the position of these two
regions is probably variable. This ould be a result of variability of the mass transfer rate,
the angular momentum transfer rate, or/and variability of the size of the aretion disk.
It deserves noting that the IUE observations of the integrated UV-ux (1250{3200

A)
during the period JD 2446000{JD 2447200 do not exhibit onsiderable variations (Selvelli
et al. 1992). In the same time (see Fig. 1a) the EW(H) shows an inrease from 10

A
to 30

A followed by a derease to values less than 5

A. Beause the integrated UV ux
is a good representation of the mass aretion rate, this points out that the variability of
H is probably a result of hanges in the angular momentum aretion rate and the size
(and/or the struture) of the aretion disk rather than hanges in the mass aretion
rate.
High resolution observations and analysis of the H emission line proles ould throw
a new light over this issue.
We aknowledge the support by the Junta de Andalua (Spain).
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HD 52452 (BD+26
Æ
1435 = SAO 78998, V = 7:96) has been identied by Mason et al.
(1995) as the optial ounterpart of the EUV bright soure RE J70222+255054 deteted
in the Wide Field Camera all-sky survey by ROSAT (Pounds et al. 1993). It is reported
in the Tyho Catalogue (TYC 1899 688 1) as a suspeted variable with a parallax of
17:0  6:4 mas (Perryman et al. 1997) and it is lassied as a G5 star in the SIMBAD
database. HD 52452 has been inluded sine late 1994 in a program of spetrosopi
and photometri observations aimed at the lassiation of EUV stellar soures deteted
by EXOSAT and ROSAT (Cutispoto et al. 1999, 2000). In this paper we report on the
disovery of the optial variability of HD 52452 and on its inferred spetral lassiation.
The UBV photoeletri photometry presented here were olleted from 16 November
1994 to 23 February 1995 by the 80-m Automated Photometri Telesope (APT-80) at
the M. G. Fraastoro station of Catania Astrophysial Observatory on Mt. Etna (1725 m
a.s.l.). The APT-80 feeds a single hannel harge-integration photometer equipped with
an unooled Hamamatzu R1414 SbCs photomultiplier and Johnson's standard UBV l-
ters. The dierential photometry of HD 52452 (v) was made using HD 52071 (K2III;
V = 7:12; B   V = 1:26, U   B = 1:27) as omparison star (), and HD 51530 (F7V;
V = 6:21; B   V = 0:51, U  B =  0:01) and HD 50692 (G0V; V = 5:77; B   V = 0:60,
U   B = 0:05) as hek stars (k
1
and k
2
, respetively). Ten seonds integrations in
the U , B and V lters and an observing sequene k
2
{{k
1
{{v{v{v{{v{v{v{ were
adopted. After sky bakground subtration, the measurements were orreted for atmo-
spheri extintion. Normal points were omputed by averaging eah sequene of six v   
dierential values and transformed into the UBV Johnson standard system (Table 1).
The typial standard deviations of the normal points are of the order of 0:
m
01 in V and
B lters and 0:
m
015 in the U lter. No signiant light variations were deteted from the
dierential measurements of the omparison and hek stars. During the whole observing
period these stars were onstant within about 0:
m
015 in the V -band.
From the present data HD 52452 resulted to be variable with a peak-to-peak amplitude
of V ' 0:
m
16. The set of photometri data was analysed using a Sargle{Press period
searh routine (Sargle 1982, Horne & Baliunas 1986) and a photometri period P =
0:42304  0:00015 day, with a false-alarm-probability FAP = 8:1%, was found. Fig. 1
shows the V -band, B   V , and U   B light urves for the mean epohs 1994.92 (open
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Table 1: Helioentri Julian day, rotational phase, V magnitude, B   V and U  B olours of HD52452.
Phases are rekoned from the photometri ephemeris HJD = 2449672:0 + 0:
d
42304 E
HJD Phase V B   V U  B
2449672.6213 0.468 8.005 0.691 0.221
2449682.6683 0.215 7.959 0.706 0.206
2449683.6579 0.554 7.986 0.720 0.221
2449699.6492 0.351 8.001 0.702 0.218
2449700.6261 0.660 8.042 0.702 0.227
2449701.4792 0.676 8.040 0.690 0.218
2449703.5877 0.660 8.032 0.698 0.234
2449752.5680 0.428 7.986 0.724 0.228
2449754.4465 0.868 8.125 0.718 0.213
2449756.4505 0.604 8.008 0.699 0.221
2449757.4588 0.987 8.070 0.723 0.238
2449761.4301 0.374 7.996 0.697 0.196
2449766.4177 0.162 7.957 0.705 0.223
2449768.4409 0.944 8.116 0.714 0.229
2449771.4734 0.112 7.972 0.690 0.214
2449772.4665 0.459 7.975 0.699 0.200
triangles) and 1995.12 (lled irles). Phases are rekoned using the ephemeris HJD =
2449672:0+0:
d
42304E. The V -band light urve is double peaked and shows no evidene
of elipses. Both B V and U  B olours are onstant within the photometri preision.
HD 52452 was observed spetrosopially with the MMath telesope (Kitt Peak, AZ)
in Otober 12, 14 and 17, 1994. The 12 and 14 Otober high resolution spetra were
olleted in the Li I 6708

A region (Fig. 2). These spetra show the existene of two
omponents: a rather fast (v sin i = 14 2 km s
 1
) and a very fast rotating star (v sin i 
60 km s
 1
). The Li I line was not detetable (EW < 4 m

A). The 17 Otober spetrum
was olleted in the H region (Fig. 3): only the very fast rotating omponent is visible
and the H is partially lled-in. The proedures of spetrosopi observation, redution
and analysis are given in Cutispoto et al. (1999, 2000).
The lak of Li, implying that the star is not young, and the very high rotation of one of
the two visible omponents strongly suggest that the very fast rotating star is an SB1 lose
binary system, whose high rotation rate is attributable to tidal oupling. Assuming for
this SB1 omponent an inlination of the orbital plane i < 50 degrees (whih is an upper
limit for the SB1 to be non elipsing), and by using the method desribed by Cutispoto
et al. (1999, 2000), we infer that HD 52452 is a triple system onsisting of a G4V+ late-G
very fast rotating SB1 and a G5:V slower rotating ompanion. This spetral lassiation
(M
V
' 3:8, D ' 68 p) is in fairly good agreement with the absolute magnitude of HD
52452 derived from the distane listed in the Tyho atalogue (D = 59
+35
 16
p).
In order to ompute the X-ray luminosity of HD 52452 we onverted into ux the
Count Rate (CR) and Hardness Ratio (HR) values from RASS{BSC (Rosat All Sky
Survey{Bright Soure Catalogue) using as onversion fator ECF = (8:31 + 5:30HR) 
10
 12
erg m
 2
given by Fleming et al. (1995). By adopting a distane of 68 p, the X-ray
luminosity, in the 0.2{2.5 keV energy band, turns out to be L
X
= 5:0 10
30
erg se
 1
.
On the basis of the urrently available data, we are ondent that HD 52452 is a triple
system onsisting of a tidally oupled G4V+ late-G SB1, whih rotates with a period
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Figure 1. The V -band, B   V , and U  B light urves for the mean epohs 1994.92 (open triangles)
and 1995.12 (lled irles). Phases are rekoned using the ephemeris HJD = 2449672:0 + 0:
d
42304 E
Figure 2. The Otober 12, 1994 spetrum of HD 52452 in the Li 6708

A region. The rather fast
(v sin i = 14 2 km s
 1
) and a very fast rotating star's omponents (v sin i  60 km s
 1
) are visible
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Figure 3. The Otober 17, 1994 spetrum of HD 52452 in the H region. Only the very fast
omponent is visible and the H line is partially lled-in
of P ' 0:
d
423 and it is responsible for most of the observed optial variability, and a
G5:V ompanion. The observed photometri variability is likely to be attributable to
the presene of ool spots on the photospheres of both omponents of the SB1 system.
However, a non negligible ontribution to the observed optial variability, though not
revealed by our periodogram analysis, may ome from the G5V star, whose rotation,
aording to the above mentioned vsini, spetral lassiation and inlination of the orbital
plane, is expeted to be quite fast (P  2:
d
5).
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HISTORICAL ARCHIVE PHOTOMETRY OF  CEPHEI
SKIFF, BRIAN A.
Lowell Observatory, 1400 West Mars Hill Road, Flagsta AZ, 86001-4499, USA, email: baslowell.edu
One aspet of proposed \virtual observatory" shemes that is largely ignored is mak-
ing available arhival data in the published literature. In the ase of variable stars these
provide a ruial element missing from the mass of ontemporary data: signiant tem-
poral baselines. For many variables the atual published dataset is quite meager. For
short-period variables (e.g. RR Lyrae and elipsing variables), often only times of mini-
mum/maximum are published, but not the observations from whih these were derived.
Thus the data annot be reanalyzed with urrent methods to measure phase and pe-
riod hanges, for example. Nevertheless, the total number of observations available is
omparable to the all the amateur visual data olleted by international variable-star or-
ganizations. Yet it remains \hidden" both by inomplete on-line bibliographi indexing
and by the simple fat that muh of the data are in what are now onsidered to be obsure
journals and observatory publiations, most no longer published at all.
As a way of indiating what is available for one bright, well-studied variable, I have
olleted visual estimates and BV photoeletri photometry for  Cephei (HR 8316 =
HD 206936), Hershel's \Garnet Star", the fourth-magnitude M-supergiant in southern
Cepheus near the IC 1396 nebula omplex. The star has been well-observed visually
for over 150 years, despite its rather small amplitude, whih makes meaningful visual
magnitude estimates diÆult.
The historial visual data has been thoroughly summarized by Hassenstein (1938), who
provided about 2100 mean values from some 10,000 observations by numerous observers.
About half the data are by a single observer, Joseph Plassmann, whose remarkable and
onsistent series overs a 55-year interval. The data in Hassenstein's monograph extend
from the year 1848 to 1938, and inlude dense series of visual observations in the 1930s
by Plassmann and by the well-known astronomer Dean MLaughlin (1946), as well by
Hassenstein himself. Roughly another 5000 observations are worked over. The whole
olletion is plaed on a ommon photometri zero-point, whih from internal evidene
turns out to be very nearly m
v
= V + 0:2. About half a dozen individual observations
spanning  20
d
goes into eah mean value. I have exluded most of the data given only
in the text (rather than the main table of the appendix), sine these add very little, and
are often noted by Hassenstein as being unsatisfatory (just too sattered) even after
systemati errors are taken into aount.
Hassenstein's ompendium has no large gaps apart from a span of somewhat more than
a year in 1866-67, and the ten years ending in 1882, when Plassmann started observing
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the star. Several hundred important early observations were made by Julius Shmidt,
Friedrih Argelander, and Eduard Heis.
The 1938 monograph and a later paper (Hassenstein 1954) inlude some 200 photoele-
tri observations made using the Potsdam 30m refrator with an unltered blue-sensitive
tube. The magnitude dierenes supplied for the omparison stars (the red giants 12 Cep
= HD 207528 and 20 Cep = HD 209960) math the standard B system within 0:
m
01, so I
have used modern B magnitudes for those stars to derive B for  Cep in the lists. (Has-
senstein published magnitudes with the zero-point adjusted to that of the visual system
of the 1938 monograph|reasonable at the time|but lukily he also showed magnitude
dierenes in his tables.) The night-to-night rms satter in these data is 0:
m
03 to 0:
m
05,
versus  0:
m
15 for the visual data. The main value in the photoeletri data is to show
that the visual observations by Plassmann and MLaughlin in the 1930s are exellent,
and to extend the dataset until 1940.
Larsson-Leander (1963) obtained about ve years of V and P   V (similar to B   V )
photoeletri observations of high-quality (rms  0:
m
015 in V ) in the late 1950s. The data
density is suh that it an replae the visual reord of the star for this interval. Indeed,
Larsson-Leander ompares the ontemporaneous AAVSO lighturve with his photoeletri
series, showing that the visual data indiate spurious ativity when the star was onstant|
another indiation of the diÆulty of visual observations of small-amplitude variables.
More reently, photoeletri observations have been made rather intermittently, but
even so, a signiant range of Julian dates is overed with data that is superior to the visual
reord. Useful series have been published by Johnson et al. (1966), Coyne & Kruszewski
(1968), and by Krisiunas (1986). A longer series has been published by Dombrovsky et
al. (1968, 1970, 1971, 1972, 1974), and ontinued by Polyakova (1975, 1978), as part of
work on the variability of polarization in this and other late-type variables.
To the best of my knowledge this is the sum of published visual and broadband pho-
toeletri data on the star not inluded in amateur variable-star databases, and is not
published eletronially (e.g. Hipparos). Pery et al. (1996) desribe photoeletri ob-
servations obtained by members of the AAVSO. These 456 observations over an interval
of 2200 days (De. 1986{De. 1992); the data were not published with the paper, but are
available by request from the AAVSO. In a reent onferene poster, Pery et al. (2001)
indiate they have obtained a further ten-year series of photoeletri observations using
roboti telesopes, whih will signiantly extend the photometri reord for the star.
The arhival data have been analyzed many times (e.g. Ashbrook et al. 1954, Sharpless
et al. 1966, Polyakova 1975). It is worth noting that Ashbrook et al. and Sharpless
et al. use only the Plassmann data from the Hassenstein monograph, but interpolated
it so as to produe a uniform 40
d
sampling interval, reduing the dataset to some 500
points, whih was required for their relatively primitive lighturve analysis. Even the more
elaborate analysis of Mantegazza (1982) restrits itself to this oarsely-binned dataset
exluding all modern data. Polyakova is the only author to inlude photoeletri data in
her analysis. Finally, an analysis of reent visual data by Brelsta et al. (1997) remains
the best available despite its restrited dataset. Speially, they show that periods found
by others near 700
d
and 950
d
are aliases of a  850
d
period nearly always present in the
data sine 1848, where the star dips down to m
v
= 5:0{5.2.
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The historial data les are separated into four setions as follows:
5015-t1.txt (62 kB),
5015-t2.txt (11 kB),
5015-t3.txt (7 kB),
5015-t4.txt (7 kB).
These are plain ASCII tables showing Julian Dates, magnitudes, olors, and bibliographi
information. 5015-t1.txt ontains the bulk of the old visual observations assessed and
homogenized by Hassenstein; 5015-t2.txt gives Hassenstein's own visual and photoele-
tri observations, inluding delta-magnitude values; 5015-t3.txt lists Larsson-Leander's
photoeletri observations; 5015-t4.txt shows photoeletri observations from other
soures mentioned above. The les are aessible in the IBVS website, and opies of the
les have been submitted to the `vsnet' servie (http://www.kusastro.kyoto-u.a.jp/
vsnet), and will also be kept at the Lowell Observatory ftp area (ftp://ftp.lowell.edu/
pub/bas/varseq).
In any future study of the star's variability, these data should of ourse be merged
with the visual observations that ontinue to be olleted nightly by amateur observers
worldwide, and arhived by various international variable-star organizations. Indeed, it
is easy to propose that groups suh as the AAVSO, BBSAG, AFOEV, and the Kyoto
`vsnet' organization should spearhead the eort to get the old data into mahine-readable
form and perform the task of reduing them to a homogeneous photometri sale. Large
numbers of elds presently have photoeletri/CCD sequenes published to failitate this.
More generally, for stars brighter than about 11
m
it is now possible to use the Tyho-2
photometry, orreted to the Johnson system (e.g. Bessell 2000), to make zero-point and
sale adjustments to the omparison stars and observations of visual and photographi
data. Upoming photometri surveys should allow this alibration to be extended to the
faintest variable stars in the literature.
I would like to thank Greg Shelton (USNO{Washington Library) for providing a opy
of one of the Leningrad Trudy papers. I also appreiate omments on this report reeived
from John Greaves and John Pery.
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In this 43rd ompilation of BAV results, photoeletri observations obtained in the
years 1999 and 2000 are presented on 79 variable stars giving 164 minima. All moments
of minima are helioentri. The errors are tabulated in olumn `'. The values in olumn
`O C' are determined without inorporation of nonlinear terms. The referenes are given
in the setion `Remarks'. All information about photometers and lters are speied in the
olumn `Rem'. The observations were made at private observatories. The photoeletri
measurements and all the lighturves with evaluations an be obtained from the oÆe of
the BAV for inspetion.
Table 1: Elipsing binaries
Variable Min JD 24. . .  Obs O   C Fil Rem
UU And 51464.3767 .0002 RAT RCR +0:0242 GCVS 85 1)
51467.3489 .0001 RAT RCR +0:0238 GCVS 85 1)
WZ And 51471.3449 .0001 RAT RCR +0:0157 GCVS 85 1)
XZ And 51512.3884 .0005 QU +0:0981 GCVS 85  Ir 5)
AA And 51468.3842 .0005 AG  0:0836 GCVS 85 BV 2)
AB And 51518.3213 .0010 ATB  0:0148 GCVS 85 1)
AD And 51426.4966 .0007 AG  0:0497 GCVS 85 BV 2)
BL And 51436.32 : RAT RCR +0:00 GCVS 85 1)
51469.5533 .0002 RAT RCR +0:0004 GCVS 85 1)
LO And 51398.4927 .0014 AG +0:0061 GCVS 85 BV 2)
51426.4533 .0005 AG  0:0259 s GCVS 85 BV 2)
OT And 51425.4354 .0020 HSR V 4)
RY Aqr 51487.2327 .0005 KI  0:0540 GCVS 85  Ir 1)
EL Aqr 51498.3045 .0009 KI +0:0016 GCVS 85  Ir 1)
OO Aql 51393.4238 .0002 KI +0:0097 GCVS 85  Ir 1)
V343 Aql 51412.3794 .0004 KI  0:0342 GCVS 85  Ir 1)
V417 Aql 51378.4357 .0004 AG  0:0446 BAVR 2) BV 2)
51388.4348 .0003 KI  0:0440 BAVR 2)  Ir 1)
HP Aur 51425.5903 .0010 HSR +0:0420 GCVS 85 V 4)
HW Aur 49643.5194 MS  0:0006 BAVM 132 1)
49952.5912 .0022 MS  0:0007 s BAVM 132 1)
49978.4964 .0026 MS +0:0013 s BAVM 132 1)
50034.4235 .0007 MS +0:0011 BAVM 132 1)
50043.2526 MS  0:0004 s BAVM 132 1)
50432.3915 .0011 MS +0:0022 BAVM 132 1)
50445.3368 .0018 MS  0:0040 BAVM 132 1)
50718.5046 .0009 MS +0:0031 BAVM 132 1)
UW Boo 51317.5015 .0004 AG  0:0010 GCVS 85 BV 2)
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Table 1 (ont.)
Variable Min JD 24. . .  Obs O   C Fil Rem
AW Cam 51470.2999 .0001 DIE  0:0024 GCVS 85 7)
FF Cn 51534.4134 .0021 FR  0:0723 s BAVM 65 5)
YZ CVn 51322.4894 .0002 RAT RCR 1)
BO CVn 51362.4360 .0005 AG BV 2)
SX Cas 51387.497 BRN STK % 17:139 GCVS 85 4)
TV Cas 51392.4253 .0005 AG  0:0112 GCVS 85 V 1)
51430.4889 .0008 AG  0:0121 GCVS 85 B 1)
AE Cas 51423.5381 .0002 RAT RCR 1)
AX Cas 51430.4630 .0001 RAT RCR  0:0606 GCVS 85 1)
BH Cas 51430.404 : .002 AG 1)
CW Cas 51546.2919 .0010 AG  0:0570 GCVS 85 BV 2)
MM Cas 50719.4197 .0007 FR  0:5598 BAVR 1) 5)
MS Cas 51464.5446 .0003 RAT RCR 1)
51471.5801 .0002 RAT RCR 1)
PV Cas 51549.4145 .0007 QU  0:0118 SAC 69  Ir 4)
51557.3136 .0005 QU +0:0102 s SAC 69  Ir 4)
V357 Cas 51468.4013 .0004 AG +0:0552 s GCVS 85 1)
V359 Cas 49615.712 : .001 AG  0:003 BAVM 132 1)
49627.4502 .0003 AG +0:0004 BAVM 132 1)
49644.3991 .0002 MS  0:0010 BAVM 132 1)
V384 Cas 51467.2923 .0020 HSR  0:1357 GCVS 85 4)
V389 Cas 51469.4103 .0005 AG +0:1509 GCVS 85 BV 2)
V523 Cas 51468.3824 .0001 RAT RCR +0:0414 GCVS 85 1)
WW Cep 51362.4539 .0007 AG  0:0023 s BAVM 71 1)
CM Cep 51470.4793 .0002 RAT RCR 1)
51498.3660 .0001 RAT RCR 1)
DK Cep 51432.5447 .0001 RAT RCR +0:0336 GCVS 85 1)
DL Cep 49933.5164 .0033 MS +0:0031 BAVM 132 1)
49951.4493 .0017 MS MSR +0:0007 BAVM 132 1)
50000.3616 .0011 MS  0:0016 BAVM 132 1)
50005.2539 .0016 MS  0:0007 BAVM 132 1)
50022.3774 .0022 MS +0:0027 s BAVM 132 1)
50750.3864 .0008 MS +0:0001 BAVM 132 1)
EF Cep 51435.4214 .0003 RAT RCR  0:0381 GCVS 85 1)
EG Cep 51472.2818 .0001 DIE +0:0188 GCVS 85 7)
EM Cep 51435.3868 .0010 AG  0:0721 s GCVS 85 V 2)
GW Cep 51391.5409 .0002 RAT RCR  0:0166 s BAVR 3) 1)
IO Cep 51472.2880 .0002 RAT RCR  0:0175 GCVS 85 1)
IP Cep 49909.4297 .0018 MS  0:0013 BAVM 132 1)
49912.5798 .0014 MS +0:0026 s BAVM 132 1)
49918.4224 .0010 MS +0:0024 BAVM 132 1)
49928.3090 .0008 MS +0:0010 BAVM 132 1)
49931.4608 .0005 MS +0:0067 s BAVM 132 1)
49935.4983 .0007 MS  0:0009 BAVM 132 1)
49997.5205 MS  0:0031 BAVM 132 1)
50224.4978 .0004 MS +0:0010 s BAVM 132 1)
50370.5661 .0003 MS  0:0025 BAVM 132 1)
50717.5413 .0006 MS  0:0041 BAVM 132 1)
NS Cep 51435.4743 .0008 AG +0:0893 s GCVS 85 1)
PX Cep 50360.4344 .0005 AG 1)
50707.5251 .0016 AG 1)
50904.5165 .0004 AG 1)
V383 Cep 51435.4826 .0010 AG  0:0035 BAVM 64 BV 2)
V489 Cep 50715.5206 .0017 AG  0:0059 s BAVM 94 1)
50825.3308 .0005 AG  0:0044 s BAVM 94 1)
50904.5054 .0015 AG +0:0059 s BAVM 94 1)
51033.474 : .002 AG +0:013 BAVM 94 1)
51434.4051 .0010 AG +0:0151 BAVM 94 1)
51471.4404 .0006 AG +0:0219 s BAVM 94 1)
VV Cet 51494.3940 .0007 KI +0:0898 GCVS 85  Ir 1)
IBVS 5016 3
Table 1 (ont.)
Variable Min JD 24. . .  Obs O   C Fil Rem
BR Cyg 51468.4016 .0040 MZ +0:0007 GCVS 85 6)
CV Cyg 51479.401 : .005 MZ  0:011 s SAC 68 6)
GO Cyg 51385.4045 .0016 AG +0:0594 s GCVS 85 BV 2)
KR Cyg 51325.4531 .0007 FR +0:0019 GCVS 85 5)
51391.3746 .0020 FR +0:0016 GCVS 85 5)
51393.4932 .0010 FR +0:0073 s GCVS 85 5)
KR Cyg 51434.4798 .0007 AG +0:0040 GCVS 85 BV 2)
51459.4121 .0014 FR +0:0043 s GCVS 85 5)
51468.2868 .0010 FR +0:0050 GCVS 85 5)
V345 Cyg 49930.4594 .0004 AG +0:0023 BAVM 132 1)
50700.4823 .0002 FR  0:0005 BAVM 132 5)
50750.3096 .0013 FR +0:0138 BAVM 132 5)
50949.5456 .0020 FR  0:0021 BAVM 132 5)
51416.5439 .0020 FR  0:0005 BAVM 132 5)
51468.4288 .0013 FR  0:0042 BAVM 132 5)
V382 Cyg 51413.4316 .0011 AG +0:0642 s GCVS 85 BV 2)
51429.4568 .0007 AG +0:0625 GCVS 85 BV 2)
V401 Cyg 51393.4875 .0009 AG +0:0328 s GCVS 85 V 2)
V444 Cyg 51413.275 .008 AG BV 2)
V477 Cyg 51430.4240 .0016 AG +0:7062 SAC 58 BV 2)
51434.4127 .0004 AG +0:0010 SAC 58 BV 2)
51481.3554 .0005 MZ +0:0040 SAC 58 6)
V478 Cyg 51429.4777 .0014 AG +0:0058 GCVS 85 BV 2)
V488 Cyg 51325.4070 .0004 FR +0:1020 s GCVS 85 5)
51391.5439 .0007 FR +0:0983 s GCVS 85 5)
51393.5033 .0015 FR +0:0960 GCVS 85 5)
51416.4821 .0015 FR +0:0937 GCVS 85 5)
51443.3931 .0010 FR +0:1001 GCVS 85 5)
51459.3679 .0005 FR +0:1002 s GCVS 85 5)
51468.3372 .0003 FR +0:1014 s GCVS 85 5)
V642 Cyg 51343.5054 .0014 HSR +0:2503 GCVS 85 4)
V680 Cyg 51467.3046 .0010 AG +0:0167 BAVR 1) V 2)
V687 Cyg 51384.53 : .01 AG  0:01 s GCVS 85 V 2)
V753 Cyg 49844.4016 .0005 MS +0:0021 BAVM 69 1)
50180.5888 .0005 MS +0:0002 BAVM 69 1)
50190.5895 .0002 MS +0:0009 BAVM 69 1)
50192.4940 .0007 MS +0:0006 BAVM 69 1)
50376.3021 .0031 MS +0:0000 BAVM 69 1)
50603.4448 .0011 MS +0:0007 BAVM 69 1)
50705.3497 .0004 MS +0:0013 BAVM 69 1)
V841 Cyg 51393.4595 .0009 AG +0:0104 GCVS 85 V 2)
V859 Cyg 51393.3926 .0010 AG  0:0386 s GCVS 85 V 2)
V885 Cyg 51389.4509 .0022 AG  0:0683 GCVS 85 BV 2)
V889 Cyg 51384.535 : .003 AG  0:130 s GCVS 85 BV 2)
V1034 Cyg 51430.4209 .0043 AG  0:0108 s GCVS 85 BV 2)
V1187 Cyg 51433.4971 .0007 AG  0:0151 BAVM 73 1)
V1191 Cyg 51433.4949 .0003 AG +0:0044 GCVS 85 1)
V1196 Cyg 51398.4943 .0012 AG 1)
51469.3821 .0004 AG 1)
V2181 Cyg 50700.4404 .0012 FR +0:0130 s BAVM 105 5)
50703.5917 .0005 FR +0:0093 BAVM 105 5)
50749.4730 .0012 FR +0:0000 BAVM 105 5)
50750.3394 .0009 FR +0:0059 s BAVM 105 5)
50754.3519 .0008 FR +0:0030 s BAVM 105 5)
50756.3548 .0001 FR  0:0018 BAVM 105 5)
50772.4151 .0004 FR  0:0032 BAVM 105 5)
50944.4561 .0002 FR  0:0521 BAVM 105 5)
50948.4649 .0005 FR  0:0588 BAVM 105 5)
50987.4702 .0010 QU  0:0605 BAVM 105  Ir 4)
51032.4770 .0021 FR  0:0839 s BAVM 105 5)
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V2181 Cyg 51034.4948 .0005 FR  0:0738 BAVM 105 5)
51036.5038 .0023 FR  0:0725 s BAVM 105 5)
51040.5025 .0053 FR  0:0892 s BAVM 105 5)
51103.3132 .0010 QU  0:0914 BAVM 105 V 4)
51315.4987 .0005 FR +0:1367 s BAVM 105 5)
51391.4804 .0011 FR +0:1120 BAVM 105 5)
51393.4942 .0010 FR +0:1182 s BAVM 105 5)
51416.4337 .0005 FR +0:1124 s BAVM 105 5)
51443.3834 .0022 FR +0:1013 s BAVM 105 5)
51459.4483 .0004 FR +0:1044 s BAVM 105 5)
51468.3328 .0008 FR +0:0976 BAVM 105 5)
TY Del 51471.2859 .0004 KI +0:0481 GCVS 85  Ir 1)
ET Del 51393.5059 .0006 KI  Ir 1)
EX Del 51414.4217 .0004 KI  0:0716 GCVS 85  Ir 1)
FZ Del 51469.3052 .0002 KI  0:0351 GCVS 85  Ir 1)
GG Del 51368.4788 .0003 KI  0:0165 GCVS 85  Ir 1)
Remarks:
AG : Agerer, F., Tiefenbah ATB: Ahterberg, Dr. H., Norderstedt
BRN: Brauner, B., Herford DIE : Dietrih, M., Radebeul
FR : Frank, P., Velden HSR: Husar, Dr. D., Hamburg
KI : Kleikamp, W., Marl MS : Moshner, W., Lennestadt
MSR: Moshner, J., Lennestadt MZ : Maintz, G., Bonn
QU : Quester, W., Esslingen RAT: Ratz, M., Herges-Hallenberg
RCR: Ratz, Ch., Herges-Hallenberg STK: Strunk, J., Leopoldshohe
 Ir = lter KG/2
: = unertain
s = seondary minimum
1) = photometer CCD 375 242 unoated
2) = photometer EMI 9781A, lter V = GG495, 1 mm; B = BG12, 1 mm + GG385, 2 mm
4) = photometer ST-7
5) = photometer OES-LCCD11
6) = photometer LC14
7) = photometer pitor 1616XT
GCVS yy = General Catalogue of Variable Stars, 4th ed. 19yy
SAC vv = Roznik Astronomizny No. vv, Krakow (SAC)
BAVM nnn = BAV Mitteilungen No.nnn
BAVM 64 = BAV Mitteilungen No. 64= IBVS No. 3837
BAVM 65 = BAV Mitteilungen No. 65= IBVS No. 3859
BAVM 71 = BAV Mitteilungen No. 71= IBVS No. 4131
BAVM 73 = BAV Mitteilungen No. 73= IBVS No. 4133
BAVM 94 = BAV Mitteilungen No. 94= IBVS No. 4406
BAVR 1) = BAV Rundbrief 32, 36f
BAVR 2) = BAV Rundbrief 33, 152f
BAVR 3) = BAV Rundbrief 33, 160f
New elements
HW Aur Min I = HJD 2449278:5208 + 1:
d
1774168 E
31 5
V359 Cas Min I = HJD 2429079:67261:
d
3038757 E
82 5
DL Cep Min I = HJD 2449933:5133 + 1:
d
6304850 E
32 5
IP Cep Min I = HJD 2436812:4041 + 0:
d
8989037 E
45 4
valid from JD 2435000
V345 Cyg Min I = HJD 2449930:4571+2:
d
0755410 E
21 5
valid from JD 2435000
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In this 44th ompilation of BAV results, photoeletri observations obtained in the
years 1999 and 2000 are presented on 126 variable stars giving 168 minima and maxima.
All moments of minima and maxima are helioentri. The errors are tabulated in ol-
umn `'. The values in olumn `O C' are determined without inorporation of nonlinear
terms. The referenes are given in the setion `Remarks'. All information about photome-
ters and lters are speied in the olumn `Rem'. The observations were made at private
observatories. The photoeletri measurements and all the lighturves with evaluations
an be obtained from the oÆe of the BAV for inspetion.
Table 1: Elipsing binaries
Variable Min JD 24. . .  Obs O   C Fil Rem
RR Dra 51315.4247 .0003 AG +0:0549 GCVS 85 BV 2)
51414.5215 .0002 RAT RCR +0:0555 GCVS 85 1)
CV Dra 51354.4155 .0008 AG  0:0010 BAVM 69 BV 2)
EF Dra 51331.481 : .003 AG +0:017 s BAVM 63 BV 2)
FN Her 51330.4364 .0007 KI +0:1044 GCVS 85  Ir 1)
HS Her 51397.4074 .0005 AG  0:0165 GCVS 85 BV 2)
V878 Her 51323.436 : .002 AG BV 2)
51386.4451 .0040 AG BV 2)
SW La 51426.392 : .002 MZ  0:062 GCVS 85 6)
EK La 51436.5339 .0001 RAT RCR  0:0039 GCVS 85 1)
NW La 51465.392 .002 RAT RCR 1)
V364 La 50660.5116 .0015 FR  0:0037 BAVR 4) 1)
51035.4382 .0004 FR  0:0068 BAVR 4) 5)
SW Lyn 51557.3317 .0005 DIE +0:0273 GCVS 85 7)
TZ Lyr 51316.4827 .0001 RAT RCR +0:0035 GCVS 85 1)
UZ Lyr 51457.3885 .0028 ATB  0:0099 GCVS 85 1)
FG Lyr 51326.5050 .0008 RAT RCR 1)
NY Lyr 51420.4986 .0002 RAT RCR +0:0699 GCVS 85 1)
QU Lyr 51467.3191 .0012 AG  0:0028 s GCVS 85 1)
V406 Lyr 51399.3920 .0007 AG  0:0131 s BAVM 72 1)
IX Mon 51554.3656 .0002 RAT RCR 1)
V527 Mon 51555.4683 .0006 KI  0:0192 GCVS 85  Ir 1)
V714 Mon 50849.2784 .0004 MS 1)
51208.4297 .0005 KI  Ir 1)
RV Oph 51348.4503 .0003 KI  0:0055 GCVS 85  Ir 1)
V456 Oph 51354.4711 .0003 KI +0:0148 GCVS 85  Ir 1)
V501 Oph 51387.4106 .0004 KI  0:0072 GCVS 85  Ir 1)
V506 Oph 51346.5063 .0006 KI +0:0258 s GCVS 85  Ir 1)
V508 Oph 51358.4538 .0004 KI +0:0045 GCVS 85  Ir 1)
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Table 1 (ont.)
Variable Min JD 24. . .  Obs O   C Fil Rem
V839 Oph 51390.4060 .0004 AG  0:0632 s GCVS 85 BV 2)
ER Ori 51555.3516 .0003 KI +0:0254 s GCVS 85  Ir 1)
GU Ori 50904.3750 .0005 FR 5)
51165.3671 .0002 FR 5)
51165.6013 .0003 FR 5)
51176.4278 .0003 FR 5)
51225.3767 .0002 FR 5)
U Peg 51480.3591 .0005 KI  0:0798 GCVS 87  Ir 1)
AT Peg 51469.418 : .002 MZ +0:008 GCVS 87 6)
BB Peg 51471.3810 .0005 KI +0:0036 s GCVS 87  Ir 1)
BN Peg 51486.2945 .0004 DIE  0:0002 GCVS 87 7)
BO Peg 51486.2571 .0009 KI  0:0185 GCVS 87  Ir 1)
BY Peg 51426.4458 .0008 AG 1)
DK Peg 51465.4217 .0006 KI +0:0565 GCVS 87  Ir 1)
IK Per 51470.4169 .0070 HSR  0:0951 GCVS 87 4)
KR Per 51512.3087 .0002 DIE  0:0054 GCVS 87 7)
Y Ps 51468.3976 .0004 KI  0:0165 GCVS 87  Ir 1)
SX Ps 51470.3551 .0002 RAT RCR 1)
UZ Sge 50688.4351 .0050 FR 5)
CU Sge 51389.4128 .0003 KI +0:0154 GCVS 87  Ir 1)
GR Tau 51486.3991 .0004 DIE  0:0258 BAVR 1) 7)
X Tri 51518.5302 .0014 ATB  0:0375 GCVS 87 1)
BP Vul 51397.4114 .0003 KI  0:0071 GCVS 87  Ir 1)
51464.3104 .0001 DIE +0:9200 GCVS 87 7)
HI Vul 51354.4765 .0006 AG  0:0476 GCVS 87 1)
Table 2: Pulsating stars
Variable Max JD 24. . .  Obs O   C Fil Rem
CI And 51562.5002 .0021 ATB 1)
DU And 51469.4641 .0025 HSR +0:1471 GCVS 85 4)
GP And 51467.5582 .0007 ATB +0:0005 GCVS 85 1)
51551.355 .001 MZ +0:000 GCVS 85 6)
OV And 51562.2804 .0021 ATB  0:0049 MVS11,133 1)
SX Aqr 51518.2041 .0008 KI +0:0071 BAVR 7)  Ir 1)
BR Aqr 51412.5253 .0005 KI  0:1181 GCVS 85  Ir 1)
CP Aqr 51467.2722 .0008 KI  0:0794 GCVS 85  Ir 1)
CY Aqr 51420.3560 .0005 RAT RCR +0:0125 GCVS 85 1)
51483.3450 .0004 KI +0:0099 GCVS 85  Ir 1)
51518.383 .001 MZ +0:012 GCVS 85 6)
HH Aqr 50700.518 .002 AG 1)
51429.445 .002 AG 1)
AA Aql 51483.2477 .0008 KI +0:0005 BAVM 78  Ir 1)
51782.4461 .0006 KI +0:0007 BAVM 78  Ir 1)
V341 Aql 51769.4325 .0017 MZ +0:0298 GCVS 85  Ir 6)
RV Ari 51555.2277 .0005 KI  0:0018 GCVS 85  Ir 1)
RW Ari 51467.3517 .0050 HSR +0:1703 GCVS 85 4)
RS Boo 51685.4534: .0016 MZ +0:0161 BAVR 2) 6)
TW Boo 51708.4877 .0027 MZ  0:0159 GCVS 85  Ir 6)
51716.4672 .0010 MZ  0:0206 GCVS 85  Ir 6)
UY Boo 51317.4759 .0040 HSR +0:1460 SAC 68 4)
CM Boo 51703.4541 .0006 QU  0:0007 BAV unp V 4)
CQ Boo 51679.4735 .0007 QU  0:0008 BAVR 5) V 4)
TT Cn 51586.4316 .0009 KI +0:0731 GCVS 85  Ir 1)
AN Cn 51644.5161 .0028 ATB 1)
AQ Cn 51549.4653 RAT RCR  0:0576 GCVS 85 1)
51661.3591 .0035 ATB  0:0618 GCVS 85 1)
RV CMi 51575.498 .008 PS  0:278 GCVS 85 3)
AD CMi 51577.530 .002 MZ +0:004 GCVS 85 6)
AL CMi 51551.540 .010 PS  0:148 GCVS 85 3)
RV Cet 51497.4185 .0018 KI +0:1549 GCVS 85  Ir 1)
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V Com 51569.5500 .0090 RAT RCR +0:0212 GCVS 85 1)
ST Com 51669.3880 .0014 KI  0:0118 GCVS 85  Ir 1)
RV CrB 50210.5020 .0010 QU +0:0165 GCVS 85 4)
UY Cyg 51470.4293 .0020 MZ +0:0446 GCVS 85 6)
51483.324 .001 MZ +0:043 GCVS 85 6)
KP Cyg 51352.4603 .0060 HSR 4)
V939 Cyg 51670.404 .002 AG  0:023 BAVM 92 1)
CK Del 51467.3719 .0015 ATB 1)
DX Del 51458.3358 .0042 ATB +0:0420 GCVS 85 1)
DD Dra 51315.5690 .0030 AG  0:0017 BAVR 6) BV 2)
51326.3731 .0014 HSR +0:0182 BAVR 6) 4)
51352.5010 .0020 AG +0:0026 BAVR 6) BV 1)
51748.507 .001 AG  0:066 BAVR 6) BV 2)
RT Equ 51496.250 .008 PS +0:056 GCVS 85 3)
BK Eri 51471.4781 .0015 KI  0:1168 GCVS 85  Ir 1)
RR Gem 51513.4119 .0010 QU +0:1533 GCVS 85  Ir 4)
51549.5674 .0010 QU +0:1536 GCVS 85  Ir 4)
SZ Gem 51626.3962 .0028 ATB  0:0397 GCVS 85 1)
51629.4042 .0007 QU  0:0385 GCVS 85 V 4)
51642.4377 .0030 MZ  0:0346 GCVS 85 6)
GI Gem 51627.394 .004 ATB +0:064 GCVS 85 1)
TW Her 51759.3901 .0023 MZ  0:0074 GCVS 85  Ir 6)
VX Her 51716.4101 .0009 KI  0:0129 BAV unp  Ir 1)
51716.415 .004 PS  0:008 BAV unp 3)
VZ Her 51679.5161 .0025 MZ +0:0498 GCVS 85  Ir 6)
51746.4479 .0022 MZ +0:0518 GCVS 85  Ir 6)
CQ La 51472.4646 .0021 ATB 1)
CZ La 51768.5099 .0014 MZ  0:0800 GCVS 85  Ir 6)
ST Leo 51679.4061 .0032 MZ  0:0096 GCVS 85  Ir 6)
SU Leo 51575.624 .003 PS  0:072 GCVS 85 3)
AA Leo 51643.355 .007 PS  0:049 GCVS 85 3)
EH Lib 51704.4349 .0005 KI +0:0040 GCVS 85  Ir 1)
RZ Lyr 51481.3598 .0015 ATB  0:0198 GCVS 85 1)
CN Lyr 51468.3310 .0035 ATB +0:0059 BAVR 3) 1)
KX Lyr 51268.5507 .0035 HSR 4)
ST Oph 51327.4856 .0008 KI  0:0175 GCVS 85  Ir 1)
V445 Oph 51316.4890 .0007 KI +0:0168 GCVS 85  Ir 1)
V452 Oph 51296.5627 .0025 ATB 1)
V567 Oph 51377.4266 .0009 KI  0:0703 GCVS 85  Ir 1)
51714.4458 .0011 KI  0:0715 GCVS 85  Ir 1)
V816 Oph 51715.4472 .0006 KI  Ir 1)
VV Peg 51465.3043 .0005 KI  0:0291 GCVS 87  Ir 1)
AE Peg 51387.5886 .0007 KI +0:1977 GCVS 87  Ir 1)
51398.5167 .0006 KI +0:1983 GCVS 87  Ir 1)
51787.4488 .0009 KI +0:2088 GCVS 87  Ir 6)
AO Peg 51472.2781 .0013 KI  Ir 1)
AV Peg 51482.3235 .0009 KI +0:0644 GCVS 87  Ir 1)
51487.398 .003 MZ +0:064 GCVS 87 6)
51498.324 .003 MZ +0:060 GCVS 87 6)
BH Peg 51470.3575 .0015 KI  0:0753 GCVS 87  Ir 6)
51495.3528 .0008 ATB  0:0787 GCVS 87 1)
51511.3764 .0010 QU  0:0800 GCVS 87  Ir 4)
BP Peg 51468.3017 .0005 KI +0:0418 GCVS 87  Ir 1)
51469.4004 .0021 ATB +0:0450 GCVS 87 1)
DH Peg 51495.2334 .0021 KI +0:0162 GCVS 87  Ir 1)
DY Peg 51426.3476 .0010 HSR  0:0018 GCVS 87 4)
51458.4348 .0008 ATB  0:0022 GCVS 87 1)
51470.321 .000 MZ  0:003 GCVS 87 6)
AR Per 51486.441 : .003 MZ +0:001 BAV unp 6)
51509.4266 .0007 QU +0:0073 BAV unp  Ir 4)
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AR Per 51569.425 .001 MZ +0:003 BAV unp 6)
RY Ps 51487.3799 .0015 KI  0:2058 GCVS 87  Ir 1)
AN Ser 51715.4686 .0014 MZ  0:0061 GCVS 87  Ir 6)
AV Ser 51298.6120 .0005 KI  Ir 1)
CW Ser 51325.4376 .0010 KI +0:0283 GCVS 87  Ir 1)
SS Tau 51197.3649 .0011 KI  0:0427 GCVS 87  Ir 1)
51498.4753 .0006 KI  0:0317 GCVS 87  Ir 1)
U Tri 51433.4582 .0014 HSR  0:0304 GCVS 87 4)
UX Tri 51471.6262 .0007 ATB  0:0003 BAV unp 1)
51494.5030 .0017 ATB  0:0027 BAV unp 1)
51522.5401 .0035 ATB +0:0191 BAV unp 1)
RV UMa 51238.5288 .0005 QU +0:0718 GCVS 87 V 4)
TU UMa 51270.5146 .0035 ATB  0:0292 GCVS 87 1)
51569.4226 .0010 QU  0:0263 GCVS 87  Ir 4)
ST Vir 51317.3819 .0009 KI +0:1328 GCVS 87  Ir 1)
UU Vir 51654.3929 .0009 KI  0:0132 GCVS 87  Ir 1)
AE Vir 51660.4919 .0011 KI  Ir 1)
AF Vir 51308.3976 .0011 KI +0:0472 GCVS 87  Ir 1)
BB Vir 51299.5075 .0006 KI +0:1828 GCVS 87  Ir 1)
BC Vir 51301.4141 .0010 KI +0:0121 GCVS 87  Ir 1)
FU Vir 51255.4797 .0009 MS +0:1622 GCVS 87 1)
51266.3937 .0060 HSR +0:1634 GCVS 87 4)
Remarks:
AG : Agerer, F., Tiefenbah ATB: Ahterberg, Dr. H., Norderstedt
DIE : Dietrih, M., Radebeul FR : Frank, P., Velden
HSR: Husar, Dr. D., Hamburg KI : Kleikamp, W., Marl
MS : Moshner, W., Lennestadt MZ : Maintz, G., Bonn
PS : Pashke, A. Ruti (CH) QU : Quester, W., Esslingen
RAT: Ratz, M., Herges-Hallenberg RCR: Ratz, Ch., Herges-Hallenberg
 Ir = lter KG/2
: = unertain
s = seondary minimum
1) = photometer CCD 375 242 unoated
2) = photometer EMI 9781A, lter V = GG495, 1 mm; B = BG12, 1 mm + GG385, 2 mm
3) = photometer Cryoam 80A, without lter
4) = photometer ST-7
5) = photometer OES-LCCD11
6) = photometer LC14
7) = photometer pitor 1616XT
GCVS yy = General Catalogue of Variable Stars, 4th ed. 19yy
MVS vv; ppp = Mitteilungen uber Veranderlihe Sterne; volume vv, page ppp
SAC vv = Roznik Astronomizny No. vv, Krakow (SAC)
BAVM nnn = BAV Mitteilungen No.nnn
BAVM 63 = BAV Mitteilungen No. 63 = IBVS No. 3811
BAVM 72 = BAV Mitteilungen No. 72 = IBVS No. 4132
BAVR 1) = BAV Rundbrief 35, 1f
BAVR 2) = BAV Rundbrief 36,157f
BAVR 3) = BAV Rundbrief 43, 57f
BAVR 4) = BAV Rundbrief 47, 33f
BAVR 5) = BAV Rundbrief 48,189f
BAVR 6) = BAV Rundbrief 49, 6
BAVR 7) = BAV Rundbrief 48, 57f
BAV unp = BAV unpublished
Corretion to IBVS No. 4912
UY CVn 51245.410 HSR must be deleted
DD Dra 51273.6228 HSR must be deleted
SY Gem 51250.5464 ATB must be deleted
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PRECISION LIGHT ELEMENTS AND LIGHT CURVE
FOR THE ECLIPSING BINARY LD 355
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LD 355 = GSC 3560.1804 is loated at 19
h
35
m
23:
s
12, +48
Æ
03
0
00:
00
75 (J2000) and was dis-
overed to be variable by Dahlmark (2000). The disovery report notes that ve dimmings
were observed and the star was lassied as an elipsing binary, with an unertain period
of 25:
d
81 and a range of m
v
= 13:8{14.6, where m
v
are photo-visual (yellow sensitive)
magnitudes.
In a ontinuing ollaborative eort to investigate newly disovered and poorly studied
elipsing binary stars, a team of AAVSO members have used CCD, visual and photo-
graphi observations to more preisely determine the nature and brightness history of LD
355. Here we present the results of our investigation whih inlude aurate light elements
and the light urve, as well as photometri alibration of the variable and omparison stars.
As part of our study of LD 355, Guilbault and Hager visited the Harvard College
Observatory and examined 220 arhival blue-sensitive plates from the RH and Damon
Patrol Series. The star was found to be faint or invisible on 7 (seven) of the plates.
At the same time Guilbault began visual monitoring of LD 355 using a 0.32-m reetor
and a sequene of steps to estimate the hanges in brightness. The star was observed in
elipse on JD2451779 and JD2451841 but in eah instane only the asending branh of
the light urve was observed. On the onseutive nights of JD2451842 and JD2451843,
however, the entire elipse was observed. From these observations a preliminary period
was determined so that CCD observation ould ommene.
Photometri V -ltered observation of LD 355 was arried out by six of the authors.
Henden used the USNO Flagsta Station 1.0-m telesope and a SITe/Tektronix 1024 
1024 CCD to observe the system. Kaiser's observations were made with a 0.35-m Shmidt{
Cassegrain telesope (SCT) equipped with a ST-9E CCD from his Cresent Moon Obser-
vatory, while Billings used a 0.35-m SCT with an AP-7 CCD. Pullen used a 0.28-m SCT
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with a ST-6 CCD amera at the Clarke and Coyote Astrophysial Observatory. From
their private observatories Hager used a 0.25-m SCT and a ST-9E CCD, and Lubke used
a 0.28-m SCT equipped with ST-9E CCD amera.
Using omparison stars seleted on the basis of their magnitude and olors, LD 355
was observed by the above mentioned CCD observers on 14 nights from JD2451851 to
JD2451905. A total of 647 CCD frames were measured, and from these data ve (5) times
of primary minimum and three (3) times of seondary minimum were determined. The
times of primary minima derived from the visual data, the photographi minima from the
Harvard plates, the minima of Dahlmark (2000), and the photometri times of minima
are listed in Table 1.
Table 1: Times of minima, LD 355
HJD 2400000+ Error  Epoh O   C Observer Type
25327.871 -  24022  0.005 Harvard ptg
26914.720 -  22586  0.081 Harvard ptg
42220.527 -  8736 +0.074 Dahlmark ptg
43347.671 -  7716 +0.015 Harvard ptg
45606.554 -  5672 +0.071 Harvard ptg
45819.803 -  5479 +0.035 Harvard ptg
46881.865 -  4518 +0.095 Harvard ptg
47270.810 -  4166 +0.044 Harvard ptg
49989.323 -  1706 +0.008 Dahlmark ptg
50274.465 -  1448 +0.034 Dahlmark ptg
51255.616 -  560  0.145 Dahlmark ptg
51513.298 -  327 +0.049 Dahlmark ptg
51842.5695 0.0009  29 +0.0001 Guilbault visual
51843.6716 0.0009  28  0.0029 Guilbault visual
51853.6206 0.0002  19  0.0001 Kaiser d  V lter
51853.6206 0.0001  19 +0.0001 Lubke d  V lter
51854.7257 0.0002  18 +0.0001 Billings d  V lter
51874.6174 0.0000 0 +0.0000 Henden d  V lter
51905.5599 0.0001 +28  0.0002 Henden d  V lter
Minima from all soures were tted into a least squares solution with the CCD minima
weighted as one hundred (100). The visual and photographi minima were weighted as
one (1). In most ases the photographi exposures were of 60 minutes duration and the
time of mid-exposure is the date the variable was estimated to be at minimum light. Both
the visual and the photometri times of minimum were determined using the omputer
program AV E (Barbera, 2000) based on the Kwee{Van Woerden (1956) method. From
that analysis we extrated the best period and ombined it with the most aurate time
of minimum to derive the following light elements:
Min: I = HJD 2451874:6174 + 1:
d
1051023 E:
0:0005 0:0000002
The CCD observations in the V passband were folded using the elements above and
the phased V light urve in the instrumental system is shown in Figure 1. The urve
shows that the star is an Algol-type (EA) elipsing variable that fades from a maximum
of 13:
m
61 0:01 to 15:
m
24 0:01 at primary minimum. The elipse is total, with minimum
light lasting 12 minutes and the duration of the elipse is about 0.17 P
orb
. A shallow
seondary elipse of 0:
m
15 0:01 ours at phase 0.50.
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Henden's 112 V -ltered observations entered on primary minimum on JD 2451874
and JD 2451905 were folded using the light elements given above and are represented in
Figure 2. The symmetrial shape of the light urve and the at bottom at minimum light
are learly evident.
Using all sky photometry, Henden observed the eld of LD355 in standard Johnson-
Cousins BV (RI)

bandpasses with magnitude and olor errors less than 0:
m
01. The om-
parison and hek stars were standardized as given in Table 2.
Table 2: Comparison and hek stars
Star GSC RA (J2000) DEC V B   V V  R

R  I

omp. 3560:1870 19:35:26.70 +48:02:03.4 13.415 0.467 0.275 0.284
hek 3560:1950 19:35:40.59 +48:01:51.7 13.190 0.695 0.386 0.359
More omplete photometri information about all stars within 5 armin of the variable
an be found in Henden (2000). Using these stars, Henden measured the magnitude and
olors of LD 355 at maximum light and at primary and seondary minimum. These data
are shown below in Table 3, with errors again less than 0:
m
01.
Table 3: Magnitude and olor indies at maximum, primary and seondary minimum, LD 355
HJD 2400000+ Phase V B   V V  R R  I
51857.6155 Maximum 13.608 0.310 0.176 0.191
51905.5588 Min I 15.235 0.524 0.353 0.366
51879.5903 Min II 13.754 0.252 0.141 0.154
−0.25 0.00 0.25 0.50 0.75
Phase
13.0
13.5
14.0
14.5
15.0
15.5
V 
M
ag
ni
tu
de
Figure 1. Phased light urve of LD 355  V lter
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Figure 2. Dierential phased light urve at primary minimum, LD 355  V lter  Henden
Our CCD data are available eltronially from the IBVS website as 5018-t4.txt, and
may be used by anyone wishing to do so. We ask that our work be ited if is used as the
basis of further study of LD 355.
We wish to express our gratitude to Dr. Martha Hazen, Curator of the Astronomial
Photograph Colletion at the Harvard College Observatory, for the use of the Harvard
Patrol Plates on this and other variable star projets. We thank Marvin E. Baldwin,
Chairman of the Elipsing Binary Committee of the AAVSO, for his help in the prepara-
tion of this report. GWB aknowledges the use of software (KAPPA, PHOTOM) provided
by the Starlink Projet whih is run by CCLRC on behalf of PPARC.
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ONE NEW AND ONE SUSPECTED DELTA SCUTI STAR:
HD 192871 AND HD 230990
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During surveys for photometri variability among  Bootis stars (e.g. Paunzen et al.
1998) and among entral stars of young Planetary Nebulae (Handler 1998), we serendip-
itously disovered two new Æ Suti stars. These were preliminarily announed elsewhere
(Handler & Paunzen 1995), and got the variable designations V383 Vul and V336 Sge.
Here we would like to give a more omplete aount on those stars together with an
astrophysial interpretation supplemented by additional data.
We obtained dierential photoeletri photometry relative to two omparison stars
with the Texas two-hannel photometer | employing only hannel 1 | attahed to the
90-m telesope at MDonald Observatory. An aperture of 27
00
was used to minimize
the inuene of seeing and guiding. Filters and integration times used depended on
the observing programme and will be desribed separately. Data redution omprised
deadtime orretion, sky bakground subtration, extintion orretion and onversion to
Helioentri Julian Date (HJD).
HD 192871 was used as a omparison star for the  Bootis star HD 192424; the seond
omparison star was HD 193668. These three stars are all around 7th magnitude and were
observed for 40 seonds in eah of the Stromgren v and b lters before swithing to the
next objet. Whereas HD 192424 and HD 193668 turned out to be onstant within the
level of measurement auray, HD 192871 showed onspiious light variations. Redued
v lter light urves of all three stars are shown in Fig. 1.
A single-frequeny solution to the dierential v lter light urve of HD 192871 results
in a formal period of 265 minutes and in a photometri amplitude of 28 mmag. However,
it is obvious from Fig. 1 that the star is a multiperiodi variable; hene our period should
not be taken at fae value.
HD 192871 was also a target of the HIPPARCOS mission (ESA 1997). Indeed it
was deteted to be variable, but its light urve was lassied as \unsolved". From a
new analysis, Koen & Eyer (2001) reported a period of 283 minutes for the star. We
also performed a frequeny analysis of the HIPPARCOS observations and obtained a
ompliated amplitude spetrum, with an attempted two-frequeny solution not being
suÆient to derease the satter down to measurement auray. It appears that the
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Figure 1. Redued v lter time series of HD 193668 (diamonds), HD 192871 (lled irles) and
HD 192424 (plus signs) as zero-point shifted instrumental magnitude variations. No orretion for
variations in sky transpareny was applied to allow the reader to judge the quality of the data better
star has a rih frequeny spetrum thus requiring further observations for a satisfatory
solution of its light urve.
Turning to a disussion of the pulsational behaviour of the star, we rst determined its
absolute visual magnitude from its HIPPARCOS parallax and arrived at M
v
= 0:7 0:3.
Standard Stromgren indies from Hauk &Mermilliod (1998) are b y = 0:205,m
1
= 0:173
and 
1
= 0:884. Sine no H photometry of the star was available, we obtained suh a
measurement as part of a larger programme (Handler 1999) and determined  = 2:741.
Applying alibrations for Stromgren photometry (Crawford 1979) and results of model
atmosphere alulations (Kuruz 1991), this yields Æm
1
= 0:002, Æ
1
= 0:218, M
v
=
1:0  0:3 (the latter in reasonable agreement with the HIPPARCOS results) as well as
T
e
= 7100  100 K and log g = 3:2  0:1. A 265-minute pulsation period used in the
equation
logQ
i
=  6:456 + 0:5 log g + 0:1M
bol
+ logT
e
+ logP
i
(1)
resulting from the period-mean density relation then gives a pulsation \onstant" Q =
0:022 0:004. The quoted error estimates are to be seen as rough guides. A omparison
with published Q values (e.g. Fith 1981) suggests that the star pulsates in modes around
the seond radial overtone.
Finally, we would like to omment on the spetral lassiation of the star. Its pub-
lished spetral type is F3 ii originating from the Case{Hamburg Northern Milky Way
Luminous Stars Survey (Stok et al. 1960). Bouw (1981) gives an infrared spetral type
of F6 ii. However, our results supported by the onsistent pulsational behaviour sug-
gest that the star is rather F1 iii. Our Æm
1
value implies that the star is slightly more
metal-rih than the Sun whih ould be part of the explanation for this disrepany.
A seond Æ Suti andidate we report here is HD 230990. It was used together with
HD 231007 as omparison star for the Planetary Nebula WhMe 1. For these observations,
the V lter was used. We adopted 60-seond integrations for the 9th-magnitude ompar-
ison stars. However, we measured the muh fainter WhMe 1 (instrumental V  13:4) for
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Figure 2. Redued V lter time series of HD 231007 (diamonds), HD 230990 (lled irles) and
WhMe 1 (plus signs) as zero-point shifted instrumental magnitude variations. No orretion for
variations in sky transpareny was applied to allow the reader to judge the quality of the data better.
The lower preision of the measurements of WhMe 1 is due to the faintness of this objet, but they are
of suÆient quality to show that HD 230990 is variable
3 minutes per observing yle followed by a 30 seond sky measurement. The variability
of HD 230990 is demonstrated in Fig. 2.
Our derived time sale of the light variations of HD 230990 is oinidentally the same
as for HD 192871, 265 minutes. We stress that this is only a lower limit, sine we did not
over a full yle of the light urve. The assoiated V amplitude is 22 mmag.
Owing to the faintness of HD 230990, little is known about this star, e.g. there are
no HIPPARCOS observations and there were no published Stromgren olour indies at
the time of the disovery of its variability. Consequently, we obtained uvby photometry
of this star with the 0.5-m telesope and the Modular Photometer at the South Afrian
Astronomial Observatory. The  index, 2.781, was published by Handler (1999), but new
uvby olours were aquired in the night of July 18/19, 2000 as well. These yield standard
values of V = 9:340:02, b y = 0:3230:007,m
1
= 0:1270:012 and 
1
= 0:8930:012,
plaing the star well inside the Æ Suti instability strip after dereddening.
Using the same proedures as before, we obtain E(b   y) = 0:170, Æm
1
= 0:016,
Æ
1
= 0:117, M
v
= 1:8  0:3, T
e
= 7600  100 K and log g = 4:0  0:1. This yields an
unomfortably high Q > 0:074 for a 265-minute lower limit to the period, whih suggests
that the star ould pulsate in a gravity mode; we have no reason to doubt any of our
measurements. It is also possible that HD 230990 is some short-period binary, but we
add that suh high Q values are unusual for Æ Suti stars, but not unpreedented. For
instane, Koen et al. (1999) disussed several ases. Obviously, more observations of HD
230990 are required to infer a more reliable period and to prove its Æ Suti nature fully.
The Austrian Fonds zur Forderung der wissenshaftlihen Forshung partially sup-
ported this work under grants S7303-AST and S7304-AST. We thank Chris Koen for
omments on a draft version of this note.
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LO Gem: FIRST DETERMINATION OF THE ORBITAL PERIOD
AND LIGHT CURVE
VANDENBROERE, JACQUELINE; BELTRAMINELLI, NICOLA; ACERBI, FRANCESCO
GEOS (Groupe Europeen d'Observation Stellaires), 23 Par de Levesville, 28300 Bailleau l'Eveque, Frane
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LO Gem (GSC 1868:2176; 06
h
04
m
12
s
, +25
Æ
20
0
, J2000) is listed in the GCVS (Kholopov
et al. 1985) as an E star varying from 11:
m
5 to 12:
m
0 (p). The star was rst reported to
be an Algol type binary system by Homeister (1968). Ten times of minimum light were
determined from Sonneberg photographi plates taken between 1933 and 1967; however
no period was derived (Gessner & Meinunger 1973). A rst indiation of the period of LO
Gem was provided by the work performed by several GEOS members, who olleted 840
visual estimates, thus allowing the determination of 16 times of minimum light (Vanden-
broere 1993). During ve missions at Jungfraujoh Observatory between 1992 and 1997,
GEOS teams obtained 128 photoeletri measurements in eah of the B and V lters of
the Geneva system, overing the omplete light urve of LO Gem. These measurements
were arried out using the \all sky" method: the atmospheri absorption oeÆients were
determined by measuring standard stars loated at dierent airmasses. Although no om-
parison stars were used, the good quality of the photoeletri data (standard deviation
about 0:
m
010 in both olours) ould be evaluated from the stability of the atmospheri
absorption oeÆients during the night.
Two series of 351 measurements in the V and I
C
olours (Johnson{Cousin system) were
also performed with a CCD oupled to a 40-m telesope in the observatory of one of the
authors (N.B., Ghirone, Swiss Alps). Dierential magnitudes were obtained by using four
omparison stars, i.e. GSC 1868:2932, 1868:225, 1868:2279 and 1868:2280, whose positions
are shown in the nder hart (Figure 1, S2 to S5, respetively). The standard deviation
of the measurements are 0:
m
014 for the rst night (around phase 0.5) and 0:
m
017 for the
seond one (around phase 0.0), as results from the analysis of the omparison stars' data.
To date, we have 3 photoeletri and 2 CCD minima at our disposal (they were given
a triple weight) together with 16 visual minima to determine the period elements of LO
Gem. We an rene this onsidering the photographi minima reported by Homeister
(1968) as well as those published by Gessner & Meinunger (1973). The result of the linear
regression is the following:
Min I = HJD 2427368:371(6) + 2:
d
2377825(18) E:
The unertainty in the nal digits are given in brakets. The photoeletri and CCD
times of minima are reported in Table 1; the rst visual times are listed in Vandenbroere
(1997) and the latest one's will be submitted to the BBSAG Bulletin.
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Figure 1. Finder hart of LO Gem
Table 1: Photoeletri and CCD minima of LO Gem
HJD Mode E O   C
2448978.6439 p.e. V 9657 0.0072
2450342.5687 p.e. V 10266.5 0.0036
2450462.2948 p.e. V 10320 0.0083
2450811.3820 CCD V 10476 0.0014
2450812.5012 CCD V 10476.5 0.0017
Table 2: Orbital Parameters. Asterisks mark ouput parameters
Primary star Seondary star
mass ratio = 0.76*
inlination = 85:
Æ
8*
wavelength = 550 nm
Fillout =  4:33* Fillout =  4:32*
Lagrangian L
1
= 0:53 Lagrangian L
2
= 1:65
Mean radius = 0.23 Mean radius = 0.19
temperature = 7000 K* temperature = 6980 K*
luminosity = 0.60 luminosity = 0.40
gravity oeÆient = 0.32 gravity oeÆient = 0.32
limb darkening = 0.6 limb darkening = 0.6
reetion = 0.5 reetion = 0.5
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Figure 2. Photoeletri V measurements of LO
Gem. Dierent symbols indiate measurements
taken during dierent nights
Figure 3. V band CCD light urve (points) with
model (line) of the elipsing system
Two of the ten photographi times of minima had to be rejeted from the alulations
beause of their large O C's (+0.2638 d and +0.2377 d). Taking together all the times
of minima reported to date, the O C's have not shown a signiant period hange sine
1933.
Figure 2 shows the photoeletri V light urve of LO Gem, onstruted using the
ephemeris reported above. The brightness of LO Gem outside elipse varies between
V = 11:01 and V = 11:06. The standard deviation of the V measurements at maximum
light is 0:
m
014. The amplitude of the minima is 0:
m
60 at phase 0 and 0:
m
53 at phase 0.5;
however, the depth of the primary minimum hanges signiantly during the dierent
nights making it diÆult to predit its orret amplitude (Figure 2). Changes of the at-
mospheri absorption oeÆients during short time lapses an aount for suh variations;
alternatively, we ould not rule out the possibility of the intrinsi variability of one of the
omponents, although the olour index of the system makes this possibility unlikely. The
elipse duration is 11.5% of the orbital period.
No signiant hanges in the B   V olour index were deteted during the minima.
The (B   V )
G
olour index is  0:
m
31  0:01 at maximum light, whih orresponds to
(B V )
J
= 0:52. We used the proedure desribed by Meylan & Hauk (1981), onsidering
LO Gem as a luminosity lass V star. LO Gem belongs approximately to the spetral
lass F8{G0.
Considering that the amplitudes of the minima are almost idential (Figure 2), we
annot exlude the possibility of the half value for the orbital period. In this ase, the
absene of a detetable seondary minimum (orresponding to phases 0.25 and 0.75 in
Figure 2) prompted us to speulate that the obsure ompanion would be too faint to be
photoeletrially measurable. In order to obtain a more aurate result on the onstrution
of a model of the binary system, we also onsidered the CCD measurements obtained
during two subsequent minima. With Binmaker 2.0 (Bradstreet 1993) the light urve was
modelled using both periods; the temperature of the larger star was set to 7000 K. The
data, onsidering the 2:
d
23 period, were best tted using an inlination of 86
Æ
, a mass
ratio of 0.76. The temperature of the smaller star was adjusted to 6980 K. Figure 3 shows
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the t of the CCD measurements. The main parameters of the system are reported in
Table 2.
Using the half period value and adding an artiial seondary minimum of 0:
m
03 am-
plitude, we veried that the proximity eets were learly visible on the modelled light
urve, and these ould never t the photoeletri and CCD data in a satisfatory way.
Moreover, in the ase of a 0:
m
03 seondary minimum, a olour hange should be learly
deteted due to the oultation of the ool ompanion whereas the observations reveal no
signiant hanges in the B   V and V   I
C
olour indies.
We therefore onlude that LO Gem's orbital period is 2:
d
23. The shape of minima
indiate that the elipses are nearly total. Being the amplitude of the minima 0:
m
6 we
obtained an oultation of 85%.
The binary system LO Gem is therefore an EA type with very similar omponents of
late F spetrum and an orbital period of 2:
d
2377825. Our study may not exlude that one
or both star(s) is/are pulsating variable(s). Future studies will address this possibility.
We aknowledge Paolo Bernasoni for his help in reduing the CCD measurements,
Roland Boninsegna and Joseph Remis for their help at Jungfraujoh Observatory, Andrea
Manna, Gilles Allenbah, Julie Guignard and Carlo Barani for their ontribution in this
study.
Referenes:
Bradstreet, D.H., 1993, Binary Maker 2.0 User Manual, Contat Software, Norristown,
PA 19401-5505, USA
Kholopov, P.N. et al., 1985, GCVS, IV Edition
Gessner, H., Meinunger, I., 1973, VSS, 7, H6, 607
Homeister, C., 1968, Astron. Nah., 290, 277
Meylan, G., Hauk, B., 1981, A&A Suppl., 46, 281
Vandenbroere, J., 1993, NC GEOS, No. 710
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NSV 5904: A NEW W UMa ECLIPSING BINARY
VANDENBROERE, J.; MARTIGNONI, M.; VERROT, J.P.; ACERBI, F.
Group Europeen d'Observations Stellaires (GEOS), 23 Par de Levesville, 28300 Bailleau l'Eveque, Frane
e-mail: j.vandenbroereskynet.be, maxmartignoniinwind.it, jp.verrotwanadoo.fr, aerbifrtin.it
NSV 5904 (GSC 3021 2642; 12
h
43
m
37:
s
22, +38
Æ
44
0
16:
00
4; 2000.0) was rst suspeted to
be a variable ranging from magnitude 11.2 to 12.0 (p) by Weber (1963). Sine 1996, it
has been visually monitored by two GEOS observers (Vandenbroere and Verrot) whose
estimates onrmed the variability of the star showing an apparent period of 0:
d
16345
(Vandenbroere 1999).
Photoeletri measurements were performed at the Jungfraujoh station on the basis
of the ollaboration between GEOS and Geneva Observatory. Nine BV points were
obtained on two nights in Deember 1998 (\all-sky" photometry, see Table 1). The very
small amplitude of the B   V olour index suggested the elipsing nature of NSV 5904.
The orbital period alulated from 20 visual minima was 0:3268885 0:00006 d.
Table 1: The V and (B   V )
G
photoeletri measurements of NSV 5904
HJD V (B   V )
G
Phase
2451170.5986 11.093 +0.020 0.582
2451170.6118 11.005 +0.010 0.622
2451170.6570 10.964  0:015 0.761
2451170.6875 11.084 +0.002 0.854
2451172.6294 10.977  0:011 0.794
2451172.6530 11.091  0:000 0.867
2451172.6703 11.261 +0.015 0.920
2451172.6912 11.463 +0.038 0.983
2451172.7057 11.407 +0.018 0.028
After that, Martignoni made 228 CCD measurements of NSV 5904 in order to obtain
its photometri light urve (see Fig. 1). He used an unltered CCD Seti 245C 378 242
attahed to a 215-mm f=5 reetor at his private station in Busto Arsizio, Italy, and he
hose GSC 3021 2613 (11:
m
4) and GSC 3021 0451 (12:
m
9) as omparison stars. The CCD
light urve allowed him to disriminate between the primary and seondary minima. A
more aurate orbital period was determined by means of 6 CCD and 16 new visual times
of minima together with the 20 times already published (Vandenbroere 1999). The result
of the linear regression, giving a double weight to the CCD times, is the following:
Min I = HJD 2450571:219 + 0:
d
326890 E:
0:003 0:000002
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Figure 1. CCD unltered light urve of NSV 5904
The CCD minima an be found in Table 2. Visual timings are regularly published
in the BBSAG bulletins or an be obtained from the authors. Phases and O   C's in
Tables 1 and 2 are alulated in respet with the above ephemeris.
Table 2: CCD minima of NSV 5904
HJD E O   C
2451679.3732 3390  0:0038
2451687.3840 3414.5  0:0018
2451688.3639 3417.5  0:0026
2451694.4142 3436 +0.0002
2451696.3730 3442  0:0023
2451711.4138 3488 +0.0015
Together with the B and V photoeletri measurements, we an dedue from the CCD
light urve that NSV 5904 varies from magnitude 10.96 to 11.47 (V -light) at primary
minimum, with a seondary minimum going to magnitude 11.40. The (B   V )
G
index of
NSV 5904 varies very little around 0.01 whih orresponds to a B  V index of 0.78 after
transformation to the UBV system and assuming luminosity lass V.
An attempt to model the system was made using the Binary Maker software (Brad-
street 1993), but systemati deviations between observational points and tting urve
were always found. A more sophistiated method ombined with multiwavelength obser-
vations should allow a better desription; at this purpose, the original measurements are
available from the IBVS website as 5021-t3.txt.
Referenes:
Bradstreet, D.H., 1993, Binary Maker 2.0 User Manual, Contat Software, Norristown,
PA 19401-5505, USA
Vandenbroere, J., 1999, NC GEOS, No. 894
Weber, R., 1963, IBVS, No. 21
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LD 347: A NEW ECLIPSING BINARY
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LD 347 = GSC 3120.1794 = USNO 1275{1075 0202 is loated at 19
h
05
m
33:
s
82,
+39
Æ
20
0
04:
00
40 (J2000) and was disovered to be variable by Dahlmark (2000). In the
disovery report it was lassied as an elipsing variable having a range between 12:
m
3
and 13:
m
4 (m
v
) with an unertain period of about 307 days. No further investigations
have been published until today.
In order to determine rst light elements for the system, we deided to use the plate
arhives held at the Harvard College Observatory (Guilbault) and the Sonneberg Obser-
vatory (Berthold), see Tables 1 and 2.
Table 1: Observational material
Observatory/Series Number of plates time-span (J.D.)
Harvard RH 78 2425327{2434072
Harvard Damon 301 2440067{2447823
Sonneberg Sky-Patrol 338 2435698{2450285
Table 2: Comparison stars
Designation Sonneberg Harvard B magnitude
a USNO 1275{1074 3996 USNO 1275{1074 3996 12.4
b USNO 1275{1075 0296 USNO 1275{1075 0296 12.9
 USNO 1275{1075 4169 USNO 1275{1075 4169 13.4
d | USNO 1275{1075 5124 13.8
e | USNO 1275{1074 8354 14.2
This survey has yielded a series of 32 new minima. They are listed together with that
one published by Dahlmark (2000) in Table 3.
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Table 3: Minima of LD 347 aording to ephemeris (1)
HJD 24. . . Epoh O   C Weight Observer
26919.590  1029 0.603 1 Guilbault
28056.617  928 0.564 1 Guilbault
29812.640  772 0.325 1 Guilbault
30251.547  733 0.167 1 Guilbault
35779.286  242 0.187 1 Berthold
36792.425  152 0.097 1 Berthold
36837.357  148  0:002 2 Berthold
37028.617  131  0:130 1 Berthold
37659.230  75 0.031 2 Berthold
38503.584 0 0.028 2 Berthold
39021.359 46  0:068 1 Berthold
39055.319 49 0.117 1 Berthold
40023.462 135 0.065 1 Berthold
40383.468 167  0:188 1 Berthold
40507.326 178  0:169 2 Berthold
41982.314 309 0.009 1 Berthold
43659.742 458  0:017 1 Guilbault
43670.744 459  0:273 1 Guilbault
44346.554 519 0.052 1 Berthold
45089.755 585 0.219 1 Guilbault
45494.698 621  0:129 1 Guilbault
45618.490 632  0:175 1 Guilbault
45911.425 658 0.049 2 Berthold
45990.285 665 0.103 1 Berthold
46001.271 666  0:170 1 Berthold
46237.742 687  0:118 1 Guilbault
46260.459 689 0.082 1 Berthold
46316.628 694  0:039 1 Guilbault
46699.545 728 0.103 1 Guilbault
46733.468 731 0.252 2 Guilbault
48095.440 852  0:005 1 Berthold
50279.445 1046  0:068 1 Berthold
51101.310 1119  0:043 1 Dahlmark (2000)
Assuming a onstant period from J.D. 2435000 until the end of our observations, the
following ephemeris an be derived by least squares tting:
Min I = HJD 2438503:556 + 11:
d
258085 E:
31 59
(1)
The points in the lighturves given in Figures 1 and 2 are sliding means (N = 3) of
the individual estimates, their magnitudes refer to the B values given in the USNO-A2.0
atalogue (Monet et al. 1998). Taking into onsideration that the star was not visible
on the Sonneberg plates in the very entral part of the primary minimum, an estimation
of the photographi amplitude from 12:
m
85 to 13:
m
80 an be made. The duration of the
primary minimum an be estimated to D = 0:
p
1. Furthermore, a seondary minimum
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Figure 1. Photographi observations on Sonneberg Sky Patrol plates folded with the ephemeris given
in Eq. (1)
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Figure 2. Photographi observations on Harvard Damon and RH series plates folded with the
ephemeris given in Eq. (1)
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Figure 3. O   C diagram of the available minima aording to ephemeris (1)
of about 0:
m
1 depth is indiated espeially in the Harvard observations. The data are
available from the IBVS website as 5022-t4.txt.
Figure 3 gives the O   C diagram aording to ephemeris (1), larger symbols refer to
the minima with higher weight (see Table 3). At least the rst four minima in our list may
point to a shorter value of the period or a possible quadrati term in the elements eetive
in the past. But as the observational material is not numerous enough at this time, a
further study on the older Harvard AC series plates will be undertaken to investigate
the long-term behaviour of the star. Ephemeris (1) agrees as well with the unpublished
observational material of Dahlmark.
We suggest spetrosopy and multiolour CCD photometry of this obviously well de-
tahed system to enable the determination of the fundamental parameters of the probably
less distorted omponents.
Guilbault would like to thank Dr. Martha Hazen, Curator of the Astronomial Pho-
tograph Colletion of the Harvard College Observatory, for the use of the plates on this
and other variable star projets.
Referenes:
Dahlmark, L., 2000, IBVS, No. 4898
Monet, D. et al., 1998, http://ftp.nofs.navy.mil/projets/pmm/a2.html
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UNUSUAL SHORT-PERIOD DWARF NOVA RX J2315.5{3049
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The ROSAT X-ray soure RX J2315.5{3049 was identied with a 17.3-mag atalysmi
variable (Shwope et al. 2000). Shwope et al. (2000) lassied the objet as a dwarf nova.
One of the authors (RS) visually deteted rst-ever outburst on 2000 July 8 (m
v
= 13:4,
Stubbings 2000a) and next outburst on 2000 Otober 26 (m
v
= 14:0, Stubbings 2000b).
We performed CCD observations on this later outburst. In this paper, we report our CCD
observations and some peuliarities of this objet.
The CCD observations were done using R

-ltered PixelVision amera (SITe SI004AB
hip, CryoTiger-ooled) attahed to a 60-m reetor at Ouda Station (Ohtani et al. 1992)
and an R

-ltered ST-7E amera attahed to Meade 25-m Shmidt{Cassegrain telesope
at Kyoto University. Exposure time was 30 se. The images were dark-subtrated, at-
elded and analyzed with IRAF APPHOT pakage (IRAF is distributed by National
Optial Astronomy Observatories in U.S.A.), and with Java
TM
-based aperture photome-
try pakage developed by one of the authors (TK), respetively. The dierential magni-
tudes of the variable were measured against the omparison star GSC 7507.14 (USNO r-
magnitude 12.1), whose onstany was onrmed by the hek star GSC 7507.708 (USNO
r-magnitude 12.2). We performed observations on ve nights, but only upper limits were
obtained on two nights. Table 1 is a summary of the observations. All the data are given
in Tables 2 and 3, whih appear eletronially in the IBVS website as les 5023-t2.txt
and 5023-t3.txt, respetively.
The visual observations were done by one of the authors (RS) with a 32-m reetor.
Magnitudes and upper limits were estimated using V -magnitude omparison stars.
Figure 1 (see Table 2) gives the long-term light urve of RX J2315.5{3049 overing
6 months. The absissa is time in Julian Date and the ordinate is m
v
or R

-magnitude
(the `_' mark represent upper limits). Some observations by Peare and Monard were
supplied from their reports to VSNET. Two outbursts are learly seen.
These observations revealed that RX J2315.5{3049 is a dwarf nova with a reurrent
period of about 110 d, and a range of 13.4{17.3m
v
. The minimum magnitude orresponds
to the V -magnitude by Shwope et al. (2000).
Figure 2 (see Table 3) gives the light urve of RX J2315.5{3049 on Ot. 27. The absissa
is time in Julian Date and the ordinate is the dierential magnitude of Ouda data (lled
irles), Kyoto data (open irles), or omparison (lines). Two humps with an amplitude
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Figure 1. Long-term light urve of RX J2315.5{3049
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Figure 2. Short-term light urve on 2000 Otober 27
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Table 1: Summary of the observations
start / end
N
a
Exp
Filter

b
mag

Site
d
(JD  2450000) (se) (mag) (mag)
1844.061 / 1844.063 4 30.0 R

- 2.2 O
1844.970 / 1845.093 299 30.0 R

0.05 1.88 O
1845.035 / 1845.139 201 30.0 R

0.3 1.87 K
1850.013 / 1850.048 17 30.0 R

0.02 4.6 O
1856.019 / 1850.022 10 30.0 R

- >1.5 K
1860.017 / 1860.020 10 30.0 R

- >2.3 K
a
number of frames
b
standard deviation of dierential magnitudes of the omparison star:
omparison  hek

nightly averaged dierential magnitude relative to GSC 7507.14
d
O: at Ouda, K: at Kyoto
of ' 0:
m
3 and a period of 0:
d
078 were deteted. The humps showed a smooth, rapid rise
and a slower deline, whih are very harateristi to superhumps in SU UMa-type dwarf
novae. We therefore identify this hump feature as superhumps and onsider this outburst
as a superoutburst of an SU UMa-type dwarf nova (for a review of SU UMa-type dwarf
novae and superhumps, see Warner 1995).
However, there are some atypial features. As indiated in Fig. 1, this outburst faded
rapidly (within 9 d) as if it was a normal outburst, rather than a long-lasting superoutburst
(f. Warner 1995).
Furthermore, Augusteijn et al. (2000) reported that they have found an orbital period
of 0:
d
058 based on their photometry and spetrosopy. Augusteijn et al. (2000) also noted
that they deteted  0:
m
3 elipse-like feature in their quiesent light urve similar to that
of WZ Sge. Our period is  30% longer than the reported period. If the observed features
in our outburst photometry are genuine superhumps, this frational superhump exess is
exeptionally large among all SU UMa-type dwarf novae (the frational largest superhump
exess in SU UMa-type dwarf novae was 7.7% observed in TU Men, f. Stolz et al. 1984,
Nogami et al. 1998). If this large superhump exess is onrmed, this may require a new
mehanism for exiting superhumps.
The other possible explanation may be that the period deteted by Augusteijn et al.
(2000) represents the spin period of an intermediate polar (IP), and that the period we
deteted represents the orbital or superhump period. In this interpretation, the ratio of
orbital period versus spin period, 1.34 for RX J2315.5-3049, is lose to 1.46 for EX Hya
(Hellier et al. 1987), the well-known IP below the period gap. The relatively strong X-ray
emission may also be explained by its suggested IP nature. If the latter possibility is
onrmed, the objet makes the seond established member of the EX Hya-like IPs.
To understand the nature of RX J2315.5-3049, onrmation of the orbital period with
spetrosopi or photometri observation is needed.
Referenes:
Augusteijn, T., vsnet-ampaign, 544
(http://www.kusastro.kyoto-u.a.jp/vsnet/Mail/vsnet-ampaign/msg00544.html)
Hellier, C., Mason, K. O., and Rosen, S. R., 1987, MNRAS, 228, 463
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Ohta, K., 1992, Memoirs of the Faulty of S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e, Kyoto University, Series A of
Physis, Astrophysis, Geophysis and Chemistry, 38, 167
Shwope, A. D., Hasinger, G., Lehmann, I., Shwarz, R., Brunner, H., Neizvestny, S.,
Ugryumov, A., Balega, Yu., Tramper, J., Voges, W., AN, 321, 1
Stolz, B., and Shoembs, R., 1984, A&A, 132, 187
Stubbings, R., 2000a, vsnet-outburst, 245
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Stubbings, R., 2000b, vsnet-outburst, 810
(http://www.kusastro.kyoto-u.a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GSC 3969.2430 La: A NEW SHORT PERIOD ECLIPSING BINARY
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Name of the objet:
GSC 3969.2430
Equatorial oordinates: Equinox:
R.A.= 22
h
09
m
37:
s
5 DEC.= 52
Æ
34
0
16
00
2000
Observatory and telesope:
Private observatory, 20-m SCT
Detetor: SBIG ST6 amera
Filter(s): None
Comparison star(s): GSC 3969.2314
Chek star(s): GSC 3969.2134, GSC 3969.2994, GSC 3969.2152
Transformed to a standard system: No
Availability of the data:
Upon request
Type of variability: EW
Remarks:
In a photometri investigation in the eld of IU La, GSC 3969.2430 showed to be
variable. A hek of the GCVS (Kholopov 1985) and NSV atalog (Kukarkin et al.
1982) did not reveal any previously known variable at this position. The brightness
of GSC 3969.2430 is given as 12:
m
56. Observations were performed in 6 nights
between August and Deember 2000. The primary and seondary minima have
an amplitude of 0:
m
22 and 0:
m
19 respetively. The minimum times are alulated
aording to the Kwee{van Woerden method (Kwee, van Woerden 1956). A least
squares t to the data given in Table 1 (weighting half those assigned by olon) led
to the preliminary ephemeris:
Min I = HJD 2451817:5495 + 0:
d
308894 E:
2 5
(1)
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Table 1: Observed times of minima for GSC 3969.2430, epohs and residuals omputed with respet to
the linear ephemeris derived in this paper
HJD
Type

Epoh O   C
HJD
Type

Epoh O   C
2400000+ 2400000+
51771.3699 s  150.5 +0.0001 51817.5489 p 0.0  0.0006
51771.5226 p  149.0  0.0017 51838.5548 p 68.0 +0.0005
51816.314: p  4.0 +0.000: 51839.3283 s 70.5 +0.0018
51816.4691 s  4.5 +0.0007 51839.4831 p 71.0 +0.0021
51816.6221 p  3.0  0.0007 51890.289: s 235.5  0.005:

`p' and `s' denote primary and seondary minima, respetivelty
Aknowledgements:
This researh made use of the SIMBAD data base, operated by the CDS at Stras-
bourg, Frane.
Figure 1. Dierential light urve of GSC 3969.2430
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A POSSIBLE LIGHT CURVE OF R CORONAE BOREALIS
FOR THE NEAREST FUTURE
ROSENBUSH, A.E.
Main Astronomial Observatory, Golosiiv, Kyiv-127, 03680, Ukraine, e-mail: mijushmao.kiev.ua
Some 30 stars are inluded in the group of the R Coronae Borealis (RCB) type variables
(Rosenbush 1996). We an follow their history during at least 100 years, and we an
denitely say that the manifestations of this type of variability eased in one of the stars
(UV Cas) and appeared in another star (FG Sge). Out this fat we an roughly estimate
that the RCB variability phase lasts about 3000 years.
Under suh transieny of the RCB phase we an expet that some variability param-
eters will hange. In partiular, the light variation periodiity might be initially absent
and thereafter appear. From the study of the historial light urve Sterne (1934) estab-
lished that the moments of light minimum onset are distributed ideally irregularly. Sine
that study the harater of R CrB's variability has hanged, and a 4400-day yle in the
sequene of minima has appeared (Rosenbush 1997). The yle is haraterized by high
ativity in its rst half and by lower ativity in the seond half. The existene of regularity
auses that minima our more likely in September{Deember (Howarth 1977, Rosenbush
1997). Now the sixth yle is observed. Parameters of yles are given in Table 1.
Table 1: Onset and duration of yles in R Coronae Borealis
Cyle Year of Julian Date Duration of
number the onset of the onset yle, days
I 1933 2427730 5130
II 1948 2432860 4101
III 1960 2436961 4394
IV 1972 2441355 4200
V 1983 2445555 4435
VI 1995 2449990 ?
VII 2007-08 - -
The existene of this periodiity allows us to foreast a light minimum (or the whole
light urve) at least until the end of the urrent yle (Fig. 1). From the fold of these
light urves we may say that minima may our before JD 2452500 in two intervals: JD
2452100{2452200 (with a probability, whih is a ratio of the number of events previously
observed at this phase to the number of yles, of 1/5) and JD 2452400{2452500 (with
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Figure 1. Light urve of R CrB separately for every yle and normalized to the 4400-day duration in
the time sale of 6th yle aording to Table 1, sine 1933. Current visual observations of the VSOLJ
members are given to JD 2451905
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a probability of 2/5). Then a prolonged interval of relative quiesene would start, when
only one shallow minimum in the JD 2453200{2453900 period is supposed to be observed.
The 6th yle will nish near JD 2454400 with the onset of the rst deep minimum of 7th
yle.
The demonstrated possibility of light urve foreasting allows us to introdue an ele-
ment of predition that helps in planning future observations.
Aknowledgements. The author is grateful to the VSOLJ for the possibility of the
unlimited aess in the database, to the VSNET administrators and to all observers.
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THE OPTICAL BEHAVIOUR OF DELTA SCORPII
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Delta Sorpii (7 So, HR 5953, HD 143275, HIP 78401, IDS 15544-2220) normally
resides at V = 2:32, B V =  0:12 (aording to measurements in the General Catalogue
of Photometri Data, GCPD, Mermilliod et al., 1997) and has a spetral type of B0.2 IV.
Although Æ So is probably a lose binary, a bewildering array of possible omponents have
been suggested. Hanbury Brown et al. (1974) rst (re)disovered Æ So to be multiple, with
a ompanion  1:
m
9 fainter. The Bright Star Catalogue (Hoeit, 1982) followed by the
Washington Double Star atalogue (WDS, Worley & Douglass, 1997) and others, quote
oultation results giving four omponents at separations of 0.01 mas (V = 5:0), 0:
00
1 (V =
3:3) and 0:
00
186 (V = 4:9). However, it should be pointed out that the losest ompanion
apparently lies inside the primary, whih has a diameter of 0.46 mas (Hanbury Brown
et al., 1974), and is learly an error. Aording to the Multiple Star Catalogue (MSC,
Tokovinin, 1997) Æ So omprises a spetrosopi binary (Levato et al., 1987) and the
brighter ompanion at 0:
00
1. Optial interferometri measurements and a thorough analysis
of the previous results by Bedding (1993) showed onviningly that all the observations
referred to just two omponents in an elliptial orbit with a ten-year period. Modern
spekle interferometry observations reveal that the omponents (Hp = 2:39 and 4.62)
have a very eentri orbit, with e = 0:92, a = 0:
00
107, P = 10:583 years and T
0
= 1979:41
(Hartkopf et al., 1996), although the orbit was diÆult to determine. Periastron passage
ourred reently in July 2000. Although the seondary is over two magnitudes fainter
than the primary it probably has a spetral type no later than about B3, if it lies on the
main sequene.
The early literature on Æ So ontains several referenes to veloity variations (e.g.,
van Hoof et al., 1963). In the Bright Star Catalogue (Hoeit, 1982; see also Smith,
1986) Æ So is given as a possible SB1 with a period of  20 days. Levato et al. (1987)
made new observations, and also gave it as an SB1, but were unable to nd a reliable
period, the best was  83 days, and did not provide an orbit. Smith (1986) found line-
prole variations whih were interpreted as being due to relatively short-lived, omplex
non-radial osillations. In eet the star is a  Cephei variable, but it does not show
onsistent, periodi variations. The veloity variations are small, 10{20 km s
 1
, and the
orresponding light variations are very low. Æ So was inluded in the Be-star mass-loss
survey with Copernius (Snow, 1981), although it was not known to show any Be-star
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harateristis. It showed barely detetable mass loss, indiating at most only marginal
H emission. H spetra given by Heasley & Wol (1983), probably obtained around the
same time, shown no indiation of any emission. In 1990 Cote & van Kerkwijk (1993)
observed broad H emission wings around the absorption ore and proposed Æ So as a
Be star. They also noted that prior to this observation there had been no mention of any
ativity at H. Aording to unpublished observations by Hartkopf (quoted by Fabregat
et al., 2000b) H emission has been visible on several oasions during the past ve years.
In June and July 2000 visual observations of Æ So by Otero (2000) showed a slow
inrease in brightness typial of a  Cas-type outburst. Further visual observations were
made regularly and these were later supported by photoeletri observations by Fraser
made using a 20-m F10 SCT with an Opte SSP3 photometer, with B and V lters.
The omparison star used was !
1
Sorpii (V = 3:95; B   V =  0:04) and the hek star
HIP 77911 (V = 6:86, B   V = 0:04). The data are available at the IBVS website as
5026-t1.txt.
The light urve of Æ So is shown in Figure 1. The rst observations at the end of June
suggest that Æ So was slightly above its usual level of V = 2:3 but it then brightened to
a maximum of V = 1:9 (at  JD 2451755) over some 25 days. During August it faded
steadily to V  2:15, and it then reovered during September, mimiking its initial rise.
At the end of the observing season in mid Otober it had just started to deline from the
seond maximum (at  JD 2451823, V = 1:87), whih was probably brighter than the
rst.
Figure 1. The light urve of Æ So showing the visual (open irles) and photoeletri (lled irles)
observations from this paper
Prompted by the optial brightening, spetrosopi observations in mid July by Fab-
regat et al. (2000a) show H purely in emission, onrming Æ So as a Be star. Further
spetra obtained by Fabregat et al. (2000b) and by the Be-star Spetrosopi Survey
Projet (only available eletronially, see Buil, 2000) show only modest hanges in the H
prole while the star brightened by 0:
m
4. Indeed the the emission is seen fully developed
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on 2000 June 4 (see Buil, 2000), before the star had brightened signiantly. During July
the emission line developed a double peak but was otherwise largely unhanged.
The ompilation of photometry in the GCPD shows that all the measurements of Æ So
lie lose to V = 2:32 exept for an isolated value of V = 2:21 (Hogg, 1958) reorded in
1958. As mentioned before, periastron passage of the spekle binary ourred in July
(2000.58), and it is interesting to note that it also ourred in 1989.99, 1979.41, 1968.83,
and 1958.24. Hipparos observed Æ So for over two years from just after the 1989.99
periastron passage and these observations, shown in Figure 2, suggest that Æ So was
slightly brighter than its normal value. Aording to the Hipparos atalogue Æ So shows
possible miro variability but the most obvious variation in Figure 2 is a small, slow
osillation and fade. There does not appear to be any photometry at the other epohs
but it raises the question of whether the optial outburst is triggered by the lose approah
of the seondary.
Figure 2. Hipparos light urve of Æ So showing the unagged (lled irles) and agged (open
irles) observations. The Hipparos (Hp) magnitudes are transformed to V
The total mass of the system an be alulated from the orbital period, 10:5830:075 yr
and the semi-major axis, 106:76:7 mas of the spekle orbit and the distane of the system,
 = 8:12 0:88 mas (123 13 p) from Hipparos, as 20:3 7:6 M

. The primary alone
probably has a mass  20 M

and the seondary, if it is as early as B3, ould ontain
8 M

, whih is aommodated by the unertainty. As the two spekle omponents seem
to more than adequately aount for the total mass of the system there appears to be
no room for any other fainter omponents or spetrosopi binary ompanions. At this
distane the radius of the primary, from Hanbury Brown et al.'s measurement is a just
aeptable R = 6:1 0:9 R

.
The separation of the omponents at periastron is  1 AU, whih does not seem very
lose, but the speed of approah will be  150 km s
 1
. Whether the rapid approah of
suh a star ould disrupt the atmosphere of the primary is not lear.
The relationship between the optial outburst and the H emission is also not lear.
H emission has been seen at some level for all of the past yle, about ten years, but
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was apparently absent during the previous yle. Apart from the urrent outburst and
the possible event in 1958 the luminosity has apparently remained onstant throughout
most of both yles. Even after the 1989.99 periastron passage there was only low level
ativity. The urrent optial outburst is unlike anything previously seen, in terms of both
magnitude and duration. The H emission is also stronger than previously observed,
but in detail it does not show a strong orrelation with the brightness variations, whih
suggests that the mass loss and luminosity are not strongly oupled.
Observation of Æ So during solar onjuntion with SOHO (Farrell, 2001) and the most
reent visual observations, during January 2001, suggest that the star remains in outburst,
and may indeed be brightening. Further photometri and spetrosopi observations are
enouraged.
It is a pleasure to thank John Greaves for helpful omments.
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TIMES OF MINIMA OF ECLIPSING BINARIES
FROM ROTSE1 CCD DATA I: NAMED VARIABLES
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BBSAG and Astron. Institut der Universitat Basel, Rennweg 1, CH-4118 Rodersdorf, Switzerland
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h
The ROTSE-1 survey (Roboti Optial Transient Searh Experiment 1), designed for
the detetion of astrophysial transients, espeially those assoiated with gamma-ray
bursts, has yielded a large amount of CCD data on variable stars, as reported in Akerlof
et al. (2000). With permission of the ROTSE-1 team, we have used these measurements
publily available through the internet (http://www.umih.edu/~rotse) to determine the
times of minimum of elipsing binaries.
In Table 1, the derived times are presented for the named variables aording to the
General Catalogue of Variable Stars. In eah ase, the data have been folded into a sea-
sonal light urve using the best available elements of variation. In most ases, we used ei-
ther the data from the latest edition of the General Catalogue of Variable Stars or the more
atual ephemerides in SAC 72 (Roznik Astronomizny Obserwatorium Krakowskiego,
2001) or from other soures in the literature. Where no previous elements of variation
were known, we employed the period values given in the ROTSE1 data base. It should
be noted, that the GCVS periods for DP Herulis and ES Herulis are to be preferred
over the ROTSE1 values. The time of minimum was then found with the help of the
Kwee-Van Woerden algorithm (Kwee and Van Woerden, 1956).
We would like to express our gratitude towards the ROTSE team for making their
data available to the general publi. In addition, the ross-referene table provided by
B. Ski through M. Baldwin of the AAVSO is thankfully aknowledged. It proved to be
very helpful for the identiation of the ROTSE soures.
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ERRATUM FOR IBVS 4982
In IBVS No. 4982 the period of GSC 2646.1938 should read 0:
d
2890550 instead of
0:
d
2860550.
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Table 1: Times of minima of elipsing binaries
Star Type JD(hel,min) Est. error Star Type JD(hel,min) Est. error
TU Boo p 2451246.8098 0:
d
0021 OS Her p 2451304.7322 0:
d
0029
s 2451338.7443 0.0028 V342 Her p 2451275.8470 0.0011
TY Boo p 2451339.7500 0.0004 s 2451295.866 0.003
AR Boo p 2451305.7312 0.0021 V366 Her p 2451306.706 0.024
s 2451320.7360 0.0008 s 2451310.8874 0.0015
CV Boo p 2451258.8651 0.0008 V381 Her s 2451258.876 0.005
s 2451339.7597 0.0006 p 2451310.762 0.004
EW Boo p 2451225.9064 0.0014 V387 Her p 2451307.7584 0.0007
RV CVn p 2451247.8110 0.0005 s 2451312.769 0.004
s 2451334.7461 0.0004 V412 Her s 2451283.788 0.005
YZ CVn s 2451247.8728 0.0016 p 2451295.724 0.005
p 2451310.7319 0.0013 V450 Her s 2451295.7100 0.0025
BI CVn p 2451258.6944 0.0008 p 2451305.717 0.004
s 2451277.7129 0.0008 V477 Her p 2451287.713 0.002
RW Com s 2451258.7015 0.0004 s 2451287.8769 0.0011
p 2451288.7288 0.0003 V502 Her p 2451280.8461 0.0015
RZ Com s 2451281.9016 0.0003 s 2451306.8870 0.0012
p 2451312.8758 0.0004 V663 Her s 2451260.891 0.003
EK Com p 2451288.8642 0.0002 p 2451288.8684 0.0016
s 2451340.7354 0.0004 V681 Her p 2451274.9033 0.0011
TW CrB s 2451283.7764 0.0008 V687 Her p 2451258.8624 0.0014
p 2451311.7468 0.0009 s 2451283.7749 0.0013
V753 Cyg p 2451274.8715 0.0016 V719 Her p 2451283.7341 0.0019
s 2451304.8680 0.0008 V728 Her p 2451285.6920 0.0004
V850 Cyg s 2451243.886 0.013 s 2451305.7220 0.0008
p 2451259.839 0.016 V731 Her s 2451243.9885 0.0015
V997 Cyg p 2451291.8078 0.0022 p 2451310.7184 0.0009
s 2451304.8548 0.0027 V836 Her s 2451259.91 0.03
V1763 Cyg s 2451283.7514 0.0010 s 2451306.80 0.06
p 2451312.7292 0.0015 V848 Her s 2451262.917 0.003
V1918 Cyg s 2451275.8345 0.0016 p 2451308.8586 0.0021
p 2451288.8466 0.0007 V857 Her s 2451306.7712 0.0005
AK Dra p 2451275.8273 0.0012 s 2451308.8759 0.0010
DP Her s 2451288.740 0.010 TZ Lyr p 2451258.8404 0.0004
p 2451312.748 0.003 s 2451306.7043 0.0013
TU Boo p 2451246.8098 0.0021 EX Lyr s 2451296.7667 0.0011
s 2451338.7443 0.0028 V400 Lyr s 2451274.8713 0.0012
ES Her p 2451291.8187 0.0020 p 2451321.8742 0.0010
s 2451304.7379 0.0017 V404 Lyr s 2451308.698 0.004
GU Her p 2451265.7877 0.0022 p 2451312.7094 0.0012
s 2451280.951 0.003 V406 Lyr s 2451265.9702 0.0015
HP Her s 2451288.7143 0.0015 p 2451306.8668 0.0015
p 2451295.7147 0.0015 V461 Lyr p 2451311.789 0.013
IT Her p 2451274.8872 0.0013 V449 Oph p 2451306.9022 0.0003
s 2451296.7743 0.0027 s 2451324.895 0.004
LT Her s 2451287.7312 0.0009 V1125 Oph p 2451259.8922 0.0020
p 2451308.8692 0.0007 s 2451307.753 0.004
MS Her s 2451274.8894 0.0012
p 2451297.8952 0.00111
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CCD OBSERVATION OF MWC 560 = V694 Mon
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MWC560 (= V694Mon) is a symbioti-like star whose harater is still not lear. This
star was disovered as an emission-line objet V = 12:
m
5 by Merrill and Burwell (1943).
Sanduleak and Stephenson (1973) gave a spetral lassiation of M4ep. One interesting
phenomenon of MWC560 is its ikering. Bond et al. (1984) rst noted the rapid variation
with amplitudes of about 0:
m
2 and time sales of a few minutes. Flikering is a ommon
property of CVs, but is rarely seen on symbioti stars (Dobrzyka et al. 1996).
Tomov et al. (1990) reported an outburst reahing V = 9:
m
1, assoiated with remarkable
blue-shifted absorption lines with veloities up to  6500 km s
 1
. The strong shift implied
a high-veloity and highly-ollimated jet. These absorption lines showed rapid variability
(Tomov et al. 1990, 1997). The magnitude dropped to V ' 10:2 by 1993 and has remained
at this mean value up to now. The interval between the 1990 outburst and the 1995 small
maxima agrees with the orbital period  1930 day (Miko lajewski et al. 1998). At present
the orbital phase may be the same as in 1990 and 1995, but the objet is not in outburst
now.
In this paper, we report time-resolved CCD observations of MWC560 to detet iker-
ing. The CCD photometri observations were done on 13 nights using ST-7E (unltered
or R

-ltered) and ST-7 (unltered) ameras attahed to a 25-m Shmidt{Cassegrain
telesope at Kyoto University and an R

-ltered PixelVision amera (SITe SI004AB hip,
CryoTiger-ooled) attahed to a 60-m reetor at Ouda Station (Ohtani et al. 1992).
The exposure times were 15 s and 5 s, respetively. The images were dark-subtrated,
at-elded and analyzed with the Java
TM
-based aperture photometry pakage developed
by one of the authors (TK) and with IRAF APPHOT pakage (IRAF is distributed by
National Optial Astronomy Observatories in U.S.A.), respetively. We determined the
dierential magnitude of MWC560 using the omparison star GSC 5396.1090 (Tyho
V = 10:66, B   V = 1:73, so R

' 9:7, Ski, 1998) whose onstany was onrmed with
the hek star GSC 5396.491. Table 1 is a summary of the observations.
R

-magnitude of MWC560 is about 9:
m
8. Although the nightly average magnitudes
seem to show slight variability both of the R

-ltered and unltered data sets, more
observation is needed to onrm this.
We analyzed the data set observed on six nights at Kyoto using DFT (disrete Fourier
transform) algorithm. The light urves used for DFT analysis and the results are shown
in Fig. 1. The absissa is time in Julian Date or frequeny, and the ordinate is dierential
magnitude or relative power. These spetra are shown at the frequenies higher than
2 IBVS 5028
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Figure 1. Light urve and power spetrum on individual night data
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Table 1: Summary of observations
Start / end
N
a
Exp
Filter

b
mag

Site
d
(JD  2450000) (se) (mag) (mag)
1834.191 / .311 637 5.0 R

0.037 0.383 O
1839.240 / .303 295 15.0 none 0.027  0.024 K1
1844.242 / .283 401 5.0 R

0.020 0.427 O
1849.314 / .332 55 5.0 R

0.037 0.450 O
1850.295 / .359 310 5.0 R

0.025 0.408 O
1852.280 / .327 471 5.0 R

0.026 0.272 O
1855.205 / .245 220 15.0 R

0.043 0.193 K2
1858.279 / .352 59 15.0 R

0.064 0.250 K2
1871.120 / .251 469 15.0 none 0.077  0.084 K2
1872.124 / .372 975 15.0 none 0.045  0.004 K2
1873.144 / .369 961 15.0 none 0.016  0.091 K2
1874.161 / .367 810 15.0 none 0.031  0.091 K2
1875.134 / .371 832 15.0 none 0.052  0.087 K2
a
number of frames
b
standard deviation of dierential magnitudes of the omparison star:
omparison  hek

nightly averaged dierential magnitude of MWC560
d
O: at Ouda, K1: at Kyoto with ST-7, K2: at Kyoto with ST-7E
that orresponding to the period equal to the half-duration of eah observational run.
The arrows in Fig. 1 are put for help and do not show preise peaks. 1 sigma of the
omparison is about 0:
m
02{0:
m
08, so the variation is real.
As shown in Fig. 1 left, we detet quasi-periodi modulation from minutes to hours with
typial amplitude about 0:
m
2. Fig. 1 right shows some peaks from 20 min to 2 hours, but
there is no peak oherent over the whole data set. The resultant time sales of variability
and the apparent lak of rigid oherene have onrmed the ndings in previous studies:
Mihalitsianos et al. (1993) found quasi-periodi variations with periods of 24, 35, and
58 min, superposed on hourly variability. Tomov et al. (1996) deteted a periodiity of
70 min whih was oherent over a few days. Dobrzyka et al. (1996) obtained 22 min
period.
Our observation seems to suggest that the general harateristis of short-term vari-
ability in V694 Mon have been stable nearly a deade. The lak of oherene suggests that
these dominant osillations are quasi-periodi, rather than stritly periodi as expeted
from the magneti rotator model (Tomov et al. 1992; Shore et al. 1994). We are going to
ontinue this observation in order to larify the nature of these periodiities.
We thank to K. Matsumoto and H. Iwamatsu for helping our observations. And we
aknowledge editors' helpful suggestions.
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THE SHORT-PERIOD ECLIPSING BINARY GSC 3123.1618
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Variability of the star GSC 3123-1618 = ROTSE1 J185538.25+405859.0 was deteted
by the ROTSE1 CCD survey (Akerlof et al. 2000). Blattler and Diethelm (2000) presented
an unltered light urve and found a period of 0:
d
2559007. Our CCD photometry during
the same observing season produed a V -band light urve and improved light elements.
Billings observed in the V band with a 0.35-m Shmidt{Cassegrain telesope and
Apogee AP-7 CCD. Kaiser observed in V RI with a 0.35-m Shmidt{Cassegrain and
SBIG ST-9E CCD. Terrell observed in B with a 0.60-m Cassegrain and SBIG ST-8 CCD
at the Sommers{Baush Observatory of the University of Colorado. Henden observed
with the 1.0-m Rithey{Chretien telesope of the U. S. Naval Observatory, Flagsta Sta-
tion with a Tektronix/SITe 10241024 thinned, bakside{illuminated CCD and BV R

I

lters. His photometry of the variable near maximum light and of the omparison and
hek stars is shown in Table 1 (photometry for other stars in the eld an be found in
Henden 2001). Henden also used the USNO-A2.0 astrometri atalog to determine the
preise position for GSC 3123-1618 of 18
h
55
m
38:
s
20, +40
Æ
58
0
57:
00
06 (J2000).
Altogether, we obtained timings of 7 primary and 3 seondary minima (Table 2). Times
of minima were determined with the omputer program AVE (Barbera 2000) based on
the Kwee{Van Woerden (1956) method. In addition to the 10 new minima reported here,
we have inluded 5 minima timings published reently by Blattler (2000). A least-squares
solution of the 15 timings resulted in the following light elements:
Min: I = HJD 2451766:5840 + 0:
d
2559067 E:
0:0001  0:0000001
Henden observed on two nights, at phase 0.70, V = 13:444 and phase 0.26, V =
13:434. We adopt the average of the two as the magnitude at maximum, 13.439 V .
Dierential measurements yield 14.61 V in primary minimum and 14.22 V in seondary
minimum. The V -band light urve is shown in Figure 1. Terrell used the latest version
of the Wilson{Devinney program (Wilson and Devinney 1971, Wilson 1979) to explore
preliminary solutions for the system parameters. As expeted for a light urve with partial
elipses, the mass ratio ould not be determined. A grid of solutions at xed values (0.5
to 1.5) of the mass ratio showed very little variation in the goodness of t. Until the mass
2 IBVS 5029
Table 1: BV R

I

photometry with errors less than 0:
m
02, GSC 3123.1618, omparison and hek stars
Star GSC V B   V V  R

R

  I

variable (max) 3123:1618 13.439 0.990 0.602 0.556
omparison 3123:0834 13.938 1.074 0.584 0.479
hek 3123:0596 13.694 0.671 0.372 0.331
Table 2: Times of minima, GSC 3123.1618
HJD 2400000+ Error  Epoh O   C Observer Type
51721.6729 0.0003  175.5 +0.0005 Kaiser d  V lter
51722.8238 0.0001  171.0  0.0002 Billings d  V lter
51732.8043 0.0001  132.0 0.0000 Billings d  V lter
51739.8413 0.0002  104.5  0.0004 Billings d  V lter
51741.7610 0.0001  97.0  0.0001 Kaiser d  V lter
51756.7314 0.0005  38.5  0.0002 Terrell d  B lter
51756.8594 0.0002  38.0  0.0001 Terrell d  B lter
51766.4559 0.0005  0.5  0.0001 Blattler d  unltered
51766.5841 0.0005 0.0 +0.0001 Blattler d  unltered
51771.4464 0.0006 +19 +0.0002 Blattler d  unltered
51781.4271 0.0010 +58.0 +0.0005 Blattler d  unltered
51781.5543 0.0015 +58.5  0.0002 Blattler d  unltered
51790.6392 0.0001 +94.0 0.0000 Kaiser d  V lter
51864.5962 0.0001 +383  0.0001 Billings d  V lter
51867.6670 0.0001 395 0.0001 Billings d  V lter
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Figure 1. Phased light urve, GSC 3123.1618  V lter
ratio an be determined by spetrosopi observations, we annot make any denitive
laims about the nature of the system. However, our solutions indiate that the system
is in weak or broken ontat.
This observing projet was onduted in assoiation with the AAVSO elipsing binary
program. We wish to thank Marvin Baldwin, hairman of the AAVSO Elipsing Binary
Committee, for bringing this variable to our attention. P.R. Guilbault and D.B. Williams
assisted in preparing this report for publiation. Billings aknowledges the use of software
(KAPPA, PHOTOM) provided by the Starlink Projet whih is run by CCLRC on behalf
of PPARC.
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ON THE VARIABILITY OF THREE GUIDE STAR CATALOGUE STARS
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Ground based CCD photometry of three Guide Star Catalogue (GSC) stars (GSC
0742602146, 0777501959 and 0781801912) is presented. Two of these objets (GSC
0742602146 and 0781801912) were already reported as variable by Zwintz et al. (2000).
They have analyzed photometri data of the Fine Guidane Sensors of the Hubble Spae
Telesope. It is espeially important to onrm these results with ground based observa-
tions in order to prove the reliability and stability of these sensors. Kushnig et al. (1997)
already reported the onrmation for two of suh objets. But further data are needed
to unambiguously establish the apability of these instruments to detet even very low
amplitude variability.
The photometri observations were made in the nights 26/27.05. and 30/31.05.1995
with the 61-m Bohum telesope at ESO{La Silla (observer: E. Paunzen). The telesope
was equipped with a nitrogen-ooled Thompson 7882 CCD (384576 pixel) orresponding
to a eld-of-view of about 3
0
 4
0
. Continuous observations with an integration time of 60
seonds using a standard Johnson V lter were made.
A spetrum of GSC 0777501959 was observed with the 190-m telesope at the South
Afrian Astronomial Observatory with the long slit spetrograph in the night of 31.01/
01.02.2001 (observer: C. Foellmi). The 300 lines/mm grating gave a resolution of about
5

A and overed a spetral range from 3000 to 8000

A. The exposure time was 300
seonds.
The basi redution steps (bias-subtration, dark-orretion, at-elding) were arried
out within standard IRAF routines. Standard aperture photometry within the IRAF
task APPHOT was performed. For eah program star, three omparison stars within the
orresponding eld were hosen. These objets are listed in Table 1. They all turned out
to be onstant. For the nal light urves (Figure 1) the dierenes of all omparison stars
with respet to the orresponding program stars were alulated, but for reasons of larity,
only one dierential light urve for eah objet was plotted in the orresponding gure.
Sine no photometri standard regions were observed, it is not possible to transform
the nal values to Johnson V . However, we are only interested in the variability of the
program stars and not in determining more aurate apparent visual magnitudes.
2 IBVS 5030
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Figure 1. The light urves of GSC 0742602146 (upper panel), GSC 0777501959 (middle panel) and
GSC 0781801912 (lower panel). The full irles are the dierential data for (V   C1) whereas the open
irles orrespond to (C1  C2). The arrows mark 0:
m
02 (V )
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Table 1: All observed program and omparison stars
GSC  (2000) Æ (2000) V
0742602146 19 40 00  31 13 16 12.0 V
0742602121 19 40 05  31 12 40 14.9 C1
0742602105 19 40 05  31 12 15 14.5 C2
0742602163 19 39 53  31 14 26 14.8 C3
0777501959 12 49 09  41 12 26 12.4 V
0777501766 12 49 10  41 12 04 14.9 C1
0777501872 12 49 12  41 12 27 14.6 C2
0777501935 12 49 09  41 13 29 15.6 C3
0781801912 14 32 00  44 26 29 11.6 V
0781801932 14 32 06  44 27 09 12.8 C1
0781802269 14 32 03  44 28 38 14.4 C2
0781802447 14 31 54  44 26 04 14.7 C3
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Figure 2. The lassiation spetrum of GSC 0777501959 whih results in a spetral type of A3V
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Zwintz et al. (2000) reported Æ Suti type pulsation for GSC 0742602146 (VGS 17
therein) and GSC 0781801912 (VGS 19). VGS 17 shows multiperiodiity whih is in
line with the spetral lassiation (A9). The light urve presented in Figure 1 (upper
panel) onrms this result. A dominant period of 120 minutes and an amplitude of 0:
m
02
was found using a standard Fourier tehnique. Due to the rather short time sale of the
observations, no additional period ould be established.
The variability of VGS 19 was a matter of debate (Zwintz et al. 2000). The reasons
were the reported apparent period (about 50 minutes whih is approximately half the
orbital period of the Hubble Spae Telesope) and the very low amplitude (1.5 mmag).
Furthermore, the B   V value from the TYCHO atalogue (0:
m
54) was not ompatible
with Stromgren uvby photometry (b   y = 0:
m
179) (Zwintz et al. 2000). It is out of
sope of this note to solve this disrepany. However, the light urve shown in Figure 1
(lower panel) results in a formal numerial solution with a period of 70 minutes and an
amplitude of 0:
m
008 onrming a Æ Suti type pulsation.
The photometri variability of GSC 0777501959 is evident from Figure 1 (middle panel;
note that no other time resolved photometri data have been published yet) with a period
of about 75 minutes and an amplitude of 0:
m
01. But the nature of it was not lear at
rst sight beause TYCHO photometry (B   V =  0:269  0:175) results in an early
type spetral lassiation. Taking the (unknown) interstellar reddening into aount
(although with a galati latitude of +21 degrees, it should not be very large), one derives
a spetral type of B5 or even earlier. We therefore have deided to obtain a lassiation
resolution spetrum. The lassiation follows the standard proedures within the MK
lassiation sheme (Paunzen 2000). We derive a spetral type of A3V (Figure 2) whih
plaes this star within the lassial instability strip. One tends to believe that the V
and B olors listed in the TYCHO atalog are mixed up resulting in B   V = +0:
m
269.
However, we are ondent that these objets show multiperiodi Æ Suti type pulsation.
Referenes:
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WY Tri: A NEW SU UMa-TYPE DWARF NOVA
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WY Tri is a UG-type atalysmi variable (Downes et al. 1997) loated at  =
02
h
25
m
00:
s
57, Æ = +32
Æ
59
0
54:
00
9 (J2000.0), with a magnitude range of 13.8 { >17.0 m
pg
.
The objet has been disovered by L. Meinunger (Meinunger 1986) in 1986 on plates of a
eld around  Trianguli, taken with the 40/160 and 40/195-m astrographs of Sonneberg
Observatory. Meinunger reognised the UG type of variability and gave the objet the
preliminary designation S 10919. He also published a nding hart, and noted that the
variable is visible at minimum light on Palomar Atlas harts as a blue objet. A detailed
nding hart is given in (Downes et al. 1997).
Five distint outbursts of WY Tri are listed by Meinunger, the brightest one showing
the variable at 13.8 m
pg
, although the average maximum magnitude derived from his
observations is 15.0 m
pg
only. Apart from this, very little seems to have been published
about the outbursting harateristis of WY Tri. More reently, the objet has reeived
some attention from amateur variable star observers around the world.
The shortest likely interval between outbursts of WY Tri is about 381 days, but from
the sparse observations it is impossible to onlude whether this is the true outburst yle
of the objet, or just a multiple. More intensive monitoring of WY Tri will be required
to derive the preise values of the outburst and superoutburst yles. The outburst
amplitude is over 3:
m
2.
The Deember 2000 outburst of WY Tri was rst reported by Johen Pietz (Pietz
2000), who found the objet around 15:
m
7 on unltered CCD images taken on 2000,
Deember 16.914 UT. For the rst time, this outburst was monitored intensively by CCD
photometry, the results of whih are disussed below.
Upon notiation of the outburst of WY Tri through VSNET (Pietz 2000), an ob-
serving ampaign was launhed at the Belgian node of the Center for Bakyard Astro-
physis (CBA). The CBA is a multi-longitude network of professional and amateur as-
tronomers (Patterson 1998), who study periodi phenomena in atalysmi variables.
Target ampaigns and results of the CBA are regularly reviewed on the CBA Web site
(http://ba.phys.olumbia.edu).
The CBA ampaign on WY Tri ourred during very favourable onditions, with the
variable being visible almost all night long. We aumulated 29.7 hours of overage over
4 nights and obtained 1336 datapoints. Details are listed in Table 1. Time-resolved and
dierential (variable omparison) CCD photometry of WY Tri was done at CBA Belgium
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Table 1: Log of photometry
UT Date JD Start Length (hr) Points
20-De-2000 2451899.3499 4.58 246
21-De-2000 2451900.2334 7.87 354
22-De-2000 2451901.2134 8.40 391
23-De-2000 2451902.1976 8.88 345
Figure 1. Light urve of WY Tri
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Figure 2. Period analysis of WY Tri
Figure 3. Averaged phase diagram of WY Tri
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using a 0.35-m f=6:3 Shmidt-+Cassegrain telesope, mounted on an AstroTehniek FM-
98 German equatorial mount, and equipped with a SBIG ST-7 CCD amera (Kodak KAF-
0400 CCD for imaging and Texas Instruments TC211 CCD for guiding). For a omplete
desription of the CBA Belgium Observatory equipment and software, see (Vanmunster
et al. 2000a). During the 4 observing nights, we used GSC 2327 1839 (11:
m
8) as the
omparison star, whose onstany was onrmed by other hek stars.
Our Deember 20, 2000 observations revealed already fully grown superhumps with an
amplitude of 0:
m
39, and allowed the immediate lassiation of the objet as a new SU
UMa-type atalysmi variable (Vanmunster 2000b). The initial stage of the outburst
probably has been missed. Further observations at CBA Belgium were obtained over the
next nights (Figure 1), allowing a more detailed analysis of the superhump period. After
removing linear trends from the light urve, we performed a period analysis using the
Phase Dispersion Minimization PDM method (Stellingwerf 1978). The resulting theta
diagram is shown in Figure 2. The best superhump period is 0:
d
07847 ( 0:
d
00002). The
mean waveform of WY Tri is shown in Figure 3 (averaged data), and is a lassial footprint
of a ommon superhump prole. The superhump full amplitude was about 0:
m
39.
The above superhump period value is in good agreement with results obtained at
other observatories during the Deember 2000 outburst of WY Tri. In partiular, data
from Kyoto University, Japan and Copernius Observatory, Czeh Republi, yielded a
superhump period of 0:
d
078483 (Uemura 2000).
The Deember 2000 eruption light urve of WY Tri indiates a maximum magnitude
of 15:
m
1 (unltered CCD images), but sine parts of the initial outburst phase likely have
been missed, it is unertain if this represents the true maximum magnitude value attained
by the variable. The nal fading of the objet took plae with an average deline rate of
0:
m
15 per day, whih is a typial value for dwarf novae in superoutburst.
We also examined the post-superoutburst behaviour of WY Tri, as some SU UMa-type
dwarf novae are known to show rebrightenings during this stage. However, no evidene
of suh a rebrightening was found, both in our own CCD monitoring during two weeks
following the steep deline, and in reports submitted to VSNET.
There is still an important amount of harateristis of WY Tri to be unovered. There-
fore, this objet should reeive all possible attention from both amateur and professional
astronomers.
Aknowledgements. We are grateful to the Center for Bakyard Astrophysis for
their ontinuous support in our stellar CCD photometry researh work.
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EUVE J0854+390: A NEW CATACLYSMIC VARIABLE
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We report the identiation of a new Catalysmi Variable (CV) in the eld of EUVE
J0854+390. EUVE J0854+390 was deteted in the Extreme Ultraviolet Explorer (EUVE)
all-sky survey (Bowyer et al. 1996) at 30 ts/kse in the 100

A bandpass and reported
in the Lampton et al. 1997 atalog of fainter EUVE soures with ROSAT detetions.
Follow-up optial observations of the lass of unidentied EUVE all-sky survey soures
(\NOID's") has previously had suess in nding atalysmi variables (e.g. EUVE J1429-
38.0, Craig et al. 1995, 1996, & EUVE J2115-586, Craig et al. 1996; Vennes et al. 1996).
We observed the eld entered on the EUVE position of EUVE J0854+390 on 18 February
1997 as part of our EUVE NOID optial identiation program with the Lik Shane 3-
meter telesope and Kast spetrograph. The Kast is a double spetrograph with a blue
side overing the wavelength region of 3600{5250

A and  5500{7500

A on the red side.
This setup yields a spetral resolution of 1.7

A/pixel.
There were three exposures of the CV, starting at 10:04 UT on Feb 18, 1997 and
these are summarized in the observing log in Table 1. two of the exposures the slit was
entered on other stars in the and the exposures were muh shorter. result of spetra
entered on other objets was also in the slit. The optial spetra of EUVE J0854+390
showed Balmer, He I (4471, 5876

A) and He II (4686

A) lines strongly in emission with
the ontinuum inreasing toward the blue and indiating the soure is a CV, probably
magneti. The rst 25 minute exposure found the lines to be blue-shifted by  200 km/s
and was followed by a 60-minute exposure. This seond observation found the soure to
be  2 times brighter and with the emission lines shifted to the red. The average line
shift was about  6

A or  400 km/s. The third exposure, started at 11:45 UT, found the
soure to be  7 times fainter than the previous exposure with lines red-shifted by  100
km/s, although limited by low signal. The measured radial veloities suggest the soure
period is less than 2 hours, although the poor sampling is not denitive, and further
observations are needed. We show the two brightest optial spetra of EUVE J0854+390
from 18 February 1997 in Figure 1.
For the brightest spetrum we derived B magnitude of 16.4 for EUVE J0854+390 using
spetrophotometry. The optial position derived from the Digitized Sky survey plate (see
Figure 2) is: R.A. 08
h
54
m
14:
s
2, De. +39
Æ
05
0
39:
00
6 (J2000) plaing it about 15
00
from the
EUVE and ROSAT (1RXS J085413.1+390543) soure positions. Follow-up observations
are enouraged.
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Figure 1. Kast blue-side spetra for CV EUVE J0854+390. The bottom spetrum was the rst
30-minute exposure (10:04 UT) and was followed by an hour integration started 34 minutes later
(10:38 UT). The seond exposure found the soure to be 2 times brighter with lines
red-shifted by  6

A
Table 1: Optial observing log
Soure R.A.
opt
De.
opt
Observation Exposure
Air mass
date (se)
EUVE J0854+390 08
h
54
m
14:
s
2 +39
Æ
05
0
39:
00
6 18 Feb 97 10:04 UT 1500 1.21
18 Feb 97 10:38 UT 3600 1.32
18 Feb 97 11:45 UT 1800 1.68
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EUVE J0854+390
Figure 2. Optial nding hart (6
0
 6
0
) from the Digitized Sky Survey entered on the EUVE position
from Lampton et al. (1997). The arrow indiates the CV. EUVE/ROSAT pointing unertainty is
indiated with a irle with a radius of 30
00
. North is up and east to the left
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UBV PHOTOMETRY OF EF Boo
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EF Boo (BD+51
Æ
1929, SAO 29189) was rst reported in the Tyho atalog (Hg et al.,
1997). It was disovered as a part of the Hipparos program by Perryman et al. (1997).
The system has a spetral type of G5 and an EB-type light urve with an amplitude of
0:
m
587 ranging from 9:
m
401 to 9:
m
988 in V (HIPPARCOS, ESA, 1998). Same et al. (1999)
have arried out the rst ground based photometri observations of the system in U , B
and V bands and obtained the following improved ephemeris:
H:J:D: Min I = 2451283:6774(1) + 0:
d
42060833(7) E: (1)
They have haraterized the light urve as a typial W UMa type with spot ativity.
New photometri observations of EF Boo were made on 3 nights during 2000 observing
season with a 30-m Maksutov telesope at the Ankara University Observatory. The
observations were seured by using a single hannel OPTEC SSP-5A photometer head
whih ontains a side on R-1414 Hamamatsu photomultiplier and the UBV lter set lose
to the standard system. Dierential observations, in the sense variable minus omparison,
were orreted for the atmospheri extintion and the light time eet. The same star
of Same et al. (1999) was seleted as omparison (SAO 29183 = BD+51
Æ
1927 = HD
127807). Their hek star was rejeted sine they have reported that it is a variable star.
The standard errors of our observations are about 0:
m
024, 0:
m
015, and 0:
m
016 in U , B and
V lters, respetively.
Two new minima times were obtained from our observations by using the well known
method of Kwee and van Woerden (1956). A list of all available minima times, together
with ours, are given in Table 1. A new O C urve was formed by using all these epohs
and the following improved light element was derived by tting a linear funtion:
H:J:D: Min I = 2448500:3016(5) + 0:
d
42051309(0) E: (2)
New light and olor urves are shown in Figure 1 together with the Hipparos light
urve. Although the light urve is EW type, it was noted to be EB type in HIPPARCOS
(ESA, 1998) due to a single erroneous observation in mid-primary elipse. No signiant
phase dependene of the olor urves in Figure 1 indiates ontat onguration for the
system. The light levels estimated by averaging data around the maxima and minima (by
taking a  = 0:03 interval) and their dierenes are listed in Table 2. The errors in
the estimates are slightly lower than the standard errors of the respetive observations.
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Table 1: All available minima times of EF Boo. The O C values were alulated by using Equation (2)
JD Hel.
Min Filter O   C Referene
2400000+
48500.30180 I 0.0002 HIPPARCOS ESA (1998)
51282.8356(6) I UBV  0:0011 Same et al. (1999)
51283.6776(1) I UBV  0:0002 "
51283.8889(1) II UBV 0.0009 "
51284.7290(1) II UBV  0:0001 "
51284.9386(6) I UBV  0:0007 "
51712.391(17) II UBV 0.0003 This work
51719.330(04) I UBV 0.0007 This work
Table 2: The light levels and their dierenes in the light urves of EF Boo
u b v HIP
Max. light at 0.75 0.120 0.480 0.789 9.401
Max. light at 0.25 0.131 0.486 0.781 9.401
Min. light at 0.00 0.703 1.032 1.328 9.988
Min. light at 0.50 0.684 1.000 1.310 9.896
max (m
0:75
 m
0:25
)  0:011  0:006 0.008 0.0
min (m
0:00
 m
0:50
) 0.019 0.032 0.018 0.092
Depth of Min. I 0.578 0.549 0.543 0.587
Depth of Min. II 0.559 0.517 0.525 0.495






     
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Figure 1. The light and olor urves of EF Boo
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A omparison of the light levels shows no sign of any asymmetry and O'Connell eet.
However a omparison with HIP light urve reveals that the primary elipse is slightly
shallower while the seondary elipse is slightly deeper in our light urves (see Table 2).
We aknowledge the observing time at the Ankara University Observatory, and the
partial support by the Researh Fund of Canakkale Onsekiz Mart University.
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The relatively bright EW type binary V899 Her (HD 149684 = BD+33
Æ
2748, 
2000
=
16
h
35
m
02:
s
0, Æ
2000
= +33
Æ
12
0
48:
00
0) was rst disovered by HIPPARCOS (ESA, 1998). The
photometri observations of the system by HIPPARCOS show a W UMa type light urve
with an amplitude of 0:
m
121 ranging from 7:
m
935 to 8:
m
056 and with two equal minima
depths. The mean orbital period derived by HIPPARCOS from the best light urve t
is 0:
d
421173 and the epoh is given as JD 2448500.136 (ESA, 1998). The spetral type of
the system is given as F8.
The rst ground-based observations of V899 Her were made on 2 nights during 2000
observing season with the same equipments and tehnique desribed by

Ozdemir et al.
(2001). The omparison star is BD+33
Æ
2771 (HIP 81763), and the hek stars are
BD+34
Æ
2826 (HIP 81732), BD+34
Æ
2799 (HIP 80806), BD+34
Æ
2820 (SAO 65448), and
BD+34
Æ
2776 (HIP 80279). Dierential magnitudes, in the sense heks minus ompari-
son, were used to determine the standard errors (whih are 0:
m
020, 0:
m
016, and 0:
m
021) of
our observations in U , B and V bands, respetively.
The light and olor urves were plotted in Figure 1 together with the HIPPARCOS
light urve. The light level estimates by taking a  = 0:03 interval around the maxima
and minima, and their dierenes are listed in Table 1. It an be seen in Figure 1 and
Table 1 that the maxima of all light urves, espeially in U band, show a marginal evidene
of being unequal with exhibiting slightly higher maxima at 0.25. There is not any lear
evidene for the asymmetry in the light urves. A new minima time is derived from the
observations by using the Kwee and van Woerden (1956) method and given in Table 2,
together with Hipparos' determination. These minima times were used in forming the
O   C diagram of V899 Her and were tted by a linear funtion to obtain a new light
element of the system:
H:J:D: Min I = 2448500:13600 + 0:
d
42117220(4) E: (1)
We aknowledge the observing time at the Ankara University Observatory, and the
partial support by the Researh Fund of Canakkale Onsekiz Mart University.
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Table 1: The light levels and their dierenes in the light urves of V899 Her
u b v HIP
Max. light at 0.75 0.007  0:026  0:071 7.935
Max. light at 0.25  0:008  0:029  0:075 7.939
Min. light at 0.00 0.131 0.109 0.065 8.056
Min. light at 0.50 0.141 0.102 0.061 8.054
max. (m
0:75
 m
0:25
) 0.015 0.003 0.004  0:004
min. (m
0:00
 m
0:50
)  0:010 0.007 0.004 0.002
Depth of Min. I 0.132 0.137 0.138 0.119
Depth of Min. II 0.142 0.130 0.134 0.117
Table 2: All available minima times of V899 Her. The O C values were alulated by using the improved
ephemeris
JD Hel.
Min Filter O   C Referene
2400000+
48500.13600 I 0.0 HIPPARCOS ESA (1998)
51708.415(26) II UBV 0.0 This work
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Figure 1. The light and olor urves of V899 Her
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ERRATUM FOR IBVS 4941
In IBVS 4941 a minimum time (2448383.4256) of BO CVn is wrong. The orret value
is 2448383.4156.
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J1714.9+4210: A VARIABLE FAINT HIGH-LATITUDE CARBON STAR
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As a by-produt of a variability{proper motion survey for quasars (Brunzendorf &
Meusinger 2001), we deteted a further member of the lass of faint high-latitude arbon
star (FHLCS). It was lassied, at rst, as a quasar andidate due to its strong variabil-
ity and zero-proper motion, but was spetrosopially onrmed as a arbon star, alled
hereafter FHLCS J1714.9+4210. The basi data are summarized in Table 1. There is
no entry in the SIMBAD database or in the IRAS FSC at this position. An indepen-
dent identiation of this star with an FHLCS has been announed by Kurtanidze &
Nikolashvili (2000) who identied it with the entry #3801 in the Seond edition of the
General Catalogue of Cool Carbon Stars (Stephenson 1989).
Table 1: Basi data for FHLCS J1714.9+4210
R.A. =
(J2000.0)
17
h
14
m
57:
s
5
DEC = +42
Æ
10
0
22:
00
9
= l 67
Æ
= b 35
Æ
= V 16:
m
1
= U   B > 1:
m
5
= B   V 2:
m
6
= V   R 1:
m
0
= 

os Æ  1:2 1:6 mas yr
 1
= 
Æ
+0:1 1:2 mas yr
 1
A low-dispersion spetrum (Fig. 1) was obtained in July 1998 with CAFOS at the
2.2-m telesope of the German{Spanish Astronomial Centre on Calar Alto, equipped
with a B-400 grism and a SITe1d CCD. Redution and wavelength alibration of the
spetra were done in a standard fashion using the MIDAS pakage. The spetrum with
a resolution of 20

A shows pronouned C
2
and CN bands and weak or absent atomi
hydrogen lines. A seond spetrum, taken two years later, shows only little variations
of the overall piture. With its strong arbon bands and a sharp bandhead of C
2
at
 6181, FHLCS J1714.9+4210 resembles stars whih have been identied as dwarf arbon
stars (dCs) due to their large proper motions; aording to Green et al. (1992), these
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Figure 1. Low-dispersion spetrum (not ux-alibrated) of FHLCS J1714.9+4210
features are indiative of dCs rather than of giants. FHLCS J1714.9+4210 is probably an
ounter-example as it does not show a signiant proper motion (see below).
The long-term B-band light-urve (Fig. 2) was obtained from the photometri redu-
tion of 117 digitised Tautenburg Shmidt plates with limiting magnitudes B
lim
= 19{21
taken between 1964 to 1997. The plates were alibrated by means of published sequenes
of standard stars around M 92. Typial photometri errors on a single plate are 0:
m
1 to
0:
m
2 for the measured magnitude range. FHLCS J1714.9+4210 is found to be variable on
a signiane level larger than 99.99%. Although the sampling of the photometri data
does not allow to study the struture of the light-urve in detail, strong utuations on
short time-sales as well as long-term trends are learly indiated. A period of 0.81 yr
is indiated by Fourier tehnique on a signiane level of 94%. On the other hand, the
struture funtion analysis (e.g., Simonetti et al. 1995) provides no lear-ut evidene for
any periodiity.
The olour indies given in Table 1 are based on the measurements on plates from
the epoh 1968 2. No olour-orretions have been applied sine the Tautenburg olour
system losely mathes the Johnson system.
The absolute proper motion derived from the astrometri redution of the B plates,
whih over a baseline of more than three deades, is unveriably low (Table 1). For
omparison, the omponents of the mean absolute proper motion of the eld stars are
( 3:40:1; 4:30:1) mas yr
 1
with a mean total proper motion of  = 6 mas yr
 1
. The
referene frame is dened by 534 unambiguously identied and well-measured galaxies.
The possibility that FHLCS J1714.9+4210 is a nearby dwarf having by hane suh a
small proper motion an be rejeted on a signiane level larger than 98%. The result of
a zero-proper motion therefore suggests a giant star in the halo rather than a nearby dC.
The galati position of FHLCS J1714.9+4210, i.e. the galatoentri distane R and the
height z above the galati plane, are estimated to (R; z) = (12 kp; 6 kp) if M
v
= 1 (see
IBVS 5035 3
Wallerstein & Knapp 1998), but may be as large as (67 kp; 40 kp) if this star is at the
tip of the AGB.
Figure 2. Long-term B-band lighturve of FHLCS J1714.9+4210
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V-BAND OBSERVATIONS OF V4641 SAGITTARII
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In this note we report high time resolution V Johnson photometry of the miroquasar
V4641 Sgr (SAX J1819.3{2525 = XTE J1819{254). This soure was disovered as an
X-ray transient by BeppoSAX and RossiXTE satellites (In't Zand et al. 1999; Markwardt
et al. 1999). On 1999 September, a very fast transient optial and X-ray outburst was
observed, reahing up to V ' 8:
m
8 and 12 Crab units (Stubbings 1999; Smith et al. 1999).
Rapid X-ray variability, by a fator of 4 on time sales of minutes, was observed at the
time of the outburst (Wijnands & van der Klis 2000). Collimated radio ejeta were also
deteted on this oasion with possible superluminal veloities (Hjellming et al. 2000).
All this evidene suggests the presene of a ompat objet, most probably a blak hole.
The spetral type of the mass donor and its distane have been estimated from optial
observations as A2V and D = 6100 p, respetively (Orosz et al. 2000). This distane
value is signiantly far away than the nearby  0:5 kp independently obtained from the
radio data (Hjellming et al. 2000), based on the inferred proper motion of the ejeta and
other assumptions. Reent photometri and spetrosopi work by Chaty et al. (2001a,b)
give support to the optial estimates, with these basi parameters being onstrained to be
most likely B3-A2 V and 4 < D < 8 kp. If the high distane values are orret, V4641
Sgr should be onsidered a High Mass X-ray Binary (HMXRB) miroquasar instead of a
low mass system.
The previous optial photometri observations indiated variability on time sales of
days and months (see e.g. Kato et al. 1999). The present note is mainly an attempt to
explore the V4641 Sgr variability on muh shorter time sales, i.e. from a few minutes to
a few hours.
Our dierential photometry observations were obtained with the 1.23-m telesope of
the Centro Astronomio Hispano Aleman (CAHA) observatory, in Almera (Spain). We
observed on three nights during the period 23{29 June 2000. Several lters were used,
but only the V -band observations with wider time overage are disussed here. The total
number of V -band CCD frames proessed was 117. The exposure times were of 30 s, with
a readout time of 30 s sine we used only a small part of the SITe#2b-17 hip. Only three
suitable omparison stars ould be found in the CCD frame being non-saturated, isolated
enough and with brightness similar to the target soure. We nally seleted two of them
whose magnitude dierenes remained well onstant mostly within 0:
m
012, 0:
m
020, and
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Table 1: V -band observations of V4641 Sgr
Julian Day V N
V
2451719.525 14.0 18
2451719.569 14.0
2451723.475 14.0 25
2451723.571 14.0
2451724.423 13.8 74
2451724.574 13.9
0:
m
015, for the nights 23/24, 27/28, and 28/29 June, respetively. These dierenes are
plotted in Fig. 1 and they are indiative of the quality of the dierent nights for dierential
photometry at the high air mass of the soure.
Sine we devoted most of our telesope time to V4641 Sgr, only one or two standard
stars from the list of Landolt (1992) ould be observed eah night. Approximate photo-
metri zero points were thus estimated using average extintion oeÆients suitable for
the CAHA site. In this way we derived V magnitudes for the omparison stars in the
eld, that we adopted in order to express the dierential photometri results in an abso-
lute sale. The absolute alibration ahieved is believed to be aurate at the 0:
m
1 level.
This proedure is useful to provide an idea of the soure real brightness and, of ourse, it
does not hange the relative variations seen in the data. In Table 1, the resulting Johnson
V magnitudes (rounded to 0:
m
1) are given for the beginning and the end of the night, and
the N
V
value refers to the number of exposures obtained for the orresponding night.
The brightness of V4641 Sgr during our run was in the range V = 13:8{14.0, i.e., on-
siderably fainter than the values reported during the 1999 September outburst (Stubbings
1999). Our magnitudes are lose to the faintest observed in the last year (see Kato et al.
1999; Chaty et al. 2001a,b).
In the X-ray domain, the quik-look results provided by the ASM/RXTE team indi-
ated very low X-ray ativity during the time of our Calar Alto observations, with the
soure being pratially undeteted at their beginning. Only on JD 2451723, the ASM ux
inreased to  4 ounts s
 1
, thus suggesting a moderate enhanement of X-ray ativity.
Unfortunately, there is no ASM data for the last night of the CAHA run.
We attempted to searh for variability over time sales of minutes to hours. The
shortest time resolution ahieved in our runs was about 1.5 minutes (100 s) and the
observed behaviour of the soure is presented in Fig. 2.
We did not detet variability, with amplitude higher than 0:
m
02, on the shortest (few
minute) time sales. In ontrast, variability is ertainly present on time sales of hours. In
the lower panel, a brightness derease of about 0:
m
1 during 3.5 h is learly visible. During
this interval, the dierenes between the omparison stars remained onstant pratially
within 0:
m
015 (see Fig. 1). Therefore, the observed trend is fully reliable. A similar
behaviour is also present in simultaneous I band data not inluded in this paper. Weak
traes of a similar hour variability an be seen as well in the rst night (upper panel in
Fig. 2).
The other two HMXRB miroquasars well observed at optial wavelengths are Cyg X-1
and SS 433. Cyg X-1 shows an ellipsoidal modulation in its light urve with amplitude
V = 0:
m
04, with a dierene only of 0:
m
02 between the high and low X-ray states (Brok-
sopp et al. 1999; Karitskaya & Goranskij 1996). In ontrast, SS 433 shows dierent lasses
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Figure 1. V magnitude dierenes between omparison and hek star in the V4641 Sgr frames for the
three dierent nights of observation
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Figure 2. The Johnson V band observations of V4641 Sgr during June 2000. Short term variability,
on time sale of minutes, is not visible. However, we do see during the last night a derease in
brightness of  0:
m
1 over a time sale of about 3 hours. A similar variability probably ourred during
the rst night too. In all these three panels, the Y axis interval orresponds to 0:
m
25, and the X axis size
expands over 5 hours (= 0:208 days)
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of optial variability identied by their orresponding time sales  (see e.g. Zwitter et
al. 1991): lass (a) with  > 6 h; lass (b) with   1 h; lass () with   10 min.
For lasses (b) and (), the amplitude does not exeed typially 0:
m
1. The deteted varia-
tions of V4641 Sgr are reminisent, both in time sale and amplitude, of the SS 433 lass
(b) variability, whih aording to Zwitter et al. (1991) should be interpreted as originat-
ing in an extended orona surrounding the jets. However, with the present observations
we annot rule out alternative possibilities for the observed trend, suh as being part of an
ellipsoidal modulation or due to orbital and preessional motion (lass a). The ellipsoidal
modulation possibility is ertainly a serious explanation to be onsidered, speially tak-
ing into aount the evidene pointed out by Orosz et al. (2000) based on photographi
arhive data.
On the other hand, lass () variability in SS 433 is probably onneted with the jets.
The fat that we do not see this kind of short term variations in V4641 Sgr is onsistent
with the radio quiet state of the soure during the CAHA run. Although simultaneous
radio monitoring from the Green Bank Interferometer (GBI) is not available, the GBI ux
densities at m wavelengths two months before our observations were already onsistent
with zero.
In any ase, further extended photometri monitoring of V4641 Sgr would be advisable
to better onstrain the physial properties of this new miroquasar not yet well studied.
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VARIABLE BSS CANDIDATES IN M3 PROVED TO BE QUASARS
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The discovery of eclipsing binaries among blue straggler stars (BSS) is important to
check ideas for the origin of the BSS phenomenon (binary merging versus collisional merg-
ing, e.g. Bailyn 1995) and, moreover, for the understanding of the dynamical evolution of
dense stellar systems (Hut et al. 1992). In M3, the radial BSS distribution seems to be
consistent with a collisional origin in the centre and binary origin in the outskirts (Bailyn
& Pinsonneault 1995).
In the framework of a variability{proper motion survey (VPMS) for quasars in the eld
centred on M3 (Scholz et al. 1997), we detected three signicantly variable star-like objects
in the cluster halo region having typical BBS colours and magnitudes. Figure 1 shows the
colour{magnitude diagram (CMD) for all star-like objects with a high cluster membership
probability which have: (1) cluster-centric distances 5
0
 r  24
0
(the innermost region
is excluded to minimize eects of image crowding), (2) no nearby neighbour within a
7
00
distance, (3) proper motion vectors close to the centroid of M3 (dened by stars
selected by the rst two constraints and having colour indices compatible with the cluster
CMD), i.e. j~  ~
M3
j  6 mas yr
 1
. Photometric and astrometric data were derived from
Tautenburg Schmidt plates digitized by means of the APM facility, Cambridge. Johnson
B magnitudes were measured on 57 plates, taken in the years 1964 to 1994. A further 6
V plates were used to obtain B  V colour indices. Proper motions were derived from 81
plates altogether with a baseline of three decades. Variability was quantied by means
of a simple yet powerful variability index I
var
(for details, see Scholz et al. 1997). The
three BSS candidates marked in Fig. 1 and listed in Table 1 proved to be variable on a
signicance level larger than 99.99%.
Follow-up low-resolution spectroscopy with CAFOS at the 2.2-m telescope of the
German{Spanish Astronomical Centre on Calar Alto surprisingly revealed that all three
variable BSS candidates are quasars with redshifts z  1{1.5 (Table 1). Their absolute
proper motions are consistent with both the cluster proper motion and the zero-proper
motion constraint for quasars due to the small absolute proper motion of M3. Of course,
[HB93] 1340+287 was catalogued as a quasar long before (Hewitt & Burbidge 1989); our
observations have just conrmed the earlier redshift measurement.
We conclude that samples of variable BSS candidates in the outer regions of high-
latitude globular clusters can be substantially contaminated by low-redshift quasars.
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Figure 1. Colour{magnitude diagram of M3. Strongly variable BSS candidates are marked by
octagons, other strongly variable stars detected by the VPMS are indicated by open squares
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Table 1: Basic data for three variable BSS candidates in M3
VPMS # 12 006 12 465 15 224
R.A. (J2000.0) 13
h
41
m
07:
s
5 13
h
42
m
30:
s
9 13
h
42
m
54:
s
5
DEC (J2000.0) +28

39
0
36
00
+28

37
0
25
00
+28

28
0
06
00
B 18.9 18.1 18.4
B   V 0.40 0.28 0.35
I
var
2.8 3.4 2.3
SIMBAD identiers NSV6388 RXJ1342.5+2837 [HB93] 1340+287
spectroscopic identication QSO (z = 1:580) QSO (z = 1:272) QSO (z = 1:037)
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TIMES OF MINIMUM OF ECLIPSING BINARIES FROM ROTSE1 CCD
DATA, II: SUSPECTED AND RECENTLY NAMED VARIABLES
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In the rst part of a series of papers (Diethelm, 2001), we have reported the timings
of minimum light of known elipsing binaries extrated from ROTSE-1 (Roboti Optial
Transient Searh Experiment 1) survey data, as reported in Akerlof et al. (2000). The orig-
inal measurements are publily available through the internet (http://www.umih.edu/
~rotse).
In Table 1 of this seond paper in the series, the derived timings are presented for
the suspeted and reently named variables aording to the New Catalogue of Suspeted
Variable Stars (NSV). In eah ase, the data have been folded into a seasonal light
urve using the ROTSE1 period value or the reently published elements of variation (see
remarks on individual stars below). The time of minimum was then found with the help
of the Kwee{Van Woerden algorithm (Kwee and Van Woerden, 1956).
Table 1: Times of minimum of elipsing binaries
Star
Type JD(hel,min) est. error
of min. (days)
ROTSE1 J124337.15+384415.1 = GSC3021.2642 p 2451305.7378 0.0007
s 2451306.8821 0.0004
ROTSE1 J125241.77+261637.4 = GSC1995.2249 p 2451277.8543 0.0014
s 2451288.8720 0.0015
ROTSE1 J131759.92+300801.0 = GSC2535.670 s 2451260.8492 0.0001
p 2451275.7062 0.0004
ROTSE1 J134651.80+225714.7 = GSC1999.518 p 2451260.7047 0.0007
s 2451286.8695 0.0007
ROTSE1 J181210.81+305512.9 = GSC2622.1151 p 2451259.8761 0.0017
ROTSE1 J184241.47+452902.9 = GSC3527.1195 s 2451304.860 0.002
p 2451312.864 0.002
Remarks on individual variables:
ROTSE1 J124337.15+384415.1 = NSV5904 = GSC3021.2642 = WR125: Very re-
ently, Vandenbroere et al. (2001) have reported a omplete CCD light urve of this EW
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type elipsing binary. Our minima t their elements of variation well (O   C =  0:0030
and  0:0028 days).
ROTSE1 J125241.77+261637.4 = NSV19516 = GSC1995.2249: This elipsing binary
is of the EB type (m
p
= 10:74; m
s
= 10:68). The maximum following the primary
minimum is slightly brighter (10.53 mag) than the one following the seondary (10:
m
55).
ROTSE1 J131759.92+300801.0 = NSV6177 = SVS 1257 = GSC2535.670 = LL Com:
During the ourse of this work, we beame aware of the fat, that this EB type variable has
already been investigated (Frank et al., 1996) and given a oÆial name (LL Com). The
minima reported in Table 1 yield O   C values of +0.0439 and +0.0386 days in respet
to the elements of variation given by Frank et al. (1996), indiating the neessity of a
slight orretion to their period (new value: 0.4069125 days), in good agreement with the
period reported by the ROTSE team. We have also used the photographi data from the
paper in whih the variability of SVS 1257 was announed (Kurohkin, 1959) to dedue
times of minimum light. These turn out to be: JDH2434127.370(2), JDH2435540.545(2)
and JDH2435929.531(5), all of whih are timing of primary minima. Sine we have no
additional timings in the large time gap between these measurements and our urrent
data, no renement of the period value is possible.
ROTSE1 J134651.80+225714.7 = GSC1999.518 = S 8090: This variable is of the EW
type with deep minima (13:
m
1{13:
m
8) and a rather short period (0:
d
241168 days)
ROTSE1 J181210.81+305512.9 = NSV10369 = GSC2622.1151 = S 8606: A lose in-
spetion of the ROTSE light urve made it plausible, that the value of the period has
to be doubled to 1.123874 days. Although no observations around the phase of the se-
ondary minimum are available, we are ondent that this interpretation is orret. We
nd this variable to be an Algol type elipsing binary with a primary minimum lasting
for D = 0:
p
18 = 0:
d
19 with an amplitude of 0:
m
65 (12.65{13.3).
ROTSE1 J184241.47+452902.9 = NSV11259 = GSC3527.1195 = S 9326: This is an-
other lose binary of the EW type.
We would like to express our gratitude towards the ROTSE team for making their
data available to the general publi. In addition, the ross-referene table provided by
B. Ski through M. Baldwin of the AAVSO is thankfully aknowledged. It proved to be
very helpful for the identiation of the ROTSE soures.
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Variability in both HD 88278 (HIP 49416) and HD 128862 (HIP72055) was rst dis-
overed by the Hipparos mission, with both stars lassied as \Unsolved" variables (ESA
1997). Periodogram analysis of the Hipparos epoh photometry suggests single frequen-
ies of 15.7 d
 1
(amplitude 21 mmag, HD 88278) and 22.7 d
 1
(amplitude 16 mmag,
HD 128862) in the two sets of observations (Fig. 1). This prompted us to obtain short
observing runs on these stars, in order to onrm the periodi variations.
All observations were made using the photoeletri Modular Photometer attahed to
the 0.5-m telesope of the South Afrian Astronomial Observatory. Measurements on-
sisted of a ontinuous stream of 10 seond integrations through a B lter, with oasional
interruptions in order to monitor the sky bakground. One short observation run (2.3
hours) on HD 88278, and two short runs on HD 128862 (durations of 2.7 and 3.5 hours),
were obtained. Standard redution proedures for suh observations were followed. The
resulting light urves, onsisting of one minute averages of the redued data, are shown
in Figures 2 and 3.
A sinusoid with the frequeny determined from the Hipparos data was tted to the
HD 88278 data by least squares, and is plotted with the observations in Fig. 2. Given
that no orretions to the data were made for atmospheri transpareny variations, the t
is quite good. We onlude that the star is indeed variable with the Hipparos frequeny
of 15.72375 d
 1
. (The least squares unertainty is 4 in the last quoted digit: the high
auray is due to the long time baseline of the Hipparos observations). The amplitude
in the B-band is about 42 mmags.
It is lear from Fig. 3 that a single stable periodiity annot adequately desribe the
observations of HD 128862 | for example, the amplitude during the rst run is on-
siderably lower. A near-perfet t to the observations is possible with a four-frequeny
solution, but given the pauity of data, muh redene ould not be put in it, partiularly
as the amplitude of the star may simply be variable. Least squares tting of a single sinu-
soid gives a best frequeny of 10.4 d
 1
(or nearby 1 d
 1
aliases). There is no exeptional
feature in the amplitude spetrum in Fig. 1 whih orresponds to this rather obvious
frequeny in our data. However, examination of the window funtion of the Hipparos
data shows that strong aliases may be expeted at separations of  11:3 d
 1
from the
true frequenies in the data, so that the most prominent feature in Fig. 1 (bottom panel)
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Figure 1. Amplitude spetra alulated for the Hipparos epoh photometry of HD 88278 (top panel)
and HD 128862 (bottom panel). Prewhitening by subtrating appropriate sinusoids from the datasets
leaves residuals without any pronouned features in their amplitude spetra
Figure 2. The B-band observations of HD 88278, and a tted sinusoid with a frequeny of 15.7 d
 1
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Figure 3. The B-band observations of HD 128862
may be an alias of a true frequeny of 11.4 d
 1
. The latter frequeny is reonilable with
the results of our observations.
The Hipparos parallaxes of the stars, together with their V magnitudes, give absolute
visual magnitudesM
V
of 1:520:17 and 0:190:75 for HD 88278 and HD 128862. These
luminosities appear to be respetively too low and too high for the MK lassiations of
A4 III/IV (HD 88278) and F0 III/IV (HD 128862) (see Houk & Cowley 1975). Agreement
is better with the photometri absolute visual magnitudes of 0.62 and 1.19 derived from
Crawford's (1979) alibration of the Stromgren photometri indies (Hauk & Mermilliod
1998). Other information derived from the Stromgren photometry is similar E(b   y)
reddenings of 0.07 and 0.06, and Æ
1
indies of 0.23 and 0.19, for HD 88278 and HD 128862
respetively. Finally, the H and 
0
indies an be ompared with the model results of
Moon & Dworetsky (1985) to nd T
e
= 8000 K, log g = 3:6 (HD 88278) and T
e
=
7400 K, log g = 4:0 (HD 128862).
The spetral types, periods and amplitudes of both stars are onsonant with their being
Æ Suti pulsators. We therefore proeed to alulate the implied pulsation onstants
logQ =  6:456  log f + 0:5 log g + 0:1M
bol
+ log T
e
;
f being the frequeny in d
 1
. For HD 88278 we use the Hipparos frequeny, while for
HD 128862, f  11:4 d
 1
is assumed. Resulting pulsation onstants are then 0.016,
0.013 (HD 88278) and 0.023, 0.030 (HD 128862), where the rst value given for eah star
is based on the Hipparos absolute magnitude, and the seond on the photometrially
derived M
V
. These values are normal for Æ Suti stars.
4 IBVS 5039
The authors thank Dr Gerald Handler for supplying an unpublished list of andidate
Æ Suti stars. This researh made use of the SIMBAD database, operated at Strasbourg,
Frane.
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Sixty new times of minima for various elipsing binaries have been determined using
an unltered CCD amera at the Prine George Astronomial Observatory in 2000.
The CCD amera, a SBIG ST6, was mounted at the assegrain fous of the 61-m
telesope and ooled to  40
Æ
C. The amera used a teleompressor lens and operated
at f=7. Images were taken ontinuously using the data aquisition software CCDSoft
on \fous" mode. Depending on exposure time for the star (usually between 10 and 60
seonds), exposures were taken approximately every minute. The duration of observing
runs varied between one and three hours, and typially overed 100{200 or more frames.
Data redution was by MIRA. For more details, see Nelson (2000).
A variety of methods (usually a minimum of three) was used to determine the time
of minimum, depending on the nature of the data set. The methods available were: the
traing paper method, bisetors of hords, urve tting (quadrati on entral part, Fourier
t on the full urve if appropriate) | all on a spreadsheet, and Kwee{van Woerden (1956)
| by separate software. For eah time of minimum, the standard deviation of the resulting
times (from the various methods) was used as a starting point in setting the estimated
error, given in Table 1, olumn 5.
For eah star, the available times of minimum in the literature were gathered and
entered in a spreadsheet; the O C plots therein were used to predit times of minimum
before observing on a given night and, based on earlier works, to determine the type of
minimum. The latter is given in olumn 6 (I = primary, II = seondary).
The O C plots frequently hinted at, or sometimes strongly indiated a period hange;
this information is presented in olumn 7. The period behaviour for some of these stars
has been well studied; others await new data and analyses. All the O   C plots, in
spreadsheet form, may be obtained from the World-Wide Web at the relevant URL in the
referenes.
Some of the results were less aurate than desirable due to problems of sharply varying
sky transpareny during the run and limitations in the duration of the run due to the
onset of louds and other fators.
Another problem was the oasional ambiguous identity of the variable; the GCVS 4
position did not agree with the GSC atalogue position, or with RealSky images (100
ompression of POSS digital sans). In these ases, the equivalenes are given in the
footnotes.
Three light urves at minimum were hosen at random for display. See Figures 1{3.
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Table 1
UT date Star
Comp. star Minimum Estimated
Type
Period
New period
(GSC No.) HJD 24. . . error hange?
2000-10-15 AD And 3641-0023 51832.81735 0:
d
00007 I { 0:
d
9861911
2000-06-02 BL And 3635-1961 51697.82162 0.00009 I { 0.7223759
2000-09-25 CN And 2787-1803 51812.8787 0.0002 I yes? 0.4627898
2000-10-11 DS And 2816-1250 51828.6893 0.0001 I { 1.0105195
2000-08-05 LO And 3637-0897 51761.8118 0.0003 II? yes? 0.3808235
2000-02-05 SS Ari* 1758-0121 51579.7217 0.0003 II { 0.4059839
2000-09-27 ZZ Aur 2915-0468 51814.89102 0.00006 I { 0.6012168
2000-12-28 AH Aur 1887-1240 51906.95915 0.0006 II { 0.4942714
2000-02-13 AC Boo 3474-0834 51588.0118 0.0006 I yes 0.3524441
2000-03-29 TY Boo 2568-0991 51632.79821 0.00005 I { 0.3171503
2000-12-09 UZ CMi 0184-1875 51887.9262 0.0001 II { 0.7619496
2000-09-23 AZ Cam 4547-1052 51810.8735 0.0001 I yes? 1.3192308
2000-03-04 WW Cam 4673-1078 51607.7921 0.0006 I yes? 2.2743713
2000-08-30 CW Cas 4020-1387 51786.8746 0.0002 II yes? 0.3188638
2000-09-16 V364 Cas 3270-0612 51803.8936 0.0004 I { 1.5430662
2000-09-26 V364 Cas 3270-0612 51813.9229 0.0003 II { 1.5430662
2000-07-22 V523 Cas 3257-1068 51747.8792 0.0001 I yes 0.2336930
2000-12-07 V541 Cas* 4050-0957 51885.8766 0.0001 II { 0.9098486
2000-03-05 VZ Cep 4470-1497 51608.7237 0.0003 I yes? 1.1833637
2000-12-11 WZ Cep 4486-1402 51889.6940 0.0001 I { 0.4174453
2000-05-15 BE Cep 3996-0441 51679.8576 0.0002 II { 0.4243941
2000-12-07 EF Cep 4523-0854 51885.7625 0.0004 I { 0.6061077
2000-01-21 EG Cep 4585-0165 51564.86095 0.00008 I { 0.5446224
2000-03-19 GW Cep A 4502-0724 51622.5520 0.0001 I { 0.3188440
2000-03-31 GW Cep B 4502-0724 51634.80913 0.00015 II { 0.3188440
2000-04-25 OT Cep 4504-0663 51659.80612 0.00005 I { 0.9624610
2000-04-14 RW Com 1991-1659 51648.77918 0.00025 I { 0.2373453
2000-05-12 RZ Com 1990-3503 51676.7736 0.0003 I { 0.3385073
2000-07-24 CV Cyg 3137-0227 51749.8469 0.0002 II { 0.9834109
2000-06-15 DK Cyg 2712-1841 51710.8499 0.0003 I yes 0.4706928
2000-05-13 V387 Cyg* 2714-0538 51677.9260 0.0004 I { 0.6405966
2000-07-17 V401 Cyg* 2654-1313 51742.8339 0.0002 I yes 05827244
2000-09-25 V463 Cyg* 2656-4079 51812.7731 0.0002 I { 2.1175747
2000-06-16 V513 Cyg 3170-0502 51711.8397 0.0002 I { 1.0561803
2000-12-13 V680 Cyg 3968-0228 51891.8040 0.0003 I { 1.1991437
2000-05-20 RZ Dra 3916-1962 51684.89711 0.00025 I { 0.5508762
2000-03-06 RW Gem 1864-1948 51609.776 0.002 II { 2.8654961
2000-04-16 GW Gem* 1933-0570 51650.77409 0.00007 I { 0.6594445
2000-03-19 SZ Her 2610-1214 51622.96964 0.00025 II { 0.8180968
2000-09-22 CO La 3992-1927 51809.9448 0.0002 I apsidal 1.5422071
2000-05-26 EM La 3982-3238 51690.91843 0.00005 I { 0.3891347
2000-09-21 PP La 3984-1619 51808.6546 0.0001 I { 0.4011633
2000-03-26 XZ Leo 1412-0423 51629.807 0.002 I yes 0.4877373
2000-05-08 CE Leo* 1985-1274 51672.79847 0.00005 I { 0.3034290
2000-06-03 TZ Lyr 3107-0618 51698.82501 0.00005 I { 0.5288272
2000-12-11 BO Mon* 4850-0630 51889.9281 0.0001 I yes 2.2251719
2000-12-13 V496 Mon 0151-1326 51891.8954 0.0002 I { 0.6607624
2000-05-26 V508 Oph* 1019-1850 51690.8308 0.0001 I { 0.3447905
2000-12-28 V343 Ori* 0725-0502 51906.8087 0.0003 I { 0.8091418
2000-09-27 BO Peg* 1127-1477 51814.7788 0.0001 I yes? 0.5804273
2000-08-05 BX Peg* 2197-1946 51761.91545 0.0001 I yes 0.2804168
2000-12-11 V432 Per* 2856-0823 51889.8058 0.0001 I yes 0.3833100
2000-04-14 AU Ser 1502-1573 51648.88903 0.00013 I yes 0.3864935
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Table 1 (ontinued)
UT date Star
Comp. star Minimum Estimated
Type
Period
New period
(GSC No.) HJD 24. . . error hange?
2000-02-12 RZ Tau 1274-1281 51586.7378 0:
d
0001 I { 0:
d
4156768
2000-10-06 AH Tau 1804-2485 51823.8420 0.0001 I yes? 0.3326779
2000-09-24 CT Tau 1871-0434 51811.8973 0.0001 I yes 0.6668249
2000-10-05 EQ Tau* 1260-0575 51822.9035 0.0001 I { 0.3413471
2000-01-29 XY UMa 3805-0990 51572.7472 0.0002 I { 0.478996?
2000-01-30 AG Vir 0871-0330 51573.9120 0.0001 II { 0.6426530
2000-04-25 GP Vul 2151-1825 51659.9171 0.0002 I { 1.0324998
Notes:
SS Ari = GSC 1758-0116; V541 Cas = GSC 4051-1764; V387 Cyg = GSC 2714-0556; V401 Cyg =
GSC 2654-2502; V463 Cyg = GSC 3170-0931; GW Gem = GSC 1933-0692; CE Leo = GSC 1985-1209;
BO Mon = GSC 4837-1454; V508 Oph = GSC 1019-1840; V343 Ori = GSC 0725-1137; BO Peg =
GSC 1127-0916; BX Peg = GSC 2197-1458; V432 Per = GSC 2856-1647; EQ Tau = GSC 1260-0909
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Figure 1. Seondary minimum of the 0:
d
76 W
UMa-type binary UZ Canis Minoris
Figure 2. Primary minimum of the 0:
d
30 W
UMa-type binary CE Leonis
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Figure 3. Primary minimum of the 0:
d
58  Per-type binary BO Pegasi
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ERRATUM FOR IBVS 5040
In IBVS 5040, the time of minimum for the GW Cep on 2002-03-19 (UT) should read
51622.8521.
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PERIODS OF 25 PULSATING RED GIANTS
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As stars expand and ool as red giants, they beome pulsationally unstable. Initially,
the amplitudes are a few hundredths to a few tenths of a magnitude, and the periods are
days to weeks or more; these small-amplitude red variables (SARVs) are the subjet of
this paper. Later, the amplitude and period beome muh greater, and the star beomes
a Mira star. This is one of a series of papers dealing with the searh for, and study of
SARVs; see Pery (1997) for a brief review.
Observations. The observations were obtained by the Amerian Assoiation of Vari-
able Star Observers (AAVSO) photoeletri photometry program (Landis et al. 1992,
Landis 2000). The results reported here are for two groups of stars: (i) those in Table 1
are stars in the general AAVSO PEP program whih did not have suÆient measurements
to be inluded in Pery et al. (1996); the data tend to be sparse at rst, and then denser,
as observers responded to the plea for more observations; (ii) those in Table 2 whih are
primarily stars whih were assigned to spei observers (mostly RRT) as part of \Projet
SARV" (Pery et al. 1994). For both groups of stars, the measurements are made dier-
entially in V only, relative to the omparison and hek stars listed in the tables. They
are orreted for dierential extintion, and redued to the standard V system using the
atalogue values of the B   V olors. The observations are available from the AAVSO:
25 Birh Street, Cambridge MA 02138, USA; e-mail: aavsoaavso.org
Analysis. The measurements were analyzed using light urves, power spetra, and
autoorrelation diagrams, as desribed by Pery et al. (1996), who showed that these three
tehniques are useful and omplementary in the analysis of stars like these. Analysis of
the stars in Table 1 was done by LK; that of the stars in Table 2 was done by HD.
Results. The results are summarized in Table 1 and 2, whih list the various desig-
nations of eah star, the spetral type (from either the Hipparos Catalogue (Perryman
et al. 1997; hereinafter P97) or the Bright Star Catalogue), the amplitude V , the time
span of the data t in days (ending about JD 2451000), and the period of variability:
more ertain periods are given in bold-fae type; less ertain periods are denoted by a
olon. A few of the stars were observed independently with an Automati Photometri
Telesope (Pery et al. 2000). Further notes are given below:
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Table 1: Program stars and results
Name HD SpT
Comp and
V
t Period
Chek (HD) (days) (days)
T Cet 1760 M5/6Ib-II 2475, 1343 0.80 3800 110:, 280:
EG And 4174 M2e 3765, 4479 0.27 5550 29, 240
AK Hya 73844 M6III 73603, 74991 1.16 3100 50::
TV UMa 102159 M4III 101978, 102941 0.72 5800 600
GK Com 104207 M4III 104290, 102715 0.32 5300 |
SW Vir 114961 M7III 114866, 114783 1.85 5700 155
FH Vir 115322 M6III 115885, 114174 1.19 5650 72, 280
EV Vir 124304 M3III 124401, 124106 0.52 5550 19.5, 57

4
Ser 139216 M5II-III 140027, 139074 1.08 5750 110+ long
AZ Dra 151481 M2III 150010, 151541 0.55 1020 352
V973 Cyg 186776 M3III 187523, 186619 0.40 1950 35, 376
V1070 Cyg 203712 M7III 203713, 203857 0.83 4200 110, 470
Notes on Stars in Table 1: T Cet: unsolved, literature period 158.9 days (P97).
EG And: unsolved (P97); periods 29 and 242 days (Pery et al. 2000). AK Hya:
unsolved, literature period 75 days (P97). TV UMa: unsolved, literature period 42 days
(P97). GK Com: unsolved, literature period 50 days (P97). SW Vir: period 153.6
days, literature period 150 days (P97); period 153.8 days (Pery et al. 2000). FH Vir:
unsolved, literature period 70 days (P97). EV Vir: unsolved, literature period 120 days
(P97). 
4
Ser: unsolved, literature period 100 days (P97). AZ Dra: unsolved, no
literature period (P97). V973 Cyg: unsolved, literature period 40 days (P97). V1070
Cyg: unsolved, literature period 73.5 days; omplex variability with possible period of
60 days (Pery et al. 2000).
Table 2: Program stars and results
HR Name SpT
Comp and
V
t Period
Chek (HR) (days) (days)
211 NSV 00293 M4III 225, 213 0.22 1950 12? 32? 40?
284 WW Ps M2III 294, 307 0.23 1900 25, 300
648 CSV 100168 M0III 624, 609 0.14 1950 32:, 275:
2286  Gem M3III 2230, 2185 0.23 2400 29
2999 NSV 03721 M3III 3522, 3540 0.13 2400 22:, 360
3521 BO Cn M3III 3522, 3540 0.26 1950 27, 270
4267 VY Leo M5III 4207, 4201 0.75 2650 48, 500
4483 ! Vir M4III 4559, 4515 0.28 2250 30, 275
5331 FS Vir M4III 5283, 5307 0.18 1850 20, 250
5352 CY Boo M3III 5254, 5243 0.10 1800 23, 350:
6543 V642 Her M4III 6542, 6577 0.29 2650 26 and/or 32
6815 V669 Her M3III 6768, 6775 0.17 2650 27
7009 XY Lyr M4.5II 7017, 7019 0.55 1575 120
Notes on Stars in Table 2: These were lassied as \unsolved" by P97 unless
otherwise noted. HR 211: very poor distribution of observations; Thompson (1999)
found a time sale of about a month from a subset of these data, and from Hipparos
epoh photometry. HR 648: very sparse observations; no obvious time sale. HR 2286:
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period 27 days plus long period (Pery et al. 2000). HR 2999: no obvious short period.
HR 4267: period 46.34 days (P97). HR 6543: period 25.6 days, plus 500-1500 days
(Pery et al. 2000); period 25 days (Pery et al. 1994); literature period 12 days (P97).
HR 6815: period about 20 days (Pery et al. 1994); Thompson (1997) found a time sale
of just over 20 days from a subset of these data.
Disussion. Previous papers in this series (see Pery 1997 for a list and review of
these) have revealed both short (20{200 days) and long (hundreds or thousands of days)
periods in SARVs. Note that most of the stars in Tables 1 and 2 have a period in the
range of 20{50 days; these short periods are apparently radial pulsation periods (Pery &
Parkes 1998). The nature of the long periods is unlear; two reent suggestions have been
(i) the rotation of a non-uniform star (Cummings 1999) and (ii) a onvetively indued
osillatory thermal mode (Wood 2000). The present results add to our database of periods
of SARVs, whih will be used to study the nature and systematis of both long and short
periods.
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knowledgements. We thank the AAVSO observers, headquarters sta, and espe-
ially the photoeletri arhivist Howard J. Landis, for their essential ontributions to this
projet. In addition, JRP thanks NSERC Canada for a Resear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and Lola Kassim were partiipants in the University of Toronto Mentorship Program,
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h enables outstanding senior high shool students to work on resear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ts at the
University of Toronto.
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UBVR PHOTOMETRY OF CONTACT BINARY XY LEONIS
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Name of the objet:
XY Leo = BD+18
Æ
2307 = HIP 49136
Equatorial oordinates: Equinox:
R.A.= 10
h
01
m
40:
s
39 DEC.= 17
Æ
24:
0
5 2000
Observatory and telesope:
Ege University Observatory, 48-m Cassegrain telesope
Detetor: Hamamatsu, R4457 (PMT)
Filter(s): U , B, V and R lters of Johnson UBV system
Comparison star(s): BD+18
Æ
2306 = SAO 98898
Transformed to a standard system: Johnson UBV
Standard stars (eld) used:
Availability of the data:
Upon request
Type of variability: WUMa
Remarks:
In this paper we present UBV R light urves of the ontat binary XY Leo. We
observed XY Leo on the nights of 5, 6 and 24 Deember 2000 using the 48-m Casse-
grain telesope of Ege University Observatory. The phases of the observations were
alulated using the following light elements:
HJD Min: I = 2451884:4470 + 0:
d
28410340 E:
Table 1 lists the dates of observations and the phases overed. The B, V and R
light urves of XY Leo obtained on De. 5 and 6 are shown in Figure 1, and U , B,
V and R light urves obtained on De. 24 are shown in Figure 2.
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Table 1
Date Phase
05 De. 0.17{0.71
06 De. 0.61{1.18
24 De. 0.60{1.63
Figure 1. The light urves of XY Leo obtained
on De. 5 and 6, 2000
Figure 2. The light urves of XY Leo obtained
on De. 24, 2000
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STARSPOTS ON THE YOUNG SOLAR-TYPE STAR 
1
URSAE MAIORIS
BOCHANSKI, J.J.; GUINAN, E.F.; DEPASQUALE, J.M.; MC COOK, G.P.
Astronomy & Astrophysics Department, Villanova University, Villanova, PA 19085, USA

1
Ursae Maioris (HD 72905, G1.5 V, V = +5:63, B V = +0:62, 
Hip
= 70:07 0:71
mas) is a single solar-type star that has high levels of chromospheric and coronal X-ray
emissions (Dorren & Guinan 1994; Gaidos 1998). The U; V;W space motions indicate
that 
1
UMa is a member of the Ursa Maioris Star Stream with an age of  350 Myr
(Soderblom & Mayor 1993). Selected as a proxy for the young Sun some 4.2 Gyr ago
and included in Villanova's The Sun in Time program, 
1
UMa has physical properties
(except for age) similar to the Sun (T
e
 5860 K, [Fe=H]   0:08, M  1 M

and
L=L

 0:96) (Gaidos 1998). The Sun in Time program (Dorren & Guinan 1994) is a
multiwavelength study of solar-type stars (G0-5 V) ranging in age from Zero Age Main
Sequence (ZAMS) to Terminal Age Main Sequence (TAMS).
The age associated with the membership of 
1
UMa in the UMa Star Stream is con-
sistent with the observed high levels of coronal and chromospheric activity. This star
is a moderately strong coronal X-ray source, with an X-ray luminosity L
x
 1:3  10
29
erg s
 1
, approximately 40 times more luminous than the Sun (Guinan et al. 2000). X-ray
aring has also been observed on 
1
UMa, in particular a large X-ray are recorded by the
EXOSAT satellite during January 1984 (Landini et al. 1986). It also displays enhanced
Mg II h+k and Ca II H+K chromospheric emissions. From Mt. Wilson Ca II K-line
spectrophotometry, 
1
UMa is found to have about two times the Ca II emission of the
Sun (Baliunas et al. 1995). This heightened activity throughout the upper atmosphere of
the star is consistent with its young age and short rotation period (P
rot
 4:8 days) that
results from a more vigorous magnetic dynamo, as discussed below.
Dierential photoelectric photometry of 
1
UMa was carried out using the 0.8-m Four
College Consortium (FCC) Automated Photoelectric Telescopes (APT) located in South-
ern Arizona. The observations were conducted on more than 350 nights from October
1990 to March 2000, using UBV RcIc lters. Using an integration time of 10 seconds,
over 1500 observations were secured in each lter. Typically the observations were car-
ried out for about 25 minutes per night. The observing sequence was the usual pat-
tern of sky{comparison{check{variable{comparison{sky, employing HD 73108 (K1 III,
V = +4:60, B V = +1:19) as the primary comparison star. HD 72037 (A2m, V = +5:46,
B   V = +0:20) served as the check star. The data were corrected for atmospheric ex-
tinction, using extinction coecients determined from the analysis of the comparison star
and standard stars. Both the comparison and check stars lie within  1:5 degrees of

1
UMa. Because of this, the resulting corrections for atmospheric extinction were al-
ways small. The photometry of the comparison and check stars show that both stars are
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constant in brightness to levels of less than  6 mmag. This is conrmed by Hipparcos
photometry where 
Hip
= 0:0006, 
Hip
= 0:0005 are given for the comparison and check
star respectively.
To illustrate the photometric behavior of 
1
UMa, all of the V -band observations
are plotted against Julian Day in Figure 1. The small open circles are the individual
observations and the large lled circles represent 2 to 3 month brightness averages. As
shown in the gure, long-term changes in the brightness are easily seen. When examined
on an expanded time scale, the apparent \scatter" in the individual observations arises
from low amplitude ( 0:
m
020{0:
m
035) periodic light variations with a period of P  5 d.
Similar brightness variations are found for the other data sets at dierent wavelengths. As
in the case of other cool chromospherically-active stars, the low amplitude light variations
most likely arise from an uneven distribution of cool starspots in the photosphere of the
rotating star. As shown in the gure, the dierence in the mean V -mag between the
minimum brightness (1990{1992) and maximum brightness (1995{1998) is about 0:
m
035.
The present observations suggest a possible cycle length of 12-13 years. As discussed
by Messina et al. (1999), the variations in the light amplitudes for similar solar-type
stars primarily arise from the eects of dierential rotation and varying starspot areal
coverage. When the longitudinal separation of the two spot regions is less than  60

the spots appear on the same hemisphere of the star and produce the larger rotational
modulated light variations. The lower amplitude light variations occur when the spots
are separated in longitude by  180

or when the spots drift toward the rotational pole
(or both). For example, the 1993 and 1996 light curves have the smallest light amplitudes
while 1991, 1992 and 1995 light curves have the relatively large light amplitudes. Also
note that in some years (e.g., 1990/91, 1994, and 1995) the mean light levels and light
amplitudes appear to change very rapidly | i.e., on a time-scale of several weeks. In
a future paper we plan a detailed analysis of all of the photometry that will include an
investigation of dierential rotation and variations in spot coverage.
It is not within the scope of this paper to discuss the entire data set. For illustrative
purposes, the 5-colour photometry of 
1
UMa obtained during a run of clear nights in
April 1991 is discussed and analyzed. We examined other data sets and this data set
is representative of the light variations of 
1
UMa, and displays good coverage of the
star's light curve. Small, sinusoidal-like light variations are apparent and it is clear that

1
UMa is a low amplitude variable star. There is a denite wavelength dependence in
the light amplitude. The light amplitudes found during April 1991 are: U : 0:0540:006,
B : 0:038  0:005, V : 0:032  0:005, Rc : 0:030  0:004, and Ic : 0:027  0:005.
The April 1991 photometry was analyzed with the Scargle{Press period search routine
(Scargle 1982) and a period of P
ptm
= 4:79  0:08 days was found. Period searches of
other subsets of data indicate that the period is variable with time. Preliminary period
studies of the 1990-2000 observations indicate that the period ranges from P  4:6 to
5.1 days. This range of apparent periods is similar to the periods of P  4:
d
6{4:
d
82
found by Donahue (1993) from the Scargle (1982) periodogram analysis of Ca II H+K
spectrophotometry obtained at Mt. Wilson from 1984{1991. More recently, Gaidos et al.
(2000) report periods between 4:
d
62{5:
d
46 and a mean period of 4:
d
89 from the photoelectric
photometry made during 1993{1999. For chromospherically-active stars like 
1
UMa, the
observed photometric period is the rotation period of the surface of the star, where the
spots are located. The observed variations of the photometric period most likely arise from
dierential rotation as starspots form at dierent stellar latitudes, perhaps over an activity
cycle. From its periodic low amplitude light variations and its high levels of chromospheric
and coronal activity, 
1
UMa should be classied as a BY Draconis variable star.
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Figure 1. The V -band light variations of 
1
UMa in the years from 1990 through 2000 are plotted
versus time. Long-term (possibly cyclic) changes in the mean brightness are shown. The numerous
small open circles are the individual 10-second observations; the larger lled circles are approximately 2
to 3 month brightness means. As discussed in the text, the apparent scatter within the seasonal data
sets arises primarily from the rotational modulation of brightness from starspots
Figure 2. The normalized intensities from B and Rc photometry of 
1
UMa are plotted versus
photometric phase. The observations were carried out during April 1991. The phases were computed
with the P
ptm
 P
rot
= 4:
d
79. The best tting spot model curves (see text) are shown among the
observations and the corresponding 3-dimensional representations of the spot conguration on the star's
surface are depicted at four dierent phases: 0.75, 0.00, 0.25, and 0.50
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The light curves were analyzed on the assumption the light variations arise from
starspots using a modied version of Binary Maker 2.0 (Bradstreet 1993). Spots of uni-
form temperature and circular shape were assumed, and a photospheric T
e
of 5860 K
(Cox 2000), appropriate for its G 1.5 V spectral type was adopted. An inclination of about
70

(angle of the stellar pole relative to the line of sight) was used, as calculated from a
v sin i = 9:5 km s
 1
(Soderblom 1982; Fekel 1997), and a stellar radius of R  1 R

as
inferred by the spectral type. The photometric data used in analysis was phased using an
arbitrary time of minimum light and P
ptm
 P
rot
= 4.79 days. These observations were
normalized and transformed to intensity units. For the modelling we use the eective
wavelengths and the transmission functions of the dierent lters. The B and R observa-
tions are shown in Figure 2 along with the best-tting model ts. Below the light curves
in Fig. 2 is the geometric representation of the star with starspots, shown at dierent
rotation phases. The UBV RcIc light curves were t using manual iteration. For April
1991, 
1
UMa was found to have two mid-latitude spots located at latitude  40

25

and the other at 65

15

. The spots have a longitudinal separation of `  110

 15

.
Both spots were about 14

 3

in radius, resulting in a total spot coverage of the star of
about 3%, or if symmetry about the stellar equator is assumed (as seen in the Sun), the
spot coverage can be as high as  6%, depending on spot latitude. This spot coverage is
about 30 times greater than observed for the Sun ( 0:2%), even during the maximum of
the sunspot cycle (Cox 2000). The temperature dierence between the cooler spots and
the photosphere was found to be T  500100 K. This quantity is well constrained
from the wavelength dependence of the light variations. However, because of the low am-
plitudes of the light variations and the lack of contemporaneous Doppler imaging, there
are large uncertainties in the latitudes of the spots. Thus the values found for the starspot
properties are not unique. However, they should be considered as representative of spot
areas, distributions, and temperatures at the time of observations.
This research was carried out with the aid of NSF/RUI grants AST-9315365 and AST-
0071260 and NASA grants NAG 5-2160 and NAG 5-3136, which we gratefully acknowl-
edge. This research has made use of the Simbad database, operated at CDS, Strasbourg,
France.
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DP PEGASI: CCD LIGHT CURVE AND
ELEMENTS OF VARIATION
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The star DP Pegasi = GSC1675.1817 = HV6121 (at 21
h
22
m
56:
s
0, +22
Æ
03
0
46
00
, (J2000);
GSC-magnitude: 13.3) was rst reported by Shapley and Hughes (1934) to be variable.
They lassied the star as an elipsing binary of unknown period with a photographi
range of 13:
m
3{14:
m
2 and remarked that they had found 11 minima on their photographi
plates, without giving further information. An intensive searh of the Harvard College
Observatory's arhive by PG was not suessful in loating the original data. Aording
to the SIMBAD data base, no other soure of information onerning the variability of
DP Pegasi is available.
Figure 1. Phased CCD light urve of DP Pegasi (no lter)
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Table 1: Times of primary minimum, DP Pegasi
HJD 2400000+ Error  Epoh O   C Observer Method
42743.479 {  5279 +0.140 Harvard ptg
43050.688 {  5094 +0.011 Harvard ptg
43070.598 {  5082  0.014 Harvard ptg
43776.627 {  4657  0.033 Harvard ptg
44512.628 {  4214 +0.018 Harvard ptg
44934.532 {  3960  0.046 Harvard ptg
45635.557 {  3538  0.084 Harvard ptg
45645.573 {  3532  0.036 Harvard ptg
45695.453 {  3502 +0.006 Harvard ptg
45939.641 {  3355  0.016 Harvard ptg
51513.283 0.003 0 +0.005 Diethelm d, no lter
51757.490 0.003 +147 +0.003 Diethelm d, no lter
51767.457 0.003 +153 +0.002 Diethelm d, no lter
51797.3607 0.0010 +171 +0.0024 Blattler d, no lter
We have started an observing ampaign with our CCD equipment in order to larify
these open questions. RD used the 35-m RC-telesope and a SBIG ST-6 CCD-amera
(no lter) of the R. Szafranie Observatory, Metzeren, Switzerland, seuring a total of 111
observations in 26 nights between JD2451459 and JD2451925. EB observed with a SBIG
ST-7 CCD-amera (no lter) mounted on a 15-m refrator at his private observatory
in Wald, Switzerland. He gathered a total of 124 measurements in two nights, namely
JD2451797 and JD2451799. All CCD exposures were dark-subtrated and at-elded
before aperture photometry was performed. No orretion for dierential extintion was
applied due to the proximity of the omparison stars to the variable and the limited
auray of our photometry at the brightness level of DP Pegasi (0:
m
03). We used
GSC1675.1720 (GSC-magnitude: 13.8) as primary omparison star, while several eld
stars, some not ontained in the GSC, served as hek stars, proving the onstany of the
omparison star.
In Figure 1, we show the results of our photometry, folded with the period (1:
d
661272)
we onsidered to yield the best representation of our observations.
In order to improve the period value, PG searhed the plate olletion of Harvard
College Observatory for minima of the variable. The plates of the Damon and RH patrol
series yielded a number of dimmings given in Table 1 along with the CCD timings already
published in the BBSAG Bulletins. The O   C values are alulated from the elements:
Min: I = HJD 2451513:278 + 1:
d
6612879 E:
0:005 0:0000060
Aknowledgements: Photometry at the R. Szafranie Observatory is supported nan-
ially by the \Emilia Guggenheim-Shnurr" foundation and RD wishes to aknowledge
this help gratefully. We also wish to express our gratitude towards A. Doane, ating
Curator ofthe Astronomial Photograph Colletion at the Harvard CollegeObservatory,
for the use of the Harvard Patrol Plates on this and other variable star projets. This
researh made use of the SIMBAD data base, operated at CDS, Strasbourg, Frane.
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V404 LYRAE IN THE FIELD
OF THE VERY OLD GALACTIC CLUSTER NGC 6791
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V404 Lyrae was listed as a  Lyrae type elipsing binary by Popova and Kraiheva
(1984) in the eld of the old galati luster NGC 6791 (its age is t = 8  0:5 Gyr,
m  M = 13:
m
42, E
B V
= 0:10, Chaboyer et al. 1999). In the GCVS (Kholopov et al.
1985) the following ephemeris is found:
Min: I = HJD 2435836:462 + 0:
d
73094585 E: (1)
Aording to our knowledge neither spetrosopi information nor light urve is available
for V404 Lyr and there are only observations of minima published in the literature.
Therefore we observed the star on seven nights using the 1-m RCC-telesope of the
Konkoly Observatory. The detetor was a 1024 1024 eletronially ooled Photometris
CCD-amera and we applied a 22 binning on the hip. We used Johnson{Cousins V (I)
C
lters. All frames were leaned from osmi ray events and we made bias and at-eld
orretions. Dome-ats were used. The dark-urrent was negligible. The average seeing
was about 2:
00
4. The log of observations an be found in Table 1. In order to determine the
instrumental magnitudes we used the IRAF/DAOPHOT pakage. From our observations
we ould determine two new moments of minima (see Table 2).
Table 1: Log of observations
Date of observation V I Phase overage Note
JD 2451691 92 91 0.04 - 0.24
2451692 72 72 0.38{0.52
2451725 60 60 0.59{0.72
2451728 9 9 0.82{0.83 thin louds
2451729 30 30 0.16{0.22
2451772 170 174 0.82{0.17 full moon
2451773 21 48 0.25{0.35
In Table 2 the (O   C)
GCVS
represent the residuals using ephemeris (1). A linear t
to the data has been yielded better elements:
Min: I = HJD 2435836:448 + 0:
d
7309432 E
 0:014  0:0000006
(2)
and the residuals are listed in Table 2 as (O   C)
2
.
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Table 2: Times of minima of V404 Lyr
HJD E Error (O   C)
GCVS
(O   C)
2
Referene
2449787.5943 19086.5  0:0657  0:0011 Agerer & Huebsher (1997a)
2449799.6564 19103  0:0642 +0:0005 "
2449857.3968 19182  0:0685  0:0037 "
2449865.4441 19193  0:0616 +0:0033 "
2450158.5502 19594  0:0648 +0:0011 Agerer & Huebsher (1997b)
2450248.4586 19717 :0001  0:0627 +0:0035 "
2450346.4006 19851 :0021  0:0675  0:0086 Agerer & Huebsher (1998)
2450379.2939 19896 :0014  0:0667 0:0000 "
2450593.4582 20189 :0011  0:0696  0:0021 Agerer & Huebsher (1999)
2450894.6115 20601 :0007  0:0660 +0:0026 "
2451299.5501 21155 :0007  0:0714  0:0013 Agerer & Huebsher (2000)
2451308.698 21167.5 :004  0:060 +0:0098 Diethelm (2001)
2451312.7094 21173 :0012  0:0691 +0:0010 "
2451692.4324 21692.5 :0005  0:0724  0:0010 this paper
2451772.4730 21802 :0002  0:0704 +0:0012 this paper
The omparison and hek stars were GSC 3121-1597 and USNO 1275-1113 0035,
respetively. These stars were standardized as given in Table 3 using our observations on
some Landolt-standards loated in the SA 113 area (Landolt 1983).
Table 3: Comparison stars for V404 Lyrae
Star V V   I
C
GSC 3121-1597 11.82 +0.51
USNO 1275-1113 0035 13.53 +0.78
To get the light-urve we used dierential photometry. In order to determine the trans-
formation onstants for dierential photometry, we applied the observations of Messier 67
whih were made with the same instrument during January and February, 2000 on three
nights by I. Toth. Using the method desribed in Henden and Kaithuk (1982) we got
the transformation equations. The V light urve and the V   I
C
olour urve are shown
in Figs. 1-2. The individual data points are available on the IBVS homepage.
At maximum light the brightness and olour index of V404 Lyr are V = 11:39, and
V  I
C
= 0:47, respetively. In order to estimate the distane modulus we used the method
desribed in Dworak (1975). The interstellar reddening was estimated as A
V
= 3:0 
E
B V
= 0:
m
30 and the E
B V
was taken from Chaboyer et al. (1999). The distane modulus
is 9:01 magnitudes (its error omes mainly from the unertainty of the inlination) whih
is signiantly smaller than the distane modulus of NGC 6791 (i.e. 13:
m
42, see above).
Therefore V404 Lyr is not a member of this luster.
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Figure 1. V -light urve of V404 Lyr
Figure 2. V   I
C
olour urve of V404 Lyr. Note that the system is redder at primary minimum and
bluer at seondary one
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The star YY Her belongs to the classical symbiotic binaries with nova-like outbursts.
It was discovered to be a variable by Wolf (1919). On the basis of the next observations
(Plaut 1932 and Bohme 1938) it has been classied as an irregular variable. Finally Herbig
(1950) described the spectrum in detail and identied it as symbiotic. YY Herculis is a
little bit fainter than most of the long-term monitored symbiotic stars, which is the reason
that the historical light curve has been covered insuciently and unhomogeneously so far.
The photometric history has been described by Munari et al. (1997b). There have been
observed 4 large outbursts and 6 small eruptions since 1890. The last large outburst which
appeared in 1993 was studied in detail by Tatarnikova et al. (2000). Munari et al. (1997a)
and Munari et al. (1997b) on the basis of analysis of all photometric and spectroscopic
data excluded eclipses as the cause of the light variability.
The new photometric observational material presented in this paper was performed
with the Newton 180/700 telescope equipped with an originally constructed CCD Camera
based on Texas Instruments chip TC 211 and using B (440 nm), V (540 nm), R (680
nm), and I (825 nm) lters for modied Johnson{Kron{Cousins system. The magnitudes
of the comparison stars for CCD photometry were obtained through the calibration on
the basis of the standard stars published in Landolt (1973, 1983, 1992). The observations
were secured from July 2, 1995 till November 29, 2000. All data are collected in Table 1
and are depicted in Figure 1. The observational errors do not exceed 0:
m
03 for B, 0:
m
02
for V , and 0:
m
01 for R and I colours, respectively.
There are three deep minima and one smaller drop (may be two) of the brightness evi-
dent on the light curve in all four colours. Despite a certain mismatch between the times
of deep minima and ephemeris published by Munari et al. (1997b) the mutual distance
of the minima suggests their connection to the orbital period. Since the drop of the deep
minima in B colour reaches one magnitude, the heating eect proposed by Munari et al.
(1997b) could not be invoked to explain the variation (Skopal 1996). Smaller minima,
clearly visible at our light curves (Figure 1) were not mentioned yet in the literature.
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Figure 1. CCD light curves of YY Herculis in B, V , R, and I colours. Primary and secondary minima
are marked
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Figure 2. Phase diagram of YY Her in I colour
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Table 1: CCD photometric observations of YY Herculis
JD
hel
  2400000 B
c
V
c
R
c
I
c
JD
hel
  2400000 B
c
V
c
R
c
I
c
49899.4157 `*' 12.42 11.43 10.34 51123.2626 14.00 12.80 11.60 10.44
49935.3954 `*' 12.43 11.43 10.36 51130.2594 13.81 12.89 11.65 10.44
49979.3559 `*' 12.48 11.47 10.35 51250.6112 14.46 13.37 12.02 10.65
50000.3220 `*' 12.75 11.59 10.37 51277.5430 14.39 13.35 12.10 10.68
50012.3261 `*' 12.78 11.63 10.42 51299.4134 `*' `*' `*' 10.64
50515.6262 13.70 12.76 11.59 10.42 51304.4071 13.99 13.33 12.01 10.64
50579.4392 13.94 12.78 11.61 10.42 51317.4335 14.44 13.19 11.88 10.53
50604.4002 13.99 12.78 11.66 10.45 51323.4164 14.20 13.10 11.86 10.53
50611.4272 14.11 12.86 11.67 10.44 51355.4073 13.93 12.96 11.78 10.48
50639.4201 14.36 13.12 11.86 10.54 51356.3779 13.94 12.94 11.76 10.46
50641.4184 14.26 13.04 11.84 10.50 51363.4100 14.12 12.91 11.72 10.45
50658.3890 14.20 13.07 11.93 10.57 51394.3846 14.20 12.91 11.69 10.46
50672.3839 14.31 13.22 11.99 10.63 51471.3315 13.91 12.71 11.55 10.43
50693.3355 14.34 13.35 12.02 10.65 51616.6201 13.81 12.87 11.62 10.52
50708.3134 14.70 13.37 12.07 10.65 51643.5527 13.83 12.75 11.56 10.48
50720.3281 14.41 13.24 12.00 10.62 51657.4787 13.92 12.83 11.62 10.49
50745.2722 14.04 13.13 11.86 10.50 51665.4733 13.81 12.80 11.56 10.45
50750.2660 14.23 13.03 11.82 10.50 51698.4447 14.08 12.83 11.67 10.48
50773.2227 14.05 13.00 11.78 10.49 51705.4399 13.82 12.79 11.60 10.44
50937.4498 13.76 12.72 11.52 10.49 51717.4404 14.27 12.91 11.69 10.49
50942.4581 `*' 12.77 11.52 10.48 51731.4458 14.13 12.84 11.69 10.50
50972.4199 13.81 12.84 11.63 10.57 51751.4599 13.99 12.86 11.69 10.48
50986.4108 13.98 12.88 11.65 10.59 51767.3990 13.94 12.95 11.75 10.51
50998.4593 13.89 12.92 11.67 10.60 51778.3671 14.17 12.99 11.76 10.51
51028.4116 13.68 12.64 11.51 10.44 51797.3235 14.14 12.93 11.75 10.50
51066.3218 13.82 12.65 11.48 10.42 51815.2950 14.26 13.21 11.97 10.61
51080.3115 13.79 12.69 11.49 10.42 51817.2966 14.18 13.24 11.97 10.62
All data were taken at the Belusa Private Observatory
Therefore we performed detailed period analysis of all data accessible to us. Our new
data were supplemented by older data secured in the frame of the international campaign
of long-term monitoring of symbiotic stars (Hric and Skopal 1989) at the Kryonerion,
Skalnate Pleso and Wroclaw observatories. Moreover the UBV photoelectric photom-
etry published by Munari et al. (1997a,b) and Tatarnikova et al. (2000) as well as IR
photoelectric photometry by Munari et al. (1997b) were adopted.
We removed the stages of activity from the data, determined zero points for particular
observatories and detrended the data due to unmonotonous decline after the outburst in
1993. Such reduced data have undergone in the detailed period analysis. We found in
the data a very pronounced period around 587 d as well as its half value in all the ve
colours. On the basis of the results we can explain the deep minima in the sense of the
eclipses of the hot component by the cool giant. We tried to explain the secondary minima
by pulsation of the cool giant like in our previous papers for AG Dra (Friedjung et al.
1998, Petrk et al. 1998 and Galis et al. 1999). Such explanation is not very probable for
YY Herculis because the secondary minima are relatively narrow, quite deep and they
appeared exactly in the middle between two primary minima.
The most probable explanation of the secondary minimum is the eclipses of the cool
giant by the circumstellar envelope around the hot component. When discussing the
light curve shape it is necessary to mention the distinctive features on the smooth light
curve running. The abrupt drop of brightness at orbital phase 0.88 as well as the rise of
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brightness at orbital phase 0.12 can be explained by the eclipse of the white dwarf in the
system. The next drop in brightness at phase 0.94 is probably due to eclipse of the bright
spot. The striking rise of brightness at orbital phase 0.55 and consecutive short-term
variations (ickering) is probably connected with bright spot appearance. Moreover we
have information about a circular orbit from the position of secondary minima. For better
understanding of the particular features see Figure 2.
For determination of the times of primary minima we have selected the best covered
minimum in V colour during the period of JD 2450500{2450937. As a result we can
present the ephemeris of primary minima as follows:
JD(I)
min
= 2450701:
d
6 1
d
+ 587:
d
54  0:
d
5 E:
We can summarize, that the secondary minima were revealed in this study and they
are prescribed to the eclipses of the cool giant by the envelope around the hot component.
Moreover, the conrmed existence of the primary minima agrees with the suggestion
mentioned by Tatarnikova et al. (2000).
We have to emphasize that for conrmation of our model it is inevitable to cover the
light curve at least in phase interval 0.25{0.65 during this observational season. We would
like to call up an observational campaign dedicated to this object by the method of photo-
electric or CCD photometry in UBV RI colours. In order to cover the secondary minimum
short observations are desirable with one-week frequency. There is a strong suspicion for
the rapid variability (ickering) after the orbital phase of 0.55 (mid of October 2001). For
the purpose of ickering activity study it is necessary to obtain few-hours data per night
in any colour, most preferably in U and B. Charts with comparison stars are available in
electronic form as ps les upon request (via e-mail) from the authors. We would like to
ask the participants of this campaign to send the observational data in electronic form in
the format of Heliocentric Julian Date and the corresponding magnitude.
Acknowledgements: This work has been supported through the Slovak Academy of
Sciences grant No. 1008/21 and Pedagogical Faculty, Trnava University grant No. 1/98.
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Three atalogues of variable stars in the Large Magellani Cloud have been published
reently (Grison et al., 1995, Alok et al., 1997, Udalski et al., 1999). They are based on
observations with CCD detetors for gravitational lensing experiments. Analogous work
of Hughes (1989) was performed on the base of photographi observations in the LMC.
In these atalogues, besides photometri data, equatorial oordinates of variable stars are
given. The authors of the three ited papers used observations arried out with Shmidt
telesopes or the Digitized Sky Survey (DSS) to determine the positions of stars. DSS
is also based on observations with Shmidt telesopes. Suh star positions an ontain
systemati errors of 0.6{0.7 arse (Udalski et al., 1999, Udalski et al., 1998).
In order to failitate the proedure of position determinations, we have ompiled a
atalogue of referene stars in the western part of the LMC bar. This atalogue ontains
aurate positions of 436 stars in the Tyho frame (Hg et al., 1998), the positions are
given in the eletroni Table 1 (5047-t1.txt). It onstitutes a referene net with the mean
density of 200 stars per square degree in the bar area and an be a referene atalogue
for aurate position determinations with CCD detetors. The overwhelming majority
of stars (405) in this atalogue are Harvard variables (Hodge and Wright, 1967). Other
stars are 18 Dublin variables (Butler and Wayman, 1974) and 7 variables disovered by
Kurohkin et al. (1989). Several referene stars in our atalogue are not variables. Why
variable stars were hosen as referene ones? The variables with good history are the best
studied objets in the LMC (nding harts, photometry, positions and so on). Therefore
we an easily identify them and ompare our oordinates with those in other atalogues.
Moreover, position determinations for variable stars in the modern referene frame would
be useful.
We had at our disposal a number of plates of the LMC taken with two telesopes, the
double menisus astrograph AZT-16 (F = 207 m, D = 70 m, eld 5
Æ
 5
Æ
) at Cerro
Roble Astronomial Station and the 1-m reetor (F = 712 m, eld diameter 2:5
Æ
) at
Las Campanas Observatory, both in Chile. Unfortunately it was impossible to measure
the plates of the 1-m reetor beause of their large size exeeding the maximum size of
a plate whih we an measure using our ASCORECORD measuring mahine. We have
prepared ontat lm opies of these plates and measured them instead of the plates. The
1-m reetor has a high resolution. So two faint stars at a distane of 2 arse are seen
apart. However, the images of Tyho referene stars (10
m
{12
m
in B) are too large on
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the plates of the reetor and annot be measured aurately. Thus we annot determine
aurate star positions in the Tyho frame using these plates diretly.
On the other hand, the astrograph is very suitable for suh a proedure. It has a large
eld without any distortion. The images of Tyho stars on the astrograph plates are well
measurable. However, the astrograph has a short foal length, therefore additional errors
appear in star positions beause of star rowding if we deal with suh areas as the LMC
bar. Let us onsider briey this problem.
Many stars of the LMC bar look on the plates as omplex images onsisting of two or
more very lose omponents. The distanes between them are smaller than the image size
on the astrograph plates beause of the short foal length. If the plates are photographed
in dierent observing onditions, suh as diering spetral bands, dierent exposures,
brightness hanges due to variability, the omplex image looks variously on dierent plates.
After measurements of suh plates, we shall get various positions for stars with omplex
images. The oordinate dierenes for the double menisus astrograph an exeed the
typial position error by a fator of 3 or even more. As a measure of star rowding
inuene upon the derived oordinates, we use two values, R

and R

, of oordinate
ranges
R

= 
max
  
min
; R

= 
max
  
min
;
where ,  are the standard oordinates, derived from measurements ofm plates, 
max
and

min
are maximum and minimum oordinates of a star among these m values (similarly
for the  oordinate).
The typial position error for the double-menisus astrograph is 0.2 arse. We had 3
measurable astrograph plates (2 in B and 1 in V band) and got 3 values of right asension
and delination for eah star. The values R

and R

varied from zero to 1 arse and
more. To use the best properties of both telesopes, we have applied a two-stage redution
method. At the rst stage, the so-alled \rst determination", we measured three plates
of the astrograph, derived the equatorial oordinates of variable stars and the values R

and R

. We assigned that there were no signiant systemati errors beause of rowding
in the positions of stars with R

, R

of 0.5{0.6 arse and less, as these values also
inluded errors of measurements. Therefore we regarded the positions derived in the rst
determination with R

, R

less than 0.65 arse as nal ones, as the maximum range
exeeds the mean-square error approximately four times for variates.
All measurements in the rst determination were subdivided into 8 series. In eah
series, we used 20{25 referene Tyho stars for determinations of plate onstants and
equatorial oordinates of 50{60 variable stars. Turner's linear method was used for trans-
formation of the measured oordinates to the referene frame. Mean deviations of the
measured and the Tyho positions were 0.2{0.3 arse. If we know the mean values of
R

, R

for some stars, we an estimate the values of standard errors 

, 

(Smirnov and
Dunin-Barkovskij, 1969). For 266 variable stars having, in the rst determination, R

,
R

less than 0.65 arse, these values and their 98% ondene regions are, in arse,


= 0:20 (onf. reg. 0.19{0.22); 

= 0:18 (onf. reg. 0.17{0.20):
These stars are denoted in the 4th olumn of Table 1 as `DMA'.
37% of the atalogue stars had, at this stage, at least one value of R

or R

in exess
of 0.65 arse beause of the rowding eet. The oordinates of suh stars have been
redetermined at the seond stage. For this purpose, we measured lm opies of two plates
taken with the 1-m reetor in B and in V bands. At this stage, the variable stars with
R

, R

less than 0.4{0.5 arse were used as referene ones. The inuene of star rowding
in this ase was less than at the rst stage beause of the long foal length of the reetor,
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aordingly the ranges R

, R

were usually 0.1{0.2 arse. The standard errors 

, 

of
variable stars oordinates at the seond stage are 0.1 arse. Suh values are typial for
the telesope of 7 m foal length and onrm the possibility to use the lm opies instead
of the original plates. These stars are denoted in the 4th olumn of Table 1 as `1 m vs'.
Some variable stars formerly regarded as single ones have proved visual doubles, with
a typial distane between their omponents of about 2 arse. If we annot indiate the
variable star in suh a pair, we give the oordinates of both omponents.
It is impossible to form a referene frame onsisting of variable stars around a star
situated at the edge of the area overed by the atalogue. Around eah of suh stars, a
seond referene frame ontaining 7{9 nearest eld stars in a small area, not more than
10
0
10
0
, was formed . The oordinates of the seondary referene stars were determined by
means of the same proedure as that used in the rst determination, i.e. three astrograph
plates were measured. We have determined the positions of 26 variable stars using suh
small referene frames. These stars are denoted in the 4th olumn of Table 1 as `1 m fs'.
The atalogue now presented is not uniform in the sense of positional auray. The
most aurate positions are those for stars with images remeasured on the reetor plates.
Their auray is 0.1 arse, but this value shows only that there is a good agreement
of two individual positions. In reality, there are systematial errors in these positions, at
least beause of the magnitude equation.
Using our atalogue, we have estimated the auray of the positions in the GCVS
Volume V and in the OGLE atalog (Udalski et al., 1999). The auray of the rst
atalog is 0.4{0.9 arse in the LMC bar, but there are systemati errors of 0.3{1.1 arse.
These values have been derived from the omparison of 403 star positions in our atalogue
and in GCVS one like as desribed further for the OGLE atalogue. The omparison of
our atalogue with the OGLE atalogue has been arried out using 196 stars in ommon.
We divided them into 14 groups (14 star in eah group) in right asension diretion and
alulated, for eah group, the mean oordinate dierenes between the two atalogues.
These mean values we regarded as systematial dierenes between the two atalogues for
14 disrete values of right asension. They depend on oordinates and hange from 0.3 to
0.6 arse and from 0.0 to 0.3 arse in right asension and delination respetively. The
authors of the OGLE atalogue wrote about a possible systemati error about 0.6 arse
due to the redution proedure using the DSS as the referene means. We believe that the
ause of the systematial dierenes is the omplex distortion of Shmidt plates the DSS
was based on, as the double-menisus astrograph has no distortion and our measurements
of the reetor plates were orreted for third-order distorsions.
We identied EROS, MACHO and OGLE variables using the oinidene of their
oordinates only. The oordinates of any star in these atalogues diered from those in
our atalogue not more than by 1 arse. Some Cepheids in lose pairs were identied
using OGLE positions.
The analysis of the oordinate dierenes depending on right asension only made
us to rejet our assumption that there were no signiant systemati errors beause of
rowding in the positions of stars with small values of R

, R

. We have found some
stars with small values (0.3{0.4 arse) of R

, R

but with signiant deviations (to 0.3{
0.4 arse) of our positions from the OGLE ones, after aounting for the systemati
dierenes between these atalogues. Therefore we have redetermined the positions of 34
suh stars previously determined using the plates of the astrograph. We have remeasured
their images on the plates of the 1-m telesope and have ahieved a signiant derease
of the position dierenes with the OGLE atalogue. Thus, the small values of R

, R

in the rst determination do not signify that there is no notieable error (to 0.4 arse)
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beause of star rowding in the positions of suh stars. Note that the OGLE atalogue
was based on observations with a telesope of more than 12 m foal length, therefore the
inuene of star rowding was signiantly less than in the ase of the double menisus
astrograph. Having disovered this fat, we have deided to improve our atalogue by
redetermining the position of those stars. These are the stars denoted in the 4th olumn
of Table 1 as `DMA'. For this end, we have to measure the plates of the 1-m telesope.
However, while working on this projet, it would be reasonable to publish the rst
version of our atalogue, whih has been reated in the most modern referene frame and
is free from systemati errors inherent to those atalogues whih are based on observations
with Shmidt telesopes.
The atalogue presented onsist of two parts: a table of oordinates with identiations
and plate information and remarks to individual stars. This le is supplementing the
IBVS publiation and an be retrieved eletronially from the IBVS website as well as
from http://astrometri.sai.msu.ru/.
We are grateful to Drs. Yu. Efremov, N. Samus, A. Kuzmin, and V. Sementsov for
assistane. Thanks are due to the Isaa Newton Institute for the possibility to measure
the reetor plates.
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In 1960, Ceilia H. Payne-Gaposhkin and Sergei Gaposhkin initiated the task of
studying the variable stars in the Magellani Clouds, by analysing the photographi ma-
terial olleted on these small galaxies by the Harvard College Observatory (HCO) sine
the end of the 19th entury. Their task entailed the identiation and haraterization
of 3806 variables, most of them Cepheids. Lists of these variables were published in
three summary atalogues (Payne-Gaposhkin and Gaposhkin, 1966; Gaposhkin, 1970;
Payne-Gaposhkin, 1971).
Original brightness estimates were never published and lost for several years. For-
tunately, thanks to Dr. Douglas Welh, the assistane of Dr. Martha Hazen of Harvard
College Observatory, and the eorts of the members of the Royal Astronomial Soiety of
Canada, Hamilton Centre, and of the Hamilton Amateur Astronomers, a fration of these
original photographi measurements were retrieved, onverted into eletroni format, and
made publi on the Internet at http://physun.physis.mmaster.a/HCO/. Photographi
measurements are listed in the form of arbitrary brightness steps relative to omparison
stars versus Julian Day, but they are suÆient to searh for periodiities and ompute
light urves.
In the eletroni format list, under 300 stars in the LMC are labeled as unknown type
variables. After onsulting the atalogues by Payne-Gaposhkin and Gaposhkin (1966)
and Gaposhkin (1970), it was found that most of these were labeled as irregular variables.
For all these objets, we performed a searh on the SIMBAD database and also analysed
the photometri data looking for periodiities using the DFT algorithm (Deeming, 1975).
We found that 50 of these stars show strong periodiities but were mislassied and do not
appear in the SIMBAD database, or remain as mislassied in the subsequent literature.
Results are presented in Tables 1 and 2. Table 1 lists the found Cepheids and Table 2
the elipsing binary stars and long period variables. For both tables, in the rst olumn
is the Harvard Variable number (HV), seond and third olumns are the observing log for
HCO measurements, and the fourth olumn inludes the original variable type aording
to Gaposhkin (1970). He reported 418 irregular variables in the LMC, whih he divided
in two groups aording to the found photographi amplitude of variation, and named as
IN (Irregular Normal, amplitude < 1 mag) and II (Irregular Important, amplitude > 1
mag), we referene these variables as just \Irregular". When a variable is not listed in
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the LMC and SMC summary atalogues, and does not appear in the SIMBAD database,
we ll the entry with a line. In Table 1 the olumn labeled \Epoh" refers to a maximum
light epoh, whereas in Table 2 it indiates a minimum (primary if possible) epoh for
elipsing binary variables, and a maximum one for LPV if given. All epohs are listed
in the form JD   2; 400; 000:0. To derive light urves we divided folded data in 25 bins
where datapoints were averaged. Figures 1{4 depits the averaged folded light urves of
the found Cepheids, and Figures 5{7 those of the other variable types in Table 2, all of
them in the form of the given arbitrary brightness steps versus phase. Error bars are also
represented.
In the olumns \Maximum photographi magnitude" and \Amplitude" in Tables 1
and 2 we give the photographi maximum brightness and amplitude as listed by Ga-
poshkin (1970). Sine he did not give any information about the used omparison stars
nor the transformation funtion from arbitrary brightness steps into magnitudes, it was
not possible to obtain a reliable alibrated magnitude sale for the folded and averaged
light urves.
Table 1: Cepheids
Initial and nal Original
Period
Max.
HV observing time: N variable
(days)
Epoh pg. Ampl. Rem.
JD  2; 400; 000:0 type br.
2286 12697.847{34748.499 422 Irregular 4.56272 12702.6 15.49 0.71 (1)
2357 13847.841{34748.499 410 Irregular 1.829460 13849.6 16.75 1.12
2469 13875.807{34748.499 407 Irregular 2.66772 13878.2 16.31 0.44
2501 13847.841{29203.426 176 Irregular 1.717088 13853.9 15.35 0.80
2645 13877.808{34748.499 269 | 2.73766 13880.2 | | (2)
2655 13875.807{34748.499 277 Irregular 2.65942 13878.2 15.75 1.03
2887 13876.814{33104.662 103 Irregular 1.891734 13879.3 15.95 0.68
5712 13847.841{34748.499 458 Irregular 9.2021 13855.4 15.46 0.55
5721 13847.841{34748.499 429 Irregular 2.82811 13849.5 15.72 0.82
5773 13875.807{34748.499 399 Irregular 1.694576 13877.2 16.45 1.00
5779 13875.807{34748.499 403 Cepheid? 25.056 13886.6 16.07 1.18 (3)
5805 12697.847{34748.499 437 Irregular 4.21435 12698.8 15.80 0.32
5811 13877.808{34748.499 338 Irregular 4.02085 13881.2 16.17 0.90
5873 13875.807{34748.499 361 | 2.056488 13877.4 | | (2)
5890 13847.841{34748.499 398 Irregular 1.937684 13849.9 17.15 0.60
12034 13875.807{34748.499 498 | 5.83191 13878.6 | | (2)
12059 13847.841{34748.499 397 Irregular 2.75024 13849.8 16.71 0.70
12435 13875.807{33718.266 256 | 4.05659 13877.7 | | (2)
12456 13876.814{33154.626 105 Irregular 2.95195 13880.9 17.16 0.34
12469 13847.841{34748.499 407 Irregular 6.22927 13851.4 16.06 0.60
12482 13847.841{34748.455 374 Irregular 39.314 13888.3 15.84 0.36
12543 13876.814{33154.626 107 Cepheid 2.96383 13877.7 16.55 0.80 (4)
12593 13876.614{33178.615 112 Irregular 5.1058 13879.0 15.81 0.63
12599 13894.749{34458.245 284 Irregular 2.73973 13895.5 16.55 0.73
12755 13876.814{33154.626 106 Irregular 3.06231 13880.8 16.55 0.82
12773 13876.814{33104.662 102 Cepheid? 4.0090 13879.3 16.49 0.51 (3)
12778 13875.807{33618.400 72 Irregular 3.07733 13879.4 16.27 1.06
12786 13876.614{33178.615 100 Cepheid? 2.25383 13876.9 15.95 1.05 (3)
12799 13876.614{33178.615 105 Irregular 2.19124 13878.4 16.27 0.31
12811 13875.807{34399.267 127 Irregular 4.80176 13880.1 16.88 0.35
12966 13875.807{34748.499 339 | 2.693701 13876.7 | | (2,5)
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Table 2: Elipsing and long period stars
Initial and nal Original
Period
Max.
HV observing time: N variable Type
(days)
Epoh pg. Ampl. Rem.
JD  2; 400; 000:0 type br.
2240 13847.841{34748.499 416 Elipsing EA 65.701551 13893.5 14.96 1.33
2433 12722.865{34748.499 429 | EB 1.418044 12725.5 | | (2)
2595 11623.895{34748.499 450 Irregular LPV 606. | 13.03 0.81
2635 13875.807{34748.499 355 Irregular ? 93.2 | 14.50 1.00
2659 13875.807{34748.499 413 Irregular EA/EB 1.919658 13879.6 16.03 0.58
5703 23681.879{34748.499 458 Irregular EA/EB 1.984795 12724.1 15.74 1.00
5816 13847.841{34748.499 458 Elipsing EA 5.083092 13848.3 16.57 0.44 (6)
5876 13877.808{34748.499 384 Elipsing EB 3.502503 13880.4 16.73 0.44 (7)
11981 13847.841{34748.499 421 Irregular EA/EB 4.643420 13849.1 17.08 0.71
12053 13575.807{34748.499 418 Irregular EA/EB 2.956570 13575.8 14.75 0.60
12232 13876.814{34399.267 228 Irregular EB 0.962995 13877.7 15.71 0.98
12454 13876.814{33154.626 108 Irregular EA: 3.234030 13879.6 16.18 1.32
12466 13847.841{34748.499 325 Irregular EA/EB 1.709208 13849.9 16.55 0.66
12487 13875.807{34748.455 196 | EB: 3.747154 13878.9 | | (2)
12540 13875.807{34748.499 383 Irregular LPV 431.8 14052 16.20 0.71
12597 13875.807{34458.245 430 | EB 56.26 13930.3 | | (2)
12598 13875.807{34458.245 413 | EB 1.421479 13878.2 | | (2)
12801 11627.875{34399.267 226 Irregular EA 6.332834 11639.1 15.53 0.93
12958 13922.617{33678.362 302 Irregular EB: 6.060316 13928.6 15.22 0.78
Remarks:
(1) Butler (1978) lassies this objet as a Cepheid with an unertain period of 2.7510 days.
(2) This objet is not in the summary atalogues by Payne-Gaposhkin (1971) and Gaposhkin (1970)
neither appears in SIMBAD database.
(3) Gaposhkin (1970), labeled this objet as an unertain Cepheid. He did not give a period.
(4) Gaposhkin (1970) indiates that this objet is a Cepheid, but he does not give a period.
(5) Unertain variable aording to Hodge and Wright (1966).
(6) Charaterized by Payne-Gaposhkin (1971) as an elipsing variable with a period of 3.388762 days.
(7) Charaterized by Payne-Gaposhkin (1971) as an elipsing variable with a period of 1.270806 days
but somewhat unertain due to data satter.
The periods in Table 2 for the elipsing binary variables were not diretly obtained from
the DFT analysis. This algorithm was implemented in our AVE software for photometri
data analysis (Analisis de Variabilidad Estelar, or Stellar Variability Analysis), whih
allowed to ompute the DFT, visually identify the peaks of the transformed data, and
automatially display folded light urves for the seleted periods. Inspetion of light urve
morphology indiated if photometri data had to be folded with a double period in the
ase of elipsing binaries, whih ould also be done automatially by the software.
We performed a onsisteny hek for the newly found Cepheids. A P{L diagram
was plotted using the data in Table 1, inluding a list of photometrially observed LMC
Cepheids by several authors ompiled by Madore (1985) overing a wider range of periods.
Average B apparent magnitudes for 26 of the 31 new Cepheids were estimated by adding
to the available maximum brightness photographi magnitudes in Table 1, half of the
variation amplitude also listed in the same table. Figure 8 illustrates the results. 23 of
these math the short period end of the P{L diagram exept HV 5779, HV 12482, and HV
2501. HV 5779 and HV 12482 lay about 2 magnitudes below the P{L line, suggesting that
they might be Population II Cepheids. The ase of HV 2501 is more unertain, perhaps
it is a distant Milky Way interloper, or even not a Cepheid variable. (The unertainties
of the photographi magnitudes might also ontribute to the derivations.)
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Figure 1. Folded light urves of the newly found Cepheids listed in Table 1
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Figure 2. Folded light urves of the newly found Cepheids listed in Table 1 (ont.)
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Figure 3. Folded light urves of the newly found Cepheids listed in Table 1 (ont.)
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Figure 4. Folded light urves of the newly found Cepheids listed in Table 1 (ont.)
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Figure 5. Folded light urves of elipsing binary stars and other variables listed in Table 2
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Figure 6. Folded light urves of elipsing binary stars and other variables listed in Table 2 (ont.)
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Figure 7. Folded light urves of elipsing binary stars and other variables listed in Table 2 (ont.)
Figure 8. P{L diagram where open squares represent Cepheids listed in Table 1 and small solid
squares Cepheids ompiled by Madore (1985)
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In Table 2 is HV 2240. Although this star was orretly haraterised by Gaposhkin
(1970) and Payne-Gaposhkin (1971) as an elipsing binary, it is worth mentioning some
new information obtained from the original photographi data set. Payne-Gaposhkin
(1971) gives a period of 65.724613 days for this variable, but we found that data are
better folded with a period of 65.702 days. In Figures 5{7 the light urve of HV 2240
is depited around phase 0.0 showing that main elipses are oultations. Butler (1978)
supplied B and V data on this star but his photometri observations did not show a
omplete primary minimum, although they indiated that during the deteted elipses
HV 2240 fades at least 2 magnitudes in V , and that the B   V olor index hanges from
0.14 at maximum light to 0.72 at minimum. Even though the seondary elipse does not
appear in ours or Butler's light urve, these results strongly suggest that the seondary
elipse might be very shallow, and that the 65.7 day period is the real one.
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knowledge the initiative of Dr. Douglas Wel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Mas-
ter University and Dr. Martha Hazen of Harvard College Observatory to \resue" and
make publi the original photographi measurements of this histori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knowledge the e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of the members of the Royal Astronomial Soiety of Canada, Hamilton Centre, and of
the Hamilton Amateur Astronomers who we feel must be mentioned individually: Patti
Baetsen, Ray Bagerow, Doug Blak, Bob Botts, Miranda Botts, Todd Boylan, Lou Darie,
Grant Dixon, Sally Duarte, Norm Favreau, David Fleming, Denise Kaisler, Dan Lawlor,
Ev Rilett, Rob Roy, Tom Stekner, Phil Szuh, Ann Tekath. We are very grateful to
Dr. Carme Gallart of Yale University, and Ms. Maria Genesa of the library of Observatori
de l'Ebre for helping us to obtain the referen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Guest Observer at the Konkoly Observatory
When performing the unltered photometri CCD observations of the minor planet
(5690) we disovered two new eld variable stars in Otober, 2000. We made follow-up
multiolour observations through BV R
C
lters of these stars on four nights in Deember,
2000. In this paper we report the results of these observations. The new variable stars
have been named ontinuing the designation system of Csak et al. (2000b).
The observations were arried out with the 60/90/180 m Shmidt-telesope of the
Piszkestet}o Mountain Station of the Konkoly Observatory. The detetor was a Photomet-
ris AT200 CCD amera (15361024 pixels) giving a 29
0
18
0
eld of view. The redution
of the disovery frames was the same as has been desribed in Csak et al. (2000a), while
in Deember we made dierential photometry relative to seleted loal omparison stars
GSC 3762-0061 and GSC 3762-0231 (Guide CD-ROM Star Chart, 1997). Individual data
are avaliable at the IBVS website as les 5049-t3.txt (V31) and 5049-t4.txt (V32).
Due to instrumental diÆulties we ould not transform the measurements to the stan-
dard system, but the light urve shape of the new variables and the lak of olour variations
(onstant amplitude in every band) suggested that these ones are W UMa type stars. We
have got a relatively good phase overage for both stars so we ould do an aurate period
searh for eah stars using the Period98 software (Sperl, 1998). We present the obtained
phased light urves in Figs. 1-2. It is notable that both of primary and seondary minima
of V32 are total elipses. It means that the inlination of the elipsing system should
be near to 90 degrees, so { for example { the inlination ambiguity is almost ompletely
exluded from the light urve modelling and stellar mass determination. The basi data of
the new variables (elestial oordinates, epohs, periods et.) are summarized in Table 2.
We have olleted 13 times of minimum of the stars using low order polynomial tting for
V31 and biseting hords method for V32. The obtained times of minimum are olleted
in Table 1.
Aknowledgements: This work has been supported by FKFP Grant 0010/2001, OTKA
Grant #T032258, Pro Renovanda Cultura Hungariae Foundation Grant maj./44, and
\Bolyai Janos" Researh S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Figure 1. Unltered, B, V and R light urves of V31
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Figure 2. Unltered, B, V and R light urves of V32
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Figure 3. Finder hart for V31 and V32. The enter of the frame is (2000) = 05
h
58
m
50:
s
0,
Æ(2000) = +59
Æ
48
0
00:
00
0, North is up, East is to the left
Table 1: Times of minimum for V31 and V32
Star HJD Type Star HJD Type
V31 2451830.4310 { V31 2451883.5383 {
V31 2451830.5730 { V32 2451880.3732
V31 2451880.3583 { V32 2451880.5571
V31 2451880.4936 { V32 2451881.2853 II
V31 2451881.3242 { V32 2451881.4668 I
V31 2451881.4662 { V32 2451883.4788
V31 2451883.3975 {
Table 2: Basi data of the new variables. The oordinates were taken from USNO-A1.0
V31 V32
R.A. (2000) 05
h
58
m
15:
s
56 05
h
59
m
25:
s
69
De. (2000) +59
Æ
46
0
22:
00
46 +59
Æ
51
0
23:
00
95
Epoh 2451830.4310 2451881.4668
Period (days) 0.276593 0.365721
V magnitude 14.5 16.0
V amplitude 0.2 0.4
Type EW EW
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In several IBVS ontributions, my students, olleagues, and I investigated the Hippar-
os photometry (ESA 1997) of stars in the Bright Star Catalogue 5th edition (Hoeit
& Warren 1991) and the Supplement of the 4th edition (Hoeit et al. 1983). We found
the mean amplitude as a funtion of spetral type. We identied the most variable stars
and noted some whih should be onsidered by observers for further study. We disussed
the presene of unusually quiesent stars and when spae permitted gave lists. By ex-
luding the values from stars whose spurious variability is due to binarity as noted by
the Celestia program (ESA 1998), we attempted to give values for single stars. Then by
removing values due to stars whose photometri amplitudes based on three years of data
were atypially large ompared to the mean for the spetral type, we attempted to pro-
vide average values for most typial stars. But due to the way they were seleted, these
average values are thus likely to be smaller than one would nd for a randomly seleted
star of a partiular spetral type, espeially in the instability strip or for types where a
large perentage were primary stars of binary systems.
Figure 1 plots luminosity lass vs. Harvard spetral type. It displays mean amplitudes
multiplied by 1000, ombines the Ia and Ib supergiants, and does not show intermediate
type values. To help visualize the least variable stars, I used larger font sizes for smaller
amplitudes and for those amplitudes less than 0:
m
023 I used bold fae to aid visualization.
The data are from: Adelman & Albayrak (1997) for A0{A7 I supergiants, Adelman, Cay,
Cay, & Koer (2000) for the F supergiants and the A II stars, Adelman, Yue, & Engin
(2000) for O and B supergiants, Adelman, Mayer, & Rosidivito (2000) for O9{B5 III{V
stars, Adelman, Gentry, & Sudiana (2000) for B6{B9 III{V stars, Adelman, Flores, &
Patel (2000) for A0{A2 III{V stars, Adelman (2000) for A3{F0 III{V stars, Adelman,
Coursey, & Harris (2000) for F1{F9 III{V stars, Adelman, Davis, & Lee (2000) for G0{
G9 stars, Adelman (2000a) for early K stars, and Adelman (2000b) for K5{M stars.
As Hipparos only obtained stellar photometry for three years, stars with muh longer
periods are unlikely to have been found to be variable unless their amplitudes are very
large. Further the means ertainly inlude some small amplitude variables whih remain
to be disovered. The average values are based on at least three, but in some ases over
100 values. Almost all of these stars are members of Population I.
The smallest amplitudes (0:
m
015 to 0:
m
022) are between spetral types A0 and K0. The
most pronouned region of least variability is found among the A stars. It is entered
at spetral types A0 IV and A0 V, runs to A4 III and A4 IV and then to A6 IV. The
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lassial instability strip ours in the late A and early F stars. Then there is another
less pronouned region of least variability whih is entered at F2 III and proeeds to F6
IV and F6 V, then to F9IV and to K0 II. It inludes the G6 II stars whih have the
smallest mean amplitude of 0:
m
015. Many stars with onvetive envelopes are likely to be
long term variables with solar-type dynamos and periods greater than 3 years. In the late
B stars, there is a region of not quite minimal variability from B7 III to B9 IV. Near B2
and B3 among the main sequene band stars one an see an inrease in amplitude where
the  Cep and similar types stars are found.
Figure 1. The amplitude of variability as a funtion of Harvard spetral type and luminosity lass.
The values are 1000 times the amplitudes in magnitudes
Eyer & Grenon (1997) investigated photometri variability in the HR diagram among
all the stars investigated by Hipparos. For the most part our general onlusions about
minimal variability are similar, but some dierenes are due to the use of dierent soures
for the spetral types. Those stars with omposite spetra ompliate the analysis. The
most important dierene is that they believe that the G8 II to G8 V stars are the most
stable, but I prefer instead the A stars noted above. This may reet my experiene in
studying the magneti CP stars and being able to more readably exlude them from the
sample.
These studies despite their problems still provide useful guidane for seleting appro-
priate omparison stars for dierential photometry. But it is still desirable to investigate
the published data, espeially the photometry and radial veloities, before using a star as
a omparison and even more so as a standard.
To extend suh studies, it would be desirable to have a greater onsisteny of the
spetral types. The Mihigan Catalogue of Two-Dimensional Spetral Types for the HD
Stars (see, e.g., Houk & Swift 1999) when ompleted will admirably serve this purpose.
Further a onsistent method of eliminating signiant photometri ontributions from
stellar ompanions is needed suh as the use of multi-lter photometry (see Moro &
Munari 2000 for a ensus of systems) of whih the Stromvil system (Straizys, Crawford &
Philip 1996) is one of many possible hoies and/or spetrophotometry. Finally one has to
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extend the time span of the observations to at least order 10 years whih is diÆult using
a spae mission alone, but might be possible with a network of ground-based telesopes
obtaining photometry onsistent with that from one or more spae missions.
Aknowledgements. SJA wishes to thank the Citadel Development Foundation for their
support.
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DISCOVERY OF A SECONDARY SPECTRUM IN THE SB1 SYSTEM
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Radial velocity variations of HD 434 (HIP 728, BD +27

3, SAO 73772, m
V
= 6:47)
were discovered by Shajn (1951) who also classied the spectrum as A2s. Palmer et
al. (1968) classied the star as A4Vm and estimated its v sin i = 60 kms
 1
. Hube &
Gulliver (1985) reported a preliminary orbit based on 38 spectrograms of a reciprocal
dispersion 15

A/mm. Later on, Margoni et al. (1992), using photographic spectra of
42

A/mm, conrmed the orbital elements. Nevertheless, in the same year Sreedhar Rao
& Abhyankar (1992) published the radial velocity curve obtained from 33 photographic
spectra (33

A/mm and the resolution of 0.66

A) which diers signicantly in V
0
and K
from that of Hube & Gulliver (1985). They also speculated about a secondary spectrum
and concluded that the secondary component should be at least 1:
m
5 fainter in the visible
so that it was not seen in their and previous spectra. CCD observations were called for.
Our spectroscopic observations were carried out with the 2-m RCC telescope of the
Bulgarian National Astronomical Observatory in the frame of our observational program
on Am-stars in binary systems. Photometrics AT200 camera with a SITe SI003AB 1024
1024 CCD chip, (24 m pixels) was used in the Third camera of the coude spectrograph to
provide spectra in two dierent spectral regions 100

A wide and centered on 6440

A and
6720

A with R = 32000. The typical S=N ratio is 250{350. Wavelength calibration has
the r.m.s. error of 0.005

A. IRAF standard procedures have been used for bias subtracting,
at-elding and wavelength calibration. Telluric lines have been removed using spectra
of hot, fast rotating stars. Rectication, equivalent widths and radial velocities were
measured using the EQWREC2 code (Budaj & Komzk 2000). The log of observations is
listed in Table 1.
Table 1: List of observations, HD 434
Date HJD (2400000+) Region [

A]
03.01.2001 51913.1625 6667{6770
04.01.2001 51914.1977 6389{6492
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Figure 1. HD 434, phase = 0.97. Both components are mixed
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Figure 2. HD 434, phase = 1.00, next day. Both components are clearly resolved
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The secondary component lines are not seen in our rst spectrum of HD 434 (orbital
phase 0.97, Fig. 1) (phases were computed following the ephemeris
T = 2447186:26 + 34:
d
25999  E;
(where T is the time of periastron passage) given by Sreedhar Rao & Abhyankar (1992)).
However, a clear secondary spectrum was observed next day (orbital phase 1.00, Fig. 2)
although the orbital period is quite long. It appeared due to the high eccentricity of the
orbit (e = 0:41). From the ratio of equivalent widths of the Ca i 6718 and Fe i 6678
lines, ([Ca=Fe] = 0:27), we can infer that at least the brighter A component has strong
Am peculiarity. This ratio is about 0.9 for normal stars but can be as low as 0.2 for the
strongest Am stars (Boesgaard 1987, Burkhart & Coupry 1989, 1991, 1997, Iliev et al.
1998). The spectrum obtained at phase 1.00, with clearly separated lines of components,
allows us to obtain more information. It is apparent that the projected rotational velocity
of the A component is much lower than previously thought (about 32 km s
 1
, half of the
previous value). We were also able to determine the value of v sin i of the B component
and it seems to be very much the same, about 27 km s
 1
. From the Ca and Fe lines of
this spectrum it seems that not only the A but both components exhibit pronounced Am
anomalies. Although we have no spectrum from the region 6667{6770

A at phase 1.00
(the [Ca=Fe] ratio used for classication purposes has to be determined from the lines
of Ca i 6718 and Fe i 6678), we found that the Ca i lines are weak, what is a typical
feature of Am stars. Radial velocities measured from the spectrum at phase 1.00 are:
v
A
=  21:8  0:4 km s
 1
, v
B
= 52:2  0:3 km s
 1
. The orbital period is rather long
( 34 days), and possible synchronization in this system would give another support
to the hydrodynamical synchronization mechanism of Tassoul & Tassoul (1992) which
remains operative for rather large orbital periods up to P
orb
 100 days. The pronounced
Am anomalies of both components and the rather eccentric orbit seem to conform the
hypothesis of Budaj (1996, 1997, 1999) about a stabilization mechanism in binary systems
competing with diusion processes.
This work was supported by VEGA grant No. 7107.
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CCD LIGHT CURVES OF ROTSE1 VARIABLES, IX:
GSC 2530.488 CVn, GSC 1991.1390 Com, GSC 1991.1633 Com
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VAR1
Name of the object:
GSC 2530.488 = ROTSE1 J122607.59+355548.9
Equatorial coordinates: Equinox:
R.A.= 12
h
26
m
07:
s
6 DEC.= +35

55
0
49
00
2000.0
Comparison star(s): GSC 2530.525
Check star(s): GSC 2530.547
VAR2
Name of the object:
GSC 1991.1390 = ROTSE1 J123204.87+262248.1
Equatorial coordinates: Equinox:
R.A.= 12
h
32
m
04:
s
94 DEC.= +26

22
0
48:
00
6 2000.0
Comparison star(s): GSC 1991.1415
Check star(s): GSC 1991.1422
VAR3
Name of the object:
GSC 1991.1633 = ROTSE1 J123305.53+270803.4
Equatorial coordinates: Equinox:
R.A.= 12
h
33
m
05:
s
5 DEC.= +27

08
0
03
00
2000.0
Comparison star(s): GSC 1991.1669
Check star(s): GSC 1991.1840
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Figure 1. CCD light curve (without lter) of GSC 2530.488
Figure 2. CCD light curve (without lter) of GSC 1991.1390
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Figure 3. CCD light curve (without lter) of GSC 1911.1633
Observatory and telescope:
Private observatory, Schlusselacher, Wald, 0.15-m refractor
Detector: SBIG ST-7 CCD camera
Filter(s): None
Availability of the data:
Upon request from diethelm@astro.unibas.ch
Type of variability: EW
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Remarks:
As a byproduct of the ROTSE1 CCD survey, a large number of new variables have
been discovered (Akerlof et al., 2000). In a series of papers, we report unltered
CCD observations for some of the close binary systems (type EW) in the list of
Akerlof et al. (2000). GSC 2530.488 (VAR1 in this paper) was observed with our
CCD equipment as mentioned above during 5 nights between JD 2451951 and
JD 2451984, while the data on GSC 1991.1390 (here VAR2) and GSC 1991.1633
(VAR3) were collected during the same 5 nights. A total of 171 CCD frames were
measured for VAR1, 162 frames for VAR2 and 160 frames for VAR3. Figures 1, 2
and 3 show our observations folded with the elements
GSC 2530.488 JD(min,hel) = 2451967:325(2) + 0:365714(30)  E;
GSC 1991.1390 JD(min,hel) = 2451967:3479(9) + 0:2863601(9)  E;
GSC 1991.1633 JD(min,hel) = 2451967:4962(9) + 0:3379351(17)  E.
These elements of variation are deduced from a linear t to the newly determined
normal minima from the ROTSE1 data (VAR1: HJD 2451244.6766(15), primary,
HJD 2451246.6826(16), secondary; VAR2: HJD 2451312.7287(3), primary; VAR3:
HJD 2451246.6822(14), primary, HJD 2451260.7032(8), secondary) as well as the
minima derived from our data and given in Blattler (2001).
The elements of variation for GSC 2530.488 given above should be checked since the
number of revolutions between the ROTSE1 data and ours is somewhat ambiguous.
GSC 1991.1390 and GSC 1991.1633 are situated within the Coma Cluster (Melotte
111, AV 2059 and AV 2139 respectively).
Acknowledgements:
This research made use of the SIMBAD data base, operated at CDS, Strasbourg,
France.
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A NEW FAINT W UMa TYPE VARIABLE IN THE GALACTIC HALO
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Equatorial oordinates: Equinox:
R.A.= 23
h
48
m
01
s
DEC.= +00
Æ
53
0
59
00
2000.0
Observatory and telesope:
Bohyunsan Optial Astronomy Observatory (BOAO), 1.8-m reetor
Detetor: Thinned bak illuminated SITe 2048 2048 hip
Filter(s): V
Transformed to a standard system: No
Type of variability: W UMa
Availability of the data:
Eletronially from the IBVS website as le 5053-t1.txt
Remarks:
A new faint (hV i  17:
m
7) halo W UMa type variable star was disovered for
two nights observation using the BOAO 1.8-m reetor. We arried out aperture
photometry via the APPHOT program in the IRAF pakage in order to determine
the dierential photometri magnitudes. The exposure time was 300 seonds.
Aknowledgements:
This work was partly supported by Korea Researh Grant, KRF-2000-015-DP0444.
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Figure 1. Finding hart of the new variable. The oordinate (2000.0) of the enter marked with `+' is
denoted on the upper left side. The eld of view is 10
0
 10
0
Figure 2. Top: Light urve of the new variable; bottom: magnitude dierenes between the
omparison and hek stars
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NEW OBSERVATIONS OF THE POSSIBLE HIGH AMPLITUDE
 SCUTI VARIABLE V854 SCORPII
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The variability of V854 Sco (= CSV 2614 = HV 10535 = GSC 5617-00730) was dis-
covered by E. Hughes Boyce (1942) who classied the star as an eclipsing variable of type
W UMa, varying between magnitudes 13.9 and 14.5, but gave no elements. Robinson
(1967) estimated the magnitude of V854 Sco on 200 plates of the Harvard Observatory
collection, taken between JD 2427900 and JD 2430133, with exposure times of 45 min-
utes. A period of 0:1024012  0:0000001 day was found, with a mean variation between
photographic magnitudes 13.05 and 13.41. He also noted a larger dispersion of the data
at maximum, compared to the minimum, and attributed this to a cycle-to-cycle variation
of the amplitude. Due to the long exposure times, the mean amplitude could be underes-
timated. The characteristics of V854 Sco compiled by Rodrguez et al. (1994) are based
on these data. Kinman (1998) refers to V854 Sco as a possible high amplitude  Scuti star
(HADS) located high above the galactic plane. To our knowledge there exists no colour
information for this object.
We observed V854 Sco in the spring of 2000 with the 0.35-m telescope of CBA Belgium
and the 0.4-m telescope of Beersel Hills Observatory (see Vanmunster et al. (2000) for a
complete description of the CBA Belgium Observatory equipment and software). Both
telescopes are equipped with an ST7 CCD-camera. We used a 2  2 binning mode. Due
to the faintness of the star and the low altitude above the horizon, no lter was used.
Exposure times varied between 120 and 200 seconds. Observations were made on ve
nights from JD 2451673 to 2451704, spanning a total time base of 31 days (see Table 1).
Respectively 288 (CBA) and 47 (BHO) data points were obtained, with a total observing
time amounting to 14 hours. The CBA frames were calibrated and reduced using the
prole tting algorithm of the software package MIPS (Buil et al. 1993). The frames
taken at BHO were reduced with the aperture photometry procedure of the Mira AP
software package
y
. The comparison star was GSC 5617-00683 (14:
m
0). The standard
deviation of the measurements check minus comparison star was 0:
m
02 on JD 2451679
(n = 47). An oset in mean magnitude for the latter data with respect to the rest of
the data was applied on a telescope-to-telescope basis. All dierential magnitudes were
computed with respect to the same comparison star. They are available on request.
y
MIRA AP is distributed by Axiom Research, Inc.
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Figure 1. The V854 Sco data phased against the frequency of 9.7644123 c/d: lled diamonds represent
the data on JD 2451679.428{2451679.521 (n = 39), 2451693, 2451704 while open triangles are used for
JD 2451673, 2451679.525{2451679.544 (n = 8), 2451690
Table 1: Log of observations
Date JD+ No. data Telescope
May 8/9, 2000 673 29 CBA
May 14/15 679 47 BHO
May 25/26 690 74 CBA
May 28/29 693 104 CBA
June 8/9 704 81 CBA
`JD+' stands for 'JD 2451000+'
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The data were frequency-analysed with Period98 (Sperl, 1998). We obtained the same
period as reported by Robinson (1967): 0:102413  0:000002 days, corresponding to the
frequency of 9:76440:0002 cycles per day (c/d). Fig. 1 shows the mean light curve phased
against the best tting frequency of 9.7644123 c/d. The mean peak-to-peak amplitude
in white light is 0:
m
34 in good agreement with the range in photographic magnitude
(Robinson, 1967). The error in frequency means that we believe that a shift in phase of
0.07 or larger between the rst and the last timing of maximum light can be detected
in the data string ( = f  number of cycles). With a full amplitude of 0:
m
34, such
a phase shift corresponds to a deviation of 0:
m
023, which is of order of the estimated
noise level. This error in frequency is thus an upper limit. However the peak-to-peak
amplitude varies by as much as 0:
m
15. The shape of the light curve varies strongly within
two subsequent cycles, as can been seen in Fig. 1 (see dierent symbols for dierent sets
of data). The skewness of the light curve is strongest at maximum amplitude. We have
applied a t to all the data taking the rst harmonic into consideration, giving:
f = 9:7644 c/d; a
1
= 0:
m
162; 
1
= 0:969;
2f = 19:5288 c/d; a
2
= 0:
m
049; 
2
= 0:338;
t
0
= JD 2451673:4793; mean dierence = 0:
m
703
and a residual standard deviation equal to 0:
m
045 (0:
m
057 without the harmonic term). The
residual dispersion in amplitude is concentrated mainly around the phase of maximum
light. The parameters characterizing the shape of the light curve in a Fourier decompo-
sition give R
21
= 0:33 and 
21
= 2:51. The latter value is a bit low compared to other 
Scuti stars (Poretti et al., 1990).
In conclusion we report the constancy of the period for this high amplitude  Scuti star
over a time range of almost 60 years. In addition we conrm that the mean peak-to-peak
amplitude uctuates by as much as 0:
m
15. From the re-occurrence of a similar light curve
shape on a time scale of several days, one can expect beating between two closely spaced
frequencies. We searched but found no indication for a second frequency in our data.
However this does not argue against the existence of a second frequency, as it could well
be that coverage with respect to the corresponding beat period is insucient.
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THREE NEW SOUTHERN EMISSION-LINE LATE-TYPE DWARFS
GRAY, R.O.; MCFADDEN, M.T.
Appalachian State University, Boone, NC, U.S.A., e-mail: grayro@appstate.edu
As part of the NASA Nearby Stars / Space InterferometryMission Preparatory Science
program, we are obtaining classication resolution spectra of all 3600 dwarf and giant stars
earlier than M0 within 40 pc of the Sun in the Hipparcos catalog (Perryman 1997). While
our sample only extends to stars earlier than M0, we have included in our program stars
from the Hipparcos catalog out to 40 pc which have no known spectral type. Many of
these stars are M-type dwarfs. During an observing run in early February 2001 at the
Cerro Tololo Interamerican Observatory, we obtained spectra of the fainter southern stars
in our program on the 1.5-m telescope with the Cassegrain spectrograph. The spectra
are of resolution 2.6

A (2 pixels), with a spectral range from 3800{5150

A. During the
observing run, we also obtained spectra of a number of late-type MK standards.
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Figure 1. Spectra of three new southern emission-line stars. The uxes have been normalized at a
common point, and the spectra oset by one ux unit for clarity
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Table 1: Data for new emission-line dwarfs
JD
Star
Spectral EW (

A)
V
Parallax Error
2450000+ type Ca II K (mas) (mas)
1947.833 HIP 52190 M2 Ve 11.6 11.02 68.38 3.76
1948.566 HIP 23309 K7 Ve 9.8 10.02 38.08 1.07
1945.569 HIP 26369 K4.5 Ve 5.8 9.84 41.23 15.54
Figure 2. A nding chart for HIP 23309, a newly discovered emission-line star. The catalog position
for the star UGP 105 is indicated by an `X' at top center. The chart is 15
0
 15
0
. North is at top, east is
to the left. The brightest star in the upper lefthand corner is CD 57

1055 which, according to Simbad,
has a spectral type of F8
Two of the stars, HIP 52190 and HIP 23309 (CD 57

1054), on our program show
prominent emission lines in Ca II K & H and the Balmer lines, (see Figure 1) but seem
not to have been recorded as emission line objects in the literature. The third star, HIP
26369, also illustrated in Figure 1, turns out to be a chromospherically-active companion
to a very active primary.
HIP 52190 shows strong Balmer-line emission as well as strong emission in Ca II H
& K. The total exposure time for our spectrum was 1600 seconds, distributed over 4
separate exposures. The individual exposures, however, do not reveal a change in the
emission-line strengths, and thus, if this is a are star, the spectrum in Figure 1 likely
represents the quiescent state. We can nd no reference to this high proper motion star
as a are or emission-line star in the literature. Its Hipparcos parallax places it at a
distance of 14.6 parsecs, but it was not included in the Catalogue of Nearby Stars (Gliese
& Jahreiss 1991). This star was discovered by Hipparcos to be a binary with a separation
of 1:
00
32.
HIP 23309 shows moderately strong emission in H and quite strong emission in Ca II
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H & K. The Simbad Database records a spectral type of K7 V for HIP 23309, but we
can nd no other spectral type for this star in the literature, nor any reference to this
star as an emission-line star. The source for the K7 V spectral type is a compilation
by Jaschek (1978), but the coordinates in that compilation do not correspond to the
Hipparcos position for HIP 23309, but to the star UGP 105 in the Upgren et al. (1972)
catalog. UGP 105 is given a spectral type of K7 V in the Upgren et al. catalog, and thus
it seems likely that HIP 23309 has been confused with UGP 105. Simbad gives a position
for UGP 105 a few minutes north of the position of HIP 23309, but it is listed as having
a V magnitude of 9.2, considerably brighter than V = 10:02 assigned to HIP 23309 in the
Hipparcos catalog. However, no star occurs at the position of UGP 105! To help clarify
this situation, we include a nding chart for HIP 23309 (Figure 2).
A third star of interest is HIP 26369 (HD 37572 B) which shows fairly strong emission
in Ca II H & K. This star makes a wide visual binary (18.3
00
separation) with a well-known
chromospherically active star, HD 37572 (UY Pic) which is both a ROSAT (Pounds et
al. 1993) and Extreme Ultraviolet Explorer (Bowyer et al. 1994) source. No spectral type
for HIP 26369 shows up in the Simbad Database, and a search of relevant catalogs and
references was unsuccessful. Our spectrum of HIP 26369 is displayed in Figure 1.
We have used our spectra to classify these stars on the MK system. This information
is presented in Table 1. Photometry and parallaxes in Table 1 are from the Hipparcos
catalog.
This research is supported under NASA/JPL Contract #1219099. Spectra obtained
for this project are released on our NStars website: http://stellar.phys.appstate.edu/.
This research made use of the SIMBAD database, operated at CDS, Strasbourg, France.
Figure 2 was prepared from the Digitized Sky Survey which is based on images taken for
the SERC-J survey, Royal Observatory Edinburgh. Cerro Tololo Interamerican Observa-
tory is operated by the Association of Universities for Research in Astronomy, Inc., under
contract with the National Science Foundation.
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NEW PHOTOELECTRIC MINIMA AND UPDATED EPHEMERIDES
OF SELECTED ECLIPSING BINARIES
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1
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We present 58 new minima times of 23 elipsing lose binaries obtained from July
1999 to Marh 2001 as a part of the program of their full light-urve overages. The
UBV R photoeletri observations were taken at the Skalnate Pleso (SP) and Stara Lesna
(SL) observatories of the Astronomial Institute of the Slovak Aademy of Sienes. In
both ases the 0.6-m Cassegrain telesope equipped with a single-hannel pulse-ounting
photoeletri photometer was used. For all observations a 10-seond integration was
used. Data redution, the atmospheri extintion orretion and transformation to the
standard international UBV system were arried out in the usual way. We have alulated
the times of minima separately for all lters using the Kwee and Van Woerden's method,
parabola t, sliding integration method, traing paper and \enter of mass" method
whih were desribed in detail by Ghedini (1982). The omputer odes were kindly
provided by Komzk (2000). To eliminate the inuene of the photospheri ativity on
the minima times (e.g., for RT And and XY UMa), for omputations of the primary and
seondary minima we have used only observations in the phase intervals 0:02 and 0:04,
respetively. The average times of the primary (I) and seondary (II) minima in dierent
passbands and their probable errors are given in Table 1.
We have also olleted all available minima times of these elipsing binaries from liter-
ature and from ompilations kindly provided by Kreiner (2000). The CCD, photoeletri
and visual minima were weighted aording to their average preision. Sine the period
hanges in lose binaries are rather often and pronouned, the presented ephemerides
(Table 2) were obtained by tting the data in the last setion of the O C diagram whih
is approximately linear. The orbital periods of a large fration of the presented binaries
(AB And, BX And, SV Cam, VW Cep, EF Dra, SW La, XY UMa) are modulated by
the presene of further omponent(s) in the system. Hene, the linear ephemerides of
these systems are expeted to be valid with a suÆient preision (0.01{0.02 in phases)
only during few years. This is the ase for multiple systems like VW Cep or EF Dra,
where apparent hanges of the orbital period has reently been quite large.
Detailed light-urve analysis and study of the period hanges will be published else-
where.
Aknowledgements: This study was supported by VEGA grant 1157/2001 of the Slovak
Aademy of Sienes.
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Table 1: New times of primary (I) and seondary (II) minima. The standard errors are given in paren-
theses
System
JD
hel
Min. Obs. Fil. System
JD
hel
Min. Obs. Fil.
2400000+ 2400000+
AB And 51776.53314(5) I SL B SV Cam 51921.2796(9) I SP V
51776.53387(3) I SL V 51924.5381(4) II SP R
51777.36296(3) II SL B 51924.5388(3) II SP V
51777.36365(5) II SL V 51997.4852(9) II SP R
51833.2869(1) I SL V 51997.4898(9): II SP V
51833.28697(3) I SL B EG Cep 51718.44352(15) I SP R
51833.45306(5) II SL V 51718.44389(5) I SP V
51833.45315(10) II SL B 51718.44413(13) I SP B
51925.22047(6) I SL B 51772.36150(8) I SL B
51925.22064(2) I SL V 51772.36160(12) I SL V
BX And 51800.5452(3) I SL B GW Cep 51968.3054(1) II SL BV
51800.5454(2) I SL V VW Cep 51707.4008(2) I SL V
51838.3734(1) I SL B 51707.4013(4) I SL B
51838.3739(1) I SL V 51716.4465(3) II SL B
51838.3743(1) I SL U 51716.4478(2): II SL V
RT And 51776.45476(4) I SL V 51772.52501(6) I SL V
51776.45495(4) I SL B 51772.52522(8) I SL U
51778.3411(2): I SP R 51772.52561(8) I SL B
51778.3416(2) I SP B 51777.5339(2) I SL V
51778.3417(1) I SP V 51777.5346(2) I SL B
SS Ari 51928.25849(5) I SL V YY CrB 51975.6053(1) I SL V
51928.25893(3) I SL B 51975.6056(1) I SL B
44i Boo 51704.4907(2) I SL V EF Dra 51968.5766(1) I SL B
51704.4909(2) I SL B 51968.5772(1) I SL V
51705.4260(2) II SL B FU Dra 51925.67608(5) I SL B
51705.4270(2) II SL V 51925.6756(1) I SL V
51556.6529(2) I SP V 51927.6701(4) II SL V
51556.6530(3) I SP R 51927.6710(1) II SL B
51556.6538(1) I SP B 51952.5134(3) II SL V
51668.4679(2) II SL V 51952.5140(1) II SL B
51668.4689(13): II SL B 51952.6665(2) I SL B
51968.4253(1) II SL V 51952.6679(1) I SL V
51968.4265(1): II SL B SW La 51389.51309(2) I SL V
V523 Cas 51822.4264(2) I SP V 51389.51313(2) I SL B
51822.4267(2) I SP R 51389.51316(5) I SL U
51822.4269(1) I SP B 51536.24001(13) II SP B
AO Cam 51798.5673(2) II SL V 51536.24003(8) II SP R
51798.5675(1) II SL B 51536.24012(8) II SP V
SV Cam 51435.54893(9) I SL U 51772.4445(1) I SL B
51435.54893(3) I SL B 51772.4448(1) I SL V
51435.54909(3) I SL V 51860.32001(3) I SL V
51536.37178(5) I SP V 51860.32028(8) I SL B
51536.37209(2) I SP R UV Lyn 51898.4814(1) I SL B
51536.37238(4) I SP B 51898.4821(2) I SL V
51550.3096(3) II SL B 51929.39972(5) II SL V
51550.3116(3) II SL V 51929.4004(2) II SL B
51878.5746(4) I SP V 51929.6066(1) I SL V
51878.5757(5) I SP R 51929.6068(2) I SL B
51878.5762(4) I SP B 51958.4490(2) II SL V
51921.2792(6) I SP R 51958.4496(5) II SL B
51921.2793(4) I SP B U Peg 51778.4966(1) II SL B
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Table 1: (ontinued)
System
JD
hel
Min. Obs. Fil. System
JD
hel
Min. Obs. Fil.
2400000+ 2400000+
U Peg 51778.4970(1) II SL V EQ Tau 51930.2550(5): II SL V
51794.4230(4): I SL B 51930.2565(1) II SL B
51794.4241(1) I SL V AW UMa 51536.5917(1) I SP R
51860.3852(1) I SL B 51536.5922(1) I SP B
51860.3858(2) I SL V 51536.5923(2) I SP V
V432 Per 51911.2699(8): I SP R 51928.5919(3): II SL B
51911.2714(7) I SP B 51928.5933(1) II SL V
51911.2728(12) I SP V W UMa 51556.48346(10) II SL B
AH Tau 51956.24554(6) II SL V 51556.48373(4) II SL V
51956.2459(2) II SL B 51597.52083(7) II SL B
EQ Tau 51896.2932(1) I SL B 51597.52084(8) II SL V
51896.29324(5) I SL V XY UMa 51919.5420(2) I SL U
51911.3122(2) I SL V 51919.5421(2) I SL B
51911.31279(6) I SL B 51919.54283(3) I SL V
Table 2: New ephemerides of the seleted elipsing lose binaries. The standard errors are given in
parentheses, e.g., the entry 51534.2504(5) should be interpreted as 51534:2504  0:0005. The referene
gives last paper dediated to the system or partiularly to study of period hange.
System
JD
0
Period Interval
Period
Referene
2400000+ hange
AB And 51534.2504(5) 0:
d
33189106(4) 1981{2001 LT + % Borkovits et al. (1996)
BX And 36528.8118(22) 0.61011285(11) 1981{2000 LT ? Demiran et al. (1993)
RT And 32443.7967(5) 0.62892932(2) 1968{2000 & Pribulla et al. (2000a)
SS Ari 41947.151(5) 0.4059836(2) 1993{2001 & Demiran et al. (1993)
44i Boo 50945.4898(6) 0.26781916(7) 1988{2001 % Gherega et al. (1994)
V523 Cas 47000.1839(5) 0.23369229(4) 1987{2000 % Lister et al. (2000)
AO Cam 45745.6391(6) 0.32990473(7) 1980{2000 ! Ruinski et al. (2000)
SV Cam 33777.389(2) 0.59307318(8) 1979{2001 LT ? Albayrak et al. (1999)
EG Cep 26929.3962(20) 0.54462278(5) 1976{2000 % Chohol et al. (1998)
GW Cep 47000.1436(12) 0.31882954(11) 1989{2001 & Pribulla et al. (2001b)
VW Cep 33898.424(23) 0.2783131(4) 1997{2000 LT + & Pribulla et al. (2000b)
YY CrB 50955.8688(12) 0.37656421(9) 1998{2001 ! Ruinski et al. (2000)
EF Dra 51789.2125(12) 0.4240257(2) 1989{2001 LT + % ? Pribulla et al. (2001b)
FU Dra 50866.2768(5) 0.30671682(13) 1991{2001 ! Ruinski et al. (2000)
SW La 51056.2896(3) 0.32071510(9) 1993{2000 LT + % Pribulla et al. (1999a)
UV Lyn 47000.4197(10) 0.41498460(15) 1988{2001 % Lu et al. (1999)
U Peg 33512.032(4) 0.37477742(10) 1985{2000 & Borkovits et al. (1996)
V432 Per 48601.3750(7) 0.3833120(2) 1991{2001 LT ? Agerer (1992)
AH Tau 47000.2689(5) 0.33267164(7) 1975{2001 & ? Liu et al. (1991)
EQ Tau 47000.3566(7) 0.34134666(10) 1984{2001 LT or & Bukner et al. (1998)
AW UMa 38044.892(10) 0.4387259(3) 1994{2001 & + LT ? Pribulla et al. (1999b)
W UMa 50554.7428(2) 0.33363551(3) 1984{2000 LT ? Depasquale et al. (1999)
XY UMa 35216.398(5) 0.47899819(16) 1994{2001 LT + % Pribulla et al. (2001a)
LT: light-time eet, %: period inrease, &: period derease, !: onstant period
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V802 Aql IS AN ECLIPSING BINARY OF W UMa-TYPE
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V802 Aql (= GSC 5119-00948; 
2000
= 18
h
58
m
55
s
; Æ
2000
=  03
Æ
1:
0
2) was disovered
by Bakos (1950) who lassied it as an RR Lyrae star varying between magnitudes 13.7
and 14.2 with a period of 0:
d
1338, based on 25 observed minima. Rodrguez et al. (2000)
inluded the star in their latest atalogue of Æ Suti stars.
We observed V802 Aql on two nights in 1996 and on four nights in 2000. We obtained
respetively 130 and 347 data points, totalling 12.7 hours of photometry. We used a 0.40-
m telesope. In 1996 this instrument was equipped with a Hisis24 CCD amera, in 2000
with a ST7 CCD amera. Both ameras have a Kodak KAF400 hip. No lter was used.
Exposure times varied between 70 and 120 seonds, depending on sky onditions. The
images were redued with the aperture photometry proedure of the Mira AP software
pakage
y
.
The brightness of the variable was measured with respet to the average of GSC 5119-
01018 and GSC 5119-00575. The standard deviation of the dierential magnitudes be-
tween both omparison stars was 0:
m
006. The data were frequeny-analysed with \Period",
a period searh program developed by one of us (P. Wils) based on the PDM method
(Stellingwerf, 1978). The following times of minima were observed:
Type Mag JD Hel.
Min II 0.295 2450300.434
Min II 0.325 2451780.457
Min I 0.369 2451781.392
Min I 0.349 2451782.463
Min II 0.288 2451784.471
Our results show that V802 Aql is an elipsing binary of type W UMa with a period
of 0:
d
2677  0:
d
0003. Fig. 1 shows the phased light urve with two unequal minima: the
primary minimum (Min I) is 0:
m
35 deep, the seondary minimum (Min II) is 0:
m
30 deep.
Both minima are total with a duration of 0:
d
02.
The orresponding ephemeris is:
Min: I = HJD 2451781:392 + 0:
d
2677 E:
 0:001  0:0003
y
The Mira AP software is distributed by Axiom Researh In.
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Figure 1. Phase diagram for V802 Aql (against the period of 0:
d
2677)
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e with the text.
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NEW DWARF NOVAE ON MOSCOW PLATES
KRYACHKO, T.V.
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/o Sternberg Astronomial Institute, 13, Universitetskij Prosp., Mosow 119899,
Russia), http://www.starlab.ru, e-mail: ometau.ru
A searh for new variable stars on Mosow arhive plates resulted in the disovery of
two new UG stars (TK 4 and TK 5). The oordinates of TK 5, taken from the USNO A2.0
atalog, and for TK 4, measured on a DSS image, are listed in Table 1. The nding harts
are shown in Figure 1. The TK numbers of the new variables ontinue the numbering
system rst introdued in Kryahko and Solovyov (1996).
The stars were estimated by eye on plates taken with the 40-m astrograph in the
Crimea. The magnitudes of omparison stars are given in Table 2. The standard sequene
in NGC 6819 (Purgathofer, 1966) was used to obtain B-band magnitudes of omparison
stars for TK 4 and TK 5.
Both stars are blue on Palomar prints.
NTK 4
5' 7'
TK 5 N
E
a
a
b
b
c
c
d
d
e
e
f
E
Figure 1. The nding harts and the omparison stars
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Figure 2. TK4 Lyr. The light urve of a long-lasting outburst showing a temporary fading
Figure 3. TK5 Lyr. Fragments of the light urve: the long-lasting outburst and two onseutive
outbursts
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Table 1: Coordinates of the new variables
Var  (J2000.0) Æ(J2000.0)
TK 4 19
h
13
m
58:
s
47 +40
Æ
44
0
09:
00
1
TK 5 19
h
17
m
26:
s
5 +37
Æ
10
0
41
00
Table 2: Comparison stars
Var a b  d e f
TK 4 14.62 15.34 15.73 15.94 16.83
TK 5 13.77 14.65 15.47 15.98 16.19 16.69
TK 4 Lyr. We estimated the star on 226 plates taken in JD 2439345{2444436. The
range of variability on our plates is 14:
m
86{[17:
m
2. A total of three outbursts have been
revealed. They belong to at least two dierent types: #3 is brighter and short-lasting,
of less than 4 days duration, and #1 lasted more than 9 days, with a 0:
m
65 deep loal
minimum on the plato, with at least 1 hour duration. We an assume this star to be a
UGSU (SU UMa subtype) dwarf nova. The light urve of the outburst #1 is shown in
Figure 2. This star is missing in the USNO A2.0 atalog; in 3
00
to the north-north-west,
there is a USNO star at 19
h
13
m
58:
s
41, +40
Æ
44
0
11:
00
5 (2000.0) (B = 19:5, R = 18:4). TK4
is brighter than the latter star on the blue DSS-II image and fainter on the red image.
Further observations and searh for superhumps are strongly enouraged.
Outbursts (JD 24. . . ):
#1 39642.493 [16.8 #2 40033.436 [16.8
39646.377 15.16 40036.406 [16.8
39646.413 15.22 40037.334 14.86
39647.371 15.89 40056.477 16.12
39647.403 15.81 40060.525 [16.8
39648.385 15.10
39648.418 15.22 #3 40386.484 [16.8
39653.375 15.56 40387.450 14.91
39653.407 15.56 40387.472 14.98
39655.444 15.54 40390.469 [17.1
39671.379 [17.0 40392.505 [16.8
39671.411 [17.0
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TK 5 Lyr. The UG-type variability was disovered on the basis of 220 estimates
(JD 2439345{2444436). The B-band magnitude hanges in the range 14:
m
32{[17:
m
1.
The star shows frequent outbursts, with a possible yle around 60 days. Three best-
observed outbursts, #1 and two onseutive ones, #4 + #5, are shown in Figure 3. The
olor index (blue minus red) is 0.7 in the USNO A2.0 atalog.
Outbursts on Mosow plates (JD 24. . . ):
#1 39676.465 16.93 #3 39953.565 16.77 #6 40412.480 16.93
39677.405 16.52 39965.391 15.81 40413.503 16.85
39678.348 14.79 39965.498 15.62 40425.439 14.32
39678.380 14.39 39966.469 15.79 40427.438 14.50
39681.398 14.39 39966.498 15.81
39684.422 15.11 39968.470 16.85 #7 42988.411 [17.1
39684.454 15.06 39968.495 16.85 43046.340 14.32
39686.387 15.56 43047.397 14.43
39686.420 15.12 #4 40007.495 17.01 43049.349 14.47
39687.448 15.75 40013.490 16.93 43050.325 14.40
39687.480 15.73 40033.436 14.45 43064.259 [16.9
39703.393 16.93 40036.406 15.56 43065.262 [16.9
39703.441 16.77 40037.334 15.64
40056.477 16.85
#2 39716.467 16.93
39716.504 16.69 #5 40060.525 [16.7
39734.387 15.73 40064.517 [16.9
39734.423 15.88 40094.377 14.45
39735.339 15.81 40095.437 14.88
39735.372 16.19 40095.477 14.43
39735.408 16.29 40096.504 14.86
39737.290 16.69 40097.464 15.62
39739.370 16.69 40117.353 16.93
40145.351 16.85
The author would like to thank Drs. S.V. Antipin and N.N. Samus for their help and
attention to this investigation.
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OBSERVATIONS OF NSV 04832
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Name of the objet:
SAO 81314 = BD+26
Æ
2077 = AGK+25
Æ
1146 = HD 89810 = PPM 100303 = IRC
+30220 = GSC 1972 454
Equatorial oordinates: Equinox:
R.A.= 10
h
22
m
23
s
DEC.= +25
Æ
29
0
59
00
2000.0
Observatory and telesope:
Mollet Observatory; 6-m refrating telesope
Detetor: CCD
Filter(s): V
Comparison star(s): SAO 81303 = BD+26
Æ
2072 = AGK+25
Æ
1145 = HIP
50632 = PPM 100278 = GSC 1972 644
Chek star(s): SAO 81321 = BD+25
Æ
2241 = AGK+25
Æ
1150 = PPM
100309 = GSC 1969 704
Transformed to a standard system: No
Availability of the data:
Upon request
Type of variability: SR
Remarks:
NSV 04832, with a Tyho V magnitude of 8.877 and a B magnitude of 10.305
and a spetral type M8, was announed as a variable star by Neugebauer and
Leighton (1969), who indiated that this star underwent light variations in the
I band between 5:
m
08 and 5:
m
47. To know more about NSV 04832 the star was
observed from 2 Marh to 13 June 1997 for 41 nights. Figure 1 displays the obtained
light urve, suggesting a SR type. The maximum deteted amplitude was of 0.70
magnitudes. More observations are needed to asertain its long term behaviour.
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Figure 1.
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In the third installment of this series of papers (Diethelm, 2001a and 2001b), we report
the timings of minimum light of newly disovered variables from ROTSE1 (Roboti Opti-
al Transient Searh Experiment 1) survey data, as reported in Akerlof et al. (2000). The
original data are publily available through the Internet (http://www.umih.edu/~rotse).
Table 1 ontains the times of minimum of 73 stars whose variability was disovered for
the rst time by the ROTSE1 team and lassied as E type elipsing binaries, ordered
aording to RA. In eah ase, the data have been folded into a seasonal light urve using
the ROTSE1 period or twie that value (see also Table 2). The time of minimum was
then found with the help of the Kwee{Van Woerden algorithm (Kwee and Van Woerden,
1956). Sine the CCD measurements of the ROTSE1 survey were obtained in a random
fashion as viewed from the variable stars period, the phase overage of the individual light
urves is sometimes less than pleasing. It must also be noted that some of the variables
have double entries in the ROTSE1 atalogue, the seond identier being given in the
seond row of the variables data in Table 1.
With the purpose of aiding prospetive investigators of theses variables, we give in
Table 2 the basi light urve parameters as dedued from the ROTSE1 photometry. Due
to the uneven phase overage, some of the given parameter values are rather unertain
and we would like to point out the neessity of in-depth studies of these stars. As far as we
know, suh a study has been instigated by the AAVSO (for ROTSE1 J170250.47+213959.0
see Lubke et al., 2000; ROTSE1 J165241.80+124905.2, ROTSE1 J170610.49+495523.6,
ROTSE1 J174103.55+273429.1 and ROTSE1 J181941.87+501037.3 in progress) as well as
by members of the BBSAG.
Among the stars assigned to the E type by the ROTSE1 team, we nd some to be
questionably lassied. ROTSE1 J141308.66+295950.7 = GSC2013.854 is a Æ Suti vari-
able with a period of 0:
d
141084 and an amplitude of 0:
m
3 (13.2{13.5). The light urves
of the four stars ROTSE1 J173012.01+141446.4 = GSC1004.171, ROTSE1 J173334.66 =
GSC3087.1020, ROTSE1 J175053.54+265448.8 = GSC2085.1541 and ROTSE1 J190111.
36+460037.7 = GSC3541.692, folded with the period value as determined by the ROTSE1
team, all show peuliarities whih make the lassiation as elipsing binaries unlikely.
In the `remarks' olumn of Table 2, D and d stand for the duration of the minimum
and of totality, respetively, while the suÆxes p and s denote primary and seondary
minimum.
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Table 1: Times of minimum of elipsing binaries
ROTSE1 Variable Min.
JD(hel,min) Est.
ROTSE1 Variable Min.
JD(hel,min) Est.
  2400000 err.   2400000 err.
J123201.49+352959.7 = s 51251.691 0.002 J165039.95+274420.0 = s 51265.8329 0.0004
= GSC2530.2276 p 51312.7322 0.0004 = GSC2066.1210 = p 51265.9804 0.0004
J123309.33+375820.2 = s 51251.812 0.003 = J165039.99+274421.1
= GSC3018.1509 p 51286.7110 0.0012 J165241.80+124905.2 = s 51265.842 0.003
J123730.26+260451.8 = p 51260.8579 0.0009 = GSC983.1044 p 51311.91 0.02
= GSC1990.1198 s 51288.876 0.005 J165252.60+383930.6 = p 51258.867 0.002
J125214.17+385630.8 = s 51278.719 0.003 = GSC3071.260 = s 51274.8909 0.0008
= GSC3021.507 p 51304.736 0.002 = J165252.61+383930.4
J133619.29+292341.1 = p 51312.729 0.002 J165551.74+245335.9 = p 51259.8648 0.0008
= GSC2004.1075 = GSC2063.902 = s 51287.8691 0.0008
J140916.76+383732.0 = - 51259.8645 0.0009 = J165551.78+245336.1
= GSC3034.593 J165656.96+291907.1 = s 51244.014 0.005
J141451.43+273415.3 = p 51259.8633 0.0004 = GSC2071.671 p 51283.779 0.006
= GSC2013.1067 s 51260.8551 0.0014 J165819.76+334022.8 = s 51243.9841 0.0002
J143723.34+380442.7 = s 51275.865 0.003 = GSC2594.1289 = p 512295.8786 0.0004
= GSC3036.930 = p 51286.7052 0.0006 = J165819.81+334022.2
= J143723.43+380442.1 J165924.08+151220.7 = s 51274.918 0.003
J143820.20+363225.6 = s 51260.8547 0.0007 = GSC1522.599 p 51323.9074 0.0010
= GSC2560.421 = p 51311.7377 0.0004 J165930.95+191256.1 = p 51288.8869 0.0004
= J143820.24+363225.5 = GSC1530.1382
J144005.64+263401.6 = s 51278.700 0.005 J170101.20+492314.7 = p 51265.8278 0.0015
= GSC2018.65 = p 51286.681 0.003 = GSC3504.856 s 51308.7177 0.0014
= J144005.69+263402.2 J170250.47+213959.0 = p 51288.7439 0.0007
J145312.48+284221.4 = p 51229.863 0.007 = GSC1534.753 s 51306.8893 0.0004
= GSC2023.1133 s 51286.76 0.04 J170610.49+495523.6 = p 51307.706 0.003
J145730.93+240251.4 = p 51258.8604 0.0009 = GSC3504.168
= GSC2017.1099 s 51265.8135 0.0017 J170922.13+123957.6 = p 51275.8837 0.0009
J150029.61+334021.7 = p 51221.8497 0.0005 = GSC985.811
= GSC2565.667 s 51287.859 0.011 J171059.94+461719.7 = p 51285.7006 0.0005
J151726.64+381336.3 = p 51223.8574 0.0010 = GSC3501.2083 s 51306.873 0.005
= GSC3045.520 s 51286.717 0.007 J171130.30+231411.2 = s 51287.81 0.02
J152155.16+335604.1 = - 51222.8497 0.0012 = GSC2061.529 p 51310.903 0.005
= GSC2566.776 - 51275.875 0.002 J171642.01+212305.9 = p 51274.9115 0.0017
J161005.08+253654.9 = p 51275.8724 0.0007 = GSC1548.713 s 51310.920 0.007
= GSC2038.674 s 51288.8774 0.0007 J171649.91+382159.8 = s 51265.78 0.01
J161050.39+372857.0 = p 51242.813 0.002 = GSC3073.1983 p 51307.745 0.004
= GSC2579.69 s 51248.795 0.005 J171727.89+271301.9 = p 51286.8856 0.0017
J162108.79+253924.1 = p 51286.881 0.002 = GSC2069.150 s 51287.724 0.004
= GSC2047.270 J171824.82+222850.0 = p 51274.9145 0.0006
J163153.48+252717.2 = s 51258.851 0.002 = GSC1548.678 s 51304.7652 0.0012
= GSC2048.120 p 51275.853 0.002 J172007.77+133956.4 = p 51283.7995 0.0013
J163213.55+133847.6 = p 51252.844 0.002 = GSC990.545 s 51308.770 0.007
= GSC972.932 s 51281.93 0.02 J172142.55+405423.5 = s 51265.918 0.007
J163516.73+124618.9 = p 51310.7734 0.0011 = GSC3090.1337 p 51311.884 0.009
= GSC968.535 J172303.57+175701.2 = p 51295.891 0.002
J164508.42+203701.5 = p 51295.8959 0.0014 = GSC1541.2560 s 51322.7706 0.0012
= GSC1528.683 s 51323.907 0.004 J172441.74+135356.5 = s 51283.7923 0.0011
J164755.15+351756.5 = s 51259.861 0.013 = GSC1003.1915 p 51306.9009 0.0005
= GSC2588.69 p 51308.870 0.003 J172601.97+304710.4 = s 51288.4 0.2
J163213.55+133847.6 = p 51252.844 0.002 = GSC2605.545 p 51304.90 0.04
= GSC972.932 s 51281.93 0.02 J172659.31+244147.6 = p 51265.8307 0.0015
J163516.73+124618.9 = p 51310.7734 0.0011 = GSC2079.1360
= GSC968.535 J172741.29+274503.5 = p 51291.827 0.003
J164508.42+203701.5 = p 51295.8959 0.0014 = GSC2083.557
= GSC1528.683 s 51323.907 0.004 J172817.01+211557.0 = p 51278.7902 0.0012
J164755.15+351756.5 = s 51259.861 0.013 = GSC1550.1808
= GSC2588.69 p 51308.870 0.003 J173621.16+303212.7 = p 51295.868 0.003
= GSC2606.1006
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Table 1: (ont.)
ROTSE1 Variable Min.
JD(hel,min) Est.
ROTSE1 Variable Min.
JD(hel,min) Est.
  2400000 err.   2400000 err.
J173921.13+354208.6 = p 51286.7253 0.0019 J182138.35+421008.6 = - 51310.8700 0.0011
= GSC2618.1282 s 51304.7388 0.0015 = GSC3112.179
J174103.55+273429.1 = p 51296.743 0.005 J182301.05+400833.0 = s 51258.842 0.002
= GSC2084.777 s 51308.8718 0.0017 = GSC3108.1692 = p 51288.851 0.003
J174150.84+475104.3 = s 51243.938 0.004 = J182301.06+400833.1
= GSC3514.790 p 51312.7161 0.0008 J183907.69+415653.5 = p 51257.8337 0.0015
J174323.11+475142.3 = s 51274.8757 0.0017 = GSC3113.1384 s 51261.8328 0.0012
= GSC3514.864 p 51275.8589 0.0011 J185343.48+372338.0 = s 51274.935 0.008
J174555.29+523805.8 = s 51280.8477 0.0008 = GSC2650.1900 p 51280.844 0.004
= GSC3889.1362 p 51306.863 0.003 J185901.50+522814.9 = s 51306.92 0.02
J174743.80+463230.6 = p 51243.9763 0.0015 = GSC3553.1117 p 51310.79 0.05
= GSC3510.396 s 51311.871 0.004 J191518.85+522933.9 = s 51280.863 0.005
J174953.04+370839.6 = p 51265.8306 0.0009 = GSC3554.949 p 51297.8838 0.0013
= GSC2619.833 J191533.92+443704.9 = p 51297.859 0.002
J175852.80+481025.0 = s 51286.858 0.004 = GSC3133.1149
= GSC3515.865 p 51304.8686 0.0009 J192506.85+455603.1 = p 51277.8307 0.0013
J175909.41+493607.4 = p 51277.8466 0.0007 = GSC3543.1026 = s 51312.699 0.005
= GSC3519.401 s 51308.714 0.004 = J192506.86+455603.0
J181521.80+390545.4 = - 51257.829 0.002 J192531.82+425110.1 = p 51286.8516 0.0014
= GSC3103.919 = - 51311.7397 0.0013 = GSC3142.528 s 51306.688 0.005
= J181521.82+390544.8 J193206.64+523706.3 = p 51295.843 0.002
J181941.87+501037.3 = p 51274.858 0.010 = GSC3921.991 s 51311.724 0.005
= GSC3533.1400 J193658.15+474828.1 = - 51257.8458 0.0015
J182102.31+443841.1 = p 51305.710 0.004 = GSC3560.1105 - 51277.859 0.004
= GSC3116.1047 = s 51323.864 0.002
= J182102.34+443840.5
Table 2: Basi parameters of elipsing binaries light urves
ROTSE1 Variable Type
Period m
max
m
p
m
s
Remarks
(days) (mag)
J123201.49+352959.7 EB: 0.30599(2) 13.6 14.4 14.2
J123309.33+375820.2 EA 0.49498(5) 12.7 13.2: 12.8 pronouned reetion eet (0:
m
2)
J123730.26+260451.8 EW 0.35684(5) 12.8 13.3 13.2 d
p
= 0:
p
09, d
s
= 0:
p
11
J125214.17+385630.8 EB 0.64244(9) 12.0 12.3 12.2
J133619.29+292341.1 EA 1.24931(2) 12.5 13.2 12.6: D = 0:
p
09:
J140916.76+383732.0 EW: 0.42695(7) 12.3 12.6 -
J141451.43+273415.3 EW 0.65957(8) 11.9 12.3 12.2
J143723.34+380442.7 EA 1.0335(2) 11.3 11.8 11.4 D = 0:
p
15, d = 0:
p
03
J143820.20+363225.6 EA 0.47778(2) 10.3 10.8 10.7 D = 0:
p
17
J144005.64+263401.6 EA 3.198(1) 10.8 11.2 11.1 D = 0:
p
18, d = 0:
p
04
J145312.48+284221.4 EA 3.077(2) 12.0 12.4 12.1: D = 0:09
J145730.93+240251.4 EB 0.81880(7) 11.1 11.4 11.15
J150029.61+334021.7 EA 1.25695(6) 11.4 12.0 >11.5 D = 0:
p
14:
J151726.64+381336.3 EB 0.56896(7) 12.1 12.4 12.3
J152155.16+335604.1 EA 0.48872(2) 13.1 13.7 13.7: D = 0:
p
10
J161005.08+253654.9 EA 0.53083(2) 12.5 13.2 13.1 D = 0:
p
15
J161050.39+372857.0 EA 0.7037(1) 12.8 13.5 13.0 D = 0:
p
18
J162108.79+253924.1 EA 0.5615(2) 12.1 >12.5 12.2: D = 0:
p
16:, d 6= 0
p
(?)
J163153.48+252717.2 EB 0.8292(3) 12.2 12.6 12.4
J163213.55+133847.6 EA 2.324(1) 12.0 12.4 12.1 D = 0:
p
16
J163516.73+124618.9 EA 1.0538(7) 12.0 >12.2 D = 0:
p
11:
J164508.42+203701.5 EA 1.4367(3) 12.1 12.5 12.45 D = 0:
p
12
J164755.15+351756.5 EB 0.6853(3) 13.4 13.7 13.6
J165039.95+274420.0 EW 0.29802(1) 11.8 12.4 12.25
J165241.80+124905.2 EA 0.81526(8) 13.0 14.0: 13.5 D = 0:
p
12:
J165252.60+383930.6 EA 0.9712(2) 10.9 >11.4 11.2 D = 0:
p
14
J165551.74+245335.9 EW 0.39165(3) 11.6 12.1 12.0
J165656.96+291907.1 EA 1.3015(2) 12.0 12.3 12.15 D = 0:
p
18:
J165819.76+334022.8 EW 0.26818(1) 11.8 12.4 12.3 notieable O'Connell eet
J165924.08+151220.7 EA 0.50779(3) 12.4 13.0 12.8: D = 0:
p
17, RS CVn-like wave
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Table 2: (ont.)
ROTSE1 Variable Type
Period m
max
m
p
m
s
Remarks
(days) (mag)
J165930.95+191256.1 EA 1.1137(2) 12.5 13.0: D = 0:
p
14:
J170101.20+492314.7 EA 1.1143(3) 11.6 >12.1 11.8 D = 0:
p
21
J170250.47+213959.0 EB 0.51115576 12.0 13.1 12.45 see Lubke et al., 2000
J170610.49+495523.6 EA: 0.41035(2) 13.3 >14.0 four disordant measurements
J170922.13+123957.6 EA 1.3276(2) 11.8 12.3 12.3: D = 0:
p
17
J171059.94+461719.7 EB 0.51024(5) 10.9 11.4 11.15
J171130.30+231411.2 EA 4.211(4) 12.5 12.95 12.55: D = 0:
p
17:
J171642.01+212305.9 EB 0.7273(1) 10.8 11.2 11.0
J171649.91+382159.8 EA: 1.4736(6) 12.4 12.9 12.55 D = 0:
p
17
J171727.89+271301.9 EB 0.5582(1) 12.5 12.8 12.7
J171824.82+222850.0 EW 0.37084(3) 12.2 12.65 12.55
J172007.77+133956.4 EB 0.6483(1) 11.9 12.3 12.1
J172142.55+405423.5 EB 1.876(1) 10.2 10.3 10.25
J172303.57+175701.2 EA 0.9434(1) 11.8 12.2 12.1 D = 0:
p
14
J172441.74+135356.5 EW 0.45757(4) 11.3 11.8 11.7 notieable O'Connell eet
J172601.97+304710.4 EA 10.93(5) 12.6 13.8 12.8 D = 0:
p
10:
J172659.31+244147.6 EA 0.59943(6) 11.9 12.4 11.95 D = 0:
p
23
J172741.29+274503.5 EA 1.5768(7) 12.1 12.8 D = 0:
p
26:, period to be doubled?
J172817.01+211557.0 EA 1.2979(3) 11.4 12.0: D = 0:
p
17
J173621.16+303212.7 EA 1.658(2) 10.8 11.0 D = 0:
p
14:
J173921.13+354208.6 EW 0.34314(7) 11.3 11.6 11.55
J174103.55+273429.1 EW 0.39782(2) 11.5 12.1: 12.0
J174150.84+475104.3 EB 0.53950(5) 11.8 12.3 12.0
J174323.11+475142.3 EW: 0.39426(4) 12.4 13.0 12.85
J174555.29+523805.8 EB 0.61210(7) 12.0 12.55 12.3
J174743.80+463230.6 EB 0.48667(7) 12.3 13.0 12.7
J174953.04+370839.6 EA 1.2661(2) 12.0 13.5 12.05 D = 0:
p
26:
J175852.80+481025.0 EB 0.53778(6) 11.3 11.75 11.55
J175909.41+493607.4 EA 0.58802(9) 12.7 13.2 12.85 D = 0:
p
23
J181521.80+390545.4 EA 1.2396(1) 11.9 12.3 12.25 D = 0:
p
13
J181941.87+501037.3 EA 0.64596(2) 11.6 >13.0 D = 0:
p
28:
J182102.31+443841.1 EA 1.2524(1) 11.7 12.3 12.2 D = 0:
p
16
J182138.35+421008.6 EA 0.9927(1) 10.6 11.0 D = 0:
p
14, l. . very unevenly sampled
J182301.05+400833.0 EW 0.8706(2) 10.8 11.3 11.3 pronouned O'Connell eet
J183907.69+415653.5 EB 0.53355(8) 12.3 12.7 12.6
J185343.48+372338.0 EW 0.7870(2) 12.7 13.0: 13.0: poorly sampled light urve
J185901.50+522814.9 EA 7.60(1) 12.2 12.6 12.35 D = 0:
p
11, RS CVn-like wave
J191518.85+522933.9 EA 0.9716(8) 11.4 11.8 11.7 D = 0:
p
14
J191533.92+443704.9 EA 1.0617(1) 10.5 11.1 10.8: D = 0:
p
12:
J192506.85+455603.1 EA 1.0729(1) 12.1 12.6 12.5 D = 0:
p
15
J192531.82+425110.1 EW 0.6962(2) 11.6 12.0 11.9
J193206.64+523706.3 EB 0.9072(2) 11.6 12.1 11.9
J193658.15+474828.1 EA: 0.8170(1) 11.5 11.75 11.7 D = 0:
p
14:
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We report here a total of 56 times of maximum light for the multiperiodi SX Phe
star BL Cam (Zhou et al. 1999). The maxima were olleted at the Xinglong Station
of Beijing Astronomial Observatory in 1999. The observations were arried out with a
red-sensitive Thomson TH7882 576 384 CCD photometer (Wei et al. 1990; Zhou et al.
2001) attahed to the 85-m Cassegrain telesope. A Johnson V lter was used. The
CCD has an imaging size of 13:25 8:83 mm
2
orresponding to a sky eld of 12:
0
3 8:
0
4
(1:
00
2/pixel, a pixel size is 23 m
2
). Four stars in the eld of BL Cam were seleted as
referenes. They are
C1 = GSC 4067 0554 (RA = 03
h
47
m
13:
s
74, DEC = 63
Æ
21
0
17:
00
3, 2000.0, 13.8 V ),
C2 = GSC 4067 0077 (RA = 03
h
47
m
13:
s
67, DEC = 63
Æ
20
0
50:
00
0, 2000.0, 12.1 V ),
C3 = GSC 4067 0071 (RA = 03
h
47
m
04:
s
77, DEC = 63
Æ
24
0
10:
00
4, 2000.0, 11.7 V ),
C4 = GSC 4067 0748 (RA = 03
h
46
m
46:
s
00, DEC = 63
Æ
21
0
27:
00
7, 2000.0, 12.0 V ).
Exposure times ranged from 30 to 70 s, depending on the nightly ondition of seeing.
The atmospheri extintion was not taken into aount in view of the lose spaing of
the observed stars. The dierential olour eet between the variable and the referene
stars are largely eliminated by taking the mean ombination of the latter. Hene the
dierential magnitudes of BL Cam are alulated relative to the four omparison stars
as V   (C1 + C2 + C3 + C4)=4. The magnitude dierenes between the omparison stars
generally show a typial standard deviation of 0:
m
010. For the nights of good seeing a
better value of about 0:
m
006 was obtained. These four omparison stars were deteted to
be non-variables at the auray of observation.
Figure 1 gives the dierential V light urves versus Helioentri Julian Day from 21
Otober 1999. We determined the times of maximum light by seond-order polynomial
tting the points around eah peak of the light urves. The error of the determination
is about 0.00035 days. The times of maxima are listed in Table 1. The maxima are
helpful for the study of period hange. One may use the new maxima together with
those available in the literature to improve the period behaviour of BL Cam. We hope
to publish a thorough investigation on the amplitude and period variability of this star
when olleting additional time-series data after a span of a ouple of years.
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Table 1: New times of maximum light for BL Cam. Cyle numbers (E) and O C values were alulated
with the ephemeris HJD
max
= 2443125:8048 + 0:03909760 E (MNamara & Feltz 1978)
HJD
E O   C
HJD
E O   C
2451000.0+ 2451000.0+
416.30826 212046 0.01377 470.38297 213429 0.01650
416.34776 212047 0.01417 471.20348 213450 0.01596
436.32804 212558 0.01558 471.24214 213451 0.01552
441.25489 212684 0.01613 472.18199 213475 0.01703
441.29337 212685 0.01551 472.22119 213476 0.01713
441.33240 212686 0.01545 472.25928 213477 0.01612
466.23884 213323 0.01672 472.29851 213478 0.01626
466.27836 213324 0.01714 472.33891 213479 0.01756
466.31781 213325 0.01749 473.19747 213501 0.01597
466.35692 213326 0.01750 473.23787 213502 0.01727
467.21695 213348 0.01739 473.27597 213503 0.01628
467.25568 213349 0.01702 473.31483 213504 0.01604
467.29362 213350 0.01586 473.35369 213505 0.01580
467.33312 213351 0.01626 473.39256 213506 0.01557
467.37262 213352 0.01666 474.21313 213527 0.01509
468.23237 213374 0.01627 474.25381 213528 0.01668
468.27059 213375 0.01539 474.33187 213530 0.01654
468.30996 213376 0.01566 479.14052 213653 0.01619
468.34972 213377 0.01632 479.18032 213654 0.01689
469.21109 213399 0.01755 479.21971 213655 0.01718
469.24992 213400 0.01728 479.25726 213656 0.01563
469.28797 213401 0.01623 479.29727 213657 0.01655
469.32718 213402 0.01634 479.33645 213658 0.01663
469.36754 213403 0.01761 479.37564 213659 0.01672
470.22616 213425 0.01608 480.15712 213679 0.01625
470.26449 213426 0.01531 480.19609 213680 0.01612
470.30322 213427 0.01494 480.23456 213681 0.01549
470.34392 213428 0.01655 483.16685 213756 0.01546
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Figure 1. The CCD dierential V light urves (dots) of BL Cam from 21 Otober 1999
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PRE-DISCOVERY PHOTOMETRY OF THE  DORADUS-TYPE
PULSATING STAR HR 8330 (= HD 207223)
GUINAN, E.F.; BOCHANSKI, J.J.; DEPASQUALE, J.M.; RIBAS,I.; MCCOOK, G.P.
Department of Astronomy & Astrophysis, Villanova University, Villanova, PA 19085, USA.
Reently Kaye et al. (1999) presented B, V photometry and spetrosopy of HR 8330
(HD 207223; V = 6:
m
18; B   V = +0:37; F2 V-IV) that show it to be a  Doradus-type
pulsating variable star. The photometry was arried out during 1997/98 and shows that
HR 8330 to have phased, low amplitude sinusoidal light and radial veloity variations
with a period of P  2:
d
6. As disussed by Kaye et al. (1999) and referenes therein,
 Dor stars are a newly disovered lass of generally young  F0-2 V to V-IV stars
having periods that range from 0:
d
4 to 3
d
. These stars are generally haraterized by low
amplitude light variations (< 0:
m
03 in V ) and small radial veloity variations of several
km s
 1
. So far about a dozen stars have been identied as bona-de  Dor variables,
along with an additional number of suspeted members of this lass. The exat nature
of the pulsations in these stars is not well understood but they are thought to be due
to photospheri non-radial pulsations (NRP). The simultaneous photometry and high
dispersion spetrosopy arried out by Kaye et al. (1999) strongly suggests, at least for
HR 8330, that non-radial g-mode pulsation is the ause of the observed periodi light and
radial veloity variations.
Our photometry of HR 8330 was arried out over two intervals in 1995. Most of the
observations were made on 26 nights between 29 May{5 July, 1995. Six nights of ad-
ditional photometry were obtained from 26 September to 2 Deember, 1995. HR 8330
was not the primary target of this study but was originally used as a hek star for
the photometri study of the young, spotted solar-type star HN Peg. The dierential
photoeletri photometry was made using the 0.75-m Four College Automati Photoele-
tri Telesope (loated in southern Arizona) and a set of lters losely mathed to the
Stromgren uvby photometri system. The usual observing pattern of sky{omparison{
hek{variable{omparison{sky was employed. 13 Peg (HD 207652; F2 IV; V  5:
m
32;
B   V = +0:37) served as the primary omparison star. Several Stromgren standards
were also observed on most nights.
The stars were observed with integration times of 10 seonds for about 25 minutes
per night. Typially two independent measures of HR 8330 were obtained eah night.
The observations were redued in the usual way and the delta-magnitudes were orreted
for dierential atmospheri extintion and reorded times were onverted to Helioentri
Julian Day Number. About 55{60 dierential measures of HR 8330 were obtained in eah
bandpass. The dierential photometry of HR 8330 relative to 13 Peg indiated somewhat
larger than expeted satter ( 0:
m
015) in the measured deltamags. However, a loser
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Figure 1. The dierential uvby observations of HR 8330 are plotted against pulsation phase using the
period of P = 2:
d
59396. Phase 0.0 is adjusted to our at brightness minimum. The urves plotted
among the observations are least squares Fourier ts to the data sets.
srutiny of the photometry using several onstant standard stars revealed that HR 8330
has small (0:
m
02{0:
m
03) light variations and that 13 Peg (at least over the interval of our
observations) was onstant in brightness to < 8 mmags. The apparent onstant nature of
13 Peg indiated by our limited photometry is supported by Hipparos photometry whih
lists values of 
Hip
= 0:
m
0007 and Hipparos \satter" measure of 6 mmags.
It should be noted, however, that 13 Peg may not be an ideal omparison star beause
it is an astrometri binary (COU 14; P = 26:1 yr; a = 0:
00
366 arse; Æmag
Hip
= 1:
m
1) in
whih the fainter ompanion has been reported to be a variable star (see Tamazian et al.
1999). Also, we note that 13 Peg is inluded in the New Catalog of Suspeted Variable
Stars (NVS 13891; Kukarkin et al. 1982). The inlusion of 13 Peg in the NCSVS is due to
the assignment of V = 6:16 for the star from the photometry of Fernie (1976). This value
is quite dierent from the value of V  5:
m
32 found from other photometri studies before
or after that time. For example, from our study, and transforming y to V , we also nd
that V = 5:
m
32 0:
m
01 for 13 Peg. We suggest a possible solution to this apparent puzzle.
It turns out that HR 8330 and 13 Peg have nearly the same delinations and have right
asensions that dier by  4 min. Moreover, both stars have nearly idential spetral
types and olors. However, as given above, the mean V -mag of HR 8330 is V  6:
m
18 and
B V = +0:37, whih are nearly idential to the values of V = 6:
m
16 and B V = +0:35
reported by Fernie for 13 Peg. Thus, we tentatively suggest that the V , B V , and U B
values given by Fernie (1976) may be atually those of HR 8330 instead of 13 Peg. Of
ourse, more observations are needed to resolve this problem. But for the purposes of this
paper and in a separate paper on HN Peg, we onsider 13 Peg as the primary omparison
star. For long term studies, we do not reommend using 13 Peg as a omparison star until
the problem of the possible variability of its fainter ompanion is fully resolved.
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Figure 2. The loation of HR 8330 in the M
v
{
(b   y) diagram (adapted from Handler 1999) is
shown along with the regions oupied by Æ Suti
variables and  Dor variables (and andidates).
As shown HR 8330 is loated about 0:
m
5 above
the Zero Age Main Sequene (ZAMS), in a region
where  Dor stars are typially found
Figure 3. The loation of HR 8330 in the
log(L=L

){log T
e
diagram is shown. The evolu-
tion traks from Shaller et al. (1992) are shown
for 1:4M

, 1:5M

, 1:6M

stars. The best t of
the observations to the models indiates a mass of
M  1:5M

and an evolutionary age of   1:7
Gyr
After the disovery of HR 8330 as a  Dor-type variable by Kaye et al. (1999), we
re-examined our photometry and phased the observations with their light elements:
T
min
= HJD 2450758:440 + 2:
d
59396 E:
The observations, plotted against phase using this ephemeris, learly show low ampli-
tude sinusoidal light variations similar to those published by Kaye et al. (1999). Plots of
dierential u, v, b, y Æ-mags (HR 8330 minus 13 Peg) with least squares Fourier ts to
the data sets are shown in Figure 1. The light urves were rst onstruted using just
the May{July 1995 observations. As seen in the gure, HR 8330, unlike most other 
Dor stars, laks a signiant systemati wavelength dependene. The following are the
omputed light amplitudes found from least squares ts: u (Ampl: = 0:
m
018 0:
m
009), v
(Ampl: = 0:
m
030  0:
m
008) b (Ampl: = 0:
m
028 0:
m
006) and y (Ampl: = 0:
m
024  0:
m
005).
Several other  Dor-type stars show multiple periods (e.g., see Zerbi et al. 1997 and Kaye
and Zerbi 1997) but there is no evidene for this for HR 8330 from the 1995 or the 1997{98
observations. However, additional periods ould be present but they would be diÆult
to detet beause the brightness range for HR 8330 is relatively small and the number of
observations too few.
The observations were analyzed with the Sargle-Press power spetrum program (Sar-
gle 1982). In arrying out the period study, we used the more heavily populated May-July
1995 data subsets. Although the u, v, b, y observations were analyzed, the strongest sig-
nals of a period were found for v, b, and y data sets, so these were used to determine
the period. The mean period for the 1995 observations found from the power spetrum
analysis is thus: P
1995 ptm:
= 2:
d
603 0:
d
004. This period is very lose to the mean period
found by Kaye et al. (1999). We tried to improve the photometri period by adjusting
the period to make the 1995 photometry phases of minimum and maximum light to agree
with the 1997{98 observations. Using the light elements of Kaye et al. (1999), we found
that the minimum light ourred near (0:05 0:03)P . The period that yielded the best
t is P
1995 98 ptm:
= 2:
d
593464. For future photometry of HR 8330, we reommend using
the time of light minimum T
min
from Kaye et al. and the above period found from a time
baseline of 3 years.
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The loation of HR 8330 in the M
V
{(b   y) diagram, plotted along with the regions
oupied by Æ Suti and  Dor stars, is shown in Figure 2. This gure was adapted from
Handler (1999) and the value of M
V
= +2:
m
67  0:
m
04 is alulated from the Hipparos
parallax of 
Hip
= 19:9  0:8 mas and V = 6:
m
18. The value of (b   y) = +0:
m
226 was
obtained from SIMBAD and agrees well with our value for this index. As shown in
Fig. 2, HR 8330 is loated about 0:
m
5 above the main-sequene in a region of the M
V
{
(b  y) diagram where  Dor variables are typially loated. The mass and evolutionary
age of HR 8330 are also estimated using the stellar evolution grids of Shaller et al.
(1992). From the Stromgren indies (b   y) = +0:226, m1 = 0:164, 1 = 0:632 and  =
2:705 from SIMBAD, and using the Stromgren photometry-T
e
alibrations of Napiwotzki
(1997), values of T
e
= 6800  100 K and [Fe/H℄ = 0:02 were obtained. Applying the
small bolometri orretion of BC = 0:
m
02 from Flower (1996), the values of M
Bol
=
2:
m
69  0:
m
04 and logL=L

= 0:824  0:035 are omputed. With the omputed values
of logL=L

, logT
e
, and [Fe/H℄ and using the evolution grids of Shaller et al. (1992),
the following stellar properties were derived: M = (1:50 0:05)M

, log g = 4:07 0:06,
R = (1:87 0:25)R

, and age () = 1:7  0:4 Gyr. HR 8330 is plotted in Fig. 3, in the
theoretial logL=L

vs. logT
e
plot from Shaller et al. (1992). The values found by us
for HR 8330 are very similar to those given in Table 1 of Kaye et al. (1999). The small
dierenes arise primarily from the dierenes in the Stromgren system alibrations and
in the evolutionary models or relations used. As shown in the gure, HR 8330 is evolved
o the main-sequene and has a mass, age and T
e
appropriate for its spetral type of F2
V-IV. Unlike a number of other  Dor stars, whih appear young, HR 8330 is evolved.
In summary, we onrm the identiation of HR 8330 as a  Dor-type variable star
and give a more rened period for the star from the analysis of the 1995 and 1997{98
observations. In addition we have estimated the physial properties and evolutionary age
of HR 8330. Although we nd no evidene of variability of the omparison star, 13 Peg,
we reommend that this star not be used as a omparison star for studying HN Peg or
HR 8330 in the future. A safer hoie for a omparison star is HD 209166 (V = 5:
m
60;
B V = 0:34; F4 III). HD 209166 was used by Kaye et al. (1999) and found to be onstant
in brightness.
This researh is supported from a grant from U.S. National Siene Foundation for
Researh at Undergraduate Institutions (RUI): NSF Grant No. 00-71260. This researh
has made use of the Simbad database, operated at the CDS, Strasbourg, Frane.
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A SPECTRUM OF R CrB DURING RECOVERY FROM 2000 MINIMUM
KIPPER, T.
Tartu Observatory, T~oravere, 61602, Estonia, e-mail: tkaai.ee
The eponym of the R Coronae Borealis stars was observed by V. Klohkova, V. Panhuk
and M. Yushkin with the prime fous ehelle spetrometer of a 6-m telesope (Panhuk et
al. 1998) on 7 January, 2001 during a program not diretly devoted to R CrB stars. At the
moment of these observations the star happened to be in the reovery state after a quite
deep (V  13 in minimum) brightness deline whih started 53 days earlier aording to
AFOEV (2001) data.
The spetra were obtained with a spetropolarimetri devie attahed before the slit
and eah set of exposures onsists of two exposures with dierent position of the analyser
of linear polarization. In this note, however, the polarization measurements are not
addressed. The spetra over the wavelength region  5000{6600 with the resolution
R  12000. The redution of the spetra was performed using the image redution
system IRAF
y
.
The 2000 deline started only about 260 days after the reovery from the previous very
deep deline and therefore it is not lear whether some residual eets of that deline were
present. Before the 1995{1996 deline whih was thoroughly disussed by Kameswara Rao
et al. (1999) the star stayed at its maximum brightness for muh longer time.
Our spetra reveal most of the spetrosopi omponents found in earlier aounts:
1. Sharp emission lines. The low exitation lines of S II, Ti II, Fe II, Fe I, Mg I,
Y II and Ba II were observed in emission. These are the lines belonging to the type E2
aording to Alexander et al. (1972). The radial veloity measured from those lines is
16:8 2:5 km s
 1
.
The mean systemi veloities published for dierent observations dier more than the
stated errors. We adopt the mean value of 22.5 km s
 1
(Kameswara Rao et al. 1999). In
that ase the sharp emission lines show a blueshift around 6 km s
 1
whih is very lose to
the value of 4 km s
 1
reported by Kameswara Rao et al. (1999) and this supports their
suggestion that the sharp emission lines are the permanent features.
The onset of the deline on JD 2451863 started at maximum light of the pulsational
variations, or more preisely, the brightness smoothly followed the osine urve from its
maximum to deline. Photometrially, the last yle before the onset of deline is better
distinguishable than the previous ones.
Here raises a question how the systemi veloity ompares with the photospheri ve-
loity. If the photospheri radial veloity at the onset of deline had its maximum value
y
IRAF is distributed by the National Optial Astronomy Observatories, whih are operated by the Assoiation of
Universities for researh in Astronomy, In., under ooperative agreement with the National Siene Foundation.
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as for the 1995{1996 deline and the radial veloity has the period of about 43 days with
the range of 6 km s
 1
(Kameswara Rao et al. 1999) we ould expet that at the moment
of our observations ( = 1:23) the photospheri radial veloity should have been at its
mean value. This assumption is, however, not fully justied. The fadings of R CrB and
its radial veloity variations are not found to be loked to photometri phases (Fernie
2000).
Many authors have found that the pulsational period in the photometri variation
of R CrB is itself variable (e.g. Lawson & Kilkenny 1996). Now, more data on R CrB
photometry is available. We analysed for periodiities the photometry from the full time
interval overed by AAVSO Monographs (1963{1995) (Mattei et al. 1991 & 1996) and
AFOEV Database (1995{2000), exluding obvious light delines. As a tool a set of odes
ISDA for irregularly spaed data analysis developed by Pelt(1992) was used. The mean
period of 45.5 days was found for 1993{2000. The shorter intervals limited by the fadings
gave very muh dierent periods spanning from 35.3 to 51.4 days onrming the earlier
results by other authors. The time dependene of those periods was also studied. There
is a slight indiation that these periods themselves vary ylially with a timesale around
3.3 years or its multiples.
All sharp emission lines show an inverse P Cygni prole. In Fig. 1. some of these lines
are shown. The mean dierential veloity between the emission ore and the redshifted
absorption minimum is v
r
= 42:0 2:5 km s
 1
.
Figure 1. The group of sharp emission lines at  5190. Note the large (42 km s
 1
) redshift of the
absorption omponents
2. Photospheri absorption lines. Along with the emission lines the star showed
a rih absorption spetrum. The strongest lines belonged to C I. Other lines inluded
Fe I, Fe II, Cr I, O I, Mg I, Na I, and Si II. The mean radial veloity found from
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these lines is 38:4 3:2 km s
 1
without any notieable dependene from the line strength
and exitation potential. Compared with the mean systemi veloity this orresponds
to the redshift of around 16 km s
 1
. The explanation of this redshift was proposed by
Kameswara Rao et al. (1999) as the eet of multiple sattering of the photospheri
photons by the irumstellar dust moving out from the star. The eet was in details
studied by Van Blerkom & Van Blerkom (1978) and shown to depend both on the optial
and geometrial parameters of that loud. Therefore from this single datum the expansion
veloity of the loud ould not be determined.
Returning to the redshifted absorption omponents of the sharp emission lines one
ould expet that those are the absorption lines orresponding to the emission lines and
are also redshifted due to the sattering. Vanture & Wallerstein (1995) explained the
similar pseudo-P Cygni proles in the spetrum of RY Sgr on the reovery phase as
the superposition of blueshifted emission lines and photospheri lines at the systemi
veloity. However, in our ase the redshift of these absorption omponents ompared to
the photospheri veloity is muh larger (around 36 km s
 1
) than the other absorption
lines (16 km s
 1
). Therefore the sattering in the same louds ould not explain these
results.
3. Moleular emission. The emission in C
2
(0,0)  5165, (0,1)  5635 and (0,2) 
6191 bands was visible but too weak for radial veloity measurements.
Figure 2. Na I doublet in the spetrum of R CrB in veloity sale. The sharp and broad emission
omponents and interstellar and high speed absorptions are visible and their radial veloities indiated
4. Broad emission lines. From the ategory of broad emission lines only the broad
omponents of Na I doublet were observed. Fig. 2. shows the Na I doublet. The full
width at its base of D
1
is almost 400 km s
 1
. The width of D
2
is about a half of that due
to blending with the absorption in D
1
. The radial veloity of the blueshifted absorption
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omponent of D
2
is  174 km s
 1
measured at the deepest point of the prole. The
full width at the ontinuum level is 133 km s
 1
. The He I  5876 line, whih showed
broad emission during the 1995{1996 deline (Kameswara Rao et al. 1999), was present
in absorption.
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GSC 8527-373: A NEW DELTA SCUTI VARIABLE
REA, ROBERT D.
Regent Lane Observatory, Nelson, New Zealand, email: reamarshihug.o.nz
Name of the objet:
GSC 8527-373
Equatorial oordinates: Equinox:
R.A.= 05
h
35
m
12:
s
1 DEC.=  58
Æ
01
0
08:
00
3 J2000
Observatory and telesope:
Regent Lane Observatory, 0.35-m Shmidt{Cassegrain telesope
Detetor: Santa Barbara Instruments Group ST6B
Filter(s): None, roughly R
Comparison star(s): GSC 8527-378
Transformed to a standard system: No
Availability of the data:
Upon request. Data are available for the following nights: 6{9, 12, 21, and 26
Deember 2000; 3, 13, 17, 26 January, and 7{8 February 2001
Remarks:
The variability of GSC 8527-373 was rst reognized while reduing data obtained
on the night of February 7, 2001 while monitoring the CV variable TW Pitoris as
part of the Center for Bakyard Astrophysis program of investigating CV stars.
Poor positioning of the telesope resulted in GSC 8527-373 being hosen as a hek
star, and it was then notied that it was varying. Sine TW Pitoris had been
monitored sine Deember 6, 2000, there were a large number of nights with data
on the new variable. The best data available were from the rst nights that the
program on TW Pitoris was ommened. Analysis of the data yields an ephemeris
of
HJD 2451885:00015 + 0:
d
0796766 E: (1)
Sine the amplitude of GSC 8527-373 is less than 0:
m
2 as measured in the unltered
amera-telesope system, and the period is less than 2 hours, this would suggest
that the star is probably a Æ Suti type variable.
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Figure 1. Unltered CCD measures on the nights of Deember 6{9. These have been tted to
ephemeris (1). The night of Deember 6 is shown at the atual Variable Comparison values, the
remaining nights are oset by 0:
m
1, 0:
m
2 and 0:
m
3, respetively. The time sale is in frational JD but the
daily starting points have been adjusted to t the ephemeris
Aknowledgements:
The author would like to aknowledge the assistane of the following individuals in
the preparation of this paper:
Stan Walker, Wharemaru Observatory, Kaitaia, New Zealand, for his redution of
the data to helioentri dates, and the prodution of the light urve gure.
Fred Velthius and Jennie MCormik, Farm Cove Observatory, Pakuranga, New
Zealand, for data obtained on the night of De 8, 2000 with a 25-m Shmidt{
Cassegrain telesope and a Santa Barbara Instruments Grougp ST6B amera.
Sebastian Otero of Buenos Aires, Argentina, for onrming that GSC 8527-373 had
not been reognized as a variable and giving guidane that leads to the onlusion
that the new variable belongs to Æ Suti lass.
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NSV 03007 IS AN EW ECLIPSING BINARY SYSTEM
GARCIA-MELENDO, E.
1
; SANCHEZ-BAJO, F.
2
1
Esteve Duran Observatory Foundation, Montseny 46 { Urb. El Montanya, 08553 Seva, Barelona, Spain,
e-mail: duranobsastrogea.org
2
Departamento de Eletronia e Ingenieria Eletromeania, Esuela de Ingenierias Industriales, Universidad
de Extremadura, Ctra de Elvas s/n, 06071 Badajoz, Spain e-mail: fsanbajounex.es
Name of the objet:
NSV 03007 = GSC 3376 287 = HV 07649 = CSV 000766
Equatorial oordinates: Equinox:
R.A.= 20
h
22
m
10
s
DEC.= +31
Æ
15
0
12
00
2000.0
Observatory and telesope:
Esteve Duran Observatory, 0.6-m Cassegrain telesope
Detetor: CCD
Filter(s): V
Comparison star(s): GSC 3376 1091
Chek star(s): GSC 3376 254
Transformed to a standard system: No
Availability of the data:
Upon request
Type of variability: EW
2 IBVS 5065
Figure 1. Folded light-urve of NSV 03007
Remarks:
The variability of NSV 03007 was announed by Boyd in 1937, and listed in the NSV
atalogue (Kholopov, 1982) as an RR Lyr variable with a photographi magnitude
variation between 13.7 and 14.3. The star, observed during a NSV survey searhing
for faint variables, was suessfully monitored for 6 nights from Otober 2, 2000 to
Marh 18, 2001. Observations show that this objet is atually an EW elipsing
binary system with a period of about 0:
d
385 (Figure 1). The star fades 0:
m
44 during
minimum I and 0.40 during the seondary elipse. Taking as a referene the V
magnitude of the hek star derived from Tyho observations (ESA, 1997), our
photometry indiates that the minimum V magnitude for NSV 03007 is of 13.17.
Although some fundamental observational data about this star are still unknown, a
preliminary analysis using the Wilson{Devinney ode (Wilson, 1998) suggests that
the mass ratio between the two omponents ould be as small as 0.2. The following
ephemeris was omputed:
Min: I = HJD 2451966:464 + 0:
d
384758 E;
 0:002  0:000020
in addition to the two seondary minimum timings: HJD 2451960.498 and
2451962.422.
Referenes:
Boyd, C. D., 1937, Harvard Bulletin, No. 905
ESA, 1997, The Hipparos and Tyho Catalogues, ESA SP-1200
Kholopov, P. N., editor, 1982, New Catalogue of Suspeted Variable Stars, Mosow
Wilson, R. E., 1998, Computing Binary Star Observables (Referene Manual to the
Wilson{Devinney Program), Dept. of Astronomy, University of Florida, Gainesville
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ERRATUM FOR IBVS 5065
The oordinates for NSV 03007 given in IBVS 5065 are in error. The atual ones
(2000), aording to its identiation with GSC 3376-0287 and SIMBAD database are:
R:A: = 06
h
32
m
46:
s
2
De: = +46
Æ
23
0
32:
00
82 :
Enrque Gara-Melendo
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HD 193986 IS AN ALGOL-TYPE ECLIPSING BINARY STAR
VIDAL-SAINZ, JOAQUIN
Grup d'Estudis Astronomis, Apartado 9481, 08080 Barelona, Spain, e-mail: jvidalastrogea.org
Name of the objet:
HD 193986 = BD+30
Æ
4003 = HIP 100443 = SAO 69906 = PPM 84803 = GSC
02672-00976 = ADS 13760 AB
Equatorial oordinates: Equinox:
R.A.= 20
h
22
m
10:
s
19 DEC.= +31
Æ
15
0
11:
00
5 2000.0
Observatory and telesope:
Monegrillo Observatory, 41-m Newtonian telesope
Detetor: CCD
Filter(s): V
Figure 1.
2 IBVS 5066
Comparison star(s): HD 332218 = GSC 2672-0986
Chek star(s): 1: GSC 2672-1930
2: GSC 2672-1406
Transformed to a standard system: No
Availability of the data:
Upon request
Type of variability: EA
Remarks:
HD 193986, an objet with a V magnitude of 8.63 and an A0 spetral type, is
a variable disovered by the Hipparos mission (ESA, 1997) after deteting light
variations between 8:
m
64 and 8:
m
76. It ould not be assigned a variable type and was
atalogued as an unsolved variable. HD 193986 is also a double star (ADS 13760
AB, Aitken, 1932) whose omponents, of magnitudes 9.7 and 9.9, are 0:
00
3 apart.
The analysis of the Hipparos satellite data indiated that this star might be an
Algol-type elipsing binary star with a period of 1:
d
3955 or double. To onrm
the analysis results this star was observed for 27 nights, between July 9, 2000 and
November 9, 2000. Photometri observations showed that HD 193986 is in fat an
EA variable with a period of 2:
d
79. The star fades 0:
m
10 at primary minimum and
0:
m
03 at the seondary one. Sine it ould only be performed joint photometry of
the optial binary system, brightness variations must have a larger amplitude for
the variable omponent. The following ephemeris ould also be omputed:
Min I = HJD 2451809:4772 + 2:
d
791185 E:
 0:0006  0:000010
Aknowledgements:
I am grateful to J. M. Gomez-Forrellad for his analysis of the Hipparos data, whih
allowed to solve this variable.
Referenes:
Aitken, R.G., 1932, Carnegie Inst. Washington D.C., Publ. 417
ESA, 1997, The Hipparos and Tyho Catalogues, ESA SP-1200
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TIMES OF MINIMA OF ECLIPSING BINARIES
SANDBERG LACY, CLAUD H.; HOOD, BEN; STRAUGHN, AMBER
Department of Physis, University of Arkansas, Fayetteville, Arkansas 72701, USA
We report times of minima of elipsing binary stars derived from V -band photometri
observations made by an automated observatory at the University of Arkansas (the URSA
telesope). The URSA telesope is a 10-inh aperture Meade LX-200 f=6:3 with an
SBIG ST8EN CCD amera (before 2000 September 1, an SBIG ST6 amera was used).
Observations were made through a Bessel V lter. The observations were 60 seonds
integrations followed by 30 seonds as the image was downloaded and stored on the
ontrol omputer. Images were dark-subtrated and at-elded before being proessed by
a virtual measuring engine (manual measurements were made before 2000 November 14).
Dierential magnitudes were measured relative to a omparison star and a hek star in
the same 20
0
 30
0
frame. Constany of the omparison stars on a time sale of months
has been veried by omparisons with a third omparison star in the eld. Pixel size was
1.15 arse
2
. For eah variable star, the ultimate measurement auray for dierential
magnitude measurements depends on the availability of suitably bright omparison stars
within the same image, whih is 30
0
wide E{W and 20
0
wide N{S. This ultimate auray
an range from 0:
m
004 to 0:
m
02 for our program stars. Additionally, we sometimes observe
through thin irrus. This an double the standard errors. A sample of the observations
is shown in Figure 1. Helioentri times of minima were estimated by using the method
of Kwee and van Woerden (1956) as adapted to a Maintosh omputer. Unertainties in
the times of minima were estimated from the values of standard error omputed by the
method. In Table 1, primary elipses are designated as type 1 elipses, and seondary
elipses as type 2.
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Table 1
Star JD of Min  2400000
Type of
Elipse
KP Aql 51751.6264  0.0005 1
WW Cam 51474.7295  0.0006 2
AY Cam 51919.8679  0.0005 1
51974.5666  0.0006 1
51989.60769 0.00014 2
52015.5921  0.0005 1
IT Cas 51826.6876  0.0010 1
MU Cas 51876.5835  0.0004 1
V459 Cas 51863.63570 0.00014 1
51867.7992  0.0005 2
51918.5502  0.0004 2
WW Cep 51739.7305  0.0014 2
51868.55092 0.00015 2
51914.5600  0.0004 2
RT CrB 51993.8053  0.0011 2
RW CrB 51931.9083  0.0003 1
51936.9931  0.0004 1
51982.7572  0.0004 1
52011.8148  0.0004 1
52023.8029  0.0004 2
52024.8899  0.0003 1
V477 Cyg 51720.7450  0.0004 1
V885 Cyg 52025.8414  0.0006 2
V1061 Cyg 52015.90554 0.00011 1
UZ Dra 52017.86742 0.00012 2
DI Her 51757.7215  0.0013 2
RW La 51750.6943  0.0006 2
RU Mon 51862.9000  0.0003 1
TY Tau 51582.6638  0.0007 1
51862.7781  0.0005 1
51868.7074  0.0005 2
51869.7830  0.0004 2
51875.7080  0.0002 1
51876.7850  0.0004 1
51877.8624  0.0003 1
51882.7130  0.0004 2
51883.7900  0.0006 2
51924.7290  0.0010 2
51931.7309  0.0004 1
51943.5824  0.0005 1
51951.6609  0.0007 2
51985.6011  0.0003 1
CF Tau 51919.7246  0.0005 2
51966.5772  0.0007 2
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Figure 1. A sample observation of a primary elipse on 2000 November 15 UT. Approximately the last
half of the observations were made through thin irrus louds. Note that the standard error of the
observations was larger then
Referene:
Kwee, K.K., and van Woerden, H., 1956, BAN, 12, 327
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THE ORBITAL V-BAND LIGHT CURVE OF V4641 SAGITTARII
GORANSKIJ, V.P.
Sternberg Astronomial Institute, Universitetskii prospet, 13, Mosow, 119899, Russia
e-mail: goraysai.msu.ru
V4641 Sgr was disovered by Goranskij (1978) during the outburst in June 1978 when
it brightened up to 12:
m
4 B, about two magnitudes over the mean quiet level. At rst,
it was misidentied with GM Sgr in GCVS IV, and lassied as a possible nova-like
variable. Later it was shown that the star was an early A type binary with possible
period of 0:
d
7365 (Goranskij, 1990). He measured the astrometri position, 18
h
19
m
21:
s
7,
 25
Æ
24
0
25
00
(onverted to Eq. 2000.0), about 1:
00
1 from modern VLA radio interferometri
one by Hjellming et al. (2000). The problem of identiation was nally solved by Hazen
et al. (2000).
In January, 1999 the star was found in X-rays (in't Zand et al., 1999), the soure was
alled SAX J1819.3-2525. Later in September, 1999 the star underwent another outburst
(Kato et al., 1999) deteted in optial, radio, and X-rays. The star ejeted relativisti
jets, like known miroquasars (Hjellming et al., 2000). Reently Orosz et al. (2000) have
determined the spetrosopi orbital period of 2:
d
81730:
d
00013 for V4641 Sgr.
I monitored V4641 Sgr with CCD SBIG ST-7 and ST-8 in V and R bands sine 2000
July 24 to August 21 using the 38-m telesope of Crimean Astrophysial Observatory
and the 60-m telesope of Sternberg Institute Crimean station. The star was observed
only near sky meridian in V band beause of its low delination. The omparison star
was e (Goranskij, 1990), V = 13:
m
38. Several frames were taken eah night, mean values
and mean square residuals were alulated. CCD observations are given in the Table 1,
and signed there with `ST-7' and `ST-8'. Additionally I used my single photoeletri
observation taken with the 1-m telesope of Mt. Sanglok Observatory on JD 2446708.108
(Goranskij, 1990), and few photoeletri observations taken with the 1-m telesope of
Tien-Shan Observatory on JD 2449578 and 2449599. These observations were taken with
single hannel UBV RI and WBV R photometers, and signed with `ptm' in Table 1.
The orbital period was justied using Mosow plate olletion eye estimates (stored
in the VSNET arhive, vsnet-obs No. 26925), and the reent observations. New elements
are the following:
Min I = 2451764:298 + 2:
d
81728 ( 1) E:
The value of orbital period is lose to that by Orosz et al. (2000). The V band light
urve is shown in Figure 1. It indiates strong ellipsoidal variation with the amplitude
of about 0:
m
30. The primary minimum is deeper than the seondary by 0:
m
10. The
light hanges reet only the tidal distortion of the A2 ompanion. My pre-outburst
photoeletri observations were taken in the phases lose to Min I and Min II. They have
not shown any hange in the relative depth of minima sine that time.
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Figure 1. The light urve of V4641 Sgr in V band.
Symbol meaning is the following: lled irles are my observations with CCD ST-7, the rosses are
those ones with CCD ST-8, open irle is a single photoeletri observation at Mt. Sanglok (Goranskij,
1990), open squares are my Tien-Shan photoeletri observations, lled squares are the observations by
Marti et al. (2001), and lled rhombs are observations by Chaty et al. (2001). Vertial lines are mean
square residuals
Table 1: Photoeletri and CCD observations of V4641 Sgr
JD
hel
24. . . V r.m.s. Devie JD
hel
24. . . V r.m.s. Devie
46708.1080 13.480 0.020 ptm 51762.3172 13.484 0.020 ST-7
49578.1689 13.821 0.020 ptm 51763.3037 13.615 0.011 ST-7
49578.1756 13.831 0.020 ptm 51764.3018 13.850 0.029 ST-7
49578.1868 13.826 0.020 ptm 51765.3204 13.602 0.002 ST-7
49578.1975 13.797 0.020 ptm 51766.2965 13.515 0.007 ST-7
49578.2036 13.801 0.020 ptm 51767.2739 13.774 0.040 ST-7
49578.2092 13.807 0.020 ptm 51768.2801 13.641 0.046 ST-7
49599.1473 13.730 0.020 ptm 51769.2845 13.407 0.009 ST-7
49599.1518 13.707 0.020 ptm 51770.2791 13.656 0.020 ST-7
51750.3342 13.758 0.020 ST-8 51771.3671 13.749 0.009 ST-7
51751.3391 13.626 0.020 ST-8 51772.2725 13.580 0.021 ST-7
51752.3342 13.414 0.013 ST-8 51773.2765 13.576 0.014 ST-7
51754.3476 13.636 0.029 ST-8 51774.2711 13.712 0.019 ST-7
51755.3351 13.415 0.008 ST-8 51775.2692 13.663 0.023 ST-7
51756.3080 13.601 0.020 ST-8 51776.2800 13.497 0.050 ST-7
51760.3485 13.677 0.024 ST-7 51777.2645 13.657 0.028 ST-7
51761.2988 13.719 0.029 ST-7 51778.2600 13.806 0.042 ST-7
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The published observations by other authors are also taken into aount. The moni-
toring results by Marti et al. (2001) t the light urve with  0:
m
25 oset. It seems that
this is a systemati error. Four of six observations by Chaty et al. (2001) t the urve
well without orretion, but two of them surprisingly fall down out of the urve. The
photometri amplitude of variations in the quiet state does not exeed 0:
m
5 what is less
than the published photographi one of 1:
m
2 (Goranskij, 1990).
Referenes:
Chaty, S., Mirabel, I.F., Marti J., Rodriguez, L.F., 2001, astro-ph/0102105
Goranskij, V.P., 1978, Astron. Tsirkular, No. 1024, 3
Goranskij, V.P., 1990, IBVS, No. 3464
Hazen, M.L., Hoeit, D., Welther, B.L., Williams, 2000, JAAVSO, 28, 99
Hjellming, R.M., Rupen, M.P., Hunstead, R.W., et al., 2000, ApJ, 544, 977
in't Zand, J., Heise, J., Bazzano, A., et al., 1999, IAU Cir., No. 7119
Kato, T., Uemura, M., Stubbings, R., Watanabe, T., Monard, B., 1999, IBVS, No. 4777
Marti, J., Zamanov, R., Paredes, J.M., Ribo, M., 2001, IBVS, No. 5036
Orosz, J.A., Kuulkers, E., van der Klis, M., et al., 2000, IAU Cir., No. 7440
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PHOTOELECTRIC MINIMA TIMES
OF SOME ECLIPSING BINARIES
ALBAYRAK, B.; G

UROL, B.
Ankara University Observatory, Faulty of Siene, 06100, Tandogan, Ankara, Turkey
e-mails: albayrakastro1.siene.ankara.edu.tr, birolastro1.siene.ankara.edu.tr
We present 24 photoeletri minima times of 5 seleted elipsing binary systems. All
observations were obtained with the 30-m Maksutov telesope at the Ankara University
Observatory. Dierential observations were seured by using an OPTEC SSP-5A pho-
tometer head whih ontains a side on R-1414 Hamamatsu photomultiplier. The lters
used are in lose aordane with the standard Johnson's UBV and redutions of the
observations have been performed in the usual way (Hardie, 1962).
The moments of minima and their standard errors for eah lter were alulated by
using the well known method of Kwee & van Woerden (1956). All results are listed in
Table 1 with the minimum types, lters and observers.
Referenes:
Hardie, R., 1962, Astr. Teh.: Stars and Stellar Systems, Vol. II, Univ. of Chiago Press,
Chiago
Kwee, K. K. & van Woerden, H., 1956, Bull. Astron. Inst. Neth., 12, 327
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Table 1: Minima times of the observed systems
System
Min HJD
Error
Min
Filter
Observer
2400000+ type (*)
44i Boo 51851.26017 0.00049 I B Gr
51851.26598 0.00353 I V Gr
WY Cn 51958.37627 0.00021 I B

Oz
51958.37546 0.00033 I V

Oz
SW La 51738.44838 0.00056 I U Ad
51738.44924 0.00093 I B Ad
51738.44911 0.00069 I V Ad
51874.27251 0.00045 II U Ny
51874.27339 0.00043 II B Ny
51874.27334 0.00036 II V Ny
51881.32895 0.00067 II U Tn
51881.32785 0.00018 II B Tn
51881.32784 0.00022 II V Tn
51888.22210 0.00028 I U Dn
51888.22195 0.00020 I B Dn
51888.22185 0.00021 I V Dn
UV Lyn 51935.41371 0.00028 I U Gd
51935.41595 0.00032 I B Gd
51935.41661 0.00021 I V Gd
51949.51982 0.00024 I B Ak
51949.52276 0.00042 I V Ak
DI Peg 51035.40130 0.00021 I U Gr
51035.40058 0.00028 I B Gr
51035.40044 0.00021 I V Gr
(*) Ad: E. Adal, Ak: U. Akay, Dn:

O. Dengiz, Gd: L. Gurdemir,
Gr: B. Gurol, Ny: N. Naymaz,

Oz: F.

Ozkan, Tn: E. Tnaz
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OUTBURST PHOTOMETRY OF DK Cas
KATO, TAICHI; UEMURA, MAKOTO
Dept. of Astronomy, Kyoto University, Kyoto 606-8502, Japan
e-mail: tkatokusastro.kyoto-u.a.jp, uemurakusastro.kyoto-u.a.jp
DK Cas is a poorly studied dwarf nova whih was disovered by Homeister (1943).
The fourth edition of the General Catalogue of Variable Stars gives a range of 15.3{19.5 p.
Little has been known regarding its nature and outburst harateristis. However, there
have been a few evidenes that outbursts of this objet are relatively rare. Bruh et al.
(1987) observed this objet on 17 nights and found no outbursts. A vigorous searh for
outbursts sine 1995 by visual and CCD observers (mainly by T. Vanmunster and G.
Poyner), ontributed to VSNET (http://www.kusastro.kyoto-u.a.jp/vsnet/) had yielded
no positive detetions until the detetion by P. Shmeer on 1999 November 27 (Shmeer
1999). Sine the low frequeny of outbursts as well as a relatively large outburst amplitude
makes DK Cas a good andidate for an SU UMa-type dwarf nova, we started time-resolved
CCD photometry.
The CCD observations were done using an unltered ST-7 amera attahed to the
Meade 25-m Shmidt{Cassegrain telesope. The exposure time was 30 s. The images
were dark-subtrated, at-elded, and analyzed using the Java
TM
-based PSF photometry
pakage developed by one of the authors (TK). The magnitudes were determined relative
to BD +56
Æ
35 = GSC 3661.1642, whose Tyho-2 magnitude is V = 10:02  0:03 and
B   V = +0:28 0:04. The onstany of omparison star during the run was onrmed
by omparison with GSC 3661.1306. The log of observations together with nightly average
magnitudes is given in Table 1. The light urve drawn from these data is presented in
Figure 1.
DK Cas reahed a maximum (unltered CCD magnitude 14.86, roughly orresponding
to an R

magnitude assuming the usual olor lose to B   V = 0:0 for outbursting
dwarf novae) within two days of the outburst detetion. The objet stayed at maximum
for three days and started fading slowly. Time-resolved CCD photometry during the
outburst plateau showed only slow variation with small random utuations, and no
lear indiation of periodi modulations (Figure 2). In addition to the presene of a short
plateau at maximum, followed by a slow fade, the absene of lear superhump modulations
is suÆient to rule out the objet as being an SU UMa-type dwarf nova. The suggested
lassiation of an SS Cyg-type star (UGSS) is supported by this observation.
The later part of the fading from outburst is haraterized by a linear fade at a rate
of 0:30 0:01 mag d
 1
, whih is relatively slow among SS Cyg-type dwarf novae. Based
on the alibration by Szkody and Mattei (1984) of Bailey's relation, the orbital period of
DK Cas is expeted to be longer than 5 hours, and is most likely longer than that of a
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Table 1: Nightly averaged magnitudes of DK Cas
JD start
a
JD end
a
mean mag
b
error

N
d
51509.992 51510.024 5.075 0.049 37
51511.002 51511.185 4.978 0.004 415
51512.056 51512.176 4.986 0.005 302
51516.187 51516.292 5.243 0.015 262
51520.162 51520.165 5.803 0.061 10
51521.147 51521.150 5.995 0.140 10
51521.981 51521.984 6.309 0.090 10
51522.975 51522.979 6.603 0.122 10
51523.965 51523.969 6.923 0.098 8
a
JD  2400000
b
Magnitude relative to BD +56
Æ
35

Standard error of nightly average
d
Number of frames
10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24
7
6.5
6
5.5
5
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R
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M
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Figure 1. Light urve of DK Cas
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Figure 2. Time-series photometry of DK Cas. Eah point represents an average of adjaent ve
frames. The magnitudes are arbitrarily shifted for larity
long-period system DX And (10.6 hours, Drew et al. 1993). Although reent spetrosopi
observation by Liu and Hu (2000) was not able to detet a feature of the seondary, the
above data suggest that DK Cas belongs to a rare lass of long-period dwarf novae with
a low outburst frequeny (i.e. low mass-transfer rate), a further spetrosopi searh for
the seondary and aurate determination of the orbital period are highly enouraged.
The authors are grateful to VSNET members for providing dense observations overing
years, and P. Shmeer for promptly and publily notifying the outburst. Part of this work
is supported by a Researh Fellowship of the Japan Soiety for the Promotion of Siene
for Young Sientists (MU).
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ON THE SUPERCYCLE OF SX LMi
KATO, TAICHI
Dept. of Astronomy, Kyoto University, Kyoto 606-8502, Japan, e-mail: tkatokusastro.kyoto-u.a.jp
SX LMi is an SU UMa-type dwarf nova, whih was originally disovered as a faint blue
star in the north Galati pole region (Iriarte and Chavira 1957; Sanduleak and Pesh
1984). The nature of the objet was nally revealed by the seure detetion of superhumps
during its outburst in 1994 Deember (Nogami et al. 1997).
Nogami et al. (1997) argued that SX LMi has a relatively peuliar harater based on
their extensive researh on relations between outburst amplitudes and superyle lengths
of known SU UMa stars. Their most important onlusion is that SX LMi has a relatively
small superoutburst amplitude ( 3:
m
8) while the suggested superyle has a fairly normal
value of 250 d. SX LMi was thus proposed as a andidate for the missing link between ER
UMa stars (for a review, see Kato et al. 1999) and the usual SU UMa-type dwarf novae.
Other suggested andidates inlude HS Vir (Kato et al. 1998), NY Ser (Nogami et al.
1998), CI UMa (Nogami and Kato 1997) and V503 Cyg (Harvey et al. 1995). However,
none of these objets show perfetly intermediate outburst harateristis between ER
UMa stars and usual SU UMa-type dwarf novae, as disussed in Kato et al. (2000).
SX LMi and CI UMa were listed in Kato et al. (2000) as objets having less regular
superoutbursts. SX LMi was also disussed by Nogami et al. (1997) as having a possibly
anomalous disk visosity parameter. Sine the historial superoutbursts of SX LMi (also
ited in Nogami et al. (1997)) looked to have ourred less regularly, a more omprehensive
searh for superoutbursts is indispensable to reveal the nature of the objet, and to test
the arguments presented by Nogami et al. (1997) and Kato et al. (2000).
Observations reported to VSNET (http://www.kusastro.kyoto-u.a.jp/vsnet/) were
analyzed, whih almost ompletely overed the objet sine 1995 November, exept solar
onjuntion periods. These visual observations were done using V -magnitude alibrated
omparison stars, and their errors are an order of 0.2{0.3 mag, whih will not aet the
following disussion. Figure 1 shows the overall light urve from VSNET observations.
Arrows represent upper limits, but upper limits brighter than 14.5 mag are omitted from
this gure in order to avoid onfusion. The light urve learly shows relatively regular o-
urrene of bright outbursts reahing 13.0{13.5 mag. These outbursts might be naturally
onsidered as superoutbursts based on their duration and brightness, but we have tried to
adopt more seure identiations based on superhump detetion. Reent CCD observa-
tions by Iwamatsu et al. (2001, in preparation) has onrmed that the 2001 January long
outburst is a genuine superoutburst. Together with past observations desribed in Nogami
et al. (1997), we an now safely identify long and bright outbursts as superoutbursts.
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Table 1: Superoutbursts of SX LMi
JD start peak magnitude duration (d)
2450238 13.2 > 2
2450545 13.2 14
2450819 13.2 > 4
2451131 13.1 11
2451631 13.1 11
2451935 13.1 > 4
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Figure 1. Light urve of SX LMi
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By assuming one missed superoutburst between JD 2451131 and 2451631 (the objet
was not observed beause of the solar onjuntion), these observations indiate that SX
LMi relatively regularly showed superoutbursts with a yle length of 250{312 d. The
mean period of superyle is 279 d, whih is slightly longer than one suggested by Nogami
et al. (1997). The present observation has onrmed previously unreognized regular
ourrene of superoutbursts, whih also strengthen the nding by Nogami et al. (1997)
that normal outbursts are relatively infrequent ompared to the relatively short superyle
length. This seems to make a striking dierene from HS Vir (Kato et al. 1998) and NY
Ser (Nogami et al. 1998), and suggests a dierent origin of the SX LMi peuliarity.
The authors are grateful to VSNET members, espeially to Gary Poyner, Gene Hanson,
Timo Kinnunen, Mike Simonsen and Eddy Muyllaert for providing ruial observations.
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BVR PHOTOMETRY OF SN2000E
DEVYATKIN, A.V.; GORSHANOV, D.L.
Main Astronomial Observatory of RAS (Pulkovo), Saint-Petersburg, Russia; e-mail: densvetmail.ru
The supernova SN2000E was disovered by Valentini et al. (2000) on January 26.73 in
the NGC 6951 galaxy. From February 1 to May 15, 2000 we have observed the supernova
SN2000E at Pulkovo Observatory with a ZA-320 32-m reetor (Bekiashev et al. 1998)
equipped with SBIG ST-6 CCD amera. The observations were made in the B, V and R
bands of Johnson's photometri system.
Stellar images on the frames were measured by aperture photometry tehnique using
\Apex" ode developed at Pulkovo Observatory (Devyatkin et al. 2000).
The eld of view of the instrument with ST-6 amera is 9:
0
5 7:
0
5. Hene no standard
stars were found in the same frame with the supernova. During several nights we observed
four standard stars (HD 194258, HD 196229, HD 196848, HD 197894) taken from \The
atalogue of WBV R magnitudes of bright stars of Northern sky" (Kornilov et al. 1991).
An additional star G262-16 (Carney & Latham, 1987) was also observed (in B and V
only). These stars are loated within 1 to 4 degrees from the supernova. Using these
ve stars we found rough magnitudes for 20{30 eld stars loated in the same frame
as the supernova. This proedure was made by a method similar to usual dierential
photoeletri photometry. The brightness of the supernova was referred to this group of
eld stars for all dates of observations.
The results are listed in Table 1 and drawn in Figure 1. We estimate the nal auray
of the results 0:
m
12 for B, 0:
m
08 for V and 0:
m
06 for R from February to Marh (JD
2451576{2451634). In April and May (after JD 2451640) the brightness of the supernova
dereased and the brightness of the sky bakground inreased (beause the latitude of
Pulkovo Observatory is +60
Æ
). Hene auray of the observations beame worse: 0:
m
25
for B, 0:
m
20 for V and 0:
m
13 for R.
Our observations started 6 days after the disovery of the supernova. The rst three
measurements (made during 5 days) were signiantly brighter than the disovery bright-
ness of the supernova in B and V (Valentini et al. 2000). Very probably, our observations
started at the maximum light of the supernova. After this time the supernova started
fading with a rate of approximately 0.06, 0.05 and 0.04 magnitudes/day in B, V and R,
respetively.
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Figure 1. Observations of SN 2000E in B, V and R olours. The open irles show the disovery
brightness of the supernova from Valentini et al. (2000), with their error bars. For omparison, we also
plot the errors of the rst data of the two parts of our observations with dierent auraies, see text
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Table 1
JD B V R
J
2451576.198 14.53 13.91 13.64
2451578.332 14.58 13.81 13.60
2451580.225 14.53 13.81 13.61
2451585.199 14.59 14.01 13.76
2451590.240 15.18 14.18 13.94
2451595.227 15.53 14.48 13.93
2451596.378 15.84 14.66 14.09
2451598.353 14.70 14.15
2451599.511 15.73 14.60 14.12
2451600.396 15.77 14.83 14.18
2451601.505 16.05 14.71 14.11
2451612.554 16.67 15.30 14.52
2451616.319 16.92 15.72
2451618.260 16.73 15.42
2451622.449 17.17 15.87 14.88
2451623.276 15.05
2451625.334 15.80
2451626.373 16.73 15.82 15.19
2451628.481 15.13
2451630.386 16.92 15.92 15.17
2451631.411 16.92 15.75
2451634.358 17.00 15.92 15.11
2451641.398 17.36 16.14
2451644.362 16.53 15.64
2451650.446 16.94 16.25 15.60
2451653.395 16.86 17.16 15.44
2451654.370 16.86 17.11
2451655.376 18.56 15.28
2451656.413 17.02 16.14
2451658.379 15.54
2451659.374 16.18
2451665.421 16.95 16.21 15.66
2451666.443 17.21 16.31 15.97
2451667.446 16.37 16.14
2451669.483 15.71
2451671.440 17.48 16.29 15.97
2451672.487 16.09
2451673.465 15.74
2451674.425 17.30 16.59 15.79
2451677.423 17.13 16.15 15.52
2451680.440 16.51
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PERIOD DETERMINATION FOR V576 HERCULIS AND V1116 CYGNI
YOSHINAGA, M.; BENSON, P. J.
Wellesley College, Whitin Observatory, 106 Central Street, Wellesley, MA 02481, USA
e-mail: myoshinagwellesley.edu, pbensonwellesley.edu
V576 Herulis and V1116 Cygni are suspeted RR Lyrae stars listed in the General
Catalog of Variable Stars (GCVS) without periods. Both stars were observed with the 24-
inh Cassegrain reeting telesope and Tektronis 10241024 CCD amera at Wellesley
College between May 1999 and September 2000. During eah night of observation, we
took twilight ats in eah lter, dark and bias images, and several variable star images in
eah of the R and V lters. Images were proessed with standard tehniques in IRAF. We
did dierential photometry on eah variable ompared to several omparison stars in the
eld and between all pairs of omparisons. We hose the most stable pair of omparisons
as the primary omparison and hek star. After an approximate period was determined
with least square tting following the presription of Horne and Baliunas (1986), we made
phase diagrams and rened the period visually. When the period is hanged by the listed
unertainty, the phase diagram data from the earliest yle is denitely out of alignment
with the data from the oldest yle.
We note that the position of both stars in the GCVS is inorret. A reent SIMBAD
searh turned up two papers by Kato (1999) whih onrm the positions we found. V576
Herulis is GSC 2105-1084; the omparison we used is GSC 2105-274 and the hek is
GSC 2105-70. Neither V1116 Cygni nor its omparison and hek stars have a Guide Star
atalog number, so we give a nder hart in Figure 1.
V1116 Cygni was observed on 17 dierent nights with a total of 85 images in eah
lter. We have determined an ephemeris of:
Max = HJD 2451809:589 + 0:
d
53854 E:
 4  5
(1)
The phase diagram for the V lter is given in Figure 2. The V lter amplitude is 1.2
magnitudes, and the R lter amplitude is approximately one magnitude.
V576 Herulis was observed on 14 dierent nights with a total of 112 images in eah
lter. We have determined an ephemeris of:
Max = HJD 2451802:649 + 0:
d
40378 E:
 4  5
(2)
The phase diagram for the V lter is given in Figure 3. The V lter amplitude is about
1.25 magnitudes, and the R lter amplitude is about one magnitude.
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Figure 1. A nder hart for V1116 Cygni. Eah side is about 15
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Figure 2. The V lter phase diagram for V576 Herulis using ephemeris (1)
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Figure 3. The V lter phase diagram for V1116 Cygni using ephemeris (2)
We have thus onrmed that V576 Herulis and V1116 Cygni are RR Lyrae stars; the
amplitude and the rapid inrease in brightness indiates that both stars are probably of
the the RRab type.
Aknowledgements: MY thanks Massahusetts Spae Grant for funding a summer
researh fellowship. We thank Kek Northeast Astronomy Consortium for supporting
Astronomy researh at Wellesley College, and NSF Grant AST9417359 and Wellesley
College Brahman Homan Researh funds for support of this researh. This researh
has made use of the Simbad database operated at CDS, Strasbourg, Frane.
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CCD LIGHT CURVE AND NEW ELEMENTS OF BE Eri
MARTIGNONI, MASSIMILIANO
Via don Minzoni 26, I-20020 Magnago, Milano, Italy, maxmartignonilibero.it
Name of the objet:
BE Eri (= HV 10408 = GSC 4739.0640 = USNO A2.0 0825.01095819)
Equatorial oordinates: Equinox:
R.A.= 4
h
38
m
3:
s
44 DEC.=  1
Æ
59
0
44:
00
3 2000
Observatory and telesope:
Private station in Busto Arsizio, Italy, 0.21-m Newton (F=5:0)
Detetor: DTA Seti 245C CCD Camera
Filter(s): None
Comparison star(s): GSC 4739.0650 = USNO A2.0 0825.01095247 (11:
m
6 R)
Figure 1. Unltered CCD light urve of BE Eri
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Table 2: Times of maxima
HJD E
(1)
(O   C)
(1)
E
(2)
(O   C)
(2)
Observer/Referene
2439055.337 ptg  2657  0:079  2657  0:106 Pop & Todoran (1973)
2439805.345 ptg  1363 0.004  1363  0:016 "
2440249.280 ptg  597 0.011  597  0:004 "
2440288.157 ptg  530 0.059  530 0.044 "
2440289.306 ptg  528 0.049  528 0.034 "
2440595.300 ptg 0 0.046 0 0.034 "
2440617.324 ptg 38 0.047 38 0.036 "
2440624.245 ptg 50 0.014 50 0.002 "
2440966.190 ptg 640 0.030 640 0.022 "
2441299.404 ptg 1215 0.009 1215 0.003 "
2441310.434 ptg 1234 0.028 1234 0.022 "
2441332.387 ptg 1272  0:042 1272  0:047 "
2441350.386 ptg 1303  0:009 1303  0:014 "
2441353.300 ptg 1308 0.008 1308 0.003 "
2449998.790 CCD 16226  0:080 16226  0:004 Shmidt & Seth (1996)
2451169.442 CCD 18246  0:099 18246  0:012 Martignoni, this paper
2451941.395 CCD 19578  0:093 19578 0.002 "
Chek star(s): GSC 4739.0676 = USNO A2.0 0825.01096410 (11:
m
9 R);
GSC 4739.0638 = USNO A2.0 0825.01094601 (12:
m
1 R)
Transformed to a standard system: No
Availability of the data:
Through IBVS Web-site as le 5074-t1.txt
Type of variability: RRAB
Remarks:
BE Eri was disovered as variable stars by Hanley and Shapley (1940): they found
the RR Lyrae nature and gave rst period of variation. Afterwards the variable
was investigated by Pop and Todoran (1973) who published times of maxima and
the following linear elements of variation:
Max = HJD 2440595:254 + 0:
d
57954 E: (1)
They were able also to point out a Blazhko's eet with an approximate periodiity
of 94P . Further time of maximum was published by Shmidt and Seth (1996). We
observed BE Eri from JD 2450169 to JD 2451941 obtaining 230 measures: from
the light urve produed (Fig. 1), two new time of maxima were determined and,
by means of timings found in the literature, we were able to derived the following
new linear elements of variation alulated by the least squares method:
Max = HJD 2440595:266 + 0:
d
5795345 E:
 0:009  0:0000013
(2)
Published and new times of maximum light are reported in Table 2.
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HD 93917 IS A NEW EW ECLIPSING BINARY STAR
LASALA-GARCIA, ANTONIO
Grup d'Estudis Astronomis, Apartado 9481, 08080 Barelona, Spain
e-mail: alasalaastrogea.org
Name of the objet:
HD 93917 = SAO 137825 = BD 01
Æ
2452 = AG 02
Æ
623 = PPM 178307 =
GSC 4917 22
Equatorial oordinates: Equinox:
R.A.= 10
h
50
m
29:
s
72 DEC.=  02
Æ
41
0
43:
00
1 2000.0
Observatory and telesope:
Zaragoza ity private observatory, 15-m Newtonian telesope
Detetor: CCD
Filter(s): V
Comparison star(s): HD 93832 = SAO 137817 = BD 01
Æ
2450 =
AGK 02
Æ
0622 = PPM 178303 = GSC 4916 646
Chek star(s): 1: HD 93729 = SAO 137809 = PPM 178300 =
BD 01
Æ
2448 = AGK 02
Æ
0619 = GSC 4916 385;
2: PPM 178299 = BD 01
Æ
2448 = AGK 02
Æ
0618 =
GSC 4916 632;
3: GSC 4917 21
Transformed to a standard system: No
Availability of the data:
Upon request
Type of variability: EW
Remarks:
During a routine patrolling in searh for new variables it was found that HD 93917,
with a V magnitude of 9.01 (B   V = 0:55) and K0 spetral type, is a W UMa
elipsing binary star with a period of 10.6 hours. The star was observed for 12
nights between Marh 14 and 27 April 2001. The amplitude of the variation is
0:
m
34 for the primary minimum and 0:
m
33 for the seondary one. The following
ephemeris was omputed:
Min I = HJD 2452015:4354 + 0:
d
44342 E:
 0:0008  0:00010
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Figure 1.
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Ruinski (1997) has suggested that ontat binary, rather than overontat binary, be
used as the logially and historially orret name for ommon envelope systems. He
ites 5 reent examples within IBVS of overontat being used in plae of ontat, and
many more examples ould be ited from the general literature. Ruinski kindly avoids
assessing blame for the new trend, but the writer probably bears primary responsibility
(Wilson, 1994, 2001). Although Ruinski interprets the ited examples as mistakes, it will
be argued below that - in terms of both logial onsisteny and of history - those papers
are using ontat and overontat orretly.
A literature survey shows the terms ritial lobe and limiting lobe to be essentially
interhangeable, with both referring to the largest losed equipotential that surrounds
only one omponent of a binary. Rohe lobe has the same meaning for some authors,
while others use Rohe lobe only for synhronously rotating, irular orbit ases. Rohe
limit is an infrequent synonym for Rohe lobe that now seems out of favor, perhaps beause
the term has another meaning in regard to tidal disruption of satellites. G.P. Kuiper was
probably rst to understand the roles of ritial lobes and rst to use the word ontat
in a morphologial ontext. His extensive paper on  Lyrae (Kuiper, 1941) developed
morphologial ideas quantitatively and demonstrated remarkable early insights into the
mehanial equilibrium of lose binaries. By ontat, Kuiper meant ontat between the
two stars (p. 137 of Kuiper, 1941). Two new terms, detahed and semi-detahed, were
oined by Z. Kopal (1955). The former ondition has both stars within their limiting lobes
and the latter has one star within its lobe and the other aurately touhing (ontating
or lling) its lobe. Kopal also used ontat, but dened it to mean aurate ontat of a
star with its lobe (p. 427 of Kopal, 1955), in ontrast with Kuiper's meaning. To Kopal,
ontat binary meant a binary with both star surfaes aurately oinident with their
lobe surfaes. Obviously he did not believe in ommon envelope systems, as shown at
many plaes in his writings - a view that now onits with observations of W UMa's and
would even be onsidered unphysial. Nevertheless it will be argued below that Kopal's
lobe-lling denition of ontat serves morphology well and that we therefore need searh
no further for a useful denition.
Of ourse modern astrophysis is free to adopt whatever meaning of ontat leads to the
most onsistent morphology, but let us examine history for perspetive. Ruinski (1997)
asserts that \The group of ontat binaries was dened learly by Kopal (1959, Se. VII.6)
as systems lling the ommon envelope enompassing both stars". However Ruinski's
laim is not supported by a reading of that setion. Kopal omments on the meaning of
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ontat at only one plae in his Setion VII.6, whih is in the middle of p. 526, where
he states: \... both omponents of W UMa type systems appear to ll ompletely their
respetive Rohe limits - a property whih has earned them the designation of ontat
systems". Kopal also shows a shemati diagram of the three morphologial types on his
p. 483, where the illustrated ontat system just lls the \gure eight" of the inner ontat
surfae with no exess, so there is no ommon envelope. Then on p. 546 he speially
emphasizes the distintion between the Kuiper and Kopal denitions of ontat, writing:
\...whereas we propose to regard as ontat binary (or omponent) a star whose surfae
oinides with its Rohe limit, Kuiper's denition ...does not mean that mere ontat
exists, but a ommon envelope as well". Kopal had already made similar omments
about ontat systems at least 5 years earlier (p. 39 of Kopal, 1954; p. 149 of Kopal and
Shapley, 1956). He avoided a problem with ommon envelope ases by disbelieving in
them. So Kopal did dene ontat learly, but not as ontat between stars or existene
of a ommon envelope as stated by Ruinski, but in the same way as ontat is now most
frequently used (i.e. aurate ontat with a lobe).
Usage prior to 1994 usually involved a hybrid of the Kuiper and Kopal morphologies,
with the Kuiper meaning of ontat when the two stars are mutually involved (ontat
binary meaning that the stars touh) and the Kopal meaning for eah star's relation to
its lobe (semi-detahed meaning that one star ontats its lobe and the other does not).
Things would be simpler with ontat having the same meaning for all morphologial
types, whih they do in the Kopal sheme but not in the hybrid sheme. The hybrid
sheme was formally inonsistent, but the inonsisteny did not ause a pratial problem
within the 3-type morphology beause, with synhronous rotation, ontat of both stars
with their lobes implied star-star ontat. So ommon envelope systems were usually
alled ontat binaries, although muh less often (e.g. Wilson and Rafert, 1981; Wilson,
Van Hamme, and Pettera, 1985; Wilson, 1988) they were alled overontat binaries - a
name that reserved the word ontat for its lobe-lling meaning while providing a pitorial
name for ommon envelope binaries.
An extension or generalization of the Kopal morphology has ome along in a fourth
morphologial type alled double ontat (Wilson, 1979). To appreiate the idea of double
ontat, one must reognize a generalized denition of a limiting lobe that applies for non-
synhronous as well as synhronous rotation and for eentri as well as irular orbits:
A limiting lobe is an equipotential for whih the eetive gravity is zero on the line of
enters at periastron (Wilson, 1979). Double ontat beomes meaningful for super-
synhronously rotating stars and involves lling of both lobes without star ontat (not
even point-ontat), thus foring a deision - does ontat mean star-star or star-lobe?
We shall have a onsistent terminology regardless of whether rotation is synhronous if
we keep the star-lobe denition, and any exess beyond lobe lling is well desribed by
overontat. The hange in usage noted by Ruinski ame after the name overontat
was oupled with an explanation of the 4-type morphology (Wilson, 1994). Ruinski
prefers use of overontat for binaries that overow the outer ontat surfae, as in Kuiper
(1941). Although suh systems are exeedingly rare, Ruinski's preferene is an entirely
reasonable use of the name. However we need to agree on what overontat is to mean
and my suggestion is to ontinue using overontat in the sense adopted in many reent
papers and agree on another name for ontat with the outer ontat surfae. Perhaps it
an be as straightforward as outer-ontat binary.
With regard to ounter arguments, Ruinski says that \the equipotential is not a solid
surfae in spae and there is nothing to be in ontat with". However abstrat surfaes
ertainly an be in ontat - abstration lies at the foundation of siene. Atually the
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idea of ontat always is an abstration - the ontat of material objets is as muh an
abstration as the ontat of mathematially dened surfaes. Of ourse, the surfae of a
star is an abstration. Far from being impermissible, abstration is a primary ingredient
in sienti thinking. Therefore a star an ertainly be in ontat with its ritial lobe.
The onept has been used for many deades without stirring doubts as to its essential
meaning and is a ore onept of binary star morphology. Were we to grant that a star
annot be in ontat with a non-material surfae, we would have to admit that it annot
be detahed from it either (detahed from that whih does not exist?).
In onlusion, Kuiper's ommon envelope physis was more in keeping with modern
ideas than were Kopal's point-ontat binaries, but the issue at hand is the meaning of
the word ontat in terms of history and logial usefulness. Historially, Kopal denitely
meant star on lobe, not star on star. Logially, Kopal's lobe-lling denition avoids
inonsisteny and allows for a natural generalization to non-synhronous and eentri
orbit ases. Explanations of generalized 4-type morphology are in Wilson (1994; 2001)
and on pp. 87-89 of Kallrath and Milone (1999).
I thank S. Wyithe for alling Ruinski's paper to my attention and W. Van Hamme
for omments.
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BZ Cam is a well-known atalysmi variable of novalike (NL) ategory, whih does
not show dwarf nova-type outbursts. BZ Cam is renowned for its surrounding bow shok
nebula (Krautter et al. 1987; Hollis et al. 1992), and highly variable appearane of P
Cyg proles in its spetra (originally disovered by J. R. Thorstensen and presented in
Patterson et al. 1996; Ringwald and Naylor 1998). BZ Cam has been playing an important
role in understanding the formation of high-speed winds from atalysmi variables. The
binary nature of BZ Cam was studied by Lu and Huthings (1985) and Patterson et al.
(1996). The best determined orbital period is 0:
d
153693(7).
Another noteworthy harateristi of BZ Cam is its oasional fadings, whih makes BZ
Cam as one of VY Sl-type novalike variables. The rst historial fading was disovered
on Harvard Plates by Garnavih and Szkody (1988). The seond ever-observed fading
was in 1999 (Watanabe 2000, 2001). We performed CCD observations during this fading.
The CCD observations were done using an unltered ST-7 amera attahed to the
Meade 25-m Shmidt{Cassegrain telesope. The exposure time was 30 s. The images
were dark-subtrated, at-elded, and analyzed using the Java
TM
-based aperture photom-
etry pakage developed by one of the authors (TK). The magnitudes were determined
relative to GSC 4362.125 (V = 12:87, B   V = +0:78) whih onstany was onrmed
using GSC 4362.861 (V = 14:00, B   V = +0:67). The magnitudes of the omparison
and hek stars are taken from Henden and Honeyutt (1995). A total of 957 observations
between 1999 Otober 3 and 1991 Deember 8 were obtained. Our observations were done
at the bottom of the fading. Baryentri orretions were applied to the observed times
before the following analysis.
The resultant light urve is shown in Figure 1. The objet showed short-term variations
but little long-term variation, whih is onsistent with that the observations were done at
the bottom of the fading. The period analysis using the Phase Dispersion Minimization
(PDM) method (Stellingwerf 1978) has revealed a lear (more than 5-sigma) periodiity
lose to the reported orbital period (Figure 2). The strongest period is 0:
d
15634(1), whih
is 1.7% longer than the orbital period. The averaged amplitude at the orbital period is
less than 0:
m
03, whih exludes the orbital period as the origin of variations.
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Figure 1. Light urve of BZ Cam
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Figure 2. Periodogram of BZ Cam
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Figure 3. Phase-averaged light urve at P = 0:
d
15634
The detetion of a strong period slightly longer than the orbital period strongly suggests
the presene of superhumps. Observations in the high state by Patterson et al. (1996) also
suggested the presene of signals lose to, but slightly dierent from the orbital period, but
the amplitude of present observation (slightly larger than 0:
m
2) is muh larger than those
(0:
m
03) suspeted by Patterson et al. (1996). The prole of the light urve (Figure 3)
is also harateristi to those of usual superhumps, but has a shoulder on the fading
branh, whih is reminisent of some of low-amplitude superhump andidates reported by
Patterson et al. (1996). Our observation suggests that superhumps in BZ Cam is enhaned
during its low state (transient permanent superhumps?), phenomenologially ontrary to
SU UMa-type dwarf novae, whih usually show superhumps during superoutbursts. The
frational superhump exess of 1.7% is relatively small for objets of this orbital period
(e.g. Patterson 1999). Dierent exitation mehanisms may be responsible for superhumps
in BZ Cam, from other novalike systems with permanent superhumps.
Part of this work is supported by a Researh Fellowship of the Japan Soiety for the
Promotion of Siene for Young Sientists (MU).
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V369 Peg = NSV 26006 = KUV 23012+1702 was originally disovered as a variable,
ultraviolet-exess objet (Kondo et al. 1984). Wegner and Dupuis (1993) took a low-
resolution spetrum of this objet and desribed that \H and H look as if they have
emission ores", and gave a spetrosopi lassiation of sdBe. The variability of KUV
23012+1702 was studied on Mosow plates by Antipin (1998). Antipin (1998) disovered
that the star is a dwarf nova with a variability range of 15.8{< 18:0 p. Antipin (1998) also
noted the presene of two kinds of outbursts, bright ones lasting more than 8 days and
faint ones lasting less than 5 days. KUV 23012+1702 was thus onsidered as a very good
andidate for an SU UMa-type dwarf nova. This objet reeived a GCVS designation of
V369 Peg (Kazarovets et al. 2000).
J. Pietz deteted an outburst on 1999 November 3, and deteted hump features with
an amplitude of 0:
m
35 from his November 4 CCD observations (Pietz 1999). We started
time-series CCD observations during this apparent superoutburst.
The CCD observations were done using an unltered ST-7 amera attahed to the
Meade 25-m Shmidt{Cassegrain telesope. The exposure time was 30 s. The images
were dark-subtrated, at-elded, and analyzed using the Java
TM
-based PSF photometry
pakage developed by one of the authors (TK). The magnitudes were determined relative
to GSC 1711.839 (Tyho-2 magnitude: V = 11:44 0:12, B   V = +0:87 0:26), whose
onstany during the run was onrmed using GSC 1711.2320. Table 1 summarizes the
log of observations. Baryentri orretions to the observed times were applied before the
following analysis.
Figure 1 presents the overall light urve. The gure shows a long outburst (super-
outburst) and following two short (normal) outbursts ourring on JD 2451509 and JD
2451522. The initial superoutburst deteted by Pietz lasted until November 18, followed
by a rapid deline. The duration of superoutburst was thus 15 days. The interval of two
subsequent normal outbursts was 13 days, whih an be regarded as the typial reur-
rene time of this dwarf nova. The short reurrene time and the small outburst amplitude
suggests that the objet is a rather ative dwarf nova.
The data between JD 2451488 and 2451497 (superoutburst plateau), after subtrating
the linear trend of deline, were analyzed using the Phase Dispersion Minimization (PDM)
method (Stellingwerf 1978). The resultant theta diagram is shown in Figure 2. The best
superhump period is 0:08484  0:00010 d. The other one-day aliases were exluded by
independent detetions of the same signal by Pietz (1999) and Vanmunster (1999a, 1999b).
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Table 1: Nightly averaged magnitudes of V369 Peg
JD start
a
JD end
a
mean mag
b
error

N
d
51488.982 51489.125 4.294 0.045 160
51489.994 51490.207 4.329 0.038 249
51490.959 51491.206 4.486 0.043 164
51492.020 51492.192 4.593 0.019 418
51493.029 51493.181 4.586 0.022 378
51496.031 51496.184 4.945 0.029 365
51497.027 51497.156 4.987 0.042 265
51499.031 51499.034 -
e
- 4
51500.028 51500.133 5.336 0.531 52
51501.028 51501.173 7.032 0.327 302
51502.033 51502.064 8.818 1.611 80
51503.135 51503.143 7.122 1.589 20
51504.056 51504.061 9.8: 3.0 14
51505.059 51505.163 6.736 1.205 9
51507.003 51507.003 -
e
- 1
51509.002 51509.005 5.955 0.276 10
51510.996 51511.001 -
e
- 10
51512.051 51512.055 9.120 2.081 11
51513.038 51513.042 6.954 0.784 10
51520.005 51520.009 8.084 1.083 10
51521.001 51521.004 -
e
- 10
51521.905 51521.994 5.112 0.092 17
51522.968 51522.971 6.022 0.309 10
51523.970 51523.974 7.211 0.699 11
a
JD  2400000
b
Magnitude relative to GSC 1711.839

Standard error of nightly average
d
Number of frames
e
Objet below detetion limit (typially below 17
m
)
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Figure 1. Light urve of V369 Peg. Relatively large errors were aused by the faintness of the objet
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Figure 2. Periodogram of V369 Peg
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Figure 3 shows the phase-averaged light urve of superhumps. The superhumps had a
large amplitude of  0:
m
3. The superhump period of 0:
d
0848 makes V369 Peg as one of SU
UMa-type dwarf novae with long orbital periods. The overall pattern of outbursts looks
similar to the long-period system YZ Cn. Further detailed observations are enouraged
to preisely determine the system parameters.
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Figure 3. Superhump prole of V369 Peg
The authors are grateful to VSNET members for notifying us of outbursts, and ex-
hanging timely information.
Part of this work is supported by a Researh Fellowship of the Japan Soiety for the
Promotion of Siene for Young Sientists (MU).
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We observed HD 280340 as part of a ontinuing searh for photometri variations in
stars whih are known X-ray soures. The star HD 280340 = RXJ 050147+380541 =
GSC 2895-1453 was disovered to be a soure of X-rays by the ROSAT satellite (Voges
et al. 1999). The Tyho atalog (ESA 1997) inludes HD 280340 with V
T
= 10:677
and B
T
= 11:342 and the primary omparison star, HD 280341 = GSC 2895-0471, with
V
T
= 10:095 and B
T
= 10:753 both onsistent with the spetral type of approximately
G3.
Figure 1. Finder hart labeled with the GSC numbers
Figure 1 shows the eld of stars observed with the automated 0.5-m telesope of the
Climenhaga Observatory at the University of Vitoria and redued in a fashion similar to
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Table 1: Stars observed in the eld of HD 280340
GSC No.
R.A. De. GSC R

Std. Dev. Std. Dev.
J2000 J2000 mag mag Between Within
HD 280340 05
h
01
m
48
s
+38
Æ
05
0
42
00
10.6 0.306 0.021 0.004
HD 280341 05
h
02
m
15
s
+38
Æ
04
0
38
00
10.0 - - -
2895-1293 05
h
02
m
19
s
+38
Æ
04
0
03
00
11.0 1.326 0.006 0.011
2895-0679 05
h
02
m
23
s
+38
Æ
04
0
07
00
13.6 3.473 0.014 0.014
2895-0685 05
h
02
m
04
s
+38
Æ
04
0
42
00
12.0 2.743 0.002 0.007
2895-1593 05
h
01
m
58
s
+38
Æ
03
0
18
00
11.3 2.238 0.003 0.005
2895-1391 05
h
02
m
00
s
+38
Æ
02
0
46
00
12.0 1.866 0.007 0.006
2895-1109 05
h
01
m
53
s
+38
Æ
02
0
11
00
13.5 3.333 0.004 0.015
2895-0967 05
h
01
m
51
s
+38
Æ
01
0
00
00
11.6 2.558 0.003 0.008
2895-2113 05
h
02
m
17
s
+38
Æ
05
0
45
00
14.6 4.671 0.024 0.040
2895-1063 05
h
02
m
13
s
+38
Æ
01
0
38
00
13.8 3.696 0.022 0.024
2895-1227 05
h
02
m
12
s
+38
Æ
01
0
21
00
12.9 3.839 0.014 0.024
2895-1173 05
h
02
m
08
s
+38
Æ
01
0
42
00
12.4 3.549 0.039 0.017
2895-0927 05
h
02
m
05
s
+38
Æ
03
0
03
00
14.0 4.091 0.028 0.028
2895-0609 05
h
02
m
03
s
+38
Æ
03
0
27
00
14.4 4.244 0.023 0.035
2895-1577 05
h
01
m
51
s
+38
Æ
04
0
04
00
14.0 3.938 0.011 0.024
2895-1299 05
h
01
m
47
s
+38
Æ
04
0
27
00
14.3 3.967 0.019 0.025
that desribed in Robb and Greimel (1999). The Julian Dates (  2450000) of the nights of
observations were 1925, 1932, 1935, 1936, 1937, 1947, 1950, 1951, 1952, 1953, 1954, 1959,
1960, 1961, 1963 and 1966. Table 1 lists the stars' identiation numbers, oordinates
(J2000) and magnitudes from the Hubble Spae Telesope Guide Star Catalog (GSC)
(Jenkner et al. 1990). Observations were made using a lter losely mathing the Cousins
R band (Cousins 1981). Our dierential R

magnitudes are alulated in the sense of
the star minus HD 280341. Brightness variations during a night were measured by the
standard deviation of the dierential magnitudes and are listed for the most photometri
night in the last olumn as `Std. Dev. Within'. For eah star the mean of the nightly
means is shown as R

in Table 1. The standard deviation of the nightly means is a
measure of the night to night variations and is alled `Std. Dev. Between' in Table 1.
The `Std. Dev. Between' for stars GSC 2895-0685 HD 280341 is 0:
m
002, so we feel this
shows that night to night variations in both these stars are less than a few millimagnitudes.
A `Std. Dev. Within' of 0.005 indiates that HD 280341 is onstant at this level and we
observed no signiant variations in plots of the individual nights' data. Therefore we
onlude that HD 280341 is onstant in brightness at the millimagnitude level at the daily
and hourly time sales. Stars with a `Std. Dev. Within' approximately equal to the `Std.
Dev. Between' and whih showed no obvious variations in the nightly plots, we believe
were onstant for the time period observed and at the preision of the standard deviations
alulated.
The star HD 280340 had obvious variations during some nights and obvious variations
from night to night and is a new variable star. Shown in Figure 2 is the hi-squared of a
t of the data to sine urves as a funtion of period. Thus we nd the ephemeris is:
HJD of Maximum Brightness = 2451925:
d
00(10) + 2:
d
85(5) E
where the unertainties in the nal digit are given in brakets and the root-mean-square
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error of the t is 0:
m
01. The 2517 dierential R

ltered magnitudes phased at this
period are plotted in Figure 3 with dierent symbols for eah of the nights. HD 280340
is a late type star, and an X-ray soure with a small amplitude photometri variation
onsistent with typial BY Dra stars. The large apparent satter is attributable to the
small amplitude of the variation and possibly hanges in the morphology and position of
the spots. Photometri observations should be ontinued to monitor for ares, hanges
in the spot distribution and period hanges.
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Figure 2. Periodogram for HD 280340 in 2001
Figure 3. R

ltered light urve of HD 280340 for winter 2001
The eld star GSC 2895-1173 = (USNO2 1275-04179369) has a larger standard devi-
ation from night to night than its standard deviation during a night indiating night to
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night variability. Its light urve is shown in Figure 4 with error bars of 0:
m
01, whih we
estimate to be approximately the orret unertainty.
The olor of GSC 2895-1173 from the USNO2 atalog (Monet et al. 1996) is B R = 1:9
and for HD 280340 (G3 spetral lass) the USNO2 gives B R = 1:4 implying that GSC
2895-1173 has a late-type spetral lass. While we annot be ertain what kind of variable
star it is we expet it to be either a very low amplitude Cepheid or a K-giant variable
(Robb and Cardinal 1998).
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Figure 4. R

ltered light urve of GSC 2895-1173 { HD 280341 for winter 2001
Continued photometry is important to asertain the reason for the variability of GSC
2895-1173. Spetrosopi observations will be valuable to determine a preise spetral
lass for the stars and to measure radial veloities to hek for dupliity.
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Name of the objet:
AE UMa
Equatorial oordinates: Equinox:
R.A.= 09
h
36
m
53:
s
17 DEC.= +44
Æ
04
0
00:
00
5 2000
Observatory and telesope:
Photo-lens (D = 55 mm, f = 600 mm) at Observatory and Planetarium of Johann
Palisa, Ostrava, Czeh Republi
Detetor: SBIG ST-7
Filter(s): Unltered
Comparison star(s): GSC 2998 1249
Chek star(s): GSC 2998 35, GSC 2998 512
Availability of the data:
Upon request
Type of variability: SX Phe
Remarks:
Six new times of maximum light with yle numbers and O   C determined from
Kholopov et al. (1985) are reported below. The MUNIDOS 2.11 software pakage
(Hroh & Novak, 1999) was used for observation proessing. The JD of maximum
and the error of the determination of maximum were obtained by the Gaspani's
(1995) method. The errors mean a standard deviation of the determination.
HJD Error Cyle O   C
2451269.508 0.002 182117 0.002
2451283.441 0.002 182279 0.000
2451283.525 0.002 182280  0:002
2451283.609 0.001 182281  0:004
2451318.363 0.001 182685  0:001
2451318.446 0.002 182686  0:003
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Figure 1. Our light urves of AE UMa
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PHOTOMETRY OF CI Cam DURING QUIESCENCE IN 1999
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Dept. of Astronomy, Kyoto University, Kyoto 606-8502, Japan
e-mail: tkatokusastro.kyoto-u.a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CI Cam is the optial ounterpart of the intense, rapidly fading X-ray nova XTE
J0421+560 in 1998 (Smith et al. 1998; Paiesas and Fishman 1998; Wagner and Starreld
1998). An ejetion of relativisti jets was observed (Hjellming and Mioduszewski 1998a,
1998b), whih has made CI Cam = XTE J0421+560 one of the most renowned Galati
miroquasars. Before the giant outburst in 1998, CI Cam had been known as a variable
star, lassied as a possible symbioti star. The variability of this star was disovered
by Miroshnihenko (1994). Miroshnihenko (1994) reported that spetrosopy of the CI
Cam = MWC 84 revealed absorption features typial for late-type stars. Miroshnihenko
(1994) also reported a photometri period of 11:
d
7 with an amplitude of 0:
m
3. In order to
onrm this suggested periodiity, we performed CCD photometry.
The CCD observations were done using an unltered ST-7 amera attahed to the
Meade 25-m Shmidt{Cassegrain telesope. The exposure time was 30 s. The im-
ages were dark-subtrated, at-elded, and analyzed using the Java
TM
-based aperture
photometry pakage developed by one of the authors (TK). The magnitudes were de-
termined relative to GSC 3723.54, whose Tyho-2 magnitude is V = 10:50  0:04 and
B   V = +0:79 0:07. The onstany of omparison star during the run was onrmed
by omparison with GSC 3723.65 and GSC 3723.80.
A total of 259 useful frames between 1999 Otober 22 and 1999 Deember 28 were
obtained. The light urve drawn from the resultant data is presented in Figure 1. The
light urve shows relatively irregular variation, with a total amplitude of 0:
m
2. Small,
nightly variations are superimposed on a general, slowly delining trend. A period analysis
has yielded no oherent periodiity between 1 and 30 d. There was no indiation of the
11.7-d periodiity. Post-outburst photometry between 1998 August and 1999 February
(Clark et al. 2000) reported small variations, but the small number of data points made
it impossible to analyze the possible periodiity or the time sale of variations. Clark et
al. (2000) suggested a possible eet of the 1999 event in their post-outburst data. Our
photometry at later epohs than theirs is expeted to more losely reet the quiesent
ativity.
The most remarkable short-term variation in our data was observed on JD 2451485
(1999 November 2), when a 0:
m
10 jump was observed within one day. The brighten-
ing lasted less than one day, and the objet faded by 0:
m
09 on the subsequent night.
The time sale of the variation was omparable to the e-folding time of  0:
d
5 d of the
1999 event. Sine CI Cam was observed to be X-ray ative even during quiesene (f.
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Figure 1. Light urve of CI Cam. Eah point represents nightly averaged magnitudes
Parmar et al. 2000), it is not surprising if a \miniature" outburst may have been re-
sponsible for the transient optial brightening. The BATSE earth-oultation light urve
(http://oss.gsf.nasa.gov/batse) does not show a marked inrease of the X-ray ux on
the orresponding day, but has a slightly inreased detetions 5 to 10 days after the optial
brightening. The optial brightening thus may have been a preursor to the weak X-ray
ativity.
Part of this work is supported by a Researh Fellowship of the Japan Soiety for the
Promotion of Siene for Young Sientists (MU).
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FT Cam: OUTBURST PHOTOMETRY AND PROPER MOTION
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FT Cam (= Antipin Var64) is a dwarf nova disovered by Antipin (1999). Antipin
(1999) reported two outbursts on Mosow plates, indiating that the outbursts are rela-
tively rare. The next outburst was deteted by Pietz (1998) on 1998 September 23.91 UT
at magnitude 14.7. Visual observations by Kinnunen (1998) suggested the possible pres-
ene of short-term variations. This outburst faded relatively quikly. In spite of intensive
monitoring by VSNET observers, no further outburst had been deteted until Shmeer
(2000a) reported another one on 2000 February 27.166 UT at unltered CCD magnitude
14.4. A later announement by Pietz (2000) tells that the outburst started on February
26.8 UT, at unltered CCD magnitude 13.85. Pietz (2000) reported that the star was
fainter than 15.5 on the previous night. The large observed interval (521 d) between
outbursts supports the low outburst frequeny reported by Antipin (1999). We started
CCD time-resolved photometry to test the presene of short-term variations.
The CCD observations were done using an unltered ST-7 amera attahed to the
Meade 25-m Shmidt{Cassegrain telesope. The exposure time was 30 s. The im-
ages were dark-subtrated, at-elded, and analyzed using the Java
TM
-based aperture
photometry pakage developed by one of the authors (TK). The magnitudes were de-
termined relative to GSC 4049.90, whose Tyho-2 magnitude is V = 11:08  0:08 and
B   V = +0:30  0:11. The onstany of the omparison star during the run was on-
rmed using several anonymous fainter stars. We obtained 228 useful frames on 2000
February 27, overing 0:
d
126. The light urve drawn from these data is presented in
Figure 1.
The light urve shows a rather monotonous deline at a rate of 0.82 mag d
 1
. No
apparent large-amplitude modulations nor periodi waves were deteted. The lak of
apparent superhumps was also onrmed by independent observations by Pietz (2000).
The relatively rapid deline was onrmed by G. Poyner who observed the star at 14:
m
7 on
2000 February 28.810 UT. Shmeer (2000b) further reported that the star had returned
to quiesene on 2000 Marh 1.140 UT. These observations suggests that all known
(inluding Antipin's detetions) outbursts of FT Cam only last 2{3 d. Although the lak
of apparent superhumps may be suggestive of an SS Cyg-type star, it may be that we
have only observed normal outbursts of an SU UMa-type star. Further monitoring for
outbursts, and detailed observations during outbursts are strongly enouraged.
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Figure 1. Light urve of FT Cam. Eah point represents an average of 0:
d
0025 bin
Astrometry of FT Cam from our outburst images has yielded the J2000.0 position of
03
h
21
m
14:
s
33, +61
Æ
05
0
26:
00
3 (based on 13 GSC-ACT stars). This value is pretty lose to
other reported astrometry of 03
h
21
m
14:
s
33, +61
Æ
05
0
26:
00
0 (Antipin 1999) and 03
h
21
m
14:
s
35,
+61
Æ
05
0
26:
00
1 (Shmeer 2000a), but our result is onsidered as more aurate beause we
used the ICRS-based astrometri grid, GSC-ACT. The orresponding USNO A2.0 star
(on the same astrometri grid) has end gures of 14:
s
415, 25:
00
73, whih is 0:
00
8 dierent
from the urrent measurement. The omparison of DSS 2 plate taken on 1993 Deember
11 with DSS 1 (epoh 1954.074) further onrms the notieable proper motion between
them. The observed proper motion 0:
00
02 yr
 1
is relatively large among dwarf novae (f.
Harrison et al. 2000; Thorstensen 1999). The observed proper motion suggests that FT
Cam is a relatively nearby objet, likely loated within 1 kp from us, orresponding to
the maximum tangential veloity of 100 km s
 1
(for a disussion on veloity dispersions
of atalysmi variables, see Harrison et al. 2000). The inferred onservative upper limit
M
V
= +4 mag of the absolute magnitude in outburst is marginally onsistent with known
absolute magnitudes of dwarf novae (Warner 1987). However, many of observed maxima
having been fainter than 14.5, the objet may be intrinsially fainter than usual dwarf
novae. This possibility may be strengthened by the low outburst frequeny and short-
ness of outbursts, whih are relatively unusual for dwarf novae, but are more typial for
outbursts of intermediate polars (IPs). Sine the aretion disks in IPs are magnetially
trunated, this may explain the low luminosity and short duration of outbursts. The
identiation of FT Cam with a relatively hard ROSAT soure 1RXS J032114.1+610535
may be a further support for the IP interpretation. Further observations in quiesene in
order to searh for possible oherent osillations are enouraged.
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KN Gem: MISCLASSIFIED BECAUSE OF MISIDENTIFICATION
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The variable star KN Gem = AN 645.1936 was disovered by Morgenroth (1936), whose
publiation inludes a nding hart. He attributed the star to possible U Gem variables:
it was observed bright on a single plate, on January 24, 1936. The next night's plate does
not show the star, it was fainter than 14:
m
5. The variability range was given as 13
m
to
fainter than 15:
m
5. Beause of only one positive observation, the star was kept in atalogs
of suspeted variables (Prager 2863, CSV 779), though the disoverer speially stated
that the objet did not look like a plate defet and probably was not a minor planet.
Later Meinunger (1965) laimed that Morgenroth had mislassied the star. Aording
to Meinunger's photographi observations, the star is red, belongs to Mira variables, and
has the light elements Max = 2428194 + 156:
d
0 E. This nding was the reason for the
GCVS team to give the star its nal variable star designation. The only other paper
known to the author that apparently mentions positive observations of KN Gem belongs
to the AFOEV team (1970). It states that the star was always at 13
m
during 91 visual
observations (JD 2439790{2440707).
The GCVS group is now working on improved positions for all \old" variable stars.
KN Gem attrated our speial attention beause Gulyaev (1995) had warned us that the
harts by Morgenroth (1936) and by Tsessevih and Kazanasmas (1971) had dierent stars
indiated as KN Gem (as a rule, in suh ases we deide in favor of the hart published
by the disoverer).
We were surprised to nd that there was no red star in the position of KN Gem.
The Morgenroth (1936) hart, in agreement with the hart published by Brun and Petit
(1959), leads to a region with several andidate stars from the US Naval Observatory
A2.0 atalog, the brightest of them at 6
h
35
m
53:
s
94, +26
Æ
52
0
58:
00
1 (2000.0), with the blue
magnitude 15:
m
0 and the b  r olor index  0:
m
3. (The Tsessevih & Kazanasmas star is
GSC 1888.143, its USNO A2.0 blue magnitude and olor index are respetively 13:
m
3 and
0:
m
9.)
Interesting enough, the hart in Morgenroth (1936), reprodued in Fig. 1, though
labeled \645.1936", atually shows two variable stars, 645.1936 and 646.1936. The latter
star is the designated GCVS star BR Gem. The GCVS gives for it the Mira type and
the light elements Max = 2439909 + 155:
d
80 E. A list of maxima of BR Gem, derived
from Sonneberg plates, was published by Van de Voorde (1943); all of them have their
ounterparts in the list of maxima of KN Gem determined from Sonneberg plates by
Meinunger (1965), deviations are within errors. Thus we denitely onlude that all
Meinunger's results for KN Gem atually refer to BR Gem.
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Figure 1. The nding hart from Morgenroth (1936). Aording to Morgenroth, the diameter of the
displayed eld is 10
0
; south is on top. Of the two stars marked, 645.1936 = KN Gem is to the left and
646.1936 = BR Gem, to the right
Figure 2. The 15
0
 15
0
eld around KN Gem (from the seond-generation Digitized Sky Survey, red
image). 1: the brightest USNO A2.0 andidate (see text); 2: the star marked in Tsessevih &
Kazanasmas (1971). BR Gem = GSC 1888.611 is also shown
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I have heked 85 plates of the eld taken with the 40-m astrograph of the Crimean
Laboratory, Sternberg Astronomial Institute, on JD 2433307{2438499 and 2445756{
2447918. No outbursts have been deteted. The 15:
m
0 andidate, mentioned above, an
be slightly variable.
My nal onlusion is that KN Gem is no Mira but remains an unonrmed U Gem
variable. The blue olor of the andidate makes the U Gem lassiation possible, but by
no means proven.
The stars mentioned above are identied in Fig. 2. Astronomers having aess to the
original Morgenroth's plate of January 24, 1936 are enouraged to hek if the image of
KN Gem is atually no plate defet and to measure the star's aurate position.
Our GCVS work is supported, in part, by grants from the Russian Foundation for Basi
Researh and the Program of Support to Russia's Leading Sienti Shools (grants 99-02-
16333, 00-15-96627) and from the Russian Federal Sienti and Tehnologial Program
\Astronomy". I am grateful to Dr. S.V. Antipin for stimulating disussion.
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TWO NEW ALGOL-TYPE ECLIPSING BINARIES
WILLIAMS, DAVID B.
P. O. Box 58, Whitestown, IN 46075 USA, e-mail: dbwilyumzaol.om
This report presents some results of a searh for new variable stars onduted with
the 25-m photographi refrator (f=6:3 Cooke triplet) and blink omparator at Indiana
University's Goethe Link Observatory, made available through a ooperative arrangement
with the Indiana Astronomial Soiety. The blue-orreted astrograph reorded a eld of
6:4  8:0 degrees on 20  25-m Kodak SB-5 X-ray lm (blue sensitive) and reahed a
limiting magnitude of 15.0 B in a 30-minute exposure.
The two elipsing variables listed below are not oÆially designated in the General Cat-
alogue of Variable Stars or subsequent Name Lists. Following the detetion of variability
at Link, eah star was investigated at the Harvard College Observatory plate olletion
to onrm variability and determine the type and period. Magnitudes of omparison star
sequenes were determined by eye estimates using photoeletri B magnitudes of stars in
nearby elds of the Guide Star Photometri Catalogue (Lasker et al. 1988).
GSC 5409-1201 (Pup). (07
h
30
m
01:
s
7  14
Æ
28
0
22:
00
8 (B1950); type EA, 12.8{<15.0
m
ptg
.) Disovery of variability was rst mentioned briey in Williams (1996). Observed
on 543 Harvard plates. Depth of minimum remains unertain, variable fainter than plate
limit. Duration of primary minimum is about 0.09 P . Magnitude estimates were reorded
for eah of the rst 119 plates. To save time, only observations fainter than maximum
were reorded from the remaining 424 plates. These observations are listed eletronially
as 5084-t3.txt, available through the IBVS Web site. The following light elements were
determined by least squares analysis of the 19 observations of the variable at least 1
magnitude below maximum, 13.8 m
ptg
or fainter (Table 1):
Min: I = HJD 2432891:408 + 10:
d
984156 E:
0:061  0:000075
The O   C residuals in Table 1 and the light urve (Figure 1) are based on these
elements. The period is just 20 minutes longer than 11 sidereal days.
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Table 1: Plate minima, GSC 5409-1201
HJD 2400000+ Mag (ptg) Epoh O   C (days)
25619.516 14.1  662  0.381
25982.473 <15.0  629 +0.099
26762.318 <14.0  558 +0.069
28596.530 <15.0  391  0.073
28596.577 <14.0  391  0.026
28837.861 14.1  369  0.394
28848.849 14.2  368  0.390
28937.401 <14.0  360 +0.289
29585.435 14.7  301 +0.258
29717.359 13.9  289 +0.372
32891.575 <15.0 0 +0.167
32891.587 <15.0 0 +0.179
42447.658 <14.0 870 +0.035
45753.942 14.2 1171 +0.088
46115.961 <14.0 1204  0.370
46116.032 <14.5 1204  0.299
46446.025 13.9 1234 +0.169
47258.823 14.4 1308 +0.139
49389.671 <15.0 1502 +0.061
−0.25 0 0.25 0.5 0.75
Phase
12
13
14
15
Pt
g 
M
ag
ni
tu
de
measured
fainter than
GSC 5409−1201
Figure 1. Photographi phased light urve, GSC 5409-1201
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Table 2: Plate minima, GSC 3002-0454
HJD 2400000+ Mag (ptg) Epoh O   C (days)
25290.813 <14.2  4732 +0.119
27092.797 14.2  3761 +0.015
27374.884 <14.8  3609 +0.003
27532.588 14.7  3524  0.045
28961.655 14.6  2754  0.029
29429.655 14.4  1963  0.054
31084.864 <14.5  1610 +0.019
34072.774 14.5 0  0.086
42485.727 14.4 4533 +0.027
44996.764 <14.5 5886 +0.018
45289.892 14.2 6044  0.088
45757.717 14.2 6296 +0.048
46438.810 <14.2 6663 +0.022
46492.646 <14.5 6692 +0.036
46878.712 14.1 6900 +0.073
47264.629 <14.5 7108  0.039
49801.651 <15.0 8475  0.046
−0.25 0 0.25 0.5 0.75
Phase
13
14
15
Pt
g 
M
ag
ni
tu
de
measured
fainter than
GSC 3002−0454
Figure 2. Photographi phased light urve, GSC 3002-0454
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GSC 3002-0454 (UMa). (10
h
26
m
56:
s
4, +40
Æ
11
0
51:
00
0 (B1950); type EA, 13.6{<15.0
m
ptg
.) Observed on 142 Harvard plates (magnitude estimates available eletronially
as 5084-t4.txt through the IBVS Web site). Faint or invisible on 17 plates, but these
observations do not dene the times of mid-elipse very well beause the minima are
muh deeper than the faint limit on the patrol plates. As a result, attempts to nd the
period were frustrated by sidereal day aliases. Visual monitoring by M. E. Baldwin and P.
R. Guilbault revealed that the period is lose to 1:
d
856. The following light elements were
determined by least squares analysis of the 17 times when GSC 3002-0454 was fainter
than maximum (Table 2):
Min: I = HJD 2434072:860 + 1:
d
8559010 E:
0:015  0:0000003
The O   C residuals in Table 2 and the light urve (Figure 2) are based on these
elements. New visual and CCD times of minima, BV RI photometry, and light urve
parameters will appear in Baldwin et al. (2001).
I wish to thank the Indiana University Astronomy Department for use of the Link
Observatory failities. I am also grateful to Martha Hazen for extensive use of the Harvard
plates, to M. E. Baldwin and P. R. Guilbault for nding the period of GSC 3002-0454,
and to Guilbault and G. W. Billings for preparing this report for publiation.
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LARGE-AMPLITUDE IRREGULAR VARIABLE V559 Lyr
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1
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;
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1
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ity, Tokyo 192-0153,
Japan, e-mail: PXB02072nifty.ne.jp
6
Variable Star Observers League in Japan (VSOLJ), Akita, Japan
V559 Lyr is a variable star disovered by Takamizawa (1998) as TmzV32. Takamizawa
(1998) noted little variation between 1994 and 1997, but reported a deep fading by 1:
m
7
in 1998 Marh. The objet was then onsidered as a possible elipsing variable, and its
suggested lassiation was taken over in the 75th Name List of Variable Stars (Kazarovets
et al. 2000). One of the authors (T. Kinnunen) noted a gradual rise until early 1999,
whih made this lassiation unlikely. Sine the sudden fade and gradual rise looked
more harateristi of an R CrB-type star, we alled for an intensive observing ampaign
through VSNET Collaboration (http://www.kusastro.kyoto-u.a.jp/vsnet/).
The observations were taken photographially by Takamizawa and visually by four ob-
servers. Takamizawa used twin patrol ameras equipped with D = 10 m f=4:0 telephoto
lens and unltered T-Max 400 emulsions. Visual observations were done with 44.5-m,
20-m, 30-m and 40-m reetors by Kinnunen, Nakatani, Itoh and Sato, respetively.
All observations used GSC magnitudes for omparison stars. Calibration of GSC mag-
nitudes in this eld, using Tyho-2 V -magnitudes, has yielded a negligible satter and
zero-point error (typially less than 0:
m
2). The overall unertainty of estimates will not
exeed 0:
m
4, whih will not aet the following disussion. The total number of positive
estimates was 156.
The overall light urve based on these observations is shown in Figure 1. A well-
observed sudden fading between JD 2451250 and 2451300, following the slow rise (JD
2450900{2451250, mentioned above), is evident. Although the light urve beame more
omplex after that, the general tendeny of fadings and slower reovery is not inonsistent
with an R CrB-type variation. We took a low-resolution spetrum with a 1.88-m telesope
at Okayama Astrophysial Observatory (OAO) on 2000 April 29. The dispersion was 5.9

A/pixel. The redution was done with IRAF (IRAF is distributed by the National Optial
Astronomy Observatories), using the ux alibration standard of Feige 34. The spetrum
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Figure 1. Light urve of V559 Lyr. Open and lled irles represent photographi and visual
observations, respetively
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Figure 2. Spetrum of V559 Lyr. The unit in ux is erg s
 1
m
 2

A
 1
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is shown in Figure 2, whih learly shows an M-type spetrum with TiO absorption
features. The overall feature of the spetrum is onsistent with a normal M 3-5 III star.
The spetrum is inonsistent with the R CrB-type lassiation, and the star is most
likely a large-amplitude irregular L-type variable star.
Large-amplitude L- and SR-type stars are relatively rare and, some of them are ool
arbon-rih stars whih are onsidered to oasionally produe dusts. Some stars, like
V517 Oph (Kilkenny et al. 1992) and DY Per (Alksnis 1991, 1994) are sometimes onsid-
ered as intermediate stars between R CrB stars and hydrogen-rih L- and SR-type stars
(for a review, see Clayton 1996). Suh stars may be analogous to R CrB-type stars in the
mehanism of oasional deep fadings, but the ase is not yet lear for V559 Lyr. More
detailed observations of the hemial omposition are therefore needed. It is noteworthy
that this variable was inluded in the ROTSE test eld (Akerlof et al. 2000), but the
objet was not piked up as a variable star. Sine ROTSE observed the eld sine 1998,
the objet should have shown onsiderable variation during this period. A retrospetive
study on the ROTSE data may reveal more details of the variability of V559 Lyr.
The authors are grateful to the stas of Okayama Astrophysial Observatory for helping
our observation. Part of this work is supported by a Researh Fellowship of the Japan
Soiety for the Promotion of Siene for Young Sientists (MU).
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CONFIRMATION OF Z Cir AS A MIRA VARIABLE
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tion of the Royal Astronomial Soiety of New Zealand; Home address: 31 Ranui Road,
Stoke, Nelson, New Zealand, e-mail: afjonesvoyager.o.nz
2
Shool of Physis, University of Sydney 2006, Australia, e-mail: beddingPhysi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The onlusion by van Hoof (1964) that Z Cir \is almost ertainly an R Coronae
Borealis star" was based on 326 photographi plates. He partiularly noted \the existene
of the long-living at maximum whih had been notied earlier by the Harvard observers."
Subsequently, Feast (1965) reported a spetrum typial of a Mira-type variable. In
Figure 1 we show visual observations of Z Cir by AJ that onrm lassiation as a Mira,
with a period of 386 days. The observations do not extend down to minimum light whih,
from other observations by other RASNZ observers, ours at visual magnitude 14 to
14.5. The maxima, on the other hand, are well sampled here and show no sign of the
atness reported by van Hoof.
Figure 1. Visual light urve of Z Cir
Referenes:
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STABILITY OF PULSATION OF V577 OPHIUCHI
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n
V577 Ophiuhi (11.01 V , A8) is an elipsing binary with a non-irular orbit (een-
triity e = 0:22 0:08) and a Æ St-type primary omponent (Diethelm 1993). Previous
observations learly show the intrinsi pulsational variation superimposed on the elipse
light urve. The pulsation just disappears in the primary minimum and has almost double
amplitude in the seondary one (Volkov 1990). In order to detet the multiperiodiity
of the pulsation of V577 Oph, we observed the star in 2000. The data were olleted
with a red-sensitive Thomson TH7882 576 384 CCD photometer (Wei et al. 1990; Zhou
et al. 2001) on the 85-m Cassegrain telesope at the Xinglong Station of the Beijing
Astronomial Observatory of China. The CCD has an imaging size of 13:25 8:83 mm
2
orresponding to a sky eld of 12:
0
3 8:
0
4 (1:
00
2/pixel, a pixel size is 23 m
2
). Two stars in
the eld of V577 Oph were seleted as referenes. They are
C1 = GSC 00444 01191 (RA = 18
h
16
m
46:
s
55, DEC = 06
Æ
57
0
08:
00
2, 2000.0, 12.6 V ),
C2 = GSC 00444 02025 (RA = 18
h
17
m
02:
s
51, DEC = 06
Æ
54
0
37:
00
6, 2000.0, 11.5 V ).
Exposure times were 30 s. A Johnson V lter was used. Atmospheri extintion was
not taken into aount in view of the lose spaing of the observed stars. The dierential
olour eet between the variable and the referene stars are largely eliminated by taking
the mean ombination of the latter. Hene the dierential magnitudes of V577 Oph
are alulated relative to the two omparison stars as V   (C1 + C2)=2. The magnitude
dierenes between the omparison stars generally show a typial standard deviation of
0:
m
010. For the nights of good seeing a better value of about 0:
m
006 was obtained. These
two omparison stars were deteted to be non-variables at the auray of observation.
A preliminary Fourier analysis based on the data from four nights (11, 12, 21 and
30 June 2000) demonstrates that the light variations of V577 Oph an be well tted
with a single pulsation frequeny f = 14:3903 yle d
 1
(P = 0:069491 d) having a
semi-amplitude of 0:
m
0289. The tting yields the residuals with a standard deviation of
 = 0:
m
0162. We tried tting the light urves with two more frequenies. When an
additional seond term at 16.2738 yle d
 1
was onsidered, the  or the quality of tting
was not signiantly improved. We realled that all the observations olleted in 1987{
1990 by Volkov (1990) revealed the stability of pulsation in 2.5 year interval period. The
period given in the ephemeris HJD
max
= 2447620:379+0:0694909E (Volkov 1990) is in
lose agreement with the present value. Therefore, we think that the pulsation frequeny
of V577 Oph has been quite stable sine 1987. The question of amplitude variability is
still open. Figure 1 displays the observed (dots) and tted (lines) light urves of the star
from the four nights.
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Figure 1. CCD dierential light urves of V577 Oph from four nights in June 2000
Aknowledgements. This work was supported by the Natural Siene Foundation of
China.
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THE DISCOVERY OF BRIGHTNESS VARIATIONS OF GSC 0870-0798
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toria, Vi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Guest User, Canadian Astronomy Data Centre, whih is operated by the Herzberg Institute of Astrophysis,
National Researh Counil of Canada
As part of a ontinuing searh for photometri variations in stars whih are known
X-ray soures, we observed GSC 0870-0798. This star also known as RXJ114746+125408
was disovered to be a soure of X-rays by the ROSAT satellite (Voges et al. 1997). Mason
et al. (1995) found the star to be a soure of EUV and inluded it in their atalog as 2RE
J114746+125404. Stephenson (1986) lassied its spetral type as K4 in his atalog of
large proper motion stars in whih he listed it as BPM87617. The Tyho atalog (ESA
1997) reported V
T
= 11:014 and B
T
= 12:194 for GSC 0870-0798 and V
T
= 8:316 and
B
T
= 8:801 for the primary omparison star, GSC 0870-0467 = HD 102483, onsistent
with spetral types of approximately K2 and F7, respetively.
Figure 1. Finder hart labeled with the GSC identiation numbers from region 0870
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Table 1: Stars observed in the eld of GSC 0870-0798
GSC No.
R.A. De. GSC R

Std. Dev. Std. Dev.
J2000 J2000 Mag. Mag. Between Within
00870-0798 11
h
47
m
45
s
+12
Æ
54
0
03
00
10.5 2.183 .033 .004
00870-0467 11
h
47
m
47
s
+12
Æ
56
0
41
00
8.2 - - .006
00870-0628 11
h
47
m
57
s
+12
Æ
54
0
03
00
11.4 2.939 .005 .006
00870-0754 11
h
48
m
08
s
+12
Æ
52
0
13
00
11.2 2.848 .003 .007
The eld of stars observed with the automated 0.5-m telesope of the Climenhaga
Observatory at the University of Vitoria is shown in Figure 1. The data were redued
in a fashion similar to that desribed in Robb and Greimel (1999). Table 1 lists the
stars' identiation numbers, oordinates (J2000) and magnitudes from the Hubble Spae
Telesope Guide Star Catalog (GSC) (Jenkner et al. 1990). Observations were made using
a lter losely mathing the Cousins R band (Cousins 1981). The Julian Dates( 2450000)
of ten observations are 2009, 2010, 2011, 2014, 2018, 2019, 2020, 2021, 2025, and 2026.
Our dierential R

magnitudes are alulated in the sense of the star minus GSC
00870-0467. Brightness variations during a night were measured by the standard deviation
of the dierential magnitudes and are listed for the most photometri night in the last
olumn as \Std. Dev. Within". For eah star the mean of the nightly means is shown as
R

in Table 1. The standard deviation of the nightly means is a measure of the night
to night variations and is alled \Std. Dev. Between" in Table 1.
The \Std. Dev. Between" for stars GSC 0870-0754{GSC 0870-0467 is 0:
m
003 so we feel
this shows that any night to night variations in either of these stars must be less than a
few millimagnitudes. We observed no signiant variations in the omparison star GSC
0870-0467 in plots of the individual nights' data and a \Std. Dev. Within" of 0.004 sets
an upper limit on hourly variations.
Figure 2. Periodogram for GSC 0870-0798 in 2001
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Only the star GSC 0870-0798 had obvious variations and thus it is a new variable star.
The hi-squared of a t of the data to sine urves as a funtion of period is shown in
Figure 2. Thus we nd the ephemeris:
HJD of Maximum Brightness = 2452009:
d
7(9) + 4:
d
45(20) E
where the unertainties in the nal digit are given in brakets and the root-mean-square
error of the t is 0:
m
01. The 1413 dierential R

ltered magnitudes phased at this period
are plotted in Figure 3 with dierent symbols for eah of the nights. The small variations
seen during some of the nights are probably real, but more data will be neessary to
eluidate their nature.
Figure 3. R

ltered light urve of GSC 0870-0798 for winter 2001
GSC 0870-0798 is an EUV and X-ray soure and a K4 spetral type dwarf star with
a small amplitude photometri variation similar to typial BY Dra stars. Photometri
observations should be ontinued to monitor for ares, hanges in the spot distribution
and period hanges. Spetrosopi observations will be valuable to determine a preise
spetral lass for the star, to hek for emission in the hydrogen and Ca H&K lines and
to measure radial veloities to hek for dupliity.
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Long term photometri monitoring of variable stars with Automati Telesopes (APT)
likely leads to the detetion and haraterization of a number of new variables used
as omparison stars. Detetions of new variable stars in the ourse of our monitoring
programme of AGB variables with the Vienna APTs on Washington Camp, Arizona,
have been reported by e.g. Lebzelter (1999). In the present paper we analyze data on
further eight small amplitude variables.
Table 1: Summary of our observations and their results. The two stars listed at the bottom have been
observed in the V - and I-bands, the other stars in B and V
Star
V -amplitude spetral period variability Program Comparison
[mag℄ type [d℄ type star star
SAO 15812 0.08 M2 20{50 SR/L SS Dra HD 108720
SAO 18231 0.05 K5 15{20 SR/L SZ Dra HD 179238
HD 291070 0.10 M2 40{50 SR/L V352 Ori HD 41061
SAO 90186 0.08 M0 40 SR/L TW Peg HD 209420
HD 103847 0.05 G5 13 solar type GK Com HD 104785
HD 170270 0.04 K5 10 SR/L V585 Oph HD 169930
SAO 154153 0.3 M0 25 ? AC Pup HD 70738
HD 105036 0.1 M0 20 SR/L RW Vir HD 105061
Photometri data have been obtained between Marh and Deember 2000. From mid
July to mid September the telesope was losed due to the bad weather season. Typially,
every seond night a data point has been obtained. The auray of the individual mea-
surements is better than 0:
m
02. The rst six stars listed in Table 1 have been observed in
Johnson B and V lters, while SAO 154153 and HD 105036 have been monitored in V
and I. The latter two have been observed ontinuously sine November 1996.
None of the eight stars has left any signiant eho in the literature, exept for HD
103847, whih will be disussed below. All objets of our sample have been measured by
the Hipparos/Tyho mission (van Leeuwen et al. 1997). For three stars, HD 103847, SAO
154153 and HD 105036, usable parallax measurements exist due to this mission. Aording
to this, HD 103847 and SAO 154153 are both main sequene stars, while HD 105036 is a
supergiant. Due to the failure to measure a parallax for the other objets, we lassied
these stars as giants or supergiants on the basis of their visual brightness values. Jorissen
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Figure 1. Visual light urves of the stars in Table 1
et al. (1997) have noted that small amplitude variability is very ommon among red giants
of spetral type K and M. It is therefore not surprising that we deteted variability of
these stars. The Hipparos mission found variability already in two stars of our sample,
namely HD 103847 and HD 105036. Both stars have been lassied as unsolved variables.
The light amplitudes given by the Hipparos atalogue are in reasonable agreement with
our data. Aording to the Hipparos atalogue none of the program stars is a lose
binary.
All of the eight stars show semiregular to irregular light hanges with periods of a few
ten days and amplitudes up to 0:
m
1. In Fig. 1 we show the light urves for these stars
exept HD 103847 and SAO 154153 for whih light urves will be presented below. As the
periods of the variations are very short ompared to the total time span of observations,
we show only representative parts of the light hange for the sake of larity. The sale on
the magnitude axis is the same for all objets (0:
m
18) exept HD 170270 and SAO 18231,
for whih it has been enlarged. The K and M type giants an therefore all be lassied as
either semiregular or irregular variables. The nature of the light hange and the time span
of our observations do not allow a more detailed lassiation. Similarly, we an give only
a range for the typial time sale of the variability. The severe problems in determining
an aurate value of the period have been disussed already in an earlier paper (Lebzelter
1999). We note that there is a lear dierene in the time sale and amplitude of the
variability between the K and the M type giants of our sample, the latter having longer
periods and larger amplitudes.
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Two stars of our sample seem to be worth a further disussion. HD 103847 has the
earliest spetral type of the stars in our sample. Aording to Strassmeier et al. (2000),
this star shows H and K Ca II emission lines. Together with its spetral type, luminosity
and period, it follows that HD 103847 is likely to show the same type of variability as
the sun, but at a higher level of ativity. Aording to our measurements, the B   V
variation of this star is very small (i.e., essentially below 0:
m
015). Therefore, we only show
the variation of the B magnitude of this star in Fig. 2.
For the time shown, the light urve an be tted rather well by a sinus urve with
a period of 13 d and a B-amplitude of 0:
m
05. A period about twie as long annot be
ruled out. Further observations of this star are needed to determine the period aurately.
Determination of the period is also ompliated due to the fat that on longer time sales,
the amplitude hanges. The variability of the spots is ourring on a time sale similar to
the rotation period of the star. This is in aordane with the results of Strassmeier (1990)
and Strassmeier et al. (1997), who already reported amplitude and period variations of
similar stars, presumably being due to rapid starspot variability.
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Figure 2. The B-band variation of HD 103847
The seond interesting star is SAO 154153. Aording to its parallax the star is a M
type dwarf. The Tyho atalogue lists a B   V value of 1.592. Our measurements give a
V   I of 2.6, suggesting a spetral type later than M0. Photometry would therefore be
in agreement with the star being either a giant or a dwarf. In the latter ase (whih is
favoured by the parallax measurement), SAO 154153 might belong to the BY Dra group,
meaning that the light variability is due to rotational modulation of surfae strutures. Its
visual light urve and V  I variation are shown in Fig. 3. A serious obstale to lassifying
this objet as BY Dra variable is, however, that the V  I variation of this star, ompared
to its V amplitude, is untypially large for a spotted star. While an amplitude in V   I of
about 0.1 to 0.15 has been observed in spotted stars, in suh ases the visual amplitude is
still several times higher (e.g. Strassmeier & Olah 1992). Amado et al. (2000) disussed
models of dierent types of spots (solid spot, umbra/penumbra model, umbra/faula
spot model) and their eet on light and olour urves. Aording to this study (see their
Fig. 3) a similar V and V   I amplitude may our for umbra/faula spots. However, we
ould not nd observational evidene for suh a ombination in the literature.
We onlude that our data and the information found in the literature are not suÆient
for a reliable lassiation of this star. If the parallax measurement would be wrong, the
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results would also be in agreement with a lassiation as semiregular variable. However,
in the Tyho atalogue this star was marked with astrometri quality `3' (T40) indiating
rather high photometri auray. This star learly needs further investigation to reveal
its nature.
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Figure 3. The visual light urve and V   I variation of SAO 154153
Finally we note that HD 105036 has already been used as a omparison star for RW Vir
before (Wisse & Wisse 1971). In that investigation the authors found a small sale
variability in RW Vir with an amplitude of 0:
m
05. Based on our data we assume that their
result was inuened by the variability of HD 105036. From our data we did not nd that
kind of variability in RW Vir. The light hange of RW Vir itself will be presented and
disussed elsewhere.
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SV Geminorum = GSC 1868.0220 = HIP 28472 = HV 3093 is loated at 06
h
00
m
41:
s
01,
+24
Æ
28
0
26:
00
06 (J2000). In the GCVS (Kholopov et al. 1985) the star is lassied as
an Algol-type (EA/SD) elipsing variable that fades from a maximum of m
v
= 10:55 to
m
pg
= 12:0 at primary minimum, wherem
v
are photovisual (yellow sensitive) magnitudes,
and m
pg
are photographi (blue sensitive) magnitudes. Variability was disovered by
Cannon and announed by Pikering (1908). A period ould not be determined at the
time of disovery. Enebo (1910) determined a preliminary period in 1909 and followup
observations by Enebo (1913) yielded the improved light elements: 2418662:46+4:
d
00604
E. The star was later studied by the Milton Bureau at the Harvard College Observatory
and the period was revised by Woodward (1943) to 4:
d
0061216, who noted that \Minima
seem shallow in reent years". Whitney (1959) examined 173 photographi plates exposed
between 1953 and 1958 whih \show no ertain indiation of an elipse". A preliminary
investigation by Guilbault of the photographi plate olletion at Harvard revealed that
elipses in the early 1900's were 1.0 mag or greater in depth, but did, in fat, appear more
shallow by 1920.
The only radial veloity urve of SV Gem is by Struve (1945) who found an eentriity
of 0.16. Unfortunately the veloity urve is noisy and poorly sampled, and the solution
was redetermined as irular in Luy and Sweeney's (1971) large re-evaluation of orbits
with small eentriities. For further details see the disussion in Batten et al.'s (1989)
Eighth Catalogue. Struve gives the spetral type as B3 or possible B2.
A searh of the literature has failed to nd any subsequent study whih explores the
long-term light behavior of SV Gem in detail. For that reason we deided to ondut an
extensive survey of the arhival photographi plate olletion at Harvard to reord the
hanging light urve amplitude of this unusual star over the last 100 years.
1002 blue sensitive plates from the AC Patrol Series, RH Patrol Series, and the Damon
Patrol Series were examined. Coverage is ontinuous from 1894{1989, exept a twenty
year gap (1953{1972) when no exposures were taken at Harvard. Magnitude estimates
were made by eye, using a omparison star sequene taken from the USNO-A2.0 atalogue
(Monet et al. 1998). At maximum light the star was judged to be m
pg
= 11:2, and the
auray of the plate estimates is about 0:
m
1.
A summary of our results is shown in Table 1. The duration of the elipse of SV
Gem is 0.15 the orbital period, or 14.4 hours. The time of eah dimming is the midpoint
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of the exposure, generally one hour in duration, and therefore in some ases may not
represent the absolute minimum attained. The epoh, O   C and phase values were
alulated using the elements 2418662:488 + 4:
d
0061216  E (Woodward 1943). So that
the hanges in the amplitude of the elipse may be readily seen, the magnitude estimate
for eah observation is listed in the last olumn. All our photographi data are available
eletronially as 5090-t2.txt through the IBVS Web site.
Table 1: Harvard plate observations at minimum light, SV Geminorum
HJD 2400000+ Year Epoh O   C Phase m
pg
15429.571 1901  807 +0.023 0.006 12.7
15665.778 1901  748  0.131 0.967 11.6
16138.691 1903  630 +0.060 0.015 12.4
16146.613 1903  628  0.030 0.992 12.0
16158.534 1903  625  0.128 0.968 11.8
16166.593 1903  623  0.002 0.979 <12.0
16174.620 1903  621  0.066 0.983 12.0
16222.557 1903  609  0.202 0.949 11.5
16358.886 1903  575  0.082 0.980 12.1
16382.866 1903  569  0.138 0.965 12.2
16799.707 1904  465 +0.066 0.016 12.0
16823.727 1904  459 +0.049 0.012 12.0
16839.718 1904  455 +0.015 0.004 11.8
16843.767 1904  454 +0.058 0.015 12.2
16915.581 1904  436  0.237 0.941 11.5
17496.794 1906  291 +0.087 0.022 12.2
17528.776 1906  283 +0.020 0.005 12.6
17552.755 1906  277  0.037 0.991 12.7
17977.599 1908  171 +0.158 0.039 11.5
18209.819 1908  113 +0.023 0.006 <11.5
18245.781 1908  104  0.070 0.982 11.9
18297.823 1908  91  0.107 0.973 11.8
18662.682 1909 0 +0.194 0.048 11.5:
18742.523 1910 +20  0.087 0.978 12.3
18962.820 1910 +75  0.127 0.968 11.4
19443.542 1912 +195  0.140 0.965 11.8
20092.790 1913 +357 +0.117 0.029 11.5
20805.815 1915 +535 +0.052 0.013 11.4
20809.836 1915 +536 +0.067 0.017 11.5
20877.649 1916 +553  0.224 0.944 11.4
21310.610 1917 +661 +0.075 0.019 11.5
21558.822 1917 +723  0.091 0.977 11.8
21979.615 1919 +828 +0.058 0.015 11.6
22692.743 1921 +1006 +0.096 0.024 11.4
26706.728 1931 +2008  0.052 0.979 11.5
28096.878 1935 +2355  0.026 0.993 11.5
28100.824 1935 +2356  0.086 0.978 11.4
28164.718 1935 +2372  0.290 0.928 11.5
28469.857 1936 +2448 +0.346 0.086 11.6
28525.683 1936 +2462 +0.123 0.030 11.4
30712.858 1942 +3008  0.043 0.989 11.4
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All photographi data gathered at Harvard were folded with the elements mentioned
above. For the dual purposes of larity and illustration the data were grouped aording
to diminishing elipse amplitude into four separate light urves, shown in Figure 1. The
earliest observed dimming ourred in 1901 at an amplitude of 1.50 mag, but by 1908 the
depth of primary minimum was on the order of 1:
m
0{1:
m
2. From that time forward the
elipse beomes more shallow as reported by Woodward, and by 1920 the elipse annot
have been more than 0:
m
2{0:
m
4 deep. This deline in amplitude ontinued throughout the
1940's and our data suggests by mid-entury the elipses had turned o ompletely and
had not returned as of 1989.
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Figure 1. Phased light urve, SV Geminorum
Given that the period of SV Gem is very nearly equal to 4 sidereal days, observation
of the system is diÆult from any one geographial loation, and it is therefore under-
standable that the star has been negleted. Visual monitoring by Guilbault during the
alulated phases of elipse on 2451512, 2451520 and 2451524, reent unltered CCD
observation by Pashke at orbital phase 0.940 and at phases 0.12{0.02, and data gath-
ered by the Hipparos satellite at phase 0.96 through phase 0.12 have failed to show any
onvining evidene of variability at the present time.
SV Geminorum therefore belongs to a selet group of elipsing binary stars in whih
dramati light hanges an be observed over a relatively short period of time. Our data,
together with the observations of Woodward (1943) and Whitney (1959), show the es-
sation of elipses to have ourred shortly after 1942. Other systems that have exhibited
similar behavior are V907 Sorpii (Sandberg Lay et al. 1999), whose elipses have turned
on and o twie within modern history, and SS Laertae (Milone et al. 2000, Torres and
Stefanik 2000) whose elipses have eased altogether.
Similarly in SV Gem, the most likely explanation for the disappearing elipses is apsidal
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motion or nodal regression of the elipsing binary aused by a third body. However, both
require that the orbit is eentri and Luy and Sweeney's orbital solution is irular.
The data are from Struve's original paper so the orbit is in desperate need of a modern
determination. Without an aurate orbit and reliable spetral types for the omponents
it is impossible to estimate when SV Gem will start elipsing again, but given the speed
of the disappearane of the elipses the apsidal or nodal period may be relatively short.
However, as it has been about 50 years sine any obvious elipses the denition of short
is relative.
We would like to express our gratitude to Alison Doane, a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to the plates. Without her help this projet would not have been possible. We also wish
to thank Gary Billings of the AAVSO, who drew the light urves used in this report. We
are grateful to Leonid Berdnikov of the Sternberg Astronomi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overy referen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A small group of helium-rih variable stars, known as AM CVn stars, are onsidered
as ultra-short period interating binary white dwarfs (for a review, see Warner 1995).
Some of AM CVn stars show large-amplitude variations, and have been onsidered to be
analogous to (hydrogen-rih) dwarf novae. The authors have revealed that two of these
systems (CR Boo and V803 Cen) show regular alternations of bright and faint states
(Kato et al. 2000a, 2000b), whih bear harateristis of ER UMa stars, hydrogen-rih
SU UMa-type dwarf novae with very short superyles (for a review of ER UMa stars, see
Kato et al. 1999). The overall and phased light urves of V803 Cen in Kato et al. (2000b)
learly showed these features. However, the behavior of V803 Cen suddenly hanged after
2000 June outburst. The star did not return to its faint states as observed in Kato et al.
(2000b), but varied mostly between 13:
m
3 and 14:
m
0, with some short oasional exursions
to brighter maxima. Figure 1 show the overall light urve by the VSNET Collaboration
(http://www.kusastro.kyoto-u.a.jp/vsnet/), as an extension of Kato et al. (2000b).
In order to hek the persistene of the 77-d superyle as reported by Kato et al.
(2000b), the data of the best-sampled period of JD 2451873{2452040 were analyzed. The
observations were done as desribed in Kato et al. (2000b) and with a 32-m reetor
by (P.N.). The total number of observations in this period was 206. Neither Fourier
nor Phase Dispersion Minimization (PDM) method (Stellingwerf 1978) gave no lear
periodiity between 10 and 100 d, indiating that the 77-d superyle has ompletely
disappeared (see Figure 2). This hange is very reminisent of a standstill of Z Cam-type
dwarf nova. The possibility that these helium ER UMa stars spend some time in their
\standstill" state has been proposed by Kato et al. (2000a) from past observations of CR
Boo, and is also onsistent with the loations of these objet lose to the thermal stability
border predited by the disk instability theory (Tsugawa and Osaki 1997). The present
observation rst learly demonstrate suh a standstill atually appears in helium ER UMa
stars. Suh standstills have not been observed in hydrogen-rih ER UMa stars (ER UMa,
V1159 Ori, RZ LMi and DI UMa). This may suggest that mass-transfer rates are more
variable in helium ER UMa stars than hydrogen-rih ER UMa stars.
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Figure 1. Overall light urve of V803 Cen
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Figure 2. Phase-averaged light urve at a period of 77 d. The 77-d superyle has ompletely
disappeared
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h point represents power and error
averaged over 0.04 d
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frequeny bin. The signal at frequeny lose to 0.15 d
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is the one-day alias of
the main signal, whih is likely to be rejet as a true signal, as this disappears in better-sampled data
(Figure 4)
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Figure 4. Period analysis (left) and phase-averaged light urve (right) at P = 0:
d
851
(frequeny = 1:175 d
 1
) for JD 2451971{2452040
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During this standstill, low-amplitude ( 0:5{1 mag) variations were present throughout
the period. This may be equivalent to the 22 1 hr period reported by Patterson et al.
(2000). Fourier analysis of the data shows a signiant inrease of the power near this
period, but has a maximum power at a shorter period of  20 hr (Figure 3). Detailed
period analysis of the data, by dividing them into several shorter segments, has yielded
the strongest power in the period of JD 2451971{2452040, during whih the period of
0:
d
851 is dominantly seen (Figure 4). However, this period was less signiant between JD
2451873{2451970. In the period of JD 2451873{2451930, the variation has possibly had a
longer period of 0:
d
96. These ndings indiate that the  20 hr variation is one of major
auses of variation in this standstill, but the nature of this variation was highly variable
both in amplitude and period.
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IS Del (= S 10699) was disovered by Rihter (1970). Kazzenova and Shugarov (1993)
performed extensive photographi observations and found that this dwarf nova under-
goes outbursts very frequently. The observation by Kazzenova and Shugarov (1993) also
showed the existene of long outbursts. The above features are in part reminisent of an
ative SU UMa-type dwarf nova, like YZ Cn. The author started CCD photometry in
order to test this possibility, and found that the objet entered a long outburst on 1996
September 11.
The observations were done on seven nights between 1996 September 8 and 18, using a
CCD amera (Thomson TH 7882, 576384 pixels, on-hip 22 binning adopted) attahed
to the Cassegrain fous of the 60-m reetor (foal length = 4:8 m) at Ouda Station,
Kyoto University (Ohtani et al. 1992). An interferene lter was used whih had been
designed to reprodue the Johnson V band. The exposure time was 90{120 s depending on
the transpareny. The frames were rst orreted for standard de-biasing and at elding,
and were then proessed by a miroomputer-based PSF photometry pakage developed
by the author. The magnitudes were determined relative to GSC 1632.1157 (Tyho-2
magnitude: V = 12:04  0:29, B   V = +0:29  0:28), whose onstany during the run
was onrmed using two hek stars GSC 1632.2126 and GSC 1632.1243. Baryentri
orretions to observed times were applied before the following analysis. Table 1 lists the
log of observations, together with nightly averaged magnitudes.
The light urve drawn from these data is presented in Figure 1. The outburst lasted at
least for seven nights, and is omparable in duration to long outbursts listed in Kazzenova
and Shugarov (1993). The outburst was at-topped, whih is not harateristi of a
superoutburst of an SU UMa-type dwarf nova. Time-series photometry on JD 2450341 and
2450342 did not show any hint of periodi modulations attributable to superhumps (Figure
2). An analysis using the Phase Dispersion Minimization (PDM) method (Stellingwerf
1978) did not yield any signiant signal below 0:
d
1. Sine the maximum length of eah
run was 0:
d
16, the possibility of a longer period ould not be exluded. All the available
observations supports that IS Del is an SS Cyg-type dwarf nova (UGSS-type in the GCVS
lassiation), with oasional long outbursts. The observed amplitude of outburst was
2:
m
9, whih orresponds to the range of 15.6{18.4 V , by adopting the Tyho-2 magnitude
for the omparison star.
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Table 1: Nightly averaged magnitudes of IS Del
start
a
end
a
mean mag
b
error

N
d
50334.942 50334.944 6.430 0.152 3
50337.981 50337.982 3.821 0.037 2
50340.986 50341.149 3.556 0.102 75
50341.951 50342.112 3.689 0.143 85
50343.037 50343.058 3.593 0.142 15
50344.095 50344.096 3.668 0.061 2
50345.031 50345.033 4.263 0.028 2
a
BJD  2400000
b
Magnitude relative to GSC 1632.1157

Standard error of nightly average
d
Number of frames
34 36 38 40 42 44 46
7
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Figure 1. Light urve of the 1996 September outburst of IS Del
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Figure 2. Enlarged light urve near maximum
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OSCILLATION DURING A STANDSTILL OF Z Cam
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The standstill phenomenon in Z Cam stars has been still poorly understood, even in
the present suessful era of the disk instability model (for a review, see Osaki 1996).
This phenomenon is usually regarded as a state of enhaned mass-transfer rate (
_
M) in
dwarf novae (f. Warner 1995), whih mimis novalike (NL) systems having thermally
stable disks. However, it has been an old and new problem for theoretiians to reprodue
standstills by numerial simulations. Meyer and Meyer-Hofmeister (1983) proposed that
a normal outburst below the ritial surfae density an trigger a standstill, whih is
maintained by an enhaned mass-transfer aused by inreased irradiation. Even the most
reent detailed modeling (Buat-Menard et al. 2001), by taking irradiation and enhaned
mass-transfer into aount, is far from satisfatory reprodution of observed properties
of standstills and Z Cam stars. The most striking departure from observations an be
seen when the system enters a standstill. Theories involving enhaned mass-transfer are
aompanied by the inreased system luminosity, and the disk is thermally most stable
at the beginning of standstills. Honeyutt et al. (1998) systematially studied standstills
of Z Cam stars, and onluded that some of them showed damping osillations when
entering a standstill, on the ontrary to theoretial preditions. The same feature in RX
And was reported by Szkody and Mattei (1984). However, the onlusion by Honeyutt
et al. (1998) was largely based on their observation of HX Peg, whih diers from other
\lassial" Z Cam stars in that it shows relatively frequent and short standstills and
rather anomalous behavior in its exursions between standstills and outbursting states
(Honeyutt et al. 1998). Whether suh damping osillations when entering standstills are
a ommon feature of Z Cam stars, is therefore left as an open question.
The author has examined visual observations of Z Cam reported to VSNET
(http://www.kusastro.kyoto-u.a.jp/vsnet/) and found small-sale outbursts ourring in
the early part of a standstill (Figure 1). These visual observations used V -band om-
parison stars and have typial errors of  0:
m
2, whih will not aet the disussion. The
entrane to this standstill was not assoiated with a gradual brightening of preeding
minima, as observed in Szkody and Mattei (1984) and Honeyutt et al. (1998). Hene the
observed phenomenon does not have a feature of damping osillations. The mean reur-
rene time of these small outbursts is 12 day, whih is about the half of intervals (20{25
d) of preeding normal outbursts, whih is dierent from the phenomenon in Szkody and
Mattei (1984), who reported small outbursts during standstill having a similar reurrent
time to those of usual outbursts. The present phenomenon strongly suggests the presene
of weak disk instability ourring in the early stage of a standstill, when the aretion
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Figure 1. Light urve of Z Cam. Tiks show small outbursts in the early stage of standstill
disk is thought to be most stable. The present disovery of departure from theories in
the prototypial, and most typial, Z Cam star also suggests that suh departures are a
ommon features of Z Cam stars, whih need to be explained by future theories.
The authors are grateful to many VSNET members for providing vital observations.
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BVRI OBSERVATIONS OF CZ ORIONIS IN OUTBURST
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CZ Ori is a very ative dwarf nova (DN) that varies from V = 16:6 during quiesene
to V = 11:2 in outburst (Ritter & Kolb 1998). It was disovered by Homeister (1928)
and rst photometri observations were made by Nijland (1935) and later by Rosino
(1941). The star has been monitored by the AAVSO, BAA and VSS, RASNZ ever sine.
The inter-outburst period is of 26 days (Bateson 1979). Williams (1983) made the rst
low dispersion spetrophotometri observations of CZ Ori: the spetrum show a typial
quiesene DN spetrum with hydrogen and HeI in emissions. Szkody & Mattei (1984)
analysed its long-term light urve and lassied it as a U Gem star, with only normal
outbursts. Szkody (1987) emphasized the narrow prole of the hydrogen lines as an
indiation of the small inlination of the system. In the same paper Szkody gives the
olours of CZ Ori: B   V = 0:33 and U   B =  1:12, obtained when the system was at
lowest level of brightness (V = 16:77); the UBV light urve of CZ Ori does not show any
orbital modulation whih might be asribed to the presene of a hot spot in the disk.
Spetrosopi observations of the variable during an outburst were made by Spogli
& Claudi (1994): they determined an orbital period of 0:
d
2147 studying radial veloities
of the H line of the Balmer series and the masses of the two omponent of the binary
system: M
1
= 0:94 M

and M
2
= 0:56 M

; these values are aepted and reported by
Mennikent (1999). Ringwald et al. (1994) in the same year measured a value of the
orbital period of 0:
d
2189 and they lassied the seondary as a star of M2:51:0 type. CZ
Ori at quiesene was was never deteted as an X-ray soure during two satellite X-ray
surveys (Cordova et al. 1981, Watson et al. 1987).
Table 1
B V R

I

Maximum Outburst 12.43 0.05 12.42 0.05 12.36 0.02 12.11 0.02
Minimum of Light 16.8 0.3 16.35 0.15 15.70 0.06 14.86 0.04
Mean Values at Minimum 15.9 0.5 15.7 0.3 15.1 0.3 14.4 0.2
Outburst Amplitude 3.6 3.3 2.7 2.2
Deay Rates (mag/day) 0.37 0.02 0.34 0.02 0.31 0.02 0.25 0.02
B   V V   R

V   I

Mean values at Maximum 0.01 0.18 0.46
Mean Values at Minimum 0.17 0.52 1.29
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Figure 1. BV R

I

light urves of CZ Ori vs. the Julian Day starting from 2450000. Dotted lines
onnet onseutive points by natural ubi splines after rendering the data monotoni
IBVS 5094 3
Table 2: BV R

I

magnitudes of CZ Ori
J.D. (2450000+) B V R

I

461.4525 16.00 0.16 16.19 0.10 15.70 0.06 14.71 0.05
462.4084 16.70 0.20 16.06 0.08 15.61 0.05 14.86 0.04
464.4150 16.36 0.20 15.89 0.07 15.39 0.04 14.58 0.03
465.4187 15.97 0.20 15.83 0.07 15.65 0.06 14.69 0.04
466.4102 15.98 0.09 15.93 0.10 15.45 0.07
470.3591 13.07 0.07 12.79 0.08
471.4247 13.11 0.09 12.97 0.03 12.84 0.03 12.36 0.04
472.3917 13.17 0.05 13.11 0.03 13.01 0.02 12.70 0.02
473.4352 13.38 0.08 13.42 0.06 13.22 0.03 12.91 0.03
475.3879 14.65 0.08 14.49 0.03 14.27 0.03 13.80 0.03
477.3190 15.72 0.09 15.65 0.07 15.15 0.04 14.48 0.04
481.3748 15.62 0.05
482.3879 15.44 0.04
483.2310 16.30 0.15 15.56 0.09 14.55 0.09
487.3591 15.71 0.06 15.40 0.03 14.49 0.04
488.3877 16.21 0.16 15.74 0.07 15.33 0.05 14.46 0.05
489.3534 16.06 0.20 15.70 0.08 15.03 0.05 14.25 0.04
496.3594 12.43 0.05 12.45 0.02 12.36 0.02 12.11 0.02
497.3412 12.50 0.05 12.43 0.04 12.33 0.04 12.09 0.03
498.3188 12.54 0.08 12.48 0.04 12.46 0.05
499.3427 12.58 0.05 12.62 0.03 12.54 0.02 12.27 0.02
500.3429 12.92 0.07 12.98 0.03 12.84 0.03 12.57 0.03
501.3289 13.36 0.08 13.28 0.03 13.17 0.03 12.90 0.03
502.3053 13.67 0.04 13.67 0.02 13.53 0.02 13.15 0.02
503.3295 14.04 0.09 14.08 0.05 13.81 0.04 13.38 0.04
507.3394 15.55 0.15 15.48 0.08 14.98 0.04 14.30 0.04
508.3113 15.90 0.20 15.60 0.08 15.03 0.06 14.34 0.05
509.3217 15.84 0.14 15.16 0.08 14.56 0.08
510.3264 15.60 0.08 15.05 0.06 14.38 0.05
513.2787 16.80 0.30 16.35 0.15 15.28 0.13 14.36 0.05
515.3085 15.65 0.12 15.67 0.08 15.14 0.04 14.26 0.04
516.3151 16.30 0.20 15.92 0.13 15.30 0.08 14.36 0.06
518.3369 15.20 0.14 15.28 0.07 14.93 0.05 14.15 0.01
519.3096 15.95 0.16 15.64 0.07 15.28 0.06 14.43 0.04
520.3347 15.18 0.12 15.40 0.05 14.91 0.03 14.19 0.03
520.3756 15.19 0.11 15.20 0.09 15.00 0.05 14.22 0.05
521.3016 15.18 0.14 15.40 0.08 14.96 0.05 14.30 0.05
525.3262 15.33 0.13 15.66 0.14 15.19 0.06 14.22 0.07
525.3785 15.79 0.15 15.48 0.08 15.31 0.06 14.38 0.04
526.3138 15.06 0.08 14.74 0.09 14.11 0.08
528.3525 15.87 0.11 15.82 0.10 15.26 0.06 14.33 0.06
529.3319 15.48 0.13 15.55 0.05 15.03 0.04 14.38 0.03
529.3789 16.08 0.15 15.90 0.09 15.55 0.07 14.42 0.04
530.3485 15.13 0.08 14.68 0.05 14.19 0.05
534.3127 15.85 0.12 15.50 0.06 15.06 0.04 14.36 0.04
535.3105 15.22 0.09 15.36 0.14 14.42 0.03 13.88 0.03
Here we present the BV R

I

photometri observations of CZ Ori during the period
from 12 January 1997 to 27 April 1997 for a total of 43 days. The instruments used
and the photometri tehniques have been already desribed in Spogli et al. (1998). We
used the alibration stars reported in Misselt (1996) with the numbers 2, 3, 4, 5, and
10. Moreover we alibrated these omparison stars with the I

lter by observing, on
photometri nights, several standard stars (Landolt 1992) having B   V from  0:2 to
1.4, over a wide range of airmasses. The weighted means of the values obtained are:
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I

(2) = 12:28 0:05, I

(3) = 13:04 0:05, I

(4) = 14:20 0:05, I

(5) = 13:74 0:05, and
I

(10) = 14:40 0:08.
We observed two outbursts with the maximum around JD 2450470 and JD 2450496,
and we followed the deline. Unfortunately, in both ases we laked the asending phase.
The light urves in the BV R

I

bands are presented in Figure 1, while Table 1 reports the
main harateristis. All the photometri data are reported in Table 2. Our data show
variations in the light urve during the minimum, more evident at shorter wavelengths,
that require more investigation. The light urves show a linear deay with the average
rates reported in Table 1.
BV R

I

observations of dwarf novae allow to evaluate the optial spetral behaviour
and, therefore, they an be used as a test to ompare theoretial models of aretion
disk emission. In partiular they an be used to verify the theoretial ux distribution
of a stationary innitely large aretion disk whose surfae elements radiate as a blak
body (F () / 
1=3
, see Warner 1995). The results presented here are part of a projet
devoted to gain multi-band light urves of a sample of DNe, with the goal of inreasing
the historial database and information on this lass of variable soures whih an help to
onstrain theoretial models. To study the behavior of the optial ontinuum of CZ Ori
during the outburst, we onverted the BV R

I

magnitudes in uxes using the onversion
fators reported by Bessell (1979). The extintion oeÆient an be negleted (Bruh &
Engel 1994). The spetral ux distribution of CZ Ori, during the two outbursts, is well
desribed by a power law (F () / 

) with the slope  that varies from 0.2 to 0.4. The
mean value in this phase is  = 0:31  0:05: there is a substantial agreement with the
predited emission from an aretion disk in a stationary state.
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The light variation of AQ Comae Berenies = SV 8064 (
2000
= 12
h
42
m
42:
s
7, Æ
2000
=
+21
Æ
52
0
18
00
) was disovered and lassied as a W UMa-type star by Homeister (1964) but
he did not publish the light-urve. The objet was put into the \Catalogue of Elipsing
and Spetrosopi Binary Stars in the Regions of Open Clusters" (Kraiheva and Popova,
1984) as a possible member of the Coma star luster (Melotte 111).
The exat position was determined by Ski (1999). The General Catalogue of Variable
Stars (Kholopov et al., 1998) lists 15:
m
2 - 15:
m
7 for the range of variability and 0:
d
28208 for
the period. Aording to our best knowledge there is no published CCD photometry for
this star by now and the possible variation of its period has never been studied.
In order to determine a new ephemeris we observed this variable on three nights using
the 1-m RCC telesope of Konkoly Observatory. The detetor was a Wright CCD amera
and V and I
C
lters were applied. Comparison stars were GSC 1444-3087 and GSC 1444-
1725. Redution proedure were the same as desribed in Csizmadia & Sandor (2001).
Minima obtained by appliation of the Kwee{van Woerden method (see Kwee and van
Woerden, 1956) are listed in Table 1.
Table 1: Times of minima of AQ Com
Minimum light Error E Type Filter O   C
JD 2451924.514 0.002  3:5 II V +0:000
2451924.517 0.001  3:5 II I +0:003
2451925.4982 0.0007 0 I V +0:0003
2451925.4972 0.0016 0 I I  0:0013
2451952.6480 0.0004 96.5 II I +0:0000
From these minima we have alulated the following ephemeris:
Min: I = HJD 2451925:498(5) + 0:
d
28134(23) E: (1)
Aording to this improved ephemeris O   C residuals are also listed in Table 1.
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Figure 1. I
C
light-urve of AQ Com
Unfortunately, beause of the bad weather onditions we were unable to obtain a more
preise light-urve. The averaged light-urve has a satter of about 0.07 magnitude. I
C
light-urve is plotted in Figure 1.
From observations on January 14/15, 2001 standardized magnitudes of the system at
phase 0:25 were determined. For this purpose we also observed standard stars in the eld
of M67 open luster (Joner and Taylor, 1990). We got that V = 15:26 and V   I
C
= 0:40
at maximum light. The distane of the system an also be estimated. Ruinski (1997)
gave M
I
=  4:4
+1:3
 1:6
logP + 2:3
+0:9
 0:6
(V   I)
0
  0:2
+0:2
 0:3
. The galati latitude of AQ Com
is 84
Æ
. Negleting interstellar absorption and reddening in the diretion of AQ Com we
found its distane 2200
+200
 300
p and the system is above the Galati plane with about
2190
+200
 300
p.
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During a test ourse of our CCD photometer, the Johnson V photometry of the eld of
EX Canri in the old open luster M67 was obtained. This note presents the preliminary
results for four of the observed variables: EX Cn, ES Cn, EV Cn and AH Cn. EX Cn
is a Æ St star and is now found to be a multiperiodi pulsator; ES Cn is an EA binary,
i.e. an Algol-type elipsing system; EV Cn and AH Cn are two EW/KW binaries, i.e.
they are ontat systems of the W Ursae Majoris-type elipsing variables, with ellipsoidal
omponents of F0-K spetral type.
The observations were arried out with a red-sensitive Thomson TH7882 576  384
CCD photometer (Wei et al. 1990; Zhou et al. 2001) on the 85-m Cassegrain telesope
at the Xinglong Station of the Beijing Astronomial Observatory of China in 2000. The
CCD has an imaging size of 13:25 8:83 mm
2
orresponding to a sky eld of 12:
0
3 8:
0
4
(1:
00
2/pixel, a pixel size is 23 m
2
). Among the stars observed in the eld of EX Cn,
followings were seleted as referene:
C1 = GSC 00814 01205 ( = 08
h
51
m
27:
s
02, Æ = 11
Æ
51
0
52:
00
5, 2000.0, 10.8 V ),
C2 = GSC 00814 01425 ( = 08
h
51
m
31:
s
94, Æ = 11
Æ
51
0
16:
00
6, 2000.0, 10.4 V ),
C3 = GSC 00814 01311 ( = 08
h
51
m
32:
s
16, Æ = 11
Æ
50
0
03:
00
5, 2000.0, 12.5 V ),
C4 = GSC 00814 01147 ( = 08
h
51
m
29:
s
01, Æ = 11
Æ
50
0
33:
00
0, 2000.0, 9.9 V ),
C5 = GSC 00814 01981 ( = 08
h
51
m
39:
s
24, Æ = 11
Æ
50
0
03:
00
6, 2000.0, 12.2 V ).
The atmospheri extintion was not taken into aount in view of the lose spaing of
the observed stars. However, it an be largely eliminated by subtrating a linear-tted line
from the dierential light urves if they are signiantly aeted by the hanging air mass
during a night. The dierential olour eets between the variables and the referene stars
were not signiant. The dierential magnitudes for these four variables are established
as (EX Cn   C4 or C1), (ES Cn   C2), (EV Cn   C3) and (AH Cn   C5). The
magnitude dierenes between the omparison stars generally show a typial standard
deviation of 0:
m
010. For the nights of photometri quality a better value of about 0:
m
006
was obtained. All the above omparison stars were deteted to be non-variables at the
auray of observation. Exposure times were 30 s and all data were sampled into 60-s
bins.
A preliminary Fourier analysis based on the data of EX Cn olleted on six nights (9,
10, 26, 27, 28 and 29 February 2000) demonstrates that the light variations of EX Cn an
be roughly tted with three pulsation frequenies f
1
= 17:9978, f
2
= 19:5674 and f
3
=
20:6559 yle d
 1
having semi-amplitudes of 0:
m
0047, 0:
m
0058 and 0:
m
0039, respetively.
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Figure 1. CCD dierential light urves of EX Cn from 9, 10, 26, 27, 28 and 29 Feb. 2000
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Figure 2. CCD dierential light urves of ES Cn from 27 and 28 Feb. 2000
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Figure 3. CCD dierential light urves of AH Cn from 10 Feb. 2000
The tting yields the residuals with a standard deviation of  = 0:
m
0049, onforming
to the observational auray. The results suggest EX Cn is a multi-mode pulsator.
Figure 1 depits the observed (dots) and tted (lines) light urves of EX Cn from the
six nights. When looking at the third panel and the last two panels of Figure 1, however,
we note the poor t ourred for the leading part of 26 February, the ending part of the
night 29 February and the most data from 28 February. The reason for the former two
ases might be resulted from bad seeing. For the latter ase, it seems that additional
frequenies are still not unovered.
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Figure 4. CCD dierential light urves of EV Cn from 28 and 29 Feb. 2000
During the test ourse, exept the entered target EX Cn, other observed stars in the
eld were arbitrarily seleted from night to night beause of the task of instrument test
and variables survey. Therefore the three other binaries were not ontinuously observed
with EX Cn over all the six nights. Figures 2{4 present the light urves we obtained
during this ourse. Detailed information for the binaries needs further observations and
studies. The time-series data are available upon request from the author.
Aknowledgements. This work was supported by the Natural Siene Foundation of
China.
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OUTBURST PHOTOMETRY OF TmzV36
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TmzV36 is a variable star disovered by Takamizawa (1998). The J2000.0 oordinates
are 09
h
16
m
50:
s
7, +28
Æ
49
0
42
00
. Takamizawa (1998) reported only two positive detetions
on 1994 November 29{30. He also reported that the star is visible at mag 18 on DSS 1.
Sine Takamizawa's reord suggested an outburst of a dwarf nova-type variable, the objet
has been monitored sine 1998 by VSNET (http://www.kusastro.kyoto-u.a.jp/vsnet/)
members. No further outburst had been reported until Shmeer's detetion on 1999
November 17.528 UT, at unltered CCD magnitude of 14.7 (Shmeer 1999). The rapid
rise reported by Shmeer (1999), together with the subsequent evolution of the event,
onrmed the suggested dwarf nova-type lassiation. The lak of further outbursts
until 2001 April supports the low frequeny of outbursts in TmzV36. We started time-
resolved CCD photometry upon this alert, only 1:
d
3 after Shmeer's detetion.
The CCD observations were done using an unltered ST-7 amera attahed to the
Meade 25-m Shmidt{Cassegrain telesope. The exposure time was 30 s. A total of 621
useful frames were obtained. The images were dark-subtrated, at-elded, and analyzed
using the Java
TM
-based PSF photometry pakage developed by one of the authors (TK).
The ux of the objet was determined relative to GSC 1957.358 (GSC magnitude 12.65),
whose onstany during the run was onrmed by omparison with anonymous fainter
stars. Baryentri orretions to the observed times were applied before the following
analysis. The log of observations together with nightly average magnitudes is given in
Table 1. The light urve drawn from these data is presented in Figure 1.
As seen in Figure 1 and Table 1, TmzV36 rapidly faded following the outburst max-
imum. The maximum rate of deline was 1.0 mag d
 1
, whih is omparable to those of
normal outbursts of SU UMa-type dwarf novae. However, some of short-period SS Cyg-
type dwarf novae also show similar rapid delines. The exat lassiation of the dwarf
nova subtype awaits further observations. The objet returned to quiesene within 7
days of the outburst detetion. The measured amplitude of the outburst from this obser-
vation was 3:
m
0. Sine Takamizawa's detetion in 1994 was 1
m
brighter than the present
outburst, there may be two types of outbursts, possibly suggesting the SU UMa-type
nature. Figure 2 shows the enlarged light urve of the rst three nights of the outburst.
Only rapid fading was observed, and no denitely periodi modulations attributable to
superhumps were deteted.
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Table 1: Nightly averaged magnitudes of TmzV36
start
a
end
a
mean mag
b
error

N
d
51501.341 51501.349 2.970 0.044 12
51502.141 51502.245 3.519 0.020 201
51503.173 51503.340 4.512 0.029 264
51504.108 51504.150 5.480 0.318 80
51508.349 51508.365 6.258 0.946 23
51509.358 51509.370 5.881 0.264 17
51512.227 51512.230 5.780 0.492 10
51513.222 51513.225 5.866 0.984 8
51516.333 51516.337 6.425 0.949 6
a
BJD  2400000
b
Magnitude relative to GSC 1957.358

Standard error of nightly average
d
Number of frames
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Figure 1. Light urve of TmzV36
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Figure 2. Enlarged light urve of TmzV36. Eah point represents averages and errors of 0.004-d bins
The authors are grateful to VSNET members for providing visual observations overing
years, and P. Shmeer for promptly and publily notifying the outburst. Part of this work
is supported by a Researh Fellowship of the Japan Soiety for the Promotion of Siene
for Young Sientists (MU).
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DX And is a well-known dwarf nova with a long orbital period (P = 0:
d
4405, Bruh
et al. 1997). DX And is also famous for its long outburst reurrene time (270{330 d,
Simon 2000). Only few known atalysmi variables (CVs) have similar harateristis.
The best known among these CVs is the famous old nova GK Per, whih at the same
time shows dwarf nova-type outbursts. GK Per is also known as an intermediate polar
(IP). The dwarf nova outbursts of GK Per is unique in that they show standstills during
their rises (f. Kim et al. 1992). Another noteworthy feature of GK Per is the presene
of quasi-periodi osillations (QPOs) with periods 2{30 min in outburst (Kato et al., in
preparation). Sine DX And has similar system and outburst parameters, we attempted
to searh for the possible existene of similar modulations during an outburst of DX And.
The outburst we studied was the 1996 Deember one, whose initial rise was deteted on
Deember 10 by R. J. Modi at visual magnitude of 13.9. We undertook CCD observations
starting on the next night.
The observations were done on eight nights between 1996 Deember 11 and 1997 Jan-
uary 3, using a CCD amera (Thomson TH 7882, 576 384 pixels, on-hip 2 2 binning
adopted) attahed to the Cassegrain fous of the 60-m reetor (foal length = 4:8 m)
at Ouda Station, Kyoto University (Ohtani et al. 1992). An interferene lter was used
whih had been designed to reprodue the Johnson V band. The exposure time was
30{50 s depending on the brightness of the objet. The frames were rst orreted for
standard de-biasing and at elding, and were then proessed by a miroomputer-based
aperture photometry pakage developed by one of the authors (TK). The magnitudes
were determined relative to GSC 3242.510 (V = 12:72, B V = +0:47), whose onstany
was onrmed using GSC 3242.216 (V = 13:33, B   V = +0:38). The magnitudes are
taken from Misselt (1996). A total of 355 useful frames were obtained. Baryentri or-
retions to observed times were applied before the following analysis. Table 1 lists the log
of observations, together with nightly averaged magnitudes.
Figure 1 shows the light urve drawn from the data in Table 1. The deline from the
maximum was quite linear, at a mean rate of 0.35 mag d
 1
. This value would be useful in
further alibration of the Bailey's relation (f. Szkody and Mattei 1984). On JD 2450438{
2450439, we undertook a long time-series to searh for possible QPOs. The exposure
times were 30 s, yielding a net time resolution of 37 s. Figure 2 shows the enlarged light
urve. The upper panel shows the raw observations. The lower panel shows averaged
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Table 1: Nightly averaged magnitudes of DX And
start
a
end
a
mean mag
b
error

N
d
50428.889 50428.892 0.637 0.008 5
50438.856 50439.006 0.296 0.002 330
50439.861 50439.862 0.597 0.013 3
50440.853 50440.854 1.037 0.058 3
50441.855 50441.856 1.419 0.049 3
50443.009 50443.010 1.796 0.059 3
50444.877 50444.879 2.356 0.024 5
50451.870 50451.872 2.289 0.020 3
a
BJD  2400000
b
Magnitude relative to GSC 3242.510

Standard error of nightly average
d
Number of frames
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Figure 1. Light urve of the 1996 Deember outburst of DX And
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observations in 0.008-d bins, after subtrating the linear deline. Exept for slow, small-
amplitude variations with a harateristi time-sale of 0:
d
05 (Figure 2, lower panel), no
signiant periodiity was found between 0:
d
001 and 0:
d
1. This observation exludes the
presene of large-amplitude QPOs as seen in GK Per.
Both GK Per and DX And show slowly developing outbursts, likely explained by
inside-out propagation of disk instability (Kim et al. 1992; Simon 2000). There may be
a hane that unique features (e.g. QPOs) during outbursts of GK Per is reprodued in
DX And, if the origin of suh features is related to the outburst mehanism. The present
observation, however, does not support this possibility, and suggests that the manner of
development of disk instability may not be the major ause of QPOs during outbursts
of GK Per. Alternately, the IP-nature may play a more important role in produing the
QPOs in GK Per. The onsequene of the IP-nature on the disk osillations still needs
to be investigated, both observationally and theoretially.
.6
.4
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0
DX And
38.84 38.86 38.88 38.9 38.92 38.94 38.96 38.98 39 39.02
.02
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Figure 2. Enlarged light urve of DX And. The upper panel shows raw individual observations. The
lower panel shows the averages and standard errors in 0.008-d bins, after subtrating the linear deline
The authors are grateful to VSNET members for promptly and publily notifying the
outburst.
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AT Cn is a well-established Z Cam-type dwarf nova with lear alternations of dwarf
nova-type phase and standstills (see Nogami et al. 1999 for the extensive review on this
objet). The presene of standstills, in addition to outbursts, is the dening feature of
Z Cam stars, and standstills are onsidered to be equivalent to non-outbursting novalike
(NL) variables with thermally stable aretion disks (f. Osaki 1996 for a review of disk
instability in dwarf novae). Standstills in Z Cam stars usually terminate with a sudden
fading to quiesene, whose rate of deline is roughly equal to the rate of deline from
outbursts.
The reent standstill of AT Cn began in 2000 November, and has shown peuliar
phenomena until now, 2001 May. [N.B. The portion prior to the standstill was not well
overed by observations, sine the objet was only visible in the morning twilight. Several
negative estimates with upper limits below 14th magnitudes indiate that the objet had
not started this standstill before Otober.℄ The objet has been monitored as a part of
VSNET Collaboration (http://www.kusastro.kyoto-u.a.jp/vsnet/). Visual observations
have been made by a number of observers, using the omparison star sequenes alibrated
in the V band. The typial error of visual estimates is 0:
m
2 mag, whih will not aet
the following disussion. The light urve drawn from these observations is presented in
Figure 1. A portion of the long-term light urve of AT Cn is presented for ompari-
son in Figure 2, whih learly shows the normal outbursting state of this dwarf nova.
The remarkable dierene between the gures demonstrates how unusual the present be-
havior is. The long-term light urve overing the 1995{2001 period is also available at
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Figure 1. Light urve of AT Cn. The solid line shows the deline at the rate of 0.0054 mag d
 1
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Figure 2. Light urve of AT Cn in 1998, showing normal outburst yles
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http://www.kusastro.kyoto-u.a.jp/vsnet/LCs/index/CNCAT.html . The rst notieable
event during this standstill ourred in 2000 Deember (around JD 2451900), an outburst
starting from the standstill. Sine dwarf nova outbursts are believed to be a onsequene
of thermal disk instability, whih ours when the mass-transfer rate is below a ertain
limit,
_
M
rit
(f. Osaki 1996), suh an outburst from the standstill is unexpeted if it is
triggered by the thermal disk instability. Another small outburst ourred in 2001 April
(around JD 2452026), but this may be of dierent nature, as it was on the slow fading
branh on the standstill, as desribed below.
The other very peuliar feature of this standstill is the slow fading throughout the
standstill (exept two \outbursts" desribed above). Suh a trend is extremely peuliar
among all known Z Cam stars. The rate of deline, measured by linear tting to the
light urve, after removing the two \outbursts", is 0.0054 mag d
 1
, orresponding to the
e-folding time of  200 d, whih is totally inonsistent with the usual fading rate (0.3{0.4
mag d
 1
) of this dwarf nova. This fading rate is more harateristi to slow fadings in
VY Sl-type novalike variables (f. Table 1 of Honeyutt et al. 1994). Together with the
similarity of standstills with novalike variables, this similarity of fading rate and pattern
suggests that we may be witnessing a VY Sl-type phenomenon (temporary redution of
mass-transfer rate) in a Z Cam star. However, as disussed in Honeyutt et al. (1994) and
also in King et al. (1998), the standard disk-instability theory predits that the system
should undergo dwarf nova outbursts as the mass-transfer rate dereases. What has been
observed in AT Cn is the ontrary: the \outbursts" are muh more infrequent and smaller
than in its normally outbursting state.
In VY Sl-type stars, an idea has been proposed to solve the same dilemma (Leah et
al. 1999). Leah et al. (1999) ould reprodue the VY Sl-type fading, without ausing
major outbursts, by taking the irradiation by the hot white dwarf into aount. One may
speulate that the same proess may be taking plae in the present peuliar standstill of
AT Cn. This is not the only similarity of AT Cn with VY Sl-type stars. Nogami et al.
(1999) disovered an intermittent P Cyg-type absorption feature whih they interpreted
as winds. Suh intermittent winds are more ommonly seen in VY Sl-type stars, and
are rare in dwarf novae. The best example is BZ Cam (originally disovered by J. R.
Thorstensen and presented in Patterson et al. 1996; see also Ringwald and Naylor 1998).
The spetrosopi evidene of similarity of AT Cn to BZ Cam was already addressed
by Nogami et al. (1999), and the present observation of standstill may be an additional
support to the relation between these seemingly dierent lasses of objets. There may
be a ommon underlying mehanism to produe the observed VY Sl-type or VY Sl-like
features, as well as high-speed winds, in AT Cn and BZ Cam. Sine some of VY Sl-type
stars are suspeted to be steadily burning hydrogen on the surfae of their white dwarfs
(Greiner et al. 1999), the present anomalous state of AT Cn would be an attrative target
to searh for similar phenomenon in a Z Cam-type dwarf nova.
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Nova Aql 2001 = V1548 Aql was originally disovered by M. Collins as a variable star
TAV J1907+117 (Hurst 2001a). The objet was reported to be at photographi magnitude
10.9 on 2001 May 11.99 UT. The objet was suspeted at magnitude 12.1 on Apr. 25,
but the measurement may have been aeted by rowding of the eld (Hurst 2001a,b).
The possibility as some sort of an eruptive variable was suggested based on the lak of
bright infrared ounterpart on IRAS surveys (Kato 2001). The objet was announed as
a possible nova (Hurst 2001b). Spetrosopi onrmation as a nova was made by several
groups (Benn et al. 2001; Shemmer 2001). The nova was observed already very faint
( 12:5{13.0) on May 16{17, suggesting a rapid fade. However, predisovery photographs
by Takamizawa (2001) revealed that the nova was already bright in late February. This
suggests that the nova had a long premaximum halt before its nal rise to maximum.
Suh behavior was also observed in previous novae, most notably in V723 Cas = Nova
Cas 1995. Figure 1 shows the omparison between light urves of Nova Aql 2001 and
V723 Cas. The horizontal sales were slightly dierent between these objets, but the
overall features resemble eah other within a fator of  40% dierene in time sales.
This striking similarity makes Nova Aql 2001 as a \twin" nova to V723 Cas, the best-
observed slowest nova in the modern times. This similarity is onsistent with the low
expansion veloity (mean FWHM of 1100 km s
 1
, Shemmer 2001), whih is omparable
to the small FWHM of 600 km s
 1
, observed in H emission line of V723 Cas (Della
Valle et al. 1995). The small dierene in the FWHM between these two objets may
suggest that the evolution of Nova Aql 2001 may be more rapid, whih looks onsistent
with the time sales in the light urves, but the diret omparison of values may be still
premature beause the spetra were taken at dierent stages of nova explosions. The
likely progenitor of Nova Aql 2001 was identied as a star having USNO A2.0 magnitudes
of r = 18:7 and b = 19:6 (Uemura et al. 2001). This makes the outburst amplitude of 8
mag, whih is roughly omparable to that of V723 Cas ( 10 mag).
Long premaximum halts were also observed in historial novae, HR Del and possibly
in DO Aql. The almost idential appearane of premaximum halts and sharp maxima
suggest that a ommon mehanism is responsible for produing suh, still poorly under-
stood, features in slow novae. Both V723 Cas and HR Del showed osillations after the
main peak (as is also seen in the lower panel of Figure 1). If similar phenomenon ours in
Nova Aql 2001, the expeted time of the seond maximum is around JD 2452080{2452090
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Figure 1. Comparison of light urves between Nova Aql 2001 and V723 Cas. The symbols in the upper
panels: disovery and predisovery photographi observations by Collins (open triangles), photographi
observations by Takamizawa (lled squares), visual and V -band CCD observations reported to VSNET
(open irles, inluding some observations reported to IAU Cirulars) and photographi upper limits
(`_'-marks). The light urve of V723 Cas (lower panel) are drawn from reports to VSNET
(late June, 2001), but the expeted dates should be treated as approximate sine the early
stage of Nova Aql 2001 was not very well sampled. The ause of suh nova osillations still
being poorly understood, intensive observations around this period would be enouraged.
The authors are grateful to VSNET (http://www.kusastro.kyoto-u.a.jp/vsnet/) mem-
bers for providing vital observations of both novae.
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